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The Australian
National
University
'T 'h e  Australian National University (ANU) has been for nearly 50 years one of 
X Australia's leading academic research institutions and its only national university.
It has produced many of the nation's most prominent scientists, economists, historians, 
jurists, geographers, linguists and mathematicians.
It has more members of the honoured academic societies than any other Australian 
university.
The ANU has been responsible for some of the world's great scientific triumphs, and 
current staff are engaged in fundamental research in areas such as medicine, physics, 
astronomy, chemistry, biology, the earth sciences, information science and engineering.
It also has world-recognised experts in the social sciences and humanities.
The University has a total student population of more than 10,000 of whom approximately 
2,000 are postgraduates. About one in 10 students come from overseas and are drawn 
from 60 countries. ANU has about 1,100 academic staff and 2,300 general staff.
Undergraduate degree courses are provided through five faculties—Arts, Asian Studies, 
Economics and Commerce, Law, and Science. Studies may be completed as a single degree 
in three to four years, or as combined courses leading to two degrees in four to five years 
(or six years for honours).
Graduate studies are organised in 37 graduate programs, coordinated by the Graduate 
School and provided through The Faculties and the Institute of Advanced Studies.
For more information about the University—
Inquiries to—
The Registrar
The Australian National University 
Canberra ACT 0200 
Telephone: (06)249 5111 
Fax: (06)248 9062
General inquiries to—
The Flead
Public Affairs Division
The Australian National University
Canberra ACT 0200
Telephone: (06)249 2229
Fax: (06)249 5568
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Objectives
'T 'h e  fundamental objective of The Australian National University is to be one of the 
X world's great research institutions, distinguished also by outstanding teaching,
guiding students to the frontiers of knowledge and the best standards of scholarship.
Specifically, it aims to:
■ engage in research, scholarship and teaching at the highest international standards;
■  foster critical inquiry and an environment that strengthens Australia's capacity to 
undertake fundamental research and research on subjects of importance for Australia;
■ provide postdoctoral, graduate and honours education at the highest international 
standards in all areas of the University's research activity;
■ provide outstanding higher education courses and other courses in the visual and 
performing arts which promote the highest standards of practice;
■  sustain international links, and encourage collaborations which enable Australia to 
benefit from research in other countries and which make the scholarship and unique 
research resources of the University, and the expertise of its members, available to other 
universities and research institutions in Australia and overseas;
■ encourage links which make the scholarship and research resources of the University 
accessible to the Australian community, industry and government; and
■ contribute to education, culture, welfare and economic development both within 
Australia generally and in the Australian Capital Territory and surrounding areas.
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The year
■ The new ANU Act began operating from 1 January, amalgamating the University with 
the Canberra Institute of the Arts and implementing significant administrative 
restructuring.
■ The Chancellor, Sir Geoffrey Yeend, whose term had been due to expire in December, 
was re-appointed for a further two years.
■ Eleven members of staff were elected to Fellowships of the Australian academies.
■ The ANU attracted substantial additional research funding, including $3.8 million 
from the Australian Research Council (ARC) for the Faculties. The ANU is now 
involved in five Cooperative Research Centres.
■ The ANU again featured strongly in the award of Fellowships by the ARC.
■ The first three Vice-Chancellor's Awards for Excellence in Teaching were made.
■ The University decided to establish a new Master of Business Administration program 
to emphasise the international context, especially in Asia, in which business is 
increasingly operating.
■ The University continued to strengthen its international links.
■ The acquisition of a post accelerator from the UK was negotiated to enhance the range 
of research capability in the Department of Nuclear Physics.
■ A number of recommendations of a Review of University Administration were, or were 
in the process of being, implemented, including changes in senior administration, more 
efficient appointment procedures and improved student recruitment.
■ Major building work completed reflected an increase in activity at least the equal of 
any period in the University's development.
■ A Campus Development Policy Plan was adopted in principle to provide a framework 
for future development of the campus.
■ The Federal Government announced that from 1994 funds for university capital works 
will become part of annual grants to universities, thus permitting them to plan their 
building programs with greater assurance.
■ The University criticised a Government initiative on quality assurance, arguing that 
this would reduce universities' autonomy and that the issue could be better dealt with 
by mechanisms already developed by universities.
■ The number of graduate students at the ANU continued to increase rapidly to 2,022—a 
rise of 43 per cent in two years, with about 25 per cent of graduates coming from 
overseas.
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■ The Research School of Chemistry's international profile was demonstrated when 
organic chemistry at the ANU was rated eighth in the world in a survey conducted by 
the international magazine Science Watch.
■ Chemical research as a whole at the ANU was ranked in the top 50 universities in the 
world by the Science Watch survey.
■ The Research Schools of Chemistry and Biological Sciences celebrated their 25th 
anniversaries.
■ The Research School of Earth Sciences celebrated 40 years of Earth Science at the ANU.
■ The Institute of the Arts began its first year of operation as part of the ANU.
■ Members of the Faculty of Arts won competitive research grants totalling 
$1,450,000—up by $500,000 over the previous year.
■ Negotiations began with the Federal Parliament aimed at starting a system of 
parliamentary internships for ANU students.
■ The success of the ANU/CSIRO Co-operative Research Centre for Advanced 
Computational Systems confirmed the ANU campus as Australia's leading centre for 
information technology research.
■ A study on the use of information technology on campus began.
■ Council approved in principle the establishment of a Faculty of Engineering and 
Information Technology to enhance the ANU's role in the information technologies.
■ Special funding was provided by the Department of Employment, Education and 
Training to support the establishment of a course dealing with Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people under Australian common law and legislation.
■ New four-year specialised Asian Studies degrees, which include a year's study in Asia, 
were launched, breaking significant new ground as Australia's first major program of 
accredited tertiary level study in Asia.
■ ANU decided to offer three one-year re-entry scholarships for women who have been 
out of academia for some time. They begin next year.
■ The number of users of the Chifley, Menzies and Hancock Buildings libraries and the 
Law Library exceeded 1.2 million—a record.
■ A new unit—the Centre for Networked Access to Scholarly Information—was created 
in the Library as part of a move towards providing campus users access to electronic 
information locally and world-wide.
■ Management of the Drill Hall Gallery passed from the Australian National Gallery 
back to the ANU.
■ Council approved recommendations from the Council Committee Against Sexual 
Harassment adapting from the ACT Discrimination Act 1981 relevant provisions on 
sexual harassment within the ANU, and defining sexual harassment by students as 
misconduct.
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■ Safety on campus was enhanced, including conducting self-protection workshops for 
women.
■ A part-time position of disability adviser was created with particular responsibility for 
providing advice and support to students.
■ HIV/AIDS education continued on campus.
■ Smoking in ANU buildings was banned, with certain residential buildings exempted.
■ Improvements are being implemented following an Occupation Health and Safety Unit 
University-wide audit for radon.
■ The Sports Union undertook a $640,000 extension and reorganisation of its facilities.
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The year in review
^  992 was a year of change and a year of challenge for The Australian National University.
A year when we looked inward to effect new administrative and organisational 
efficiencies, and outward to forge new links w ith other institutions of learning and 
research, both here and around the world.
A year when the academic excellence of our people was even more widely recognised.
And it was a year when, despite external pressures and constraints, our resolve not to 
compromise our standards or our independence was undiminished—and w ill remain so.
The ANU A c t 1991
'T 'h e  ANU Act 1991 repealed the 1946 Act w ith effect from 1 January 1992 while 
X  providing for the uninterrupted existence of The Australian National University and 
its amalgamation w ith the previously named Canberra Institute of the Arts. A major 
change in the new Act related to the membership of the Council, the size of which was 
reduced from 44 to 22 members. In addition, the Act provided for the Executive Chair of 
the Institute of the Arts to hold office as a member of Council during 1992, a role that 
Emeritus Professor P H Karmel filled. The reconstructed Council met for the first time on 
7 February 1992 and used its power under the Act to appoint Mr L T Hinde as a member 
of Council and Chair of its Finance Committee. The membership of the new Council was 
thereby completed, except for two persons to be appointed by the Chief Minister of the 
Australian Capital Territory. Despite requests from the University, these positions 
remained unfilled during the year.
The new Act permits the appointment of more than one Deputy Vice-Chancellor and at 
its February meeting Council appointed Professor G M Neutze as Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
and Director of the Institute of Advanced Studies, and Professor R D Terrell as Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor. The orientation of the portfolio of Professor Ten-ell is toward matters 
concerning The Faculties; but both Deputy Vice-Chancellors have responsibilities 
extending across the campus consistent w ith the integrated nature of the University. These 
appointments were in response to recommendations made in the 1991 Report of the 
Review of University Administration. In keeping with that Report, the Council also 
appointed the Chairs of the Academic Boards, Professor D W Robinson and Professor D 
M Griffin, as Pro-Vice-Chancellors (part-time). Later in the year Professor J W White 
replaced Professor Robinson on the expiry of his term of office. As part of administrative 
restructuring, the Council reviewed the continuance and membership of all its committees 
and those to which Council appoints members. Some committees were disbanded or 
aggregated and on others, such as the Finance Committee, it proved necessary to include 
lay members who were not members of Council.
Before 31 December 1991, the Institute of the Arts operated under the Canberra Institute 
of the Arts Ordinance 1988. The ANU Act 1991 repealed the Ordinance w ith  the effect that 
the Institute became part of The Faculties. The Council took early steps to put in place 
interim arrangements for the management of academic affairs and, in particular, to
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establish the Board of the Institute of the Arts. Later, these arrangements formed the basis 
of an Institute of the Arts Statute. The Board, chaired by Emeritus Professor Karmel, has 
submitted reports of its meetings to Council through the Board of The Faculties. In all 
major respects the amalgamation has proceeded smoothly with enthusiasm and goodwill 
from the parties involved. It also has provided an opportunity to negotiate such matters 
as the leasing of the area occupied by the Institute and associated variations of the ANU 
lease.
By the end of the year, the ANU Act 1991 had been amended consequential to changes 
proposed in the Higher Education Funding Amendment Bill (No. 2) 1992. The formal 
position is now that, from 1993, grants to the ANU will be made via the Higher Education 
Funding Act, rather than through the annual Appropriation Acts of Parliament. All 
Australian universities will now receive funds directly from the Commonwealth under 
the same Act.
Senior appointments
O i r  Geoffrey Yeend, whose appointment as Chancellor was due to expire on 14 
^D ecem ber 1992, was invited by Council to accept appointment as Chancellor for a 
further period of two years. Sir Geoffrey's acceptance at the October meeting of Council 
was greeted with acclamation. Among the honours received 
by Sir Geoffrey this year was the Order of the Rising Sun,
Gold and Silver Star, conferred by the Emperor of Japan for 
his contributions to the promotion of economic and cultural 
relations between Australia and Japan.
In June, Mr R H Arthur was appointed Registrar of the 
U niversity. Mr A rthur has previously held senior 
management level positions at the Canberra Institute of the 
Arts, the Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission 
and the Departm ent of Employment, Education and 
Training.
Two new appointments were made to Directorships in the 
Institute of Advanced Studies: Professor C A Norman 
currently at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore as Director,
Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories, and Professor M C Ricklefs, who holds 
a ChairatMonash University, asDirector, Research School of Pacific Studies. Itisexpected 
that both will take up office in 1993. Professor IG Young was appointed as Acting Director, 
John Curtin School of Medical Research and Professor B Kennett as Acting Director, 
Research School of Earth Sciences. Both of the latter substantive posts are under 
advertisement. In The Faculties, Dr A L Kumar succeeded Professor C A Gerstle as the 
Dean of the Faculty of Asian Studies.
University Fellowships are awarded by Council on the recommendation of the Honorary 
Degrees Committee to distinguished retired members of the University who wish to 
continue their work within the University. The honour is conferred rarely, but Fellowships 
were offered this year to Emeritus Professors Harold Brookfield, David Curtis and George 
Horridge.
Sir Geoffrey Yeend
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Council has appointed Professor J H Carver as Acting 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Director of the Institute of 
Advanced Studies from 1 February 1993. This followed the 
decision of Professor Neutze to leave the post on that date 
due to ill health. The Vice-Chancellor, Emeritus Professor L 
W Nichol, also announced that he would vacate his office 
at the end of 1993 to give the new Vice-Chancellor time to 
prepare for a major review of the Institute of Advanced 
Studies to be conducted during 1995.
Achievements
\  n important measure of the esteem in which the academic work of the University is 
/ \ h e l d  is the recognition accorded to individual members of staff by learned academies 
and societies. During 1992, 11 persons were elected to Fellowships of the Australian 
academies: Professor M N Barber, Professor ] M A Chappell and Dr R L Dewar 
(Australian Academy of Science); Professor J J Fox, Professor D W Greig, Dr K 
Haakonssen, Dr I D McCalman and Dr P J Rimmer (Academy of Social Sciences in 
Australia); Professor D J Denoon, Dr A L Kumar and Professor G P McCormack 
(Australian Academy of the Humanities). The latter Academy also elected Professor D M 
Schreuder, Research School of Social Sciences, to be its President for the next three years.
Research in chemistry at the University received unusual praise when the international 
journal Science Watch ranked ANU among the world's top 50 universities based on 
citations of scientific publications over a six year period. It was ranked twenty-fourth in 
physical chemistry/chemical physics and eighth in the world in organic chemistry. Two 
members of the Research School of Chemistry, Professor A L J Beckwith and Professor A 
M Sargeson, were awarded Centenary Lectureships of the Royal Society of Chemistry, 
which also awarded the 1991/92 Nyholm Lectureship to Professor M A Bennett. A 
founding member of the School, Emeritus Professor D P Craig, was awarded the Royal 
Australian Chemical Institute's most prestigious medal, the Leighton Memorial Medal, 
for 1991. The Australian Journal of Chemistry dedicated an issue to another founding 
member, Emeritus Professor A J Birch. Other honours to members of other Research 
Schools included the award of the 1992 Pawsey Medal of the Australian Academy of 
Science to Dr D J Flinde, the 1991 Peter Aitken Medal to Professor R F Mark and the Clunies 
Ross National Science and Technology Award to Professor S W Seijeantson. Dr G F Davies 
became a Fellow of the American Geophysical Union.
The University attracted substantial additional funding to aid its research endeavours 
through Commonwealth competitive grants. In the third and final selection round for 
Cooperative Research Centres announced in December the University and its partners 
won funding for the Centre of Advanced Computational Systems, bringing to five the 
number of Centres involving ANU. The Faculties received a total of approximately $3.8 
million for large and small research grants for 1993 from the Australian Research Council 
(ARC), maintaining the strong performance of last year. Of the 115 applications from 
ANU, 79 were initial applications and the success rate for these was 26.5 per cent, above
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the national average of 19 per cent. Grants for 1993 from the National Health and Medical 
Research Council of $1.25 million included continuation of funding for the Social 
Psychiatry Research Unit in the form of a prestigious Unit Grant. Once again, ANU 
featured strongly in the award of Fellowships by the ARC. Of the 50 Australian 
Postdoctoral Research Fellowships available nationwide, 11 will be tenable at ANU next 
year; of the 15 Queen Elizabeth II Fellows, five will come to ANU; of the 25 Australian 
Research Fellows, five will work at the University, as will four of the 15 Australian Senior 
Research Fellows. The National Priority (Reserve) Fund is yet another source of funding 
for which ANU has successfully competed. This year it was announced that grants would 
be available for a development to introduce Aboriginal issues and perspectives into the 
law curriculum, the Development and Implementation of a Departmental Administrative 
Information System and for the Experimental Design in Industrial Quality Control. Two 
members of the staff of The Faculties were awarded National Teaching Development 
Grants for 1993.
One major objective of the University is to enhance its cooperative interactions with other 
universities and research institutions both within and outside of Australia. Assistance 
with this endeavour was obtained from the new Targeted Institutional Links Program 
funded by the Commonwealth for a project involving collaborative research programs 
with China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea and Taiwan to develop industry and trade policy 
initiatives. The Commonwealth also funds cooperative projects involving Australian 
institutions through mechanism C of the Research Infrastructure Grant. Eleven such 
projects involving ANU were funded for 1993. The Institute of the Arts received support 
for Australian Cultural Studies in Music through mechanism B of the Infrastructure Grant. 
The University itself, of course, fosters numerous cooperative interactions with a wide 
range of other organisations. These are listed later in this Report.
In addition to competing in Government-sponsored schemes, the University actively 
pursues a policy of seeking external support for its activities. A full listing of such grants 
appears elsewhere in this Report, but special mention should be made of progress in 
obtaining private funding for research and development. Last year it was reported that a 
group of financial institutions entered into an agreement with the University and 
ANUTECH Pty Ltd to fund seven major research projects in biological and medical 
sciences. A single organisation has entered into a similar agreement to fund five further 
major projects in areas of physical sciences and engineering.
University initiatives
'T 'h e  first three Vice-Chancellor's Awards for Excellence in Teaching were made during 
X 1992. These awards are a reflection of the importance to the University of the quality 
of undergraduate teaching.
Since its establishment the Interdisciplinary Engineering Program has been a part of the 
Faculty of Science. The Program has been successful in attracting very good students and 
staff, and has been awarded competitive external funding for research. The University 
Council in October approved in principle the establishment of a new Faculty of 
Engineering and Information Technology which will include the Engineering Program 
and the Department of Computer Science.
The University has decided to establish a new Master of Business Administration program 
which will emphasise the international context, especially in Asia, in which business is
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increasingly operating. In addition to the usual technical subjects, students will learn 
about the cultural and governmental situations in different countries. The international 
emphasis and the importance of links to Asian countries are reflected in the intention to 
attach the program to the Research School of Pacific Studies.
The University's ability to attract students, especially overseas students, has been limited 
in recent years by the shortage of residential accommodation. During 1992 this shortage 
was relieved to a considerable extent by the purchase of the former Gowrie Hostel in 
January, renamed Fenner Hall in honour of Professor Frank Fenner, former Director of 
the John Curtin School of Medical Research and later of the Centre for Resource and 
Environmental Studies. Fenner Hall provided accomodation for some 240 students during 
1992. It was completely renovated during the year and from the beginning of 1993 will 
house 490 students. A frequent bus service provides transport over the two kilometre 
route between the Hall and the University.
The University has strengthened its international connections in three ways. First it has 
added to the number of overseas universities with which it has formal exchange 
agreements. In 1991 and 1992 agreements were signed with 17 universities, mostly in Asia. 
Second, the Faculty of Asian Studies has established four-year specialised courses in the 
core areas of its offerings which include a year spent in the country being studied. In 1992 
groups went to Japan, China, Thailand, Indonesia, Egypt and India. Third, the University 
is the Australian member of the Pacific-Rim University Presidents Conference which 
includes the leading universities in the countries of the region. It provides an excellent 
opportunity to strengthen the ties between the University and major universities in this 
part of the world. Following a 1991 conference at Seoul National University attended by 
the Vice-Chancellor, the ANU has accepted an invitation to be the host for the 1993 
Conference.
Since the linear accelerator in the Department of Nuclear Physics was installed in 1973-74 
it has been upgraded in a series of steps. In 1992 the University negotiated the acquisition 
of the post-accelerator from the Daresbury Laboratory of the UK Science and Engineering 
Council. The equipment should arrive in Canberra by mid-1993 and be in operation by 
the end of the year. The agreement, which provides for 20 per cent of the beam time to be 
made available to nuclear scientists from the UK for a period of five years, will enhance 
the range of research capability in the Department and international research 
collaboration in the field.
In 1991 the University received a report from a Review of University Administration and 
during 1992 two reports to Council provided details of the implementation of the 
recommendations of the Review. By the end of 1992 the great majority of the 
recommendations had been either fully implemented or were in the process of being 
implemented, including changes in senior administration, more efficient appointment 
procedures, greater cost recovery by ancillary activities, better information flows, 
improved student recruitment and administrative computer systems. One set of 
recommendations which have yet to be fully implemented relate to devolution of a 
number of staffing administrative functions to individual faculties and research schools. 
Among the more useful results have been more rapid processing of academic 
appointments, employment of an executive officer to the Vice-Chancellor and a legal 
officer, introduction of a staff newsletter, and introduction of weekly meetings of senior 
officers.
A particular recommendation of the Review was that the University should reduce its 
housing stock and reconsider the mode of management of its housing operation. 
Following the appointment of a Housing Strategy Committee, the University has
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formulated new criteria for eligibility for university housing, is reducing the stock, and is 
planning the redevelopment of a substantial number of units. Rent levels have been 
revised upwards.
Following the recommendations of the Review of Administration and of a review of the 
administration of the Centre for Continuing Education, the University has decided to 
establish a Board of Management for the Centre and to increase the extent to which it is 
self funding. The University has established also a Public Affairs Committee, which will 
be responsible for developing the University's communication with the external 
communities with which it relates. It will take an interest in the Centre for Continuing 
Education.
During 1992 a Campus Development Policy Plan was produced and, following 
widespread consultation with staff and students and subsequent revision, adopted in 
principal by the Council. The Plan provides a framework for future development of the 
campus with building envelopes addressing a stronger system of pathways, improved 
safety and enhancement of the natural and man-made environment. It is proposed that 
vehicle access to the central parts of the campus be provided from a ring road and that 
University Avenue become a pedestrian route.
For the first time in 1992 the University has promoted members of academic staff to the 
level of professor (Level E in the Academic Staff Award). Previously the level of professor 
was a grade which normally could be obtained only following advertisement. In both The 
Faculties and the Institute of Advanced Studies there is a quota on the number of 
promotions to this level in any one year: four promotions were made in the Institute and 
six in The Faculties (a double quota in the inaugural year). Competition in both parts of 
the University was very strong.
The University has developed a policy for considering also promotions from Level A to 
Level B, to be introduced in 1993 for the first time. In that year it will be possible for a 
Postdoctoral Fellow' to apply for promotion to Research Fellow in the Institute and for an 
Associate Lecturer in The Faculties to apply for promotion to Lecturer. Together these 
rivo policies provide for promotion throughout the regular academic grades.
For some years the University has been appointing to Adjunct Professorships people who 
hold appointments elsewhere but are able to spend significant periods at the University 
and who can make important contributions to the mission of the University. Cooperative 
Research Centres have opened up new avenues for interaction between research 
institutions. During 1992 the University introduced adjunct appointments at 
sub-professorial levels to facilitate interactions with other researchers. A total of some 12 
adjunct appointments were made during the year.
Government policies and pressures
Ty If  aintenance of both buildings and equipment and the purchase of new equipment 
lV X to  permit research to continue at the frontiers of knowledge are difficult in periods 
of financial constraint. Expenditures of these kinds are seen as postponable and few if any 
universities are spending enough to maintain their capital. Accordingly, two steps taken 
by the Government this year were welcomed.
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First, as part of the 1992 Budget the Minister announced that from 1994 funds for capital 
works, including maintenance of buildings, will become part of the annual grants to 
universities. The distribution between universities is based on weighted student load 
which gives a higher weight, for example, to postgraduate student load. A special 
adjustment has been made for the Institute of Advanced Studies. This is a welcome move 
in that it permits universities to plan their building programs with reasonable assurance 
of the funds that will be available from year to year rather than applying each year for 
capital funding from the Government for individual buildings. This change has increased 
the autonomy of universities.
Second, the Government has commissioned the Boston Consulting Group to advise it on 
the need for supplementary funding for research infrastructure and the best way to 
provide any funds for this purpose. Current arrangements for universities to receive 
special funds come to an end at the end of 1994 and there is strong evidence that 
universities have been unable to maintain their research infrastructure at a satisfactory 
level. Recommendations for continuing special funding for a further year went to the 
Government late in 1992 and stage II of the consultancy will make recommendations for 
longer term arrangements.
A less welcome Government initiative relates to its perception of Quality Assurance. The 
Higher Education Council issued a discussion paper, The Quality of Higher Education, in 
February followed by The Quality of Higher Education: Draft Advice. The University made 
a critical response to the Draft Advice, arguing that the measures proposed would 
inevitably reduce the autonomy of universities and that quality could best be assured by 
fostering the mechanisms which universities themselves have developed to ensure the 
quality of their teaching and research. Any national scheme would inevitably result in a 
reduction in the richness of the dimensions of quality in the offerings of different 
universities. The final advice, Higher Education: Achieving Quality, recommends that 
funds of some $75 million per year be distributed to universities according to the extent 
to which they have achieved quality as they define it for themselves; using such an 
approach would reduce but not remove the erosion of institutional autonomy.
Two matters concerning the John Curtin School of Medical Research (JCSMR) were active 
during the year. The first concerned funding. Following the inability of the Medical 
Research Committee and the University to reach agreement on arrangements for the 
School to be funded through the National Health and Medical Research Council, funding 
for it was transferred from the Department of Employment, Education and Training 
(DEET) to the Department of Health, Housing and Community Sendees (DHHCS) from 
1 January 1992. Subsequently an agreement for arrangements under which DHHCS 
would fund the University for the purposes of the School was signed on 12 May. A major 
part of that agreement provides for a Liaison Committee with University and 
Departmental nominees to deal with a range of administrative matters. The Committee 
held its first meeting in August. The University has taken every opportunity to protest 
the Government's decision to transfer the funding for the School out of the recurrent 
budget for the Institute as a whole. Funding from a different source for an established 
large part of the Institute limits the Council in exercising its responsibility for the 
management of the whole University. The Minister has refused to reconsider the decision 
to transfer the School's funding, though he is 'willing to keep the matter under review'. 
In October the Senate passed the ANU Amendment (Autonomy) Bill which had as its 
purpose the return of the funding for the JCSMR to DEET, but the Bill has not been 
considered by the House of Representatives.
The second matter concerns the decision of the Senate Select Committee on Employment 
Education and Training to set up an Inquiry into the Proposal to Divest the ANU of
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Administrative and Financial Control of the JCSMR. The University and the School made 
submissions and senior officers of the University appeared before the Committee. In its 
Report, the Committee was critical of the way in which the Stephen Committee had dealt 
with the JCSMR. Four of the eight members of the Senate Select Committee favoured the 
transfer of funding for the School back to DEET but the other four, called in the Report 
the 'majority view', believed that the source of funding was of no practical importance 
and that greater stability could be achieved by the funding remaining with DHF1CS. The 
Minister subsequently announced that the Government intended to do nothing in 
response to the Committee's report.
Another matter also caused widespread concern and protest. The University was 
informed that from 1994 applicants for Australian Research Council Fellowships and 
Senior Research Fellowships would not be able to take them up in the Institute of 
Advanced Studies. Applicants for Postdoctoral Fellowships and Queen Elizabeth II 
Fellowships, however, would still be able to hold them in the Institute. A large number 
of the successful applicants for the more senior posts have held them in the Institute, and 
the holders of these fellowships have made important contributions to the research in the 
schools and centres of the Institute. The University has opposed the decision because it 
believes that these fellowships are allocated to individuals who should be able to hold 
them in institutions which provide the best environment for their research programs.
Finally, as a result of a determination by the Remuneration Tribunal in 1991 the ANU was 
classed as a Category 2 higher education institution for the purposes of determining the 
salary of the Vice-Chancellor and the Deputy Vice-Chancellors. Subsequently, the 
Remuneration ami Allowances Legislation Amendment Act 1992 resulted in a reduction of the 
salaries paid to these officers. The ANU is one of only three institutions for which the 
Tribunal and subsequent legislation determine salaries; for others they recommend the 
basis of institutional funding for these posts. The Council is concerned about its ability to 
recruit highly qualified executive officers with salaries that are lower than those paid in 
other large universities.
Finance
'T 'h e  1992 recurrent grant received from the Department of Employment, Education and 
A Training (DEET) was $199,057,000. This grant included $14,402,000 in charges to be 
met by students under the Higher Education Contribution Scheme (HECS). As well, the 
University received $16,434,000 for the John Curtin School of Medical Research from the 
Department of Health, Housing and Community Services. This amount had been taken 
off the DEET allocation to the University as a result of a Government decision to alter the 
funding arrangements for the School. Secondly, the University received a grant of 
$4,157,000 for the Institute of the Arts from the ACT Government consequent upon the 
merger of the Institute with the University. While in money terms the grant was some 
$14m greater than in the previous year (after allowing for the adjustments for the John 
Curtin School and the Institute of the Arts), in real terms the grant was marginally smaller. 
The Faculties were granted an additional amount of $687,000 for growth in student 
enrolments of 129 EFTSU; however this was offset by a reduction of $784,000 from the 
application of the Relative Funding Model by DEET and by growth in actual enrolments 
of 553 (8.5 per cent). The resultant reduction in funding per EFTSU, together with the 
additional enrolments, placed severe pressures on resources within The Faculties. With 
the introduction of the Relative Funding Model for The Faculties, the University 
effectively receives a two-line budget from DEET, one for the Institute and one for The
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Faculties. Other University income received for operating purposes (mainly interest on 
the investment of University recurrent funds and a contribution to University overheads 
from the Syndicated Research Projects managed by ANUTECH Pty Ltd), amounted to 
$7,677,000. This was $500,000 less than the 1991 receipts because of the reduction in 
interest income received.
Funds were allocated to operational areas as follows: Institute of Advanced Studies 47 
per cent; The Faculties 20 per cent; Central Administration 16 per cent; and the Library, 
Computer Services Centre and Institute of the Arts 16 per cent. These allocations differed 
only marginally from those in 1991. Included in the above allocations were $20.6m for 
new equipment purchases across the University and $1.9m for new research activities in 
the Institute under the Strategic Plan, which is funded from a one per cent levy on the 
Institute's budget.
The University established a building fund of modest size in 1985 to enable urgent 
building extensions and refurbishment projects to be undertaken. The money for the fund 
is mainly drawn from interest on long-term University investments, surplus income 
generated by the housing operation, savings in the University contribution to the 
Commonwealth Superannuation Reserve Fund, and interest on Special Purpose Funds 
held by the Schools and Faculties. Over the years, the University has become increasingly 
short of office accommodation for staff, teaching and laboratory space, and residential
Professor Alan Barton accepts the keys for Fenner Hall from Project Coordinator Steve Coursy at 
a cerem ony in the Hall.
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accommodation for students. As well, there is a need for extensive maintenance and 
refurbishment resulting from an ageing stock of buildings. Total capital works financed 
from the building fund in 1992 amounted to $10.3m.
In 1992 the University received $ l.lm  from DEET as a contribution to the cost of 
renovations for some of The Faculties' buildings, and $2.96m for extensions to the Crisp 
Building. As well, $780,000 had been received from DEET in 1991 for the Crisp Building. 
The University funded the balance of the cost of $7.6m and the project was completed by 
the end of the year. Fenner Hall (formerly Gowrie Hostel) was purchased early in 1992 
and fully refurbished by December. The total project cost $10m, of which $4m was 
obtained as a loan from the Commonwealth Bank of Australia. The Robertson Lecture 
Theatre was built at a cost of $1 m for the Research School of Biological Sciences. Substantial 
progress was made on the Accelerator Hall of the Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering during the year.
Recurrent funds reached their peak in real terms in 1977. Since then, their purchasing 
power has declined by approximately four per cent. However, because of the need to 
increase expenditures on items such as building and site maintenance, higher energy 
costs, salary increases (which were not fully funded from supplementation) and 
incremental salary creep arising from staff becoming more senior over time, total staff 
numbers funded from recurrent grants have declined bv 20 per cent from their peak in 
1977.
The following table compares equivalent full-time staff, other than part-time teaching 
staff, casual staff, and academic visitors, financed from recurrent grants for the vears 1977 
and 1990-1992.
Full-time equivalent staff financed from recurrent
funds 1977, 1990-1992
Excluding part-time teachers, casual staff, academic visitors and staff of the Institute of 
The Arts
Staff category 1977 1990 1991 1992
Academic activities
Research only
Academic 518 495 494 490
Non-academic 1225 923 930 901
Sub-total 1743 1418 1424 1391
Teaching and research
Academic 402 372 390 392
Non-academic 355 269 214 219
Sub-total 757 641 604 611
Sub-total Academic activities 2500 2059 2028 2002
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Staff category 1977 1990 1991 1992
Academic services
Library 153 134 147 132
Computing 41 42 43 48
Other (a) 24 27 27 53
Sub-total Academic services 218 203 217 233
Other services
Student services 21 18 22 21
Administration 411 309 328 (b) 341
Buildings & grounds (c) 216 138 140 116
Public services (CCE) 24 17 17 18
Sub-total other services 672 482 507 496
Total University 3390 2744 2752 2731
(a) Comprises Instructional Resources Unit (IRU) (28), Centre for Educational 
Development and Academic Methods (CEDAM) (6), and Animal Services (19). The 
latter was transferred from JCSMR in 1992.
(b) Excludes National Office for Overseas Student Recognition staff (6), but includes new 
staff appointed as a result of an administrative review, and new projects.
(c) Parking and Traffic staff (8), were transferred to outside funds in 1992.
In addition to the above funds available for spending on general University activities, the 
University attracts special purpose funds for research and consulting activities, and 
endowments. In 1992, the cash grants received by the University amounted to $39.19m. 
This comprised research grants of $20.72m received from Commonwealth Government 
agencies (principally the Australian Research Council); grants of $12.69m from other 
sources (State Government, industry and international agencies such as the Rockefeller 
Foundation and Ford Foundation); and income from consulting activities, sales of 
publications, donations and interest on special purpose funds of $5.77m. This income is 
specific to individual research staff/projects/endowments or other designated activities, 
and is not normally available for general University purposes. Further details of major 
grants and donations are shown later in this chapter.
Such special purpose funds are becoming an increasingly important source of income to 
the University, and they now represent 18 per cent of the total funds available. The number 
of full-time staff equivalents employed from these funds has increased substantially over 
recent years, from 50 in 1977 to 448 in 1992.
The University introduced a Full Fee Program (FFP) for overseas students in 1988, in 
accordance with Government policy. The program has been progressively expanded and 
it now covers all the University's educational areas. In 1992, 529 FFP students were 
enrolled in The Faculties, and 343 students were enrolled in the Institute (principally in
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amounted to $9.55m. The income is allocated to the academic areas providing the 
programs after deduction of a central areas charge for administration and a capital 
contribution.
Visiting Fellows
T o u r in g  the year 450 Visiting Fellows, a third of them women, spent varying amounts 
JL /o f time at the ANU, where they contributed to the intellectual vigour and productive 
scholarship of the University. About two thirds of the visitors received financial support 
from the ANU and half were from overseas. Visiting Fellows included distinguished 
retired members of staff who continue to pursue their scholarly interests.
The visiting fellow program benefits not only the ANU but other Australian universities 
in two ways: overseas visitors spend some time in other universities, and visitors from 
within Australia are able to use ANU facilities.
Outside Studies Program
'T 'h e  University has operated a program of outside studies for academic staff since 1979 
A with two purposes. First, there is the need for members of the academic staff to have 
the opportunity to cany out sustained research and scholarly activity free from teaching 
and routine administrative duties; and secondly, there is a need for some members of staff 
to work overseas to keep abreast of development or to use research facilities or resource 
material not available in Australia.
In 1991 the University implemented discrete programs for continuing staff (Outside 
Studies Program) and for non-continuing staff (Professional Development Program) 
under the above guidelines.
All staff seeking approvals for outside studies or professional development are required 
to submit details of their programs for approval and to report to the University on the 
results achieved. To maintain its high standing in the world of international scholarship 
and research, the University believes that overseas study is essential if its scholars and 
researchers are to stay at the forefront of their disciplines. The proportion of members of 
staff taking these programs within Australia is small.
1991 1992
Number participating 186 256
Length of program
13 weeks or less 136 195
13 to 26 weeks 29 56
26 to 39 weeks 14 13
39 to 52 weeks 7 3
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The total time in years approved for outside studies and professional development by 
members of the academic staff during 1992 was 49.79 compared with 40.19 in 1991. For 
1992 this represented 5.99 per cent of the total time of all members of the academic staff 
of lecturer or above, compared with 5.02 per cent in 1991. This 1992 level maintains the 
norm for time spent on such programs.
Of the 256 staff taking outside studies or professional development in 1992, 120 received 
some measure of financial assistance. The average amount of assistance was $3,268, 
compared with $3,392 in 1991.
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n p h e  Australian National University was established by Act of Parliament in 1946 as 
A Australia's only completely research-oriented university without undergraduate 
facilities.
Its charter was to undertake 'postgraduate research and study, both generally and in 
relation to subjects of national importance to Australia.'
As purely a research university, the ANU was intended to be an institute of international 
standing and also attract prominent Australian scientists and scholars back from overseas.
The four founding schools of the ANU were the John Curtin School of Medical Research, 
the Research School of Pacific Studies, the Research School of Physical Sciences, and the 
Research School of Social Sciences. To these were later added the Research School of 
Chemistry (1967), the Research School of Biological Sciences (1967) and the Research 
School of Earth Sciences (1973).
From the beginning the University was seen as an institution which would strengthen 
Australia's research effort by pursuing research at the highest levels and setting new 
standards for research in Australia.
This unique character was modified in 1960 when teaching facilities were added through 
amalgamation with the Canberra University College.
The result was a university with two distinct parts: the Institute of Advanced Studies, 
comprising the research schools with research and graduate training responsibilities; and 
the School of General Studies (now known as The Faculties), comprising faculties with 
undergraduate and graduate teaching and research responsibilities.
This structure remained unchanged until this year when the Canberra Institute of the Arts 
became a part of the ANU, adding yet another dimension to the University.
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T I unding for the Institute of Advanced Studies (IAS) has been guaranteed in real terms 
JT for the five years 1992-96. Subsequent funding will be determined in the light of 
reviews of the research schools and centres of the Institute in 1995, followed by a review 
of the Institute as a whole. Those reviews will be designed, first, to assist the Government 
to determine the appropriate level of funding for the Institute as a whole by comparing 
the productivity of research resources provided to the Institute with those provided to 
other Australian universities; and second, to advise the University on the best use of the 
resources at the disposal of the Institute. Reflecting those two purposes, the reviews will 
be commissioned jointly by the University and the Australian Research Council (ARC); 
the ARC will advise the Government on the future level of funding.
The Institute has developed a plan for the conduct of the reviews including a detailed 
timetable. The proposed arrangements were discussed with the Chair of the ARC at the 
end of 1992 and there was general agreement on the proposals.
The University continued to implement decisions made in response to the Review of the 
Institute of Advanced Studies chaired by Sir Ninian Stephen. Advisory committees of 
different kinds have been operating for a number of years in several research schools and 
centres. The John Curtin School of Medical Research established a Research Advisory 
Board in 1991 following a recommendation of its 1988 Review Committee. Following the 
University's acceptance of the relevant recommendation of the Stephen Committee, all 
schools and centres now have advisory committees which advise the directors on broad 
issues relating to future developments and priorities and on ways of promoting 
interaction with other Australian universities and research institutions. Each of the 
advisory committees includes senior members of the academic staff of other Australian 
universities, and all met in 1991-92.
Another recommendation of the Stephen Committee was an Institute of Advanced 
Studies Advisory Committee to advise the University on ways of increasing the level of 
interaction between other Australian universities and the research schools and centres. 
The Committee comprises three pro vice-chancellors (research) of other Australian 
universities, three directors of research schools, the Director of the IAS and the 
Vice-Chancellor. During 1992 the Committee developed a policy paper on fostering 
collaboration between the IAS and other universities and access for staff and research 
students at other universities to IAS facilities and staff. In particular it sets out an 
IAS-Australian Universities Research Programs Scheme that is similar to the 
CSIRO-Australian Universities scheme which has been operating for some years. A 
brochure which brings these proposals to the attention of staff throughout the university 
system went to press at the end of the year.
The Consultative Council of the Institute was established by the University Council 
during the year. Its membership and terms of reference vary somewhat from the 
recommendation of the Stephen Committee. It includes seven world leaders in research 
from outside Australia, the heads of various research bodies and councils in Australia, 
two active Australian researchers, the Vice-Chancellor, the Director of the IAS, and the 
Chair of the Board of IAS. Its terms of reference are:
■  to assist the University in achieving the objectives of the Institute; and
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■  to advise the Coundl of the University on the strategies and research activities 
undertaken in the Institute in the light of national and international priorities.
The first meeting of the Council will occur in May 1993.
Research School of Biological Sciences
rT 'h e  Research School of Biological Sdences (RSBS) is a leading national and international 
J. centre for fundamental biological research and post graduate training. Its general 
objectives are:
■  To undertake research in biology, to the highest standards, with particular emphasis 
on integrative research in three areas—
■ plant biology, especially photosynthesis, cell biology, microbial interactions and 
ecological systems;
■ neurobiology, espedally visual sdences and developmental neurobiology;
■ molecular and genetic studies, espedally mechanisms relating to development, 
populations, systematics and evolution; and
■  To serve as a research resource in these areas of biology for other Australian 
universities.
The research topics addressed are chosen by individual investigators and groups to 
provide insight into fundamental biological problems. The research itself is curiosity 
driven and enriched by serendipity. It has changed the way we think about major 
biological problems and continues to generate a large national and international 
following.
1992 marks the 25th anniversary of the foundation of the Research School of Biological 
Sciences, which began with the 
appointment of Professor David 
Catcheside as Director in October 
1967). The School marked the event 
with the opening of a 184 seat lecture 
theatre on 12 November. Named 
after Sir Rutherford Robertson, 
second director of RSBS, the theatre 
was opened by the Member for 
Lalor, Mr Barry Jones. The lecture 
theatre was funded by drawing on 
bu ild ing  overheads earned by 
members of RSBS in the course of 
syndicated R&D research projects 
(negotiated  via ANUTECH), 
accumulated savings in the School's 
recu rren t budget, and a loan 
amortised by the provision of a 
research  fellowship by The
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Faculties. The joint venture with The Faculties will see the Robertson Lecture Theatre used 
by undergraduates for morning classes during semesters, and by RSBS for research 
seminars and conferences at other times.
The School continued to attract attention for its achievements in research, highlights of 
which include:
■  Implementation of the School's successes in the 1991-92 university-wide round of 
strategic planning reallocation. The School plays a major role in the interdisciplinary, 
cross-campus Centre for Molecular Structure and Function. The distinction of members 
of the School associated with the Centre was recognised in 1992 by invitations to Dr 
George Miklos to speak at a Nobel Symposium, Stockholm, at Cold Springs Harbor 
Symposia, and an invitation to Dr Thomas Andrews to retreat to the Rockefeller Study 
Centre, Bellagio, to work on a monograph.
■  Professor Richard Mark's program in developmental neurobiology of wallabies is now 
fully staffed and will be funded through 1995. His work was recognised by the award 
of the Peter Aitken Medal by the Board of the South Australian Museum. The third 
strategic plan success of 1991-92, for studies of biosphere-atmosphere exchanges in the 
context of global climatic change, has begun slowly as scheduled, with tenured 
appointments expected in 1993.
■  Establishment of the Cooperative Research Centre in Plant Sciences with the 
appointment of 34 research and other staff, and seven PhD students in RSBS and 
CSIRO. The Centre is now an active partner in plant science research and graduate 
education within the School.
■  Introduction of Collaborative Research Scholarships in RSBS. In response to 
suggestions made by the School's Advisory Board, five awards were made in 1992 and 
these will rise to 12 in 1994. The awards are available to outstanding scholars enrolled 
for PhD degrees in other Australian universities. They provide a level of research 
support in their home institution comparable to that provided to other graduate 
students in RSBS. Successful scholars are obliged to spend at least one year of their PhD 
candidature doing research in the School.
■  Expanding links with the School of Life Sciences, The Faculties. Four Honours 
Scholarships were offered towards the end of 1992 to provide support to students in 
the School of Life Sciences.
■  Establishment of the Director's Research Group at full strength.
■  Award of two Australian Research Council Fellowships (a National Research 
Fellowship and a Senior Research Fellowship) to individuals for research in RSBS.
Despite sustained protests from many quarters, the Minister for Higher Education has 
ruled that, for the purposes of Australian Research Council Awards, the Institute of 
Advanced Studies is to be regarded as 'off limits' to future applicants for senior categories 
of the Council's research awards. The Director, RSBS, Professor Barry Osmond, 
commented on this highly discriminatory policy in a speech at the opening of the 
Robertson Lecture Theatre in the following terms:
The ARC recognises that this decision flies in the face of Mr Dawkins' 1989 statement 
on research in Australia, that 'funds should go to those institutions, research groups, 
and individuals best able to make the most effective use of them'. The best researchers 
naturally gravitate to what they perceive to be the most golden of opportunities;
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opportunities usually measured in terms of intellectual and physical resources. Thus 
the ARC has denied individual justice to some of the most promising researchers 
seeking to consolidate their careers in Australia through research in the Institute.
The ARC seems to have a clear agenda to hamstring the Institute of Advanced Studies. 
It knows that the attrition of budgets in the Institute, like those of all other universities, 
forces us to compete for external support. The Institute simply cannot fulfil its mission 
if it is systematically excluded from competitions which sustain its sole activity, 
excellence in research, and which in the process serve to demonstrate that excellence.
Research School of Chemistry
/ ^ v e r  the past 25 years the Research School of Chemistry (RSC) has established itself 
V_-/as one of the world's leading centres for chemical research. The School aims not only 
to pursue important fundamental research, but also to pursue projects of national 
importance, especially those with potential for developments of practical significance. A 
measure of its international profile is found in a recent article in Science Watch which 
ranked organic chemistry at the ANU eighth in the world as determined by citation 
impact. Chemical research, as a whole at the ANU, achieved a ranking in the top 50 
universities (number eight among non-US institutions, and on a par with Oxford 
University).
The School is organised in terms of 20 research groups 
covering the broad activities of biological, synthetic, 
mechanistic and theoretical chemistry, with several groups 
studying the chemistry of condensed matter. Two new major 
developments were set in place at the end of 1991 and have 
developed strongly in 1992. One of these, led by Dr Ray 
Withers is part of a new strategic development, 'New 
Generation Crystallography,' and is concerned with 
estab lish ing  m ethods for elucidating difficult and 
non-regular structures. The second group, led by Dr David 
Ollis, is carrying out research in protein crystallography with 
a view to determining the structure and function of 
biologically and medically important molecules. It has 
formed links to a number of other laboratories within the 
University as part of tire Centre for Molecular Structure and 
Function, and with groups in Sydney and Melbourne.
Among a number of honours which flowed to members of 
tire School in 1992 were the award of the Centenary Medal 
by the Royal Society of Chemistry (the Society's premier 
award) to Professors Atlrel Beckwith and Alan Sargeson, 
respectively, wirile Professor Martin Bennet was the Society's 
1992 Nyholnr Lecturer. Sargeson's work is concerned with 
the encapsulation of nretal ions, thereby conferring unusual 
properties on the nretal which may be exploited in the quest 
for new materials and catalysts. Beckwith's research deals 
with organic free radicals, short lived species which typically 
display very high but unselective chemical reactivity. 
Newsweek has called them 'promiscuous molecules' because Professor Alan Sargeson
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they react with anything passing by. They are, however, of considerable industrial and 
biological importance. They are, for example, implicated in heart disease, ageing, and the 
induction of some types of cancer. Despite their short lifetimes (as little as one millionth 
of a second), they can be studied by modern techniques. Building on a long term program, 
addressed at a fundamental understanding of the chemical behaviour of these interesting 
species, it has been possible to design selective, high yielding syntheses of important target 
molecules, including potential antimicrobial agents related to the penicillins and 
cephalosporins, and anti-HIV drugs.
Further notable research of a synthetic nature, this time in Professor Rod Rickards' group, 
has been concerned with the developm ent of a new and efficient route to 
tetrahydrocannabinol. Although this compound is the major psychoactive constituent of 
cannabis resin, it is of increasing importance as a therapeutic agent with analgesic, 
antiemetic, anticonvulsant and antiglaucoma activities. Of particular current interest are 
its use as a palliative in cancer chemotherapy and an appetite stimulant for AIDS patients. 
The synthesis is being patented and developed for commercial production under 
agreement between the ANU and the Swiss firm ALCO Chemicals Ltd.
Among the groups involved in theoretical chemistry, the Denis Evans group has carried 
out extensive calculations on the diffusion coefficients and the thermal conductivity of 
pure fluids and fluid mixtures undergoing shear, results that are of considerable 
importance to the theory of lubrication, while Leo Radom's research group has designed 
new saturated hydrocarbons with flattened bonding arrangements for tetracoordinate 
carbon atoms. Living matter is composed of carboncontaining compounds in which most 
of the carbon atoms are bonded to four other atoms in roughly tetrahedral directions. 
Flattening the tetrahedron to a planar arrangement of atoms is expected to result in the 
production of m aterials with unusual and perhaps exploitable properties. 
Computer-based calculations have led to the prediction of the existence of a new class of 
compounds called alkaplanes which show great promise in this regard.
Research School of Earth Sciences
rT 'lhe research objectives of the Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES) are the structure 
A and evolution of the Earth using geophysical, geochemical and geological methods. 
Emphasis is placed very much on fundamental questions. What is the structure and 
composition of the planet? How did it form and evolve through time? What are the forces 
acting on and within the Earth, and how does this body respond to these forces? An 
important secondary goal is to apply some of the knowledge and understanding gained 
in the pursuit of these questions to more strategic areas of earth and material science.
The research is conducted within fairly loosely structured groups: four with a 
geophysical emphasis and four with a geochemical basis. Each group focuses on one or 
two core programs centred on a particular methodology or technology developed as part 
of a long-term program. In addition, each group conducts a number of shorter-term 
projects that apply the core methodologies or technologies to specific earth science 
questions. These latter projects are frequently conducted by non-tenured staff and 
students working with the tenured staff, or by international and Australian visitors to the 
School.
Compared to the breadth of Earth Science as a discipline, the scope of the School's research 
is relatively small and cannot cover all important aspects. Instead, it has focused on a few
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areas that are seen to be scientifically important and which may not have been well 
developed elsewhere in Australia. Some of the areas also lie outside of disciplines covered 
within the more traditional earth science or geology departments of Australian 
universities. Examples include many aspects of the research conducted by the 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Group, the material srience research in the Petrochemistry 
and Petrophysics Groups, and the research into the origins and propagation of solitary 
waves in the atmosphere. Much of the research is carried out under cooperative 
arrangements, with the Australian Government Survey Office, other Australian 
institutions and universities and overseas institutions. This cooperation is much valued 
and is expressed by the School's publications, 60 per cent of which in 1991 included 
non-RSES co-authors. It permits the School to maintain reasonable support for its core 
programs that is essential for the long-term welfare of the School while exploring a wider 
range of peripheral areas than could otherwise be possible.
A major development for 1992 has been the creation of a very strong seismology research 
group under the direction of Professor Brian Kennett. Seismology is concerned with the 
study of seismic wave propagation through the Earth and how, from waves generated by 
earthquakes, explosions or vibrations, the structure of the Earth can be inferred. Research 
at RSES has been directed at particular crustal structure studies of interest to the petroleum 
industry, at the problem of distinguishing between nuclear explosion and earthquake 
sources of seismic energy, and, most importantly, at the structure of the mantle beneath 
Australia and the surrounding oceans. It has been possible to collect together a group of 
outstanding young scientists who are focusing their attention on determining the deep 
structure of the Australian continent and mantle with the goal of providing a framework 
for understanding dynamics of the mantle and the tectonic evolution of the continent, 
objectives that are of considerable scientific importance as well as being of value to the 
exploration programs of the Australian Geological Survey and state surveys.
Another important outcome in 1992 has been in the material science area with the 
development of a new product Bomide-C for the improved machining of hard steels and 
ferrous alloys. Boron nitride is analogous to carbon, both in some key physical and 
chemical properties and in its industrial applications. Similar to the transformation of 
graphite into diamond, boron nitride transforms, under high pressure and temperature, 
into a cubic form possessing the diamond structure and producing a material that is the 
second hardest known. The procedures developed in the School to produce the diamond 
composites of up to 200 carat in size have also been applied to produce the cubic boron 
nitride. The diamond based tools are finding an increasing range of applications to 
industry but possess one serious limitation in that they cannot 
machine steels and alloys that are rich in iron: at the high 
contact temperatures of the machining face, a chemical 
reaction between diam ond and iron causes a rapid 
degradation of the diamond. Cubic boron nitride does not 
experience this reaction and it provides a unique material for 
the machining of steels and ferrous alloys. Professor Ted 
Ringwood and his colleagues have developed a new 
production technology, on a commercial scale, that produces 
very distinct advantages over existing products. Extensive 
testing has been performed in the School and by selected 
industries and it appears that the product will have many new 
applications.
A third area of progress has been in the design and 
construction of the ion micro-probe SHRIMP under the Professor William 
direction of Professor William Compston. The prototype of Com pston
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the new SHRIMP has now been fully tested at RSES and represents a marked 
improvement on the earlier design that in the past decade has revolutionised 
geochronology. The commercial production of SHRIMP, a $2.5m instrument, started 
through a cooperative venture with ANUTECH and the first machine is tobe delivered 
to Curtin University in late 1992.
The experience with these and other commercial ventures has been interesting: one of 
frustrations and occasional rewards. In the case of the SHRIMP development the response 
to customer needs has produced an instrument that has capabilities it would not otherwise 
have had. For example, it is now possible to use the instruments for imaging and analysing 
the chemical composition of mineral grains in great detail and this is providing new 
insights into the evolution of these grains, of the rock in which they occur, and of the Earth 
as a whole. The frustrations are that this work is distracting the scientists from their 
primary goal of research. Instead, they have to deal with questions of production and 
marketing that should properly be done by an interface between the University and 
industry. Neither ANUTECH nor Australian industry generally appears to have the 
experience, resources or willingness to effect the transfer from strategic results to 
commercial success without requiring major inputs from the School's scientific and 
general staff and this is an area that requires much greater attention if the transfer is to be 
effective.
In addition to its research activities, the School has continued to develop teaching 
programs. Its annual Summer School for Physics of the Earth is now joined by a second 
program for Chemistry of the Earth. Both are aimed at introducing Australian and New’ 
Zealand undergraduate students with physics, chemistry and mathematics backgrounds 
to the earth sciences as well as expanding the horizons of geology students. The School is 
also providing undergraduate courses and Honours year supervision in a number of areas 
in The Faculties, eg in geology, mathematics, physics and engineering, as well as 
occasional lecture series in other universities.
A major event for RSES during the year was the celebration of 40 years of Earth Science 
at ANU. Following Professor John Jaeger's arrival in 1952, the ANU has contributed 
greatly, both nationally and internationally, to earth science research and to postgraduate 
and postdoctoral training. These contributions have been to a wide range of earth science 
fields, including palaeomagnetism, isotope geochemistry and geochronology, the high 
pressure physics and chemistry domains of the Earth's interior, geophysical fluid 
dynamics and environmental geochemistry. At the same time the four decades of 
fundamental earth science research at ANU have provided an underpinning for strategic 
research in several important areas. In the material science area these include not only the 
Bornide-C and the Advanced Diamond Composites, but also SYNROC and the 
characterisation of the physical properties of earth and related materials. It is also the 
fundamental science that has led to commercial instrumental developments such as the 
SHRIMP and the high-pressured, high-temperature testing machine for the laboratory 
testing of rocks, ceramics, metals and polymers, and the ultrasonic interferometer for the 
precise measurement of the elastic properties of solid-state materials. It has also provided 
the knowledge and facilities for much of the geochronological work done in Australia that 
underpins the geological and tectonic mapping of the continent.
A close examination of the various strategic developments reveals the importance of 
fundamental research in reaching novel solutions to important problems, and the 
importance of providing an environment where long-term research and development 
projects can be undertaken. The successful outcomes of research in the School, and 
throughout the Institute, in large part are the result of the special features of the Institute 
and attempts to remove these features must be strongly resisted by the University.
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John Curtin School of Medical Research
rT ,he John Curtin School of Medical Research (JCSMR) conducts research in the life 
X  sciences which underpin medicine. Early in 1992 Professor Ian Young was appointed 
as Acting Director following the resignation of Professor 
David Curtis as Director.
The School's administration and funding arrangements have 
continued to be a focus of intense debate this year following 
the Government's decision to transfer funding for the School 
to the Department of Health, Housing and Community 
Services. The new arrangements involve the operation of a 
liaison committee which had its first meeting in August. To 
date, there have been no major problems with the new 
funding arrangements but considerable concern remains that 
such arrangements are a significant infringement of the 
autonomy of the University.
The School was very pleased to receive the report of the 
Senate inquiry into the proposal to divest the University of 
administrative and financial control of the School carried out early in the year. This gave 
a very positive view of the School and provided an important basis for rebuilding the 
morale and confidence of its staff. The Senate inquiry also gave strong support for the 
introduction of five-year renewable appointments for non-tenured staff. The School has 
been enthusiastic in formulating such a proposal, which is currently under active 
consideration by the Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies.
A number of new initiatives have also been introduced. The School is more actively 
interacting w ith the broader Australian biomedical research community, participating in 
both Medical Research Week and in the annual conference of the Australian Society for 
Medical Research. Greater promotion of collaborative interactions w ith State universities 
and medical research institutes is also under active consideration. The School has also 
initiated a program designed to improve communication w ith the broader community 
and with government, and a committee has been formed to monitor the environmental 
aspects of the School's activities.
The School is also seeking practical ways of promoting career opportunities for female 
scientists so that the gender ratio of senior academic staff is 
improved. In this connection the School welcomed several 
research awards to Professor Sue Serjeantson this year 
including the Clunies Ross National Science and Technology 
Award, a personal award for outstanding performance, and 
the Ruth Sanger Medal, awarded at the annual joint scientific 
meeting of the Haematology Society of Australia, the 
Australasian Society of Blood Transfusion, and the Medical 
Oncology Group of Australia.
The School has recruited two more talented young Australian 
scientists back from overseas this year. Dr David Jans w ill 
continue his work on cellular signalling mechanisms and Dr 
John Clements, a Queen Elizabeth II Fellow, w ill work on 
synaptic transmission in the brain. Professor Sue Serjeantson
Professor Ian Young
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The School continues to be active in the cross campus research initiative, the Centre for 
Molecular Structure and Function, with its development of a gene targeting group, and 
also in the Centre for Visual Science. The School is also part of the newly created 
Cooperative Research Centre for Biological Control of Vertebrate Pest Populations.
The development of a Clinical School in Canberra from 1993 in conjunction with the 
University of Sydney is welcomed by the John Curtin School. JCSMR has been actively 
involved with this proposal and will cooperate closely with its implementation by 
providing access to our high quality research facilities.
Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring 
Observatories
TV/rount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories (MSSSO) form one of the world's 
1VX premier optical astronomical establishments, carrying out research in most areas of 
stellar and galactic astrophysics, and maintaining an internationally renowned graduate 
program.
Research interests include observational and theoretical studies of stellar atmospheres, 
stellar evolution and pulsation, star formation, star clusters, interstellar physics, galaxy 
formation and dynamics, active galactic nuclei, and physical cosmology.
Notable achievements during 1992 were:
■  the establishment that galaxies in our region of the Universe have a bulk flow with 
respect to the cosmic microwave background;
■  the discovery of an extraordinary supernova in the nearby galaxy NGC 1313;
■  the completion of the largest-volume redshift survey of optically selected galaxies to 
date, involving 1,800 objects;
■  the confirmation that the Galaxy has a large hidden mass, using velocity observations 
of faint stars in its Halo;
■  the determination of the opacity of the dust component in spiral galaxies by comparing 
optical and infrared observations of several such objects seen nearly edge-on.
The year saw the start of data taking in an epochal experiment to search for baryonic dark 
matter in the Halo of our Galaxy. A detection would resolve one of the great current 
dilemmas in astronomy, namely the identification of the 'missing mass' of the Universe. 
Dynamical studies reveal that, on the scale of galaxies, much more material is present than 
appears in any luminous form. The current experiment is designed to monitor the 
brightness of about 10 milion stars in the Magellanic Clouds to look forbrief enhancements 
due to gravitational microlensing by intervening compact objects in the Halo of our own 
Galaxy. Such objects could account for the missing mass. A consortium of the Center for 
Particle Astrophysics, University of California at Berkeley, the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory, and MSSSO is undertaking the experiment using the recently refurbished 
Great Melbourne Telescope. Most of the instrumental development during the year has 
been concentrated on a Cryogenic Array Spectrograph-Imager for infrared observations. 
After commissioning on the Siding Spring 2.3-m Telescope during the first half of 1993,
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The Large Magellanic Cloud
this instrument will undertake a wide variety of sdentific investigations, induding the 
physics of star formation, the chemical composition of the very coolest stars, the nature 
of adive galadic nuclei, and the study of high-redshift quasars.
There has recently been a gratifying increase in the number of excellent applicants for 
entry to the graduate program. Five students began their PhD courses in 1992, following 
two years in which the enrolment was only three. The prospeds for next year also appear 
bright, hopefully signifying a sustained recovery from a period when most students opted 
for professional studies rather than careers in the fundamental and technological sdences. 
The Observatories undertake a number of programs to introduce students to the work of 
MSSSO at various stages in their undergraduate studies.
Research School of Pacific Studies
rT 1he Research School of Pacific Studies conduds research and graduate training on the 
JL  societies, economies and physical environments of East and Southeast Asia and the 
Pacific islands, and their relationship to Australia. The School aims to maintain a high 
international profile in its research and in the quality of graduate students it produces, 
which at present represent the largest in terms of numbers of students throughout the 
Institute.
The key to the operation of research in the School has been its flexibility. Since 1991 the 
School has comprised four divisions, incorporating the previously existing 10 disciplinary 
departments and seven interdisciplinary centres or units, as well as the North Australia 
Research Unit which continues to operate outside any divisional or departmental
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arrangement. The research of the School spans the range of interests in the social sciences: 
from history (including prehistory), anthropology, linguistics, politics, international 
relations, and economics to the environm ental sciences (biogeography and 
geomorphology, quaternary research, and human geography). Although most research 
is conducted by individuals, a high proportion is organised on a 'project' basis. Some 
projects operate within the departmental/divisional structure while others such as the 
Gender Relations Project, Regime Change and Regime Maintenance Project, 
Transformation of Communist Systems Project, Northeast Asia Program and the 
Economic History of Southeast Asia Project are conducted across disciplinary and 
departmental boundaries. All research, however, is conducted in a way to incorporate the 
expertise of others outside the School or University, or to make available the range of 
expertise of specialist School staff members.
The allocation of resources to some research projects takes place on a competitive basis 
under the School's strategic plan. During recent years this has proved a demanding 
exercise against a background of reduced funding in real terms. Several projects, however, 
have attracted the support of considerable external funding. The Korean Encyclopaedia 
Project received the support of the Korea Research Foundation as its major sponsor. The 
Toyota Foundation provided a grant for a project on autonomous states in Southeast and 
East Asia, 1750-1870. The Modern Economic History of Southeast Asia Project has 
received major support from the McArthur Foundation, while the Chiang Ching-kuo 
Foundation has funded cooperation between the School and institutions and individuals 
in Taiwan. The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) is 
funding several major projects involving studies related to agriculture in the region. The 
Australian Foreign Policy Program operating under the Division of Politics and 
International Relations received a grant from the Department of Education, Employment 
and Training. Smaller grants support many other projects.
The School's research is both contemporary and historical and has an increasingly 
integrated role at the national and international level. It attracts the cooperation and 
collaboration of other researchers and policy makers from many Australian and overseas 
universities, governments and institutions, enhancing one of the School's objectives of 
providing a ready source of knowledge and expertise on all aspects of the region. 
Members of the School are often called upon to provide advice to government and other 
organisations or to participate as consultants, as members of committees, in joint projects, 
and for long-term secondments. Examples of how the School was able to make its expertise 
available to outside bodies in 1992 are listed in the appendices to this Report.
While publications have remained the main means by which dissemination of research 
has taken place, information has been dispersed in a more immediate sense with the many 
radio and television interviews and series participated in by members of the School. 
Seminars, conferences and workshops have also played an important role in sharing 
research and expertise between the School and other national and international bodies. 
The Department of International Relations hosted two international conferences during 
the year—'Post-Cold War International Order', and 'Security and the Korean Peninsula' 
which was run jointly with the Northeast Asia Program and the Peace Research Centre. 
The Peace Research Centre, in conjunction with the Indian Ocean Centre for Peace Studies, 
held a conference, 'Arms Control in the Post-Cold War World: With Implications for the 
Pacific and Indian Ocean Regions'.
In the Division of Politics and International Relations, several departments co-sponsored 
major conferences during the year: the 'Indonesia Update' on the theme of contemporary 
politics; the 'Vietnam Update' on law and development prospects in the 1990s; the 
'Bougainville Conference', which considered solutions to the continuing conflict; and the
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'Fourth International Philippines Studies Conference/ organised in cooperation with the 
Philippines Studies Conference/ which was organised in cooperation with the Philippines 
Studies Assodation of Australia, and the Universities of Canberra, New South Wales, 
Western Australia and Macquarie University.
The National Centre for Development Studies organised a conference 'Padfic Islands at 
the Crossroads', with the Asian and Pacific Development Centre (Kuala Lumpur) and 
Griffith University which was attended by academics and policy makers from many 
Pacific and Asian countries.
Papers were presented by other researchers in the Economics Division at the 20th Pacific 
Trade & Development Conference on the effects of the extension of the North American 
Free Trade Area (NAFTA) on Australia's interests in East Asia. The conference was on 
the theme of 'Pacific Dynamism and the International Economic System'. The 
Australia-Japan Research Centre hosted several workshops during the year on the role of 
Japanese investment and involvement in the Australian economy, Japanese tourism to 
Australia, and the Japanese wool textile industry and the implications for Australian wool.
A number of senior appointments were made during the year: Professor B Kerkvliet took 
up the Chair of Political and Social Change; Professor J Fox was appointed to the Chair 
of Anthropology; Professor A Anderson from the University of Otago was appointed to 
the Chair of Prehistory; and Dr K Clements, from the University of Canterbury, took up 
the headship of the Peace Research Centre.
Several staff members of the School left during the year to take senior positions in other 
universities. These included Dr W Coaldrake, who was appointed to the Foundation Chair 
in Japanese at the University of Melbourne, and Dr D Forbes, who was appointed to the 
Chair of Geography at Flinders University of South Australia.
Several staff were honoured during the year: Professor D Denoon and Professor G 
McCormack, of the Pacific and Asian History Division, were elected Fellows of the 
Academy of the Humanities in Australia; Professor J Fox and Dr P Rimmer were elected 
Fellows of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia; Professor J Chappell was elected 
to a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science. Dr I de Rachewiltz, of the Division of 
Pacific and Asian History, was awarded the Honorary Diploma and Medal of the 
International Association for Mongol Studies in the Ulan Bator for outstanding results in 
his field of study.
Research School of Physical Sciences
and Engineering
The Research School conducts advanced research in branches of the physical sciences and 
engineering within the Divisions of General Physics and Engineering and the 
Departments of Nuclear Physics and Theoretical Physics. The research projects were not 
constrained by the formal departmental and divisional structure of the School. Thus 
groups from the Plasma Research Laboratory and the Optical Sciences Centre combined 
their skills to carry out research on planar-waveguides, and groups from the Departments 
of Applied Mathematics and Electronic Materials Engineering worked together on ball 
milling technology. There were many other examples of fruitful collaborations and 
interactions across departmental and disciplinary boundaries.
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Events of particular note included the recognition of the outstanding quality of research 
in the Optical Sciences Centre by the award of a Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for 
Optical Fibre and Photonics Technology. In addition to the many commercial 
collaborators, the Centre includes optical fibre and photonics groups from the Universities 
of Sydney, Melbourne and NSW. This CRC is the second in the School, the first one being 
the CRC for Robust and Adaptive Systems, which was officially opened in February by
At the CRC (left to right), Mr Peter Stone, BHP, Professor Brian Anderson, Head, Systems 
Engineering, and Dr Bob Bitmead, Head, Centre Robust and Adaptive Systems
the Minister for Science and Technology, Mr Ross Free. Another major development 
during the year was the successful negotiation for major Syndicated Research and 
Development funding for five projects within the School. The projects are New Ball 
Milling Technologies and New Materials, Photonics, Technologies for Robust 
User-Conscious Secure Transactions, Ge-Si Deposition and Tuneable Ultrasonic Sources. 
These projects show that the continued synergistic interactions between the various 
physics and engineering research groups have strengthened the School's ability to 
undertake both advanced fundamental research and research which is basic to Australia's 
technological development.
Most of the School's research work has been concerned with long-tenri studies in basic 
physics and advanced engineering. Thus research in theoretical physics has led to new 
concepts and developments, ranging from a new relativistic wave equation describing 
fermions and new solvable lattice models in three dimensions to describe the fundamental 
constituents of matter, to significant advances in tuneable ultrasonic sources. The 
Department of Applied Mathematics carried out theoretical and experimental
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multi-disciplinary research in basic surface and colloid chemistry, which is at the core of 
much industrial and biological processing.
A number of major achievements have emerged from research in the Laser Physics Centre. 
A new type of optical switch was developed in which dark spatial solitons are used to 
write reconfigurable structured waveguides into non-linear optical materials. The concept 
allows ideal optical structures to be written by one light beam which then 'guides' and 
manipulates a second, signal-carrying beam. Such structures are likely to be of major 
importance in future photonics networks. In addition an ultra-high resolution tuneable 
laser system was developed and used to bleach the narrowest spectral feature yet 
produced in a solid.
The Plasma Research Laboratory completed the construction of and successfully operated 
a major new apparatus (the H-l Heliac) for studying the properties of hot plasma confined 
by strong magnetic fields. This device, pioneered at ANU, is by far the largest of its type 
in the world and demonstrates the high level of technological and workshop skills in the 
School. The facility is expected to form a focus of collaborative research both nationally 
and internationally for this type of fusion related research. The work on low temperature 
plasma physics continues to concentrate on areas of great technological importance, such 
as plasma etching of microelectronic components.
A major development which will ensure the long-term competitiveness of the Accelerator 
Facility in the Department of Nuclear Physics is the agreement between the Science Sz 
Engineering Research Council (UK) and the ANU to transfer the main components of a 
superconducting linear accelerator to the ANU. When installed, it will boost the 
capabilities for heavy ion acceleration and, as part of the agreement, formalise extended 
collaborations with British physicists.
The Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratories commissioned a new source of excited 
metastable rare gas atoms for studies in atomic collision physics. They also discovered a 
new electronic state in oxygen which is involved in the production of atmospheric air 
glow.
The Computer Sciences Laboratory had several notable achievements including the 
development of a fast parallel sorting algorithm for use with supercomputers. Sorting is 
a fundamental operation in most non-numeric applications of computing. In addition to 
its leading role in the CRC for Robust and Adaptive Systems, the Department of Systems 
Engineering continued to expand its major role in graduate education of engineers.
The Department of Theoretical Physics also continued its role in postgraduate education 
by organising three week-long Physics Summer Schools held each January at the ANU. 
The Summer Schools have provided advanced course work not otherwise available for 
Australian postgraduate students and staff. The Fifth Physics Summer School on 'Atomic 
and Molecular Physics and Quantum Optics' was held in January 1992 and attracted 
nearly 100 registered participants including many postgraduate and Fionours students 
from other Australian universities. These Summer Schools have made an important 
contribution to physics education at an advanced level.
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Research School of Social Sciences
TPhe Research School of Social Sciences (RSSS) aims to produce research in the social 
JL sciences at the highest level of international scholarship, to provide postgraduate and 
postdoctoral training of the highest quality, and to encourage links which make the 
research and expertise of the School available to the Australian community. The School 
particularly aims to:
■  take advantage of the unique structure of the Institute of Advanced Studies for the 
development of long-term research programs, and of the distinctive opportunities in 
the Research School for cross-disciplinary research in the social sciences;
■  establish closer relationships between the research activities of the School and work in 
the social sciences elsewhere in Australia, especially in the State universities, and to act 
as a national focus for social science research in Australia; and
■  maintain its strong commitment to graduate and postdoctoral training.
A significant impetus has been given to the School's collaborative ambitions by the success 
in the latest ANU-wide 'strategic plan round' of the School project on 'Reshaping 
Australian Institutions: Towards and Beyond 200T. This project, funded for about $2.5 
million over tire next decade, involves focusing the attention of a wide range of scholars 
across the school in key Australian institutions. Australia's constitutional centenary 
provides the occasion for this exercise, but it does so in tire face of a widespread crisis of 
confidence in the capacity of Australia's institutions to deliver the prosperity and 
commonality of purpose that Australians have conre to see as their right. The project w ill 
embrace an entire range of Australian institutions including:
■  political institutions such as the federal structure of government and dealing with 
issues connected to possible 'republican' structures and to possible bills of rights;
■  institutions of the marketplace, including our distinctive industria l relations 
arrangements and the regulation of business activities. It w ill also include within its 
ambit institutions that depend on the exercise of decentralised rather than centralised 
power, such as the institutions of the family and of gender. The hope is that the study 
w ill not only add to our understanding of the way the specific institutions work but 
w ill also give rise to generalisations about institutional reform and design that w ill 
contribute significantly to the social theory of institutions—an area that is increasingly 
important in a wide variety of disciplines, from economics and political science to 
sociology and law.
The School made several senior appointments which took effect in 1992: Professor Frank 
Jackson from Monash University was appointed Professor in the Philosophy Program 
and Professor Adrian Pagan from Rochester University was appointed Professor in the 
Economics Program, Professor Deryck Schreuder from the University of Sydney was 
appointed Associate Director of the Humanities Research Centre, and Dr Brian Galligan 
was appointed Professor and Deputy Director of the School's Federalism Research Centre. 
In addition, the School continued its commitment to longer-term visits on secondment of 
researchers from other Australian universities and organisations. Visitors on secondment 
in 1992 included Associate Professor P Jalland (Social Sciences, Murdoch) in the History 
Program, Dr C Bacchi and Dr D McEachem (Politics, Adelaide) in the Political Science 
Program, Associate Professor R Howe (Australian Studies, Deakin) in Urban Research
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Program, and Dr M Kidd (Economics, Tasmania) in the Centre for Economic Policy 
Research. The School has also appointed staff on temporary transfer from other parts of 
the ANU, including Professor J Marceau (Graduate Program in Public Policy) in the Urban 
Research Program, and Dr V Braithwaite (Senior Lecturer in Psychology, Faculty of 
Science) who is currently working in the Administration, Compliance and Govemability 
project. Meanwhile, Frank Castles continues to hold an appointment on secondment from 
the Political Science Program as Professor and Head of the Graduate Program in Public 
Policy.
A number of the members of the School's academic staff were honoured during 1992. Dr 
Haakonssen (History of Ideas Program) was elected a Fellow of the Academy of Sorial 
Sciences in Australia. Emeritus Professor John Passmore, formerly Professor of 
Philosophy and currently a Visiting Fellow in the School, was 
made a Companion in the General Division of the Order of 
Australia for service to philosophy, particularly the history of 
philosophy and the history of ideas. Emeritus Professor 
Smart, formerly Professor of Philosophy and currently a 
Visiting Fellow in the School, was conferred with the degree 
of Doctor of Letters, honoris causa, by La Trobe University.
Professor Caldwell, Director of the Health Transition Centre 
and a member of the School's Faculty, was conferred with the 
degree of Doctor of Science, honoris causa, by the University 
of Southampton for his major contributions to the social 
sciences. Professor Pettit in the Director's Section was 
awarded a University medal by the University of Helsinki as 
recognition of his contributions to philosophy. Professor 
Braithwaite (Law Program) received the 1992 Sellin-Glueck 
award given by the American Society of Criminology for 
'ou tstand ing  scholarly contributions to the field of 
criminology by someone outside North America'. Dr Mitchell, formerly a PhD candidate 
in the Graduate Program in Public Policy and currently a Postdoctoral Fellow in the 
Political Science Program, was awarded one of the University's two J G Crawford PhD 
prizes for her thesis entitled The efficiency and effectiveness of income transfer systems: 
A comparative study using microdata.'
During 1992, the School held the first meeting of its Research Advisory Board. The 
membership of the Board is structured to include both respected academics from outside 
the School and representatives of our wider constituency—the public service, the press, 
the judiciary and the church. It also includes some representation from within the School. 
The role of the Board is to offer advice about the general directions of the School's research 
and an overall strategy in maintaining the vigour and quality of the School's intellectual 
life. The external members of the Board are: Mr Deputy President K Hancock (Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission), Mr A S Cole (Secretary to the Treasury), Ms M Grattan 
(Political Correspondent for The Age), Mr K Mason (Solicitor General for New South 
Wales), Professor G Davison (Monash University), Professor G Nerlich (University of 
Adelaide) and the Rt Rev B Wilson (Bishop of Bathurst).
The School has always been sensitive to its role as part of the Australian university 
research system. In 1992 the School initiated two schemes designed to bring larger 
numbers of scholars from other Australian universities into RSSS—the 'research affiliate' 
scheme, under which academics in relatively senior positions who are doing work in areas 
close to those pursued in the School come to spend from six to eight weeks in the School 
each year for several years; and the 'sabbatical fellow' scheme designed to encourage
Emeritus Professor John 
Passmore
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Australian academics to spend at least part of their outside studies programs within the 
School.
These schemes are in addition to our program of secondments, and to the array of 
appointments of various types involved in the Reshaping Australian Institutions project, 
almost all of which involve bringing people into the School on a short-term basis from 
other Australian universities. Nor is this traffic all in one direction. For example, Professors 
Robert Jackson and Philip Pettit each have continuing associations with the philosophy 
program at Monash University, involving a four to six-week teaching commitment in each 
area. Other members of the School frequently give undergraduate lectures at universities 
in the context of seminar visits.
The School recognises a clear obligation to include in its activities the study of subjects of 
national importance, including matters that are of particular interest to those in 
government responsible for public policy. Accordingly, members of the School are 
frequently requested to carry out studies for government authorities and to serve as 
members of government committees. A list showing sendee to organisations outside the 
University appears in the appendices of this Report.
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T n 1992 the Institute of the Arts joined the faculties of Arts, Asian Studies, Economics 
.land  Commerce, Law, and Science as components of The Faculties. Approval in principle 
has been given for the establishment of a Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Technology.
Each faculty is led by a Dean and, w ith the exception of the Faculties of Asian Studies and 
Law, has a number of departments. The Faculty of Asian Studies has centres instead of 
departments.
This section of the University is similar in structure to a traditional university of the British 
type. Members of the academic staff, at present about 550 in number, are expected to 
maintain significant activity in research and scholarship in addition to their teaching 
responsibilities. Adequate research facilities are available and grants for research are 
available on a competitive basis from both University and outside sources.
Student growth and funding
'T 'he re  has been continued growth in student numbers in 1992. The total student 
X  numbers at ANU have increased from 7,848 to 8,525—an 8.67 per cent increase. The 
major contributory factor has been the strong growth in postgraduate numbers where an 
increase from 1,306 in 1991 to 1,583 in 1992 has produced a 21.21 per cent increase. 
Undergraduate enrolments also increased from 6,552 to 6,951, to record a more modest 
growth of 6.09 per cent. The fraction of immediate school leavers in the intake of new 
students was relatively stable at 55.6 per cent (the 1991 figure was 56.9 per cent) while the 
proportion of female students in the undergraduate student body increased from 51.5 per 
cent to 52.4 per cent.
The Institute of the Arts became a part of ANU in 1992 and consequently the institutional 
load reported to the Department of Employment, Education and Training was 7,642.3, in 
Equivalent Full-Time Student Units (EFTSUs), which exceeded by slightly more than 1,000 
the funded target load.
The Faculties have had to cope with the funding reductions, which are part of the 
adjustments arising from the implementation of the Relative Funding Model. This 
reduction in Government funding has unfortunately coincided w ith a period of strong 
growth in both undergraduate and postgraduate enrolments.
Despite the pressures created by reduced Government funding and increased student 
load, The Faculties have sought to create a development fund to support two major 
activities.
The first was the establishment of the infrastructure for an Engineering Program, which 
w ill graduate its first group of students at the end of 1993. These students w ill graduate 
from the newly established Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology.
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The second major activity supported by these development funds has been an ongoing 
program of refurbishment of existing buildings and necessary contributions towards the 
construction of new facilities such as the new lecture theatre complex, the Robertson 
Theatre and the building for Information Sciences.
The numbers of overseas students studying at ANU in 1992 increased significantly from 
650 to 868—an increase of 33.54 per cent. The most dramatic increases occurred in 
postgraduate areas with both The Faculties (38.18 per cent increase) and the Institute of 
Advanced Studies (36.99 per cent increase) growing strongly. Although there were 
increased undergraduate numbers (from 330 to 420) the change was slightly less (27.27 
per cent increase) than those recorded above for postgraduates.
New initiatives
Institute of the Arts
TT'rom 1 January 1992 the former Canberra Institute of the Arts was amalgamated with 
■T the University, a move which is expected to be of great mutual benefit. The range and 
resources of the ANU has been enriched by the incorporation of this Institute, ■with its 
thriving School of Music and School of Art.
For example, close collaboration during the year between the Canberra School of Music 
and the Faculty of Arts led to major revisions to the major in musicology, including an 
honours program. And there are growing links between the Canberra School of Art and 
a number of departments within the Faculty, most obviously w ith Art History. The merger 
has also facilitated links between the Institute's Australian Centre for Arts and Technology 
and those involved with information technology in The Faculties.
On the other hand, becoming part of the University has removed uncertainties 
surrounding the place of the Schools of Music and Art within the sphere of higher 
education, and has already led to a restructuring of the Bachelor of Music, and the 
introduction of postgraduate degrees in music. These Schools now have a solid and 
unambiguous location from which to build on their already significant national and 
international reputations in pursuit of excellence, in their own distinctive ways.
Centre for Environmental Law and Policy
'T 'h e  Centre for Environmental Law and Policy was established in November 1991. Its 
X  aim is to meet the growing demand for environmental law expertise in teaching, 
research, practice and public policy. In 1992 the Centre entered a joint venture w ith 
Adelaide and Sydney Universities to establish an Australian Centre for Environmental 
Law (ACEL). ACEL brings together an unparalleled body of expertise in environmental 
law so as to facilitate high quality, collaborative teaching and research on a national basis.
Buildings and renovations
A ccess to suitable lecture theatres and tutorial and computer rooms has been markedly 
xV im proved  in 1992 for students studying in the 1993 academic year. The recently
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completed lecture theatre complex, located in close proxim ity to the Dedman Build ing 
and connected to the Crisp and Hanna Neumann Buildings, includes a 500-seat lecture 
theatre, two 300-seat theatres, three 80-seat tiered theatres, two large and two small 
tutorial rooms, a departmental centre and 74 offices.
A d d itio n a lly , The Faculties and the Research School o f Biological Sciences have 
collaborated in  constructing the Robertson Theatre to provide an excellent facility in  the 
Biological and Life Sciences areas. The Joint Schools and The Faculties also cooperated in  
refurbishing the Coombs Lecture Theatre to enhance lecture theatre capacity in a 
convenient location for Law and Asian Studies students.
The Faculties continued to use their Development Program to fund the refurbishment and 
development of the bu ild ing  structures in support of academic initatives. Continued 
progress has been made in provid ing accommodation for the School of Mathematical 
Sciences and this w ill a llow  all members of that School to be co-located early in 
1993.Further redevelopments have been required to upgrade the facilities of the D ivision 
of Botany and Zoology and it is expected that after the completion of the Physics annexe, 
which is part of the 1993-1994 bu ild ing  program, this division, the Faculty of Science 
Office and the Departments of Physics and Psychology w ill be very well accommodated.
The Faculty offices in Arts and in Economics and Commerce have been refurbished in 
1992 to a llow these offices to function more effectively.
Cooperation with the 
University of Canberra
TT’ ach University's academic development bids for 1993-95 have been discussed w ith  
l l / th e  other. The necessity for the Commonwealth to provide proper growth fund ing for 
the significant fraction of the student body whose normal place of residence is NSW was 
again pressed by both universities.
It was agreed that the two universities would jo in tly host the annual meeting w ith  ACT 
schools and colleges' principals and w ith  the ACT TAFE (now Canberra Institute of 
Technology) and other meetings w ith  schools' and colleges' careers advisors.
The AN U  and UC, together w ith  the ACT education authorities, cooperated in m ounting 
an overseas student recruiting mission in Hong Kong and Malaysia.
Proposals have been developed jo in tly w ith  the aim of provid ing a common approach 
across both institutions. As well as sharing information about, and resources for, programs 
for students w ith  disabilities, where appropriate the Canberra Institute of Technology, 
the Australian Catholic University (Signadou Campus) and the ACT Department of 
Education are consulted.
The Department of Employment, Education and Training has allocated $54,000 from the 
H igher Education Equity Program in 1992 to support this project.
The A N U  advised that it had identified a need to offer a two un it sequence of award course 
units on 'English in an Academic Context' for both Australian (non English-speaking 
background) and overseas students. These units would assume that students had the
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required English language competency for admission to the University and would not be 
of a Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) nature. Best considered 
as units in applied linguistics, they would be offered by the ANU's Department of 
Linguistics. UC offered the expertise of its TESOL Centre to ANU in connection with 
students requiring an English language course at the preparatory level.
Agreement has been reached to expand cooperation in Chinese (and possibly Japanese) 
language teaching via:
■ greater efforts to publicise in each University the offerings in Chinese available at the 
other institution so as to expand student options;
■ rationalisation of course offerings where possible, eg units of similar content may be 
offered alternately by ANU/UC rather than annually at both places.
ANU students enrolled in UC first year Spanish are being taught at ANU by a member 
of UC staff.
ANU, UC and the Australian Defence Force Academy are preparing for a cooperative 
Centre for Australian Cultural Studies.
Faculty of Arts
^ tu d e n t  enrolments in the Faculty of Arts increased yet again, by roughly 10 per cent 
^ o v e r  1991. This was on top of a jump of 26 per cent in 1991 over 1990 enrolments. Put 
another way, the student load in the Faculty has increased over the past two years by 
almost 35 per cent, with hardly any increase in the staffing resources to teach them. The 
strains generated are now dangerously close to breaking point.
One immediate consequence is that it is becoming very difficult to maintain the quality 
of teaching. Already unhappy compromises are being made: larger tutorial classes, less 
individual attention, more multiple-choice exams. This is distressing for a Faculty which 
values highly its teaching role. For example, two of the three inaugural Vice-Chancellor's 
Awards for Excellence in Teaching went to members of the History Department. A 
number of departments undertook projects funded by a DEET grant to enhance the quality 
of first-year teaching. A recent nation-wide survey of graduates, undertaken under DEET 
auspices in an attempt to measure 'quality', showed that an Arts education at ANU was 
rated by its graduates, as the second highest in the country.
Government policy has not targeted the humanities and social sciences as 'priority areas'. 
But it is manifest that demand for the kind of general education offered by our Faculty of 
Arts is extraordinarily strong. Undergraduate numbers grew despite a reduced intake. 
The simple consequence of increased demand and the need to control the size of the intake 
is that entry standards rose sharply.
Within this Faculty the greatest growth has occurred in the graduate program in Public 
Policy, and in Philosophy, Art History and Modern European Languages. Another 
notable trend is the increasing popularity of combined degree courses, which allow 
students to graduate after four or five years of study with a BA plus a degree in Law, 
Science, Economics or Commerce.
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Various measures of the Faculty's research endeavour exemplify the adage that good 
teaching goes together with good research. Two members of the History Department won 
ARC Fellowships, as did two in Archaeology and Anthropology. Those awards bring to 
six the number of ARC Fellowships currently held within this Faculty, including two 
senior fellowships. Nor is success restricted to these. Members of the Faculty were 
successful in winning competitive research grants totalling $1,450,000, which is up by 
approximately $500,000 over the previous year. Some entire universities have not done 
as well as this.
Two of the three Crawford Prizes awarded for the best PhD and Masters theses across the 
whole of ANU were awarded for theses supervised in this Faculty. Similarly, the number 
of PhD scholarships being won by graduate students wishing to work in this Faculty is 
very healthy, 23 with 18 per cent of all the offers made across the whole ANU of the 
Australian Postgraduate Research Awards and Graduate School Scholarships.
Three reviews were completed during the year. The committee reviewing the Department 
of Modern European Languages presented a detailed report with a double focus upon 
the teaching of languages and the study of Europe. The report evolved through a long 
process of dialogue with the Department about how it might best to organise its activities, 
and in turn led to extensive discussions within the Faculty about the study of Europe, a 
restructuring of the BA in European Studies, and the advertising of two professorial 
positions.
Following a review of the Australian National Dictionary Centre, the contract with Oxford 
University Press Australia was renewed for a further five years from 1993. The Centre 
was commended for its work and the review's recommendations should ensure a better 
balance between its research and production activities.
Also completed was the review of the Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, 
founded in 1990 as a result of a contract with the Government. Since then the Centre has 
been extraordinarily productive, publishing papers and research monographs on factors 
influencing Aboriginal employment and unemployment. The report argued that if the 
Centre is to continue to provide soundly-based research to inform policy decisions it needs 
a longer time-horizon than it has had to date. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Board of Commissioners has decided to provide ongoing support for the Centre for 
1994-98.
The idea of practical internships as part of the academic program, first mentioned in last 
year's annual report, has been further developed. Three graduates studying Art History 
completed internships at the Australian National Gallery in this first year of the scheme, 
which is to be extended to include work under the supervision of the curators of the art 
collections of the National Library, the Australian War Memorial and Parliament House.
Negotiations were begun with the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the 
President of the Senate towards an agreement to cover parliamentary internships in areas 
of public policy. The proposal is that students with a background in relevant areas would 
come to ANU from the state universities in Australia, and from selected universities 
overseas (especially the US under the recently signed Memorandum of Understanding 
between the Australian and American governments) to undertake internships in the 
Parliament and other public sector bodies.
Many members of the Faculty provided advice to government during the year, and the 
first group of students studying for the Graduate Diploma in Foreign Affairs and Trade 
received their awards. A training course in public policy for the ACT Government staff
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was developed with the secondment of a senior officer of the ACT Chief Minister7s 
Department.
Course offerings were revised in a number of departments, and the Faculty's scrutiny of 
these reorganised into two curriculum committees. Especially notable are plans for the 
Linguistics Department to recruit staff to teach new course-units in Academic English for 
students who are not native speakers of English.
The name of the Department of Prehistory and Anthropology was changed to 
Archaeology and Anthropology, in light of the fact that a range of archaeologies are now 
recognised besides classical Mediterranean.
Members of the Faculty were active in organising a number of national conferences: the 
Art Association of Australia; the Australian Anthropological Society; the Australian 
Association of Phenomenology and Social Philosophy; the Australian Society for Classical 
Studies; and thematic conferences on Cartesian themes,Metaphysics, and Australian 
cultural identity.
A number of members of the Faculty are office-bearers in national academic associations. 
Dr William Sutherland was granted leave to take up a three-year appointment as Deputy 
Secretary-General of the South Pacific Forum, based in Suva.
This year the ANU Drill Flail, equipped and used in recent years as an exhibition gallery 
by the Australian National Gallery, reverted to the University. The decision that it 
continue as a venue for exhibitions is especially welcome to the Department of Art Flistory, 
which mounted an exhibition, 'Cultural Fertiliser?'—works by ANU Creative Arts 
Fellows from the University Collection.
The Drama program is growing steadily, and sponsored four productions at the Arts 
Centre. The University's reputation as a patron of the arts was also enhanced by the 
introduction of a new Writers-in-Residence scheme, a joint enterprise with the University 
of Canberra and ADFA.
Despite their heavy load of teaching, members of the Faculty maintained a creditable 
record in research, with 32 books and monographs and 332 articles, chapters in books and 
research reports published during the year. Among these were: A National Survey of 
Indigenous Australians: Options and Implications, edited by jon Altman; A Long Term 
Economic Strategy for Australia: An Interim Report for CEDA by Fred Argy; Affairs of State 
by Scott Bennett; The Popular Front and the Progressive Tradition: Socialists, Liberals and the 
Quest for Unity, 1884-1939 by David Blaazer; Truth and Historicity by Richard Campbell; 
After Wilson: The Struggle for the Democratic Party, 1920-1934 by Douglas Craig; The 
Essential Art History by Paul Duro and Michael Greenhalgh; Broken Waves: A History of 
Fiji in the Twentieth Century by Brij Lai; Social Science Methodology: A Brief but Critical 
Introduction by Frank Lewins; Dangerous Enthusiasm: William Blake and the Culture of 
Radicalism in the 1790s by John Mee; Living in the Margins: Racism, Sexism and Feminism in 
Australia by Jan Simms; Beyond the Politics of Race: An Alternative History of Fiji and Law 
and Politics in Regional Cooperation: A Case-Study of Fisheries Cooperation in the South Pacific 
both by William Sutherland; For an Audience: A Philosophy of the Performing Arts by Paul 
Thorn; and the Australian Dictionary Centre, editor Bill Ramson, produced The Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary.
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Faculty of Asian Studies
^ tu d e n t  numbers increased to 425 EFTSU (from about 350 in 1991) and there was a 
^substan tia l increase in the entry cut-off level for the first-year intake.
The new four-year specialised Asian Studies degrees, which include a year's study in Asia, 
were launched. A substantial contingent of our students spent the full year studying at 
universities in Japan, and our first Japanese students arrived on exchange. Other groups 
went to China, Thailand, Indonesia, Egypt and India (where the second-year Hindi course 
is taught on an intensive in-country basis). In establishing Australia's first major program 
of accredited tertiary level study in Asia, the Faculty has broken significant new ground. 
Our initiative is being closely monitored by DEET, which sees such developments as an 
important part of its University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific (UMAP) program. One 
of our teaching staff, Mr Shun Ikeda, has received a grant from the UMAP program to 
travel to Japan and monitor the progress of the student exchange program in 1993. The 
Japanese Government has also cooperated by allowing state universities to participate, 
and sees the initiative as a pilot for its own development of study abroad programs.
The Faculty has been very successful in obtaining scholarships, particularly for students 
going to Japan, from both Australian and Japanese sources. The Faculty has also been 
successful in obtaining a larger proportion of the DEET National Asian Language 
Scholarships, seven out of 50, than we could have expected on comparative student 
numbers.
The high standard of teaching in the Faculty's Japanese language programs has been 
confirmed both by the reception accorded our students in 
Japan and by the award of the Vice-Chancellor's Award for 
Excellence in Teaching to Mr Ikeda.
In the area of cooperative research, Dr Ann Kumar was asked 
to head a Lontar Foundation/Ford Foundation project 
aimed at developing awareness of the richness of Indonesia's 
manuscript heritage, which will result in a major publication 
and conference. She is also one of the principal researchers 
in a Toyota Foundation international project on the history 
of Southeast Asia 1750-1850.
Four major works were published, comprising two books on 
modem China, the most comprehensive bibiliography of 
Malay pub lish ing  to 1920 ever com piled, and an 
authoritative translation and commentary on Japanese No 
drama. These were: R R C de Crespigny, China this Century,
Oxford U.P. Hong Kong 1992; W J F Jenner, The Tyranny of 
Histony: the Roots of China's Crisis, Allen Lane/The Penguin Press, 1992; Ian Proudfoot, 
Early Malay Printed Books, University of Malaya; and Royall Tyler, Japanese No Dramas, 
Penguin Classics.
Dr Craig Lockhardt was awarded a five-year ARC fellowship and wall be located in the 
Asian History Centre. Dr Virginia Hooker was appointed to the Research Training and 
Careers committee of the ARC.
Dr Ann Kumar was elected fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities.
Mr Ikeda
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This year the Faculty loses through retirement a significant number of staff who have 
made a distinguished contribution to our teaching and research. We sincerely thank Dr 
Ken Gardiner, Dr Helmut Loofs-Wissowa, Dr Tissa Rajapatirana and M r Edmund 
Skrzypczak for their contribution over so many years.
The National Thai Studies Centre had a year of achievement. Highlights included:
In January-February a six-week Advanced In-Country Language Course (the 
Thai-Australia Studies Program) was held w ith nationwide representation of Australian 
staff and students. This involved both class and field work in a number of environments 
in Thailand.
The Centre began a review of Thai Studies in Australia, which w ill include a national Thai 
Studies database. Substantial grants were also awarded towards the Computer Assisted 
Language Learning for Thai and the Thai Computer Video Project.
In May the Director, Dr Tony Diller, and the Executive Officer, Dr Paul Jackson, spoke on 
television about political developments, and in June Major-General ChamlongSrimuang, 
founder of the Palang Dhamma Party, visited the centre and spoke on the dramatic events 
of May and the pro-democracy movement in Thailand.
On 3 September HRH Princess Chulabhorn formally opened the Centre and gave the 
inaugural lecture. The ceremony was broadcast on local TV and nationally on Thai TV.
The first two issues of the Thai Studies Newsletter, which is distributed nationwide, were 
published.
■ Three major conferences were organised. On 16 October the National Thai Studies 
Centre held the Thai Update 1992 Sydney, hosted by the Research Institute for Asia 
and the Pacific. About 200 participated and the theme was 'The Rise of the Urban 
Middle Class and the Push for Democracy.' This was followed on 18 October by the 
Thai Studies Group Conference on: 'Thailand—The State and Civil Society.' On 7-9 
December a conference on 'The Making of a Fifth Tiger: Thailand's Industrialisation 
and its Consequences' was held, w ith the National Thai Studies Centre one of the 
sponsors.
Faculty of Economics and Commerce
'T 'h e  demand by commencing students for places in the Faculty continued to be high in 
X  1992. The cut-off for those completing Year 12 in 1991 was a tertiary entrance 
requirement (TER) of 78.15 per cent for Commerce and Information Technology 
(Commerce) and 73.90 per cent for Economics and Information Technology (Economics) 
and (Information Systems). 450 places were provided to new students which, when 
combined w ith 1,056 re-enrolling students, resulted in a total for the Faculty of 1,506 
students. These figures do not include those accepted as fee-paying overseas students or 
non-award students.
The Bachelor of Economics degree specialising in Actuarial Studies continued to attract 
students of high calibre, the cut-off for these students in 1992 being a TER of 95.65 per 
cent. This course has been conducted in conjunction w ith Macquarie University which 
has been responsible for teaching the five semester length specialist actuarial units in the
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degree. Unfortunately Macquarie University can no longer continue with this 
arrangement and there will be no new intake into the Actuarial Studies Program in 1993. 
Melbourne University has shown an interest in filling the role that Macquarie has played 
in the past and it is anticipated that a new intake will be possible in 1994.
The fee-paying overseas student program moved into its fifth year with 81 new students 
(79 in 1991) and 146 re-enrolling (108 in 1991). Among the former, 50 enrolled in the 
Bachelor of Commerce and combined degrees, 19 in the Bachelor of Economics and 
combined degrees (six specialising in Actuarial Studies) and 12 in the Bachelor of 
Information Technology degree.
There was the second intake into the three strands of the Bachelor of Information 
Technology degree administered by the Faculty, namely the Commerce, Economics and 
Information Systems strands. Demand for these courses continues to be high.
There was also the provisional accreditation (for two years in the first instance) of two 
new graduate programs, in statistics and commerce. Each program is administered by the 
Faculty and has students enrolled in Diploma, Masters and PhD degrees. The demand for 
postgraduate courses has been high, particularly in the case of the graduate program in 
economics.
The Faculty has suffered significantly as a result of funding policies relating to the 
allocation of recurrent expenditure which have been adopted by the University in 1992. 
Further significant cuts in recurrent expenditure have been made to the Faculty budget 
for 1993, with student/staff ratios being particularly high in two departments.
The Faculty continued to encourage the short term transfer of staff to both the Institute of 
Advanced Studies and other universities. During the year a number of academics spent 
varying periods of time as Faculty visitors in either a pure research or research /teaching 
capacity. As in past years this interchange helped to stimulate an active research 
environment which exists within the Faculty.
Both government agencies and private enterprise organisations continued to call on the 
expertise of members of the Faculty. These included the Australian Bureau of Agricultural 
and Resource Economics, the Commonwealth Department of Employment, Education 
and Training, the Commonwealth Department of Industry,Technology and Commerce, 
the Industry Commission, the Economic Planning Advisory Council, the New South 
Wales Cabinet Office, the Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics, the 
Commonwealth Department of Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism and Territories, 
the Treasury Department, the New Zealand Treasury, the New Zealand Inland Revenue 
Department, the ACT Treasury, the Bureau of Industry Economics, the Bureau of 
Immigration Research and the World Bank.
Faculty of Law
'll I f  uch of the Faculty's efforts over this past year have been devoted to devising means 
JLVAof maintaining standards in teaching and research when resources are being 
substantially reduced. The curriculum has been revised to reduce the number of lecture 
hours in some compulsory units. This has also made it possible to provide a small increase 
in the number of elective subjects that students may undertake. The Faculty's Curriculum 
Committee is reviewing all subjects offered in the law program to determine their content
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and viability. It also examines proposals for new electives in accordance with Faculty 
approved guidelines. These require not only a statement of the academic justification for 
the proposed subject but also an identification of how resources will be found to offer the 
subject.
The Faculty also reviewed its Honours program to achieve two ends. It has been conscious 
for some time that the level of awards did not reflect the quality of the students when 
compared with the levels of award made both in other Faculties in The Australian National 
University and other Australian law schools. Secondly it was necessary to impose some 
limitations on the number of students undertaking the research paper (which is an integral 
part of the Honours program) as the diminishing number of staff cannot provide adequate 
supervision. In future only students who can expect to qualify for Honours will be 
permitted to submit a paper.
The Faculty continues to seek support from outside the University for its activities. 
Funding has been attracted to support the teaching of Japanese Law. The appointment is 
to be shared with the Australia-Japan Research Centre. DEET has provided special 
funding from the 1993 National Priority (Reserve) Fund to support the establishment of 
a course dealing with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people under Australian 
common law and legislation. Both these initiatives will result in the appointment of 
persons in 1993.
Some support for the Faculty has also been provided by law firms. The most notable 
contribution has been for one firm to provide the services of one of its staff to teach a 
subject in the Law School's elective program. The Legal Workshop is strongly supported 
by members of the ACT legal profession. Their action in providing instruction without 
fee in the practical legal training course enables the Workshop to survive despite 
inadequate government funding.
As part of its examination of cost effectiveness, the Faculty commissioned from its own 
resources a review of the structure of its general staff. The review was undertaken by Mi­
lan Way, a former Registrar of the University of New South Wales. The Faculty has 
endorsed the recommendations of the Way Report and is implementing them.
The Law School for the first time in 1992, in collaboration with the ACT Law Society, 
offered a structured program of continuing legal education. This was a successful venture 
both in the interest it attracted from the legal profession and in the funds that it provided 
for the Law School. It will be repeated in 1993.
The number of students enrolled in the LLB programs reached 1,085 with a further 30 fee 
paying overseas students and 10 non-degree enrolments. This number will increase a little 
in the next two years or so while larger enrolments of previous years pass through the 
system. The graduate courses offered by the Faculty had 87 enrolments plus one fee 
paying overseas student. The Legal Workshop taught 86 full-time and part-time students.
Unfortunately, the increase in the number of students was not matched by an increase in 
staff numbers. The staff:student ratio has risen steadily over the past few years. In 1987 it 
was 1:19.1. In 1992 it was 1:22.9, the worst by far of any Faculty at the ANU. Three new 
members of staff were appointed in 1992 and will take up office in 1993. However, since 
January 1992, eight academic staff members (two of whom were on leave without pay) 
have resigned or retired. These departures have enabled the Faculty to move towards a 
more junior staffing profile which is a saving in resources. However, it also has the effect 
of reducing the Law School's number of experienced members of staff.
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Professor Leslie Zines, the Faculty's longest serving 
member, was among those who retired in 1992. Professor 
Zines had brought great distinction to the Faculty through 
his research, teaching and service to the community. This 
was recognised by his appointment as an officer in the 
General Division of the Order of Australia for services to 
the Australian legal system, particularly in the field of 
constitutional law.
While the Law School has had to contend with markedly 
increased teaching demands, staff members' research 
ou tpu t and assistance to the com m unity has not 
diminished. In August, 1992, the Chief Justice of the ACT, 
Justice Jeffrey Miles, launched 10 books written or edited 
by Law School staff members that had been published in 
the preceding 12 months. Substantial research grants have 
been obtained by a number of staff, including the School's 
first large ARC grant which was awarded to Professor Tom 
Campbell. Success in obtaining such awards is rare in the 
discipline of law.
Professor Leslie Zines
Many staff members have also continued to provide assistance to government and 
community organisations as is indicated below.
The Centre for International and Public Law, set up in December 1989 continued its 
various activities involving public outreach and cooperation with government and other 
public institutions. In this regard, the following conferences were held: A seminar on 
'Administrative Tribunals: Taking Stock,' held in April, organised jointly with the 
Faculty of Law; an 'International Law Weekend,' held in May, organised in collaboration 
with the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the Attorney-General's 
Department; 'Australia and Human Rights: Where to From Here?,' held in July, in 
cooperation with the Attorney-General's Department and the Federal Human Rights and 
Equal Opportunity Commission; and a seminar on the concept of 'The Best Interests of 
the Child,' held in June in Florence, in conjunction with the International Child 
Development Centre and UNICEF.
Faculty of Science
'T 'h e  Science Faculty has been settling into new accommodation and adjusting to severe 
A budget cuts. The Division of Psychology has finally been housed in one building, the 
Department of Geography and the Division of Biochemistry & Microbiology have settled 
into new wings, the merged Botany & Zoology Division are still suffering problems with 
overcrowding, and the Department of Geology has settled well into the old Botany 
building.
The Department of Physics & Theoretical Physics is expecting further moves, and the 
Department of Computer Science is still waiting for suitable accommodation. The 
Integrated Program of Engineering has completed refurbishing the old Geology building 
with new laboratories.
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The first cohort of third-year Engineering students completed in 1992, and next year 
Honours courses will begin. Six new members of staff have been appointed and seven 
PhD students have started; more are expected next year. Late in 1992, Council approved 
in principle that a Faculty of Engineering & Information Technology be established. This 
new faculty will comprise the current Integrated Engineering Program and the 
Department of Computer Science. The new Faculty is expected to enhance the ANU's role 
in the information technologies.
Several staff have taken early retirement and staff adjustments are under way. Among 
staff achievements, Professor Michael Barber was elected a member of the Australian 
Academy of Science and the following were promoted to Professor (Level E): Bruce 
Chappell (Geology), John Elix, Richard Pashley, and Benjamin Selinger (Chemistry); and
to Reader (Level D) David Day (Botany & Zoology) and 
Patrick De Deckker (Geology). Two joint appointments (Drs 
Hans-Albert Bachor and Adrian Byrne) have been made 
between the Department of Physics & Theoretical Physics 
and the Research School of Physical Sciences & Engineering. 
Dr De Deckker was awarded the Sir Joseph Verco Medal by 
the Royal Society of South Australia for distinguished work 
in the field of biology and geology.
1,822 (EFTSU) undergraduate students enrolled in Bachelor 
of Science, BSc (Resource and Environmental Management), 
BSc (Forestry), Bachelor of Engineering and Bachelor of 
Information Technology degree courses. This was an 
increase over the 1991 figure of 1,671, and although the 
quality of the intake was higher for the BSc courses at 69.75 TER (an increase of 15 per 
cent over 1991) the Departments of Forestry and Geography and the Division of 
Psychology still have very high student loads.
In the Distinguished Scholar Program (normally for students with 99 TER score and 
above) 12 first-year and five later-year students joined the 15 foundation students 
continuing in the program from 1991.
The Graduate Diploma in Science Communication, which is offered in conjunction with 
Questacon and The National Science and Technology Centre, attracted over 50 
applications for the 10 scholarships sponsored by Shell. These students completed a very 
ambitious program and all graduated successfully. A new degree of MSc (Science 
Communication) has been approved to start in 1993.
The Faculty continued a strong research program and post-graduate enrolments 
remained high at 183, with 75 additional full-fee students. ARC grants totalled more than 
$3.9m.
Highlights of the years activities included:
Dr Douglas Mahar (Psychology) is associated with members of the RSPhysS Computer 
Science Laboratory in a $3.7m syndicated research grant through ANUTECH that aims 
to develop methods for enhancing the security of computer systems by modelling the 
spoken and kinaesthetic input of users.
Dr Donald Byrne (Psychology) began a three-year study of psychological strategies in 
prevention of adolescent smoking using 15,000 Canberrans as subjects.
Dr Patrick De Deckker
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The Department of Mathematics, together with the Study Skills Centre, jointly hosted the 
Australian Bridging Mathematics Network Conference.
The Department of Geography received two visiting missions from China (Sino-Australia 
Agricultural Cooperation Agreement) to learn about application of remote sensing and 
GIS technology to the management of agriculture and natural resources.
Mr David Dumaresq completed fieldwork for a three-year survey of 32 organic and 
low-input farming enterprises in south east Australia.
Four members of the Physics Department (Drs Andrew Stevenson, David McClelland and 
Hans-Albert Bachor and Mr Malcolm Gray) succeeded in demonstrating sensitivities in 
optical measuring techniques, in particular interferometry, which are limited only by the 
fundamental quantum properties of light. The limits of classical techniques have been 
reached; they now intend to test recent theories on the quantum behaviour of light and 
to design new instalments.
Staff of the Forestry Department contributed to several Government inquiries including 
the Resource Assessment Commission inquiry into the forest and timber industries.
Field and laboratory work on the cedar tip moth designed to allow successful plantation 
culture of the Australian red cedar is being carried out jointly by Dr Michael Tanton 
(Forestry), Dr Fyfe Bygrave (Biochemistry) and Dr Tom Bellas (CSIRO).
Dendrochronological studies by Dr John Banks (Forestry) have shown that some so-called 
pristine forests, for example, Coolangubra State Forest, NSW, a site of environmental 
conflict, are in fact regrowths colonising abandoned grazing land.
Dr Peter Janssens (Biochemistry & Microbiology) has become Deputy Director of the new 
Cooperative Research Centre for the Biological Control of Vertebrate Pest Populations.
The work of the Department of Computer Science in parallel multicomputing, centred 
around an experimental parallel supercomputer built by Fujitsu, gained substantial 
international recognition. The work involved overcoming a number of difficult research 
problems in monitoring the large number of processes which execute concurrently during 
the operation of large-scale parallel computers.
Three new research activities were initiated by Engineering in the areas of Composite 
Materials (Dr Zbigniew Stachurski, Dr Pean-Yue Jar and Jang-Kyo Kim), Robotics (Dr Jon 
Kieffer and Dr Brenan McCarragher) and Photovoltaics (Dr Andrew Blakers and Dr 
Andres Cuevas), in addition to existing research in the areas of telecommunications, signal 
processing and control theory.
A new Photolithographic and Device Laboratory has been constructed in Engineering. 
This is a joint project with Dr A Blakers and three groups in RSPhysSE—Electronic 
Materials Engineering (Dr Jim Williams), Plasma Research (Dr Lee Boswell) and Laser 
Physics (Dr Barry Luther-Davies).
Among a host of journal articles, reports and reviews the following books were published: 
P E Brown & B W Chappell (Editors): The second Hutton Symposium on the origin of 
Granites & related rocks; A E Byrne & D G Byrne: Psychology for nurses; theory and practice; 
P Gullan: The Insects: An Outline of Entomology; K Johnson contributed to the AUSMAP 
Atlas of Australia; and M J Rickard et al (Editors): Basement Tectonics: Australia and Other 
Regions.
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Institute of the Arts
'T 'h e  Institute of the Arts (ITA) enjoyed a successful first year of operation within the 
JL University. The amalgamation took effect from January 1 and the governance 
arrangements for the amalgamation were incorporated into the Institute of the Arts 
Statute which acknowledged the special characteristics of the two schools. The union was 
celebrated at the Amalgamation Celebration Concert on February 28.
The newly formed Board of the Institute of the Arts under Chair, Emeritus Professor Peter 
Karmel, met four times during the year.
The Canberra School of Art maintained its high profile public face by expanding 
exhibitions, ArtForum, Open Art, the Summer and Winter Schools and visiting artist and 
exchange programs. Demand for undergraduate and postgraduate courses exceeded 
previous years. The School's international focus and range of connections continued to 
grow with the emphasis on staff and student exchange with South East and North Asian 
countries a feature.
Students and graduates continued to represent the Canberra School of Music in leading 
ensembles and orchestras worldwide. Twenty-eight members of staff participated in 
interstate and overseas performances, masterclasses, festivals and conferences, and 17 
were represented on disc. The school welcomed 60 international and local visiting artists 
during the year, and 150 concerts were given for the benefit of students and the Canberra 
community.
The Australian Centre for Arts & Technology (ACAT) relocated from Manuka to 
expanded temporary accommodation on the Civic campus. The Centre strengthened its 
computing and teaching links within the University and received grants through the 
University Computer Committee for the establishment of multi-media and visualisation 
laboratories. The Centre also attracted CED AM Innovation Grants in Association with the 
Department of Anthropology.
ITA managed the National Carillon on behalf of the Commonwealth throughout the year 
and 160 recitals were given. The annual open day was held on Saturday 12 September 
and attracted a record number of visitors.
The major academic initiative during 1992 was the further development of postgraduate 
courses. Approval was given for the establishment of Music and Visual Arts programs as 
part of the Graduate School. The awards of Master of Music and Master of Arts (Electronic 
Arts) were approved for introduction in 1993 and join the already established Master of 
Arts (Visual Arts) and Graduate Diplomas. Approval was given for candidates for Doctor 
of Philosophy and Master of Arts (Research) to be considered under the Rules of the 
Graduate School. The honours stream in the Bachelor ot Music began in 1992 and 
agreement was reached for the introduction of Bachelor of Arts (Visual ) (Honours) in 
1993.
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'T 'h e  University's activities extend into a number of academic centres associated with 
X  the Institute of Advanced Studies and several major teaching and research bodies that 
link the work of the Institute with that of The Faculties.
Centre for Information 
Science Research
’T 'h e  Centre for Information Science Research (CISR) brings together the ANU's research 
X  strengths and the CSIRO's skills.
A variety of internationaly recognised groups in the ANU's Institute of Advanced Studies 
and the Faculties provide research strengths in selected areas of the information sciences; 
the CSIRO's Division of Information Technology provides skills in applied high 
technology.
During 1992 CISR continued to support diverse multidisciplinary research projects in 
artificial intelligence, artificial vision, computational molecular biology, neurocomputing 
and parallel computing. 1992 marked the completion of the first round of cross-university 
research projects funded by CISR. The CISR Management Committee has approved 
funding for a further round of projects to begin in 1993.
CISR's most significant achievement in 1992 was its major role in coordinating the 
successful A N U /C S IR O  Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for Advanced 
Computational Systems (ACSys) which was announced jointly by the Prime Minister, and 
the Minister for Science and Technology, Mr Ross Free. This Centre w ill have a budget of 
approximately $50 million over seven years. Its industrial partners are Computer Power, 
Digital Equipment Corporation Australia, Fujitsu Australia and Sun Microsystems 
Australia. Together w ith the CRC for Robust and Adaptive Systems which is based at 
ANU and the CRC for Optical Fibre and Photonic Technology which has a significant 
ANU component, ACSys confirms the ANU campus as Australia's leading centre for 
information technology research. The Executive Director of CISR, Professor Michael 
McRobbie, is to be the Chief Executive Officer of ACSys. The CISR Deputy Executive 
Director and Head of the Department of Computer Science in the Faculties, Professor 
Robin Stanton, and CISR's Adjunct Professor, John O'Callaghan, Chief of the CSIRO 
Division of Information Technology, w ill be Directors of ACSys.
ACSys was also one of only two CRCs throughout Australia which was successful in 
obtaining additional funding as part of the Research Data Network (RDN) CRC 
announced in the last Federal Budget. This funding w ill be used for two projects to be 
carried out by the Centre's partners and Telecom Australia. These projects w ill utilise
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Telecom's high-speed experimentalbroadband-ISDN network and will carry out research 
in d istributed interactive m ulti-media information systems and distributed 
high-performance computing where the network will be used to integrate ANU's 
supercomputing resources with those of other universities in Australia.
After extensive negotiations with Thinking Machines Corporation of the US, a CM-5 
parallel supercomputer was installed at the University in May. The CM-5 is presently the 
world's most advanced parallel supercomputer and it is the first machine installed outside 
of the US. It was acquired with the assistance of a grant of nearly $1 million made in 1991 
from the ARC's Mechanism C Infrastructure Program. This was one of the largest ARC 
grants ever awarded to ANU. The CM-5 at ANU joined its unique mix of American and 
Japanese supercomputers: a massively parallel CM-2 supercomputer (also from 
Thinking Machines Corporation) acquired in 1990, a Fujitsu VP-2200 vector processing 
supercomputer acquired in 1991 and a Fujitsu AP-1000 experimental supercomputer also 
acquired in 1991.
The ANU/Fujitsu relationship, which is one of the University's premier links with 
industry, continued to expand and deepen during 1992. A series of agreements which 
enhance and continue a number of very successful research projects between ANU and 
Fujitsu were signed or finalised. The ANU /Fujitsu Agreement is now valued at around 
$20 million over five years.
In December, the University signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Japan's 
Institute for New Generation Computer Technology (ICOT) which will give ANU 
researchers access to the new PIM—Parallel Supercomputer at ICOT through two PSI-III
Professor Deane Terrell, Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Chair of CISR M anagement Committee, 
with Mr Hiroichi Hiroshige, Executive Director of ICOT, and CISR Executive Director, Michael 
Me Robbie at the signing of the Memorandum of Understandilng with Japan's Institute for New 
Generation Computer Technology
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Personal Inference Workstations installed in September at CISR. M r Hiroichi Hiroshige, 
the Executive Director of ICOT, headed an ICOT delegation to ANU and signed the 
M emorandum of Understanding together w ith  Professor R D Terrell, Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor and Chair of CISR Management Committee.
CISR coordinated a major national initiative in supercomputing w ith the formation of the 
Australian Cooperative Supercomputer Facility (ACSF). This facility is tobe based at ANU 
and has as partners the South Australian Centre for Parallel Computing (representing 
Flinders University, the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia), 
the Sydney Regional Centre for Parallel Computing (representing Macquarie University, 
the University of New South Wales, the University of Sydney and the University of 
Technology, Sydney), CSIRO, the Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) 
and Australian Supercomputing Technology. In December the ACSF was awarded an 
in itia l grant of about $1 million from the ARC's Mechanism C Infrastructure Program.
CISR was also responsible for the coordination of a proposal to the University for a 
massive data storage system to support the University's research programs in advanced 
computation. When fully operational this system is expected to have storage capacity well 
in excess of one Terabyte of data (one million m illion bytes of data). This proposal was 
successful and has received a grant of around $1 million. ANU's massive data storage 
system w ill be the first of its type at any university in Australia.
Centre for Molecular Structure and
Function
Strategic developmen t of new areas of research is an important way in which the Institute 
of Advanced Studies is able to change its research agenda in the light of changing 
opportunities. The method it has adopted to do this is to levy each Research School and 
Centre so that one per cent of their budgets is available for allocation to strategic 
developments each year. In 1989 the largest strategic development which was funded 
from this source was the Centre for Molecular Structure and Function. This proposal came 
from three of the schools in the Institute, the Research Schools of Chemistry and Biological 
Sciences and the John Curtin School of Medical Research. It was an exciting program 
which drew together staff w ith interests in molecular biology in the three schools and 
proposed new areas of research in protein structure and design, the sequence, structure 
interface and gene targeting and manipulation. The proposal also involved the setting up 
of X-ray diffraction equipment and in due course the integration of the Biomelecular 
Resource Facility.
The Research Schools in the Institute have their different missions and research agendas 
and have a high degree of autonomy in setting research priorities. The creation of this 
centre is one of the occasions in which three schools, and the School of Life Sciences in the 
Faculty of Science, are taking advantage of the very great strength of the ANU in particular 
areas of research.
The Centre provides exciting opportunities in a lively and rapidly developing field.
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Centre for Resource and 
Environmental Studies
'T 'h e  Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies (CRES) is a transdisciplinary 
X  research and postgraduate training centre that focuses on resource and environmental 
issues of national and global significance. The CRES research strategy seeks to balance 
research directed at specific issues w ith broader, longer-term objectives of developing 
conceptual frameworks and generic methods with wide applicability. The scale ranges 
from global (atmospheric trace gas modelling, oceanic carbon dioxide fluxes, salinisation 
of land and water resources), continental (digital elevation models and climate surfaces 
for Australia and Africa), national (Australian CO2 emissions, sustainability of the mining 
industry  and recreational fishing), regional (population grow th and regional 
environments, tropical storm surge damage, and the role of w ildlife corridors) to the local 
(managing the ACT water supply, needs of local government in relation to greenhouse 
issues, and air quality modelling).
In addition to the range of spatial and temporal scales covered by CRES research a balance 
is sought between necessary disciplinary-based research and higher levels of disciplinary 
integration. CRES continues to anticipate major public issues in the resource and 
environmental arena and CRES staff remain in demand by Governments and 
non-Govemment bodies for assistance with policy formulation and implementation. The 
sustainability issue has been a central focus of the CRES strategic plan since 1986. In 1992 
substantial progress was made in relation to such fundamental issues as sustainability of 
the built environment, the mining industry, aboriginal communities, recreational fishing 
and regional population growth. Theoretical frameworks for development of ecological 
economics were advanced.
CRES continued to play a key role in the Commonwealth Climate Impact Assessment and 
Monitoring Program (COMCIAM) providing training for Visiting Fellows from Barbados, 
Cyprus and Mauritius and conducting intensive training workshops in the Caribbean 
(Barbados) and Africa (Zimbabwe). A broadly based seminar series within the ANU 
focused on methods for environmental and climate change analysis (MECCA) was 
initiated. A major new activity for 1992 was the establishment of the National Local 
Government Environmental Resource Network (NLGERN) which has been funded by 
the Office of Local Government for three years.
Postgraduate student numbers in 1992 were 27 PhD and 5 MRES, placing considerable 
pressure on accommodation, resources and supervision. External grants and 
consultancies raised 40 per cent of the total budget.
Centre for Visual Sciences
»T'he Centre for Visual Sciences has had another very productive year; it has also been 
X a year for consolidation and planning for the future. The planning was made possible 
as a result of a University review to look into future administration of the Centre. The
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present Executive Director, Dr G H Henry, is to retire at the end of 1994 and a decision 
was reached to appoint a new Director by the beginning of 1994 through a new 
professorial appointment in the Research School of Biological Sciences (RSBS). A similar 
senior appointment is also planned for the John Curtin School of Medical Research 
(JCSMR) to be made two years after the RSBS appointment.
While the decisions about new appointments have an 
extremely beneficial effect on the future of the Centre there 
is another retirement, that of the immediate past Director,
Professor Adrian Horridge, which will result in an 
irreplaceable loss that will be only tempered by his 
appointment as a University Fellow. A fetschrift is to be held 
for Professor Horridge at the Robertson Symposium in 
February, 1993. One hundred and sixty scientists, 40 from 
overseas, have registered for this meeting.
The staffing of the Centre has remained largely unchanged 
for 1992 and consists of 27 academic members with about 
equal numbers of tenured, research fellows and post 
doctoral fellows. There were 10 visiting fellows, two research 
officers, 18 support staff and 15 post and under-graduate 
students. The majority of these appointments are made 
through affiliated schools although the Centre was 
responsible for a research fellowship, a post doctoral 
fellowship and a laboratory technical appointment.
This year again produced many publications in international journals and the number has 
remained as high as in the previous year. Fifty five papers were published and 33 
appeared in the press.
The topics ranged from studies into the vision of a wide variety of insects and Crustacea 
through vertebrates that include marsupials, cats and monkeys to psychophysical 
experiments on human subjects. The Centre has proved an ideal place to adapt the 
findings obtained in fundamental research for use in the clinic and in industry. For 
example, studies in the vision of bees have proved invaluable in the development of 
artificial vision; the response patterns of single visual cells in mammals has provided the 
basis for a new clinical test for the early detection of glaucoma in humans; and the study 
of visual development in pouched young wallabies has helped in understanding visual 
loss in children with squint. There are also a number of studies involved in comparing 
the visual processes occurring in the higher centres of the brains of different species that 
have shed light on the connections and the localisation of function in the human brain.
Many of the projects in the Centre have been carried out in association with colleagues in 
State Universities, included among the visiting fellows, and support has come from a 
number of international industrial firms.
The worth of the Centre is being expressed in the contributions being made to the 
Robertson Symposium, which has brought together all those interested in sensory 
processes throughout the ANU, in the State universities and from many countries around 
the world. It has also opened the way for researchers at the ANU to express their 
appreciation of an ex-colleague, Professor Peter Bishop, who was recently awarded the 
Australia Prize. The two international sharers of the award will also attend the meeting. 
In making a major contribution to this meeting the Centre is fulfilling the aims set out at
Professor Adrian Horridge
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its creation to bring together ANU scientists with a common interest in vision. It is also 
acting to unite them with interstate and international colleagues.
Humanities Research Centre
'T 'h e  Humanities Research Centre (HRC) devoted most of its activities in 1992 to a 
X  nominated annual theme, Europe.Three major conferences were held: 'The 
European Moment? From Enlightenment to Romanticism' (June) concerned w ith 
elucidating the question whether the late Enlightenment and early Romantic period 
constituted a 'European moment'; 'Europe: Representations of Change' (July) which 
invited critical reflection on political and social change in modern Europe; and 
'Intellectuals in Europe Today' (September-October), an exploration of the changing roles 
and perceptions of intellectuals in Europe (East and West) since 1945. The third conference 
was held jointly w ith the Centre for European Studies at the Monash City Centre.
'Extra-thematic' conferences included 'The Articulate Surface: Dialogues on Paintings 
Between Conservators, Curators and Art Historians' (May), which was jointly sponsored 
by the HRC and the National Gallery of Australia and offered an innovative approach to 
the study of paintings through the collaborative 'looking' and research of conservators, 
curators and art historians; and 'The Changing Idea of an Australian University' 
(September), jointly sponsored by the HRC with the Research School of Social Sciences 
and Macquarie University. The conference explored the changing character of the higher 
education system in Australia.
A one-day symposium on The Idea of a Republic' was held as part of the conference 
'Freedom and Independence for the Golden Lands of Australia' organised by the Centre 
for Australian Studies, Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA). The symposium 
explored the philosophies, theories and institutions which constitute the idea of 
republicanism.
Visiting Fellows in 1992 were Associate Professor K Clark, Yale University; D r S Dermody, 
University of Technology, Sydney; Dr P Eggert, University College, ADFA; Professor J 
Frykman, University of Lund; Professor J M Gutman, New School for Social Research, 
New York; Dr A Jones, La Trobe University; Professor P M Ltitzeler, Washington 
University, St Louis; Professor T McFarland, Princeton University; Dr P O'Meara, Trinity 
College; Associate Professor R Pesman, University of Sydney; Dr L V Polyakov, Institute 
of Philosophy, Moscow; Dr M Stoljar, Australian National University; Dr J Thomas, 
University of Melbourne; Professor A Walicki, University of Notre Dame; Mrs G Yang, 
Foreign Languages Press, Beijing; and Professor X Yang, Foreign Languages Bureau, 
Beijing.
Visiting Scholars in 1992 were Dr D O Bennett, Victoria University of Wellington; Dr D 
Carter, Griffith University; Dr B Coleborne, Monash University College; Dr H F Garlick, 
University of Queensland; Dr H W Love, University of Otago; Ms M Maynard, University 
of Queensland; D r P West, University of Western Sydney; and Dr J M Wilson, University 
of Otago.
Professor Graeme Clarke, Director of the Centre, undertook an Outside Studies Program 
until June 1992. He was a Visiting Fellow at the National Humanities Center in the
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Research Triangle Park, NC, US. In his absence, Dr WS Ramson, Director of the Australian 
National Dictionary Centre and Chairman of the HRC's Advisory and Steering 
Com m ittees, was appointed Acting Director, while the Centre's day-to-day 
administration was delegated to Emeritus Professor Ralph Elliott, formerly Chairman of 
the Centre's Committees and HRC Visiting Fellow, until February 1992 when Professor 
Deryck Schreuder, Challis Professor of History, University of Sydney was appointed 
Associate Director (1992-1996).
Professor Deryck Schreuder came to the Centre at the start of the 1992 academic year on 
secondment from the Challis Chair of History at the University of Sydney. He is currently 
researching studies in nineteenth-century European history, as well as in the 
historiography of migrant-settler societies. During the course of the year he contributed 
to conferences in Australia, New Zealand and Africa dealing with historical studies and 
theory. He also continued to teach in these areas at ANU and the University of Sydney.
National Centre for Epidemiology &
Population Health
"I 992 was a year of uncertainty about the future not only of the National Centre for 
_LEpidemiology & Population Health (NCEPH) but of the whole national initiative on 
public health education and research. An overview of the national program, spanning 
nine tertiary and research institutions and prepared by Dr George Salmond, was released 
in April. It commented positively on NCEPH's ability to infonrt debates on key issues and 
its leadership in health sendee development and proposed a full scale academic review 
of its research accomplishments in 1994-95. Dr Salmond also suggested a mechanism for 
ensuring that NCEPH achieves an appropriate balance of policy relevance and basic 
public health research on its agenda. However, the mechanism of future funding of the 
Centre and indeed for the future of the whole national program was still unresolved by 
the end of the year. The uncertainty of our future beyond December 1994 has slowed the 
momentum of a very strong PhD program and resulted in loss of some high calibre 
research staff to tenured posts. Dr Patty Solomon and Professor Tony Worsley have 
returned to Adelaide and Dr Sue Wilson is returning to the Centre for Mathematical 
Analysis.
Training of future leaders in the National Public Health Enterprise is an essential part of 
our role. During 1992 we had 23 enrolled PhD students and the first PhD thesis to be 
completed from the Centre. Altogether, 63 students are enrolled in the five post graduate 
degrees which the Centre offers, and the first three recipients of the graduate diploma 
received their awards.
The Centre has been fortunate to secure the services of Dr Aileen Plant to direct the Master 
of Epideomology Program. Dr Plant was fonnerly Chief Medical Officer in the Northern 
Territory and continues as Chair of the Communicable Diseases Standing Committee of 
the NH&MRC. She brings to our research agenda strength in the epidemiology of 
tuberculosis, hepatitis and immunisation. During 1992 trainees in the Masters of Applied 
Epidemiology program have played an important role in the investigation of arbovirus 
epidemics around Australia including especially the first major ou tbreak of Barmah Forest 
virus; the occurrence of a new dengue virus in Queensland; and several outbreaks of
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epidemic Polyarthritis due to Ross River Virus. Trainees have also been active in studies 
of influenza immunisation in Victoria and have contributed to the development of a major 
Victorian campaign to improve immunisation levels there. They have also been involved 
in research studies of outbreaks of hepatitis A predominantly in the homosexual 
communities in Melbourne and Sydney and one trainee was involved in an international 
outbreak investigation of diarrhoea and arthritis. A number of PhDs will be completed 
during 1993. Newly defined PhD topics during 1992 included 'Body weight and its control 
in adults'; 'Mortality differentials and marital status'; 'Continuingcare in general practice'; 
and 'The epidemiology of sudden infant death syndrome'.
Centre staff played a significant role in the debate over the restructuring of Australian 
general practice. A series of eight widely quoted discussion papers on various GP issues 
produced and or edited from within the Centre during 1991 and 1992 are believed to have 
significantly broadened the debate and explored new concepts, some of which were 
incorporated in the Commonwealth Budget in August 1992. A particular feature of the 
newly developing structure is area-wide divisions of general practice which will become 
a new means through which GPs can more effectively contribute to undergraduate, 
vocational and continuing education, hospital planning, health promotion and quality 
assurance. Centre staff also played an active role in the development of an ACT division 
of general practice which is a possible prototype for the structure that is emerging. The 
Centre continued to provide technical advisory sendees to the national general practice 
evaluation program and hosted a number of international visitors with expertise in 
academic general practice, organised the National Work in Progress Conference of the 
program and ran a series of regional workshops with applicants and successful 
investigators around the country to strengthen evaluative and research methodology in 
general practice evaluation.
The final report of a review of primary health care and health promotion led by Dr David 
Legge was published in September. The report analysed the main barriers to improve 
coordination between local community based GPs, nurses, pharmacists, local government 
agencies, volunteers, carers and consumer groups. It sketched a range of policy options 
which are now under official consideration.
The second stage of a feasibility study for a trial to provide heroin and other opioids to 
dependent users in the ACT began in collaboration with the Australian Institute of
Criminology under the direction of Dr Gabrielle Bammer. 
This project is described more fully in the Centre's annual 
report. Whether or not a trial of heroin availability proceeds, 
this work will assist in informing drug policy in Australia in 
a significant way.
Dr Dorothy Broom played a pivotal role in the defence of a 
com plaint of d iscrim ination brought against the 
Commonwealth Government, the National Women's Health 
Program and Women's Health Services in the ACT during 
the year. The action was a test case for Commonwealth and 
State initiatives for groups who are disadvantaged in the use 
of mainstream sendees. Dr Broom's expertise in women's 
health, her previous participation in the development of the 
National Women's Health Policy and especially her study of 
women's health centres (prophetically titled ‘Damtied If We 
Do' and published only days before the beginning of the hearing) made her a key player 
at a time of great urgency in the defence of health policy. In a legal decision that stands
Dr Gabrielle Bammer
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as a landmark for its recognition of a social view of health, all the complaints were 
dismissed.
The economics of health care continues as an important part of the Centre's research 
agenda. A study based on a stratified sample of 30 public hospitals in the mainland States 
and the ACT has broken new ground in the development of methodology, and of 
valuation of public hospital capital stock. The methodology developed for this study and 
its findings have filled an important vacuum and will prove important in the allocation 
of resources within and across States for this essential component of hospital funds. Other 
health economics projects in which the Centre contributed in 1992 include studies of the 
economic aspects of the AIDS epidemic; the costs of treatment of breast cancer and of 
benign prostatic disease; the economic evaluation of rehabilitation services and the 
investigation of costs of alternative cancer control strategies.
Since the Centre began in 1989 it has been exploring the feasibility of a long term study 
of the Australian population which could link information about environment and 
lifestyle with use of health care services and health outcomes. During 1992 an important 
pilot study which involved 555 Canberra residents was begun. These people had already 
participated in the National Heart Foundation Risk Factor Study. In the pilot project they 
completed a major interview about their health and environment and most of them agreed 
to linkage of the database with data held by the Health Insurance Commission. The 
feasibility of that linkage offers insights into the way Australians think about health 
services and use them, and how these services contribute to community well being. The 
work has been spearheaded by Dr John McCallum but it has involved active 
interdisciplinary cooperation from a number of academic staff, including particularly Dr 
Eric Kliewer, an expert in the field of record linkage who is engaged also in other large 
studies of migrant health and use of health services.
The departure in 1992 of Drs Wilson and Solomon brings to an end the Centre's work on 
AIDS modelling which has received international attention. The mid-points of the earlier 
projected range of their estimates have been very close to the numbers subsequently 
observed. It is becoming increasingly important to obtain estimates and projections of 
numbers of people in the various stages of HIV disease particularly as treatment regimes 
evolve and its eligibility criteria for new treatment changes. Wilson and Solomon are 
predicting notification of between 670 and 840 new AIDS cases in Australia during 1993.
The Centre's work on the Health Transition Centre headed by Jack Caldwell continues to 
attract international attention and the Health Transition Review, now in its second year 
and edited from the Centre, is already well established as the major international journal 
in its area. The Centre works with Professor I O Orobuloye, Ondo State University/ and 
a network of 10 Nigerian universities on a longitudinal study of how social and 
behavioural factors influence Nigerian health and how they can be changed to improve 
health.
The most rapidly growing program in the Health Transition Centre focuses on the social 
and behavioural context of HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases in 
developing countries. The program has already made a major contribution to the 
development of methodology for studying sexual networking in a collaborative program 
in the Ekiti District of Nigeria. This and two other research programs in Uganda form an 
international comparative research program that is coordinated by the Health Transition 
Centre and funded by SAREC, a Swedish aid agency. Other Health Transition Centre 
projects include research on fertility and health in Micronesia and work on the global 
demographic transition and on the historical origin of different sexual systems.
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The Centre is now pressing its accommodation to the lim it. The vigour of our Doctoral 
Research Program and success of grant applications by PhD students as well as academic 
staff are turning the Centre into a bustling hive of activity at all hours, and seven days a 
week.
NHMRC Social Psychiatry Unit
nphe  National Health and Medical Research Council Social Psychiatry Unit is focussing 
X  largely on the epidemiology of mental disorders in later life.
The Unit is now in its 17th year. During this time, it has pursued a programme of research 
in social psychiatry and psychiatric epidemiology. The Unit is funded by the National 
Health and Medical Research Council in a grant to the University. As well as its main 
focus, the Unit has maintained its interest in the epidemiology of common psychological 
symptoms, with regard to their aetiology and natural history.
School of Mathematical Sciences
'T 'h e  School of Mathematical Sciences was established in 1989 to unify mathematical 
X  science activities across both the Institute and The Faculties. Its objectives are to 
undertake research, scholarship and graduate training of the highest international 
standard in the mathematical sciences, to fulfil a major role in promoting and fostering 
the mathematical sciences and their applications and to support an undergraduate 
program of excellence.
During 1992 considerable progress was made towards restructuring the school w ith the 
result that from early 1993 the School w ill consist of two divisions, the Centre for 
Mathematics and its Applications and the Department of Mathematics. The Centre for
Mathematics and its Applications w ill then become the 
research wing of the School, being a joint Institute-Faculties 
enterprise and fu lfilling both national and international 
roles as a major research institute. It w ill embrace research 
programs in mathematics (algebra, analysis and geometry, 
nonlinearand applied analysis), statistics (statistical science, 
stochastic analysis) and applied mathematics (advanced 
computation and modelling, mathematical physics)
Honours for members of the School in 1992 included the 
election of Professor Michael Barber to the Australian 
Academy of Science, bringing the School's total staff 
membership to eight—(Baxter, Heyde 1977, Trudinger 1978, 
Robinson 1980, Osborne 1983, Hall 1987, Richardson 1990). 
Emeritus Professor Bernhard Neumann was awarded the 
degree of Director of Science honoris causa by the Humboldt 
Universität in Berlin. School members also delivered many
Emeritus Professor 
Bernhard Neumann
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important lectures at overseas conferences. One noteworthy example was Professor Peter 
Hall's invitation to deliver the prestigious Mahalanobis Centenary Memorial Lectures at 
the Indian Statistical Institute.
The research of the School continued strongly in 1992 with 116 research reports issued 
and seven graduate students successfully completing requirements for the PhD degree.
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T o u rin g  the past year accreditation was granted to two new graduate programs arising 
L J from the amalgamation of the ANU and the Institute of the Arts: Music and Visual 
Arts. In addition, new programs were accredited in Engineering, Statistics and Commerce. 
There are now 37 graduate programs, each covering the whole of the University's 
graduate education in the area concerned. Most programs developed steadily in 
effectiveness during the year. The Graduate School Advisory Committee is currently 
conducting a review of all programs, based upon written reports submitted by program 
convenors.
The number of graduate students at the ANU continues to increase rapidly. The total grew 
from 1,412 in 1990 to 1,639 in 1991 and 2,022 in 1992, an increase of 43 per cent in two 
years. The increase is strongest for coursework degrees, but is also substantial for research 
degrees (26 per cent for PhDs). In some parts of the University the increased number of 
students is imposing strains upon supervisory capacity and the provision of physical 
resources such as accommodation. The continuing growth in graduate student numbers 
suggests that the University should formulate some policy concerning the desirable 
number of graduate students and the desirable balance between graduate and 
undergraduate students. About 25 per cent of graduate students come from overseas.
Twenty Graduate School scholarships were awarded for commencement in 1992, in 
addition to 71 Australian Postgraduate Research Awards. The Graduate School has 
established a research scholarship for students of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
descent.
Another innovation is the offer of three one-year re-entry scholarships for women who 
have been away from academia for a significant period and wish to upgrade their skills 
and qualifications with a view to pursuing a research degree. The first awards will be 
made in January 1993.
The first Graduate School Handbook, analogous to the Faculty Handbook for 
undergraduate students, was published. It will be produced annually.
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/C o n tin u in g  reductions in the Library's budget, particularly for staffing, have 
V-^necessitated further redefinition of the Library's operational structure to allow a more 
flexible approach to University priorities. This has resulted in the establishment of three 
main divisions—Information Services, Collection Management and Administrative/ 
Computing Services, the first two now headed by Associate University librarians. The 
Collection Management Division combined the former Collection Development and 
Technical Services Divisions, which will enhance the intellectual coordination and 
physical access of material at the point of selection.
During the year demands on the Library rose in terms of user queries, loans and requests 
for installations of new CD-ROM's (Compact Disk Read Only Memory), and 
campus-wide access to electronic databases, such as Nikkei 
and STARS (Statistical Analysis and Retrieval 
Services-International Economics). The number of users of 
the Chiflev, Menzies and Hancock Buildings and the Law 
Library exceeded 1.2 million—a record.
Continued publishing inflation and the decline of the 
Australian dollar has led to the elimination of the science 
serial reserve and the need for significant cancellations of 
science serial titles in 1993. The issues of electronic access to 
serials versus comprehensive local storage began to be 
debated in the subject advisory groups.
Following academic changes, agreement was reached with 
relevant user groups to concentrate mathematical science 
material in the Hancock Building and political science 
material in the Chifley Building. The need to make such 
moves on a regular basis highlights the Library's growing 
space problems which, despite some easing due to electronic 
supply, will result in moving to off-campus storage by 1996-7 if no additional suitable 
space is provided on campus. The costs of such moves in physical and technical terms are 
substantial.
A new unit, the Centre for Networked Access to Scholarly Information, was created in 
the Library to monitor, interpret and implement new initiatives which are expected to 
facilitate for campus users the local and world wide access to electronic information. As 
a result, the Library has taken a major role in the development of the ANU campus wide 
information system. In cooperation with the Computer Services Centre the Library has 
taken the initiative to promote and teach electronic information retrieval and 
communication via AARNet (Australian Academic and Research Network) and the 
Internet.
Tony Barry, Deputy 
Librarian
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Centre for Continuing Education
'T 'h e  major thrust of the work of the Centre for Continuing Education (CCE) is the 
X  extension of the University to the broader community. It does so by offering courses 
of broad intellectual and general interest, short courses in professional development (such 
as report writing, time management, strategic planning) and conferences on important 
social, scientific and economic issues. In understanding these programs, the Centre is 
creating strong links with the community, and thus helps to shape and enlarge the image 
of the University in the community.
The CCE's Community Education Program offered a total of just over 200 courses for 
which nearly 2,500 students enrolled. In this program courses cover subjects under the 
broad headings of Societal Studies, Literature and Philosophy, the Arts, Ecology and 
Environment, Personal Skills, Languages, Science, Law, Business and Computing. During 
the year 300 students enrolled in 27 University Preparation Scheme Courses. These 
courses provide participants with an opportunity to prove that they have the capacity to 
be admitted to ANU undergraduate programs.
The CCE offers many short courses in professional development, primarily for public 
servants but for private employees as well. During 1991-1992 there has been a levelling 
off of the growth experienced in the previous two years—reflecting the impact of the 
recession. Just under 90 courses catering to 1,200 students were mounted during the year 
as well as 25 in-house courses. In financial and educational terms the professional program 
is a very successful one, encompassing such topics as writing skills, marketing, accounting 
and economics, and statistics.
The Summer School of the Arts had the highest number of participants in its five year 
history, with 180 enrollees in 17 courses. The Summer School of the Arts Program 
dramatises the high degree of cooperation between the CCE and the Canberra School of 
Art and the school is now firm ly established on the Australian Summer School calendar. 
In addition, the Canberra School of Art and the CCE organised a Winter Program in July 
and more than 100 participated in the 12 courses which included subjects such as an 
introduction to oil painting, and portrait drawing.
The Centre organised a number of conferences, seminars and workshops on topics of 
post-compulsory education. Two major conferences/The Transformation from Elite to 
Mass Higher Education' and 'Higher Education and the Competency Movement', were 
very successful and captured considerable attention. Other education activities, organised 
with the active participation of the CCE's visiting fellows, were a series of invited luncheon 
seminars and two seminars dealing with the role of DEET and the National Board of 
Employment, Education and Training (NBEET) in relation to the universities.
The Centre's academics and visiting fellows undertook a considerable variety of 
professional practice activities with government departments and agencies, companies
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and educational institutions, as well as research and teaching and contributing to the 
CCE's programs.
Dr Alastair Crombie taught a Management of Human Resources course in the ANU's 
Associate Diploma in Public Policy for members of the Department of Foreign Affairs 
program. Five research projects associated with NBEET and DEET were undertaken by 
CCE academic staff and visiting fellows.
Early in the year the Centre came under the jurisdiction of the new Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
(Planning and Administration), Mr Philip Selth. In March he initiated a management 
review of the Centre and during the latter half of the year recommendations flowing from 
the management review were considered by a number of senior academic and 
administrative bodies within the University—including the Senior Officers, the Deans, 
the Board of the Institute, the Board of The Faculties and finally Council itself.
Each of these steps required a different set of responses from the Centre, and the Centre's 
workload was all the heavier as a result. In December, the CCE's Board of Management 
met for the first time with representation from all the above bodies except Council.
Centre for Educational Development 
and Academic Methods
n p h e  Centre for Educational Development and Academic Methods (CEDAM) is the 
X University's prime resource base for academic professional development and the 
enhancement of teaching. The brief of the centre is 'to coordinate the provision of a 
comprehensive program of professional development for academic staff, in order to meet 
the needs of individual staff, departments and the University, and to promote effective 
practices in teaching and learning in the University'.
During the year CEDAM coordinated programs of academic development in a number 
of areas:
■  Academic leadership. As part of its on-going program of academic leadership, 
CEDAM cordinated a three-day conference on Strategic Resource Management for 
Heads of departments, divisions and research groups, with a follow-on session on staff 
relations. The Centre also held a one-day workshop on media skills for senior staff of 
the University.
■  New academic staff. CEDAM provided an orientation seminar and information 
brochures and booklets for new staff, in particular, a short guide intended to introduce 
new academics to policies, procedures, conditions of employment and professional 
development opportunities at the ANU.
■  Teaching and learning. CEDAM continued to provide advice and support to 
academic staff and departments through individual consultations and the provision 
and interpretation of student evaluations of units and teaching. CEDAM also prepared 
a series of seminars and workshops on various aspects of teaching and learning, 
including the use of teaching portfolios as a method of documenting evidence of 
teaching quality.
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To underpin the provision of a professional development program and the promotion 
of effective teaching practice, CEDAM coordinated a number of projects which were 
externally funded and carried out in collaboration with other academic staff, including:
■ A three-part project on first year and large class teaching funded by the Quality 
Support Grants Program, consisting of the Co ordinators Project—a developmental 
program for tutors and coordinators of first year courses; the Innovations 
Fund—financial assistance for development of innovative strategies for first year 
and large class teaching; and the Departmental Seminar Fund—financial assistance 
to encourage discipline-specific seminars on teaching practice in first year classes.
■ A project to develop enhanced quality management and evaluation practices in 
teaching funded through the National Priority (Reserve) Fund.
■ An investigation undertaken jointly with the Graduate School, aimed at identifying 
important factors in effective supervisory practices at graduate level—continued 
from 1991 and funded by a grant from the DEET Evaluations and Investigations 
Program.
■ An Apple University Development Fund (AUDF) joint research project involving 
personnel from CEDAM and the ANU Commerce Department.
■ An FRF-funded joint research project with universities.
■  Research practice. In response to the need to maintain and improve the University's 
level of externally funded research, CEDAM organised workshops on applying for 
research grants/fellowships and gaining feedback on draft applications.
CEDAM again administered the Individual Initiatives Scheme, to provide financial 
assistance for academic staff to undertake further studies or short skill development 
courses. The scheme is funded by a grant from the Commonwealth Staff Development 
Fund, obtained by CEDAM in cooperation with the ANU Staff Association.
In 1992 CEDAM welcomed two new members of staff, Mr Patrick Boyle, senior lecturer, 
and Dr Jerry Schwab, lecturer.
Dr Robin Erskine
Computer Services Centre
’T ’he Computer Services Centre (CSC) provides computer 
X services for research and teaching and network services 
to the campus. It also manages the facilities of the 
Management Information Systems Division administrative 
computer system and provides some services for the Centre 
for Information Science Research equipment.
The Director, Computing Services, Dr Robin Erskine, was a 
member of the AVCC Advisory Board responsible for 
providing advice to the AVCC on the Australian Academic 
and Research Network, AARNet. AARNet continued to 
show large capacity and usage growth through 1992. The
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Director also served on the Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research 
Networking (CCIRN).
The Director, the Executive Officer and the Executive Assistant moved from the Leonard 
Huxley building to the Chancelry to increase the focus on campus-wide activities.
The University began a study on the use of information technology on campus. This study 
involves a main committee with eight working parties. It is expected that the report of the 
study will provide a directions statement on information technology to be used by all 
areas of the University in their development of their plans and budgets.
Campus support. The fibre optic network was again expanded during the year. Work 
was completed on the integration of the fibre networks to provide both administrative 
and academic services to the campus. An FDDI link was provided across campus to link 
the ANU and CSIRO supercomputers and the engineering facility.
ANU supercomputer facility. ANUSF and Fujitsu renewed an agreement under which 
ANUSF is porting several widely used chemistry programs and mathematical program 
libraries to the VP range of supercomputers. A new agreement was signed in the 
mathematics area, managed by the Head, Academic Sendees, ANUSF. Patents are 
pending on the work earned out within the agreement. ANUSF personnel presented 
several papers to the fifth Australian Supercomputer Conference at Melbourne 
University. Fujitsu delivered a mass storage and processor upgrade to the VP-2200 Unix 
based supercomputer. A submission was made to the Australian Research Council 
proposing a supercomputer consortium with partners in two other states.
CSC facilities management. The move towards Unix based sendees as the main general 
purpose service in the Centre was completed with the removal of the VAX system and an 
upgrade to the main SUN system in the Centre. A joint project with the Library was started 
on the setting up of a campus information system.
Faculties Computer Unit. The facilities of the Unit were stretched during the year with 
the high enrolments and lack of an acceptable level of new facilities to cope with the 
increased usage. The out of hours availability to the existing facilities had to be increased 
to cope with the demand. Plans were drawn up to replace all of the ageing equipment, 
some of which is up to eight years old, for 1993.
Management Information 
Systems Division
T"'Vuring the year a number of steps were taken to improve the availability of the 
L/adm inistrative mainframe computer to users. The result is that the machine and 
database are available other than on Sunday mornings (9.00am-noon), Tuesdays 
(7.00am-9.00am) and weekdays (6.45pm-8.00pm). Recovery procedures have been 
improved.
Guidelines for access to the computer and applications were reviewed and streamlined 
and distributed to 100 sites on campus. Reference cards were sent to all users. The 
guidelines incorporate the changed security procedures introduced during the year.
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The Administrative Systems Policy Committee (ASPC) approved the introduction of a 
new systems development methodology. This has been tailored to the University's 
environment and procedures and w ill be used for the development/acquisition of new 
administrative systems. The Division organised a number of training courses on business 
analysis related to the new methodology during the year.
After extensive evaluation by members of the University, ASPC decided that the current 
payroll/personnel system should be enhanced. The enhancement project is now well in 
hand and should be complete by the second half of 1993.
Members of the D ivision were involved in the review of student administrative 
procedures. A number of improvements were made to the financial systems, especially 
management reporting. The specification for on-line receipting was completed and 
development began.
The Head of the D ivision is a member of the technical sub committee of the 
AVCC-sponsored Core Australian Standard for Management and Administrative 
Computing and is keeping the relevant officers of the University appraised of progress.
Buildings and Grounds Division
'll ajor building work completed during 1992 reflected the increase in activity which 
lVJLis at least the equal of any period in the University's development.
The projects included a major refurbishment of the old Gowrie Hostel to provide 
accommodation and cooking facilities for 490 students. The hostel was renamed Fenner 
Hall in honour of the distinguished Australian scientist, Professor Frank Fenner, FAA, 
FRS.
The extension to the L F Crisp Building and Lecture Theatre complex was completed on 
time and on budget and w ill be in use in first semester 1993.
Other completed projects were the 184-seat Robertson Lecture Theatre to be used jointly 
by the Research School of Biological Sciences and The Faculties. The lecture theatre is 
named in honour of another distinguished Australian scientist and administrator, 
Professor Sir Rutherford Robertson, CMG, FAA, FRS.
Stage one of the Accelerator Hall of the Research School of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering refurbishment was completed and stage two begun. The final project w ill 
house a linear accelerator presented to the University by the British Government, and 
other laboratories and offices for staff of the School.
After almost two years of consultations, discussions and planning, the Campus 
Development Policy Plan was endorsed by Council in August as a framework for future 
development of the campus. The National Capital Plan provides for the preparation and 
approval of a master plan for the campus aimed at promoting the national significance of 
the site and expediting works approval. The Master Plan w ill be based on the Campus 
Development Policy Plan and w ill be the basis for incorporating detailed conditions of 
planning, design and development in the National Capital Plan under the Australian 
Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988.
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University Public Relations
TJublic relations activities throughout 1992 concentrated on promoting the University's 
X role as one of the world's major research and teaching institutions and on 
demonstrating its close and vital relationship with the community. Assistance to the 
media in covering ANU activities and gaining access to staff for expert comment on issues 
of the day increased. A strong program of on-campus events, especially the 1992 Open 
Days, and participation in careers markets extended the University's community profile. 
The campus newspaper, ANU Reporter, continued to make its valuable contribution to 
promoting the achievements of the University and its staff.
A major Council initiative was the creation of a Public Affairs Committee to advise on 
programs for graduates and the broad community. The Committee replaces the 
committees on Graduate Affairs and Public Affairs and Continuing Education. The new 
Committee, chaired by Mr David Solomon, includes Council Members, staff, students and 
representatives from the community.
Media liaison activities involved promoting the ANU through local, national and 
international news and specialist press, radio and television. While the number of news 
releases about achievements of the University and its staff in a range of research and other 
activities remained at about the same level for 1991, there was an increase in the number 
of direct inquiries and in pro-active efforts to facilitate print and electronic media 
interviews with University academics and senior staff. A monthly media monitor report 
illustrating the resulting publicity was introduced in June. Staff in the media liaison unit 
also contributed articles to ANU Reporter, provided a science segment for Tuesday Review 
on local radio station 2XX, promoted academic and other conferences and symposia which 
were held on the campus, and arranged media coverage of Conferring of Degrees 
ceremonies and ANU Open Day.
ANU continued to demonstrate its commitment to the local community through a range 
of activities. Open Day in September was the major occasion on which potential students 
and the community could directly obtain infonnation on courses offered by the University 
and at the same time come to a greater first-hand understanding of ANU's teaching and 
research roles. An estimated 25,000 people attended Open Day. Television advertisements 
produced by the ANU's Instructional Resources Unit and broadcast at a special 
community service rate by the three commercial networks promoted the Open Day to a 
potential audience of three million in regional NSW, Victoria and Queensland.
University Public Relations staff assisted the ANU's student recruitment program which 
in 1992 involved 51 visits to careers markets and tertiary days. They also coordinated the 
University's presence at the ACT Careers and Tertiary Opportunity Program exhibition 
in July which attracted about 10,000 secondary students and teachers from Canberra and 
the surrounding region. UPR staff also arranged 1,378 individual and group tours of the 
campus by prospective students and tourists and assisted in organising official visits to 
the University.
The public lecture series again attracted substantial audiences. The series was sponsored 
by ANUTECH which provided valuable financial assistance for improving promotion of 
the 15 lectures through advertising and posters.
ANU again hosted the ACT Tournament of Minds in September, which involved 840 
primary and secondary students from 45 schools, a 33 per cent increase on the pi'evious
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year. The annual Town versus Gown cricket match was played as a feature of the Canberra 
Festival in March.
As a further demonstration of the University's commitment to the community, ANU 
became a gold foundation member of the ACT Region Campaign, participated in National 
Capital Attractions Week and contributed to various displays including the Sydney and 
Melbourne Travel Shows, and updated its permanent display in the Telecom Tower on 
Black Mountain which attracts 500,000 visitors a year. In addition, four staff joined the 
17-member ACT Cultural Council, and two staff became members of the ACT Heritage 
Committee.
The campus newspaper ANU Reporter continued during 1992 to both reflect the work of 
the University and to link ANU with the local community. The paper increased its
coverage of ANU science and the work of its academic and 
research centres of excellence, and each of the 20 editions 
broke news stories which were picked up by the mainstream 
media. A series of Institute Extras outlining the work of 
Research Schools in the Institute of Advanced Studies were 
a special feature of the year. A new segment, Capital Issues, 
written by Canberra identities, was introduced; ANUTECH 
sponsored a short story competition; and Vivaldi Restaurant 
provided the prize for a photographic competition. Two 
student reporters were engaged on a casual basis. The 
newspaper's cartoonist Pat Campbell won The Bulletin 
magazine's prestigious nationalBill Mitchellaward for young cartoonists. The newspaper 
continued to take paid advertising to assist it in meeting costs.
Reporter staff, including a student reporter, continued to produce the weekly 2XX radio 
program Tuesday Review which provides the local community with interviews and 
comment by ANU academic staff on issues of the day.
The University remained committed to improving its relationships with graduates and 
the convocation program was boosted with the appointment of a new Graduate Affairs 
Officer. This position had been vacant for a substantial period. Only two editions of The 
National Graduate were published but a survey of graduates' reactions to the magazine 
showed overwhelming support for its continued publication and the material it contained. 
The program of ANU Convocation/Canberra Times Literary Lunches continued. This 
year's authors were George Negus, Helen Garner, Terry Pratchett, David Suzuki, Marion 
Halligan, Thomas Keneally, Margaret Drabble, Dale Spender, Graham Swift, Alberto 
Manguel, Patricia Cornwell, Patsy Adam-Smith, Eric Rolls, Janine Haines and Michael 
Ondaatje, and they attracted substantial audiences.
Following a recommendation in the Caro Report, a staff newsletter was introduced 
towards the end of the year to provide a mechanism for communicating administrative 
and other information. The newsletter's six trial editions were funded from within existing 
resources. A survey of readers indicated that the newsletter was generally well supported 
by staff.
Consultants reviewed the University's corporate identity. They reported that there was a 
need for an administrative review of University functions relating to design and design 
management and that a program to regulate the name, typestyle and arms in a prescribed 
range of layouts, colours and formats be undertaken. The consultant's report will be 
considered by the new Public Affairs Committee early in 1993.
Patrick Campbell
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In 1992,1,315 students graduated from the University. Of the 
total 115 were from the Institute of the Arts. The University 
had five Conferring of Degrees Ceremonies, including one for 
the Institute of the Arts. Speakers at this years ceremonies 
included the ACT Chief Minister, Rosemary Follett, Senator 
Margaret Reid and former Prime Minister, Adjunct Professor 
Bob Hawke.
Adjunct Professor Bob 
Hawke
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A range of initiatives to improve and streamline the ANU's student, staffing, 
ZAinformation technology and general administrative systems were set in train during 
the year. The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration) Mr Philip Selth, who 
took up duty in January, is managing much of the change program. A Planning Unit, 
utilising exisiting University resources, was created to develop the ANU's strategic vision 
and to advise on restructuring activities aimed at improving administrative efficiency. 
Devolution of responsibilities for staff and other resources from the central administration 
to Research Schools, The Faculties and other areas was a key feature of the change process. 
A more focussed approach to student recruitment followed the creation of a Deputy 
Registrar's position with this responsibility and a new staffing section, combining the 
previous general and academic staffing areas, was established to rationalise personnel 
matters. Major reviews of student administrative procedures and the University's 
information technology requirements began. Greater efforts were made to succesfully 
identify and meet client needs for all central sevices across the University. The University 
refined its Equal Employment Opportunity policy.
Registrar’s Division
' T ’he year was a significant one for the Registrar's Division in a number of ways.
A Prominent among these was the appointment of Mr Bob Arthur, formerly Secretary
of the Canberra Institute of the Arts, as Registrar of the 
University.
The Australian National University Act 1991 came into effect 
on 1 January 1992, arid the Registrar's Division carried its 
share of the responsibility for implementing the legislative 
and administrative requirements of the new Act, not least in 
relation to the amalgamation of the University and the 
Canberra Institute of the Arts.
Important steps were taken towards implementing relevant 
Council decisions deriving from the Review of University 
Administration (the Caro Review).
In March, Dr Angela Delves began duty in the new position 
of Deputy Registrar with special responsibility for student 
policy and planning. This new office brings into a single focus the recruitment of both 
local and overseas students, and develops and promotes the University's equity programs 
for students. A student recruitment officer was appointed to help collect and interpret 
data relating to students' choice of the ANU for their tertiary education. A Disability 
Officer was recruited to facilitate participation in University life, both academically and 
generally, by the increasing number of students with disabilities. The University's 
Countrywide Program, which targets potential students who may be educationally 
disadvantaged particularly as a result of geographical isolation, was reviewed and 
actively promoted. Reviews were conducted also of the functioning of the International 
Education Office and the strategic plan for the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Mr Bob Arthur
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Centre. Accommodation bursaries for students experiencing financial hardship were 
approved for introduction in 1993.
A review of student administrative procedures was initiated in June at an off-campus 
planning seminar which addressed the University's needs, current arrangements, desired 
changes, as well as mechanisms for implementing change. Priorities were identified and 
by year's end working parties had made good progress in a number of high-priority 
projects. Appropriately close liaison is being maintained with the concurrent Information 
Technology Directions Study, since the guidelines to emerge from the latter study are 
expected to have a significant influence on several technological aspects of the review. 
This review is of fundamental importance to the Registrar's Division as it should lead to 
a better service to students and staff as well as improvements in the work patterns of 
Divisional staff. An executive officer, Mr Chris Hogan, was appointed specifically to 
provide dedicated assistance with the review, but many line officers are also contributing 
actively to the process.
In April, in-house expert legal advice was introduced by the secondment of Ms Ann 
Featherston from the Australian Government Solicitor's office to the University as its 
Legal Officer. Ms Featherston reports through the Registrar to the Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
(Planning and Administration). Her attention has been focused particular in the areas of 
contract negotiation, drafting and settling various types of agreement, advising on 
commercial law matters generally, handling Freedom on Information applications and 
complaints to the Privacy Commission and assisting with the application of privacy policy 
and the interpretation of University and other relevant legislation. Ms Featherston and 
the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration) have handled, in conjunction 
with the University's solicitors, a growing number of complex legal issues, a number of 
which involved appearances before courts and tribunals.
Sustained demand for undergraduate places, and a sharp increase in postgraduate 
enrolments—the latter combined with a significant increase in the University's course 
offerings—maintained the high workload of staff of the Division. This further emphasised 
the timeliness of the review of student administrative procedures.
The level of demand for the available places in first-degree courses, which resulted in 
higher entry standards, added to the pressure placed on Divisional staff in responding to 
the understandable concern expressed by potential students and their parents.
The Grants Office, formerly the Research Grants Office, assumed additional 
administrative responsibility for the external funding of academic activities other than 
research. The number of applications for, and acceptances of, external funds again 
increased and the Office was involved in negotiating and processing new grants worth 
an estimated $30 million. The expert advice of the Office in preparing external grant 
proposals, both individually and in joint workshops and seminars with CEDAM, 
continued to be regularly sought by academic staff.
A major change to the role of the Division occurred when responsibilities for the 
administration of academic staffing, which had long rested with the Registrar, were 
transferred to the Secretary's Division.
The Registrar, like other heads of Central Areas Divisions, initiated steps to review and 
redevelop the Division's strategic plan. The outcome of the Student Administrative 
Procedures Review will obviously have its impact on this development.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Liaison 
Office and Student Support Centre
'T 'h e  Centre was opened in May 1989. In 1991, 20 applicants were interviewed for 
JL entrance to the University in 1992. Together w ith returning students, 19 students 
began study in 1992. 54 students identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islanders, 36 of 
whom sought the assistance provided by the office. 1992 was the first year in which the 
office had students studying across all faculties. One student received a PhD scholarship 
and began working towards his doctoral thesis in the History Department, RSPacS.
The Office was involved in the research and development of submissions pertaining to 
ABSTUDY, and the Aboriginal Tutorial Assistance Scheme together w ith the NSW 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Higher Education Network. Meetings were held 
w ith the relevant federal ministers.
At the end of the year work was under way to enhance the Centre's academic and 
administrative support.
Study Skills Centre
■Doth undergraduate and postgraduate students continued to visit the Centre in 
D increasing numbers on matters relating to their academic progress. This year more 
than 17 per cent of all students at ANU came to the Centre for advice and many other 
students were assisted through lectures and seminars given by Study Skills staff at the 
invitation of different departments and faculties. Overseas, second language and equity 
students made heavy use of the special assistance available to them. One staff member 
has worked w ith different programs in the Graduate School to assist in the development 
of seminars on the process of undertaking research and producing a thesis. Staff 
participated in a number of national and international conferences and one staff member 
was the main organiser of the annual conference of the Australian Bridging Mathematics 
Network held at the ANU. Staff continued to be invited to run workshops and give 
seminars on teaching and working w ith international students at other Australian tertiary 
institutions.
University Counselling Centre
' | “ '\em and for individual counselling continued at the high level experienced in 1991. It 
J L / is  clear that the stresses encountered in study and university life are being 
compounded by students' financial difficulties and uncertainties about their future. To 
meet the demand, the Centre implemented a number of measures to maximise the 
availability of counselling to students during teaching periods These included scaling 
down the availability of on-going counselling to some categories of university staff.
In February, the Centre requested a review of its services, and in October the University 
established a review committee. Given the marked increase in student demand for
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counselling, key topics for the committee are the scale and character of counselling 
services to staff and of the Centre's non-counselling activities (group programs, training 
and consultancy activities), and whether the Centre's counselling resources need to be 
increased. The Centre looks forward to clear decisions emerging from the review about 
the scale of its counselling resources and the priority to be given to the variety of calls 
which are being made on its services.
At the beginning of July, the counselling service to the Institute of the Arts (previously 
provided by a counsellor employed in the Institute) was integrated within the Centre. The 
Institute agreed to fund two part-time counselling positions in the Centre with special 
responsibilities for providing services to staff and students of the Institute of the Arts. One 
of these positions has purely counselling duties; the other includes duties to provide 
consultancy services to meet the special needs of the Institute.
Margaret Evans and Leila Bailey retired at the end of the year. Margaret Evans was the 
first counsellor appointed when the University established a counselling service in 1965, 
and was Head of the Centre from 1980 to 1991; Leila Bailey has been counselling in the 
Centre since 1975.
Health Service
rT",he main function of the Health Sendee is to provide a general practice medical service 
JL for ANU students and staff.
Generally 1992 has been another busy year in the provision of this valued service to the 
ANU community, especially the students. The service has tried to keep patient costs to a 
minimum by direct billing to Medicare and to the Medibank Private Overseas Student 
Fund, providing vaccinations at minimal cost and through free nursing and 
physiotherapy services.
All the staff have a special awareness of the University function and try to have the 
students' illnesses affect their study as little as possible. In January internal structural 
changes to the Health Sendee building to create a larger reception area and a third doctor's 
surgery eased accommodation problems. In May the new computer billing system began. 
Sister Margaret Miller's work as Officer for Students with a 
Disability was formalised into a part-time position so that 
she was free to devote her Health Sendee time to Health 
Service work. Two extra sessional doctors worked for the
In the general practice work, the number of students with 
glandular fever (which affected their examination 
arrangements) increased and the service had several 
patients with rubella. The number of students and staff 
requiring advice and vaccinations for overseas travel 
increased, probably due to the closure of the ACT Health 
Clinic.
Health Service during the busiest period but unfortunately 
both had to leave before the end of the year.
Print enlarging for visually- 
impaired students
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The aim of general practice work has continued to be to practise health education and 
illness prevention at each consultation, and to assist with this the community nurse has 
supplied pamphlets and literature.
A new physiotherapist's room was provided in the January building change. This room 
is not located in the Health Service but is fairly close. It is not an ideal arrangement but 
space is at a premium. The physiotherapist has been extremely busy but limited funds 
have only allowed her to treat students; staff have been referred to private 
physiotherapists.
Secretary’s Division
Equal Employment Opportunity
A ctivities undertaken by the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Unit followed two 
xY m ain directions. The first was to implement policy directions following decisions 
made by Council; the second was to update and extend existing policy into new areas.
By May 1992 Council endorsed major extensions to EEO policies in the document Equal 
Opportunity Plan: Next Steps with two qualifications. These two matters were returned 
to Council for decision in May. Following finalisation of the plan and decisions taken by 
Council in 1991 regarding women academics in the Institute of Advanced Studies, 
strategies were devised to implement the 14 recommendations of the report. These were 
discussed by the Board of the Institute in June and all research schools reported to the 
September Board meeting on the actions being undertaken to increase the number of 
women academics in the Institute.
The Council Committee Against Sexual Harassment (CCASH) has continued monthly 
meetings. Following publication of Half Way to Equal, the report of the House of 
Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, CCASH 
reconsidered the definition of sexual harassment and recommended to Council that the 
relevant provisions of the ACT Discrimination Act 1991 be adapted for use within the 
University. CCASH further recommended that the student Discipline Rules be amended 
so that sexual harassment by students is defined as misconduct. Council approved both 
sets of recommendations.
CCASH continued its support for measures to enhance safety on campus. Self-protection 
workshops for women were conducted in March and September, including one session 
for students with a disability- A series of six self-defence sessions was held in May and 
June. Brian's Bus, a service which operates on campus between 5.30 pm and 11 pm during 
first and second semesters, was extended to include Fenner Hall and the Institute of the 
Arts.
The Policy for People with Disabilities, referred to in the 1991 report, was laid aside 
pending the introduction of Commonwealth legislation. The draft policy was finalised bv 
the working party on the needs of people on campus with disabilities at its October 
meeting. It is proposed that the working party be renamed the Advisory Group on People 
with Disabilities and the Advisory Group become a sub-committee of the EEO Committee 
of Council.
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Bronilyn Smith, left, instructing visually impaired student Amanda Heal in techniques to 
overcom e an 'attack' from Naomi Knight at a self-protection workshop
During 1992 a part-time position of Disability Adviser was created with particular 
responsibilities for providing advice and support to students. The position has been filled 
for 15 hours per week by Margaret Miller. It is intended that the hours will be increased 
to 20 in 1993 and that this level will increase as and when student numbers require it.
The University has shared with the University of Canberra a $50,000 grant to develop 
jointly new initiatives to assist students with a disability. Developments have included 
published guides, booklets and flyers, training courses for notetakers, the purchase of 
training kits and specialised equipment including dictaphones, assisted hearing devices 
and an electric scooter.
After the introduction of the Disability Discrimination Bill in May, the University, through 
the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration), submitted that the legislation 
should contain provisions similar to amendments proposed in Half Way to Equal to the 
Sex Discrimination Act 1984 on sexual harassment of students. However, the Disability 
Discrimination Act 1992 was passed in October without any proscription of student 
harassment of persons with a disability, their relatives or close associates. It is proposed 
that the University overcomes this silence by further amendment to its student discipline 
rules.
The HIV/AIDS Education Inter-campus Working Group, which is composed of 
representatives of the ANU, University of Canberra, TAFE and AIDS community
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education representatives, met six times in 1992. The H IV / AIDS Management 
Committee, which reflects the inter-campus cooperative nature of this program, 
expressed its satisfaction with the program's evolution and its innovative and cooperative 
nature. To fu lfil a need to educate students and staff relating to sexually transmitted 
diseases, the Committee recommends the program be extended for two additional years.
The Campus AIDS Worker, Jane Keany, has devised, tested and finalised the production 
and publication of AIDS educational materials for students in tertiary institutions. This 
initiative was funded by a $19,000 grant from the Commonwealth AIDS Prevention and 
Education (CAPE) program.
An annual poster competition to highlight AIDS awareness was instituted, open to 
students in all the participating post-secondary organisations. A variety of high standard 
designs have been received. The 1992 poster was launched by Emeritus Professor Peter 
Karmel in his then role as chairperson of the Australian National Council on AIDS 
(ANCA).
Housing and accommodation
n p h e  University acknowledges that providing accommodation is an important factor in 
A  helping to attract high quality staff, postgraduate students and visitors. Accordingly 
the Housing Office accommodation service provides rental housing for eligible members 
of staff, academic visitors, full time postgraduate students and their families. The 
operation continues to be fully self-financing, taking responsibility for staffing costs, 
maintenance and depreciation of its assets with revenue derived from rental income and 
interest earnings.
Using the University's own housing and, where appropriate, the private rental market, 
the Housing Office ensures that accommodation is available on arrival and organises all 
related services provided by the University. The provision of assistance and guidance to 
tenants who have difficulty with matters connected with their accommodation goes well 
beyond the services offered by the private sector, an essential attribute where visitors and 
their families come from different cultural or non-English speaking backgrounds.
In 1992 the Housing Office provided over 420 new tenancies as well as housing 750 tenants 
in the Liversidge Court apartments. The strategic planning document for 1992-1995, 
approved by Council in August, has refined the Housing Office's mission, including 
focusing on greater cost efficiency and developing appropriate performance indicators. 
This w ill allow the Office to manage its operations in line with clearly defined objectives 
in the accommodation service as well as portfolio management areas.
An increased demand for student accommodation resulted in all university residences 
starting 1992 with long waiting lists, particularly in the lower priced self-catered 
residences.
The shortage of student accommodation was further exacerbated by the low vacancy rate 
for rental proporties in Canberra and a reduction in the number of university houses and 
flats allocated to students.
Contingency plans were set in motion by heads of halls and colleges to accommodate 
students in tutorial rooms and rooms set aside for other purposes. Ursula College placed 
students in the House of Studies at Lyneham. In addition 32 students were accommodated 
in the Sylvia Curlev Nurses' Home at the Old Royal Canberra Hospital. Advertisements
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placed in The Canberra Times and on television for help w ith student accommodation 
resulted in an excellent response from the Canberra public.
The purchase by the University of Gowrie Private Hostel in December 1991 helped to ease 
the shortage. Gowrie, renamed Fenner Hall after Professor Frank Fenner, opened 245 of 
the 488 rooms to students in late February. During 1992 Fenner Hall underwent extensive 
refurbishment. The remaining 243 rooms w ill be available by the beginning of the 1993 
academic year.
The University has 1,735 residential places on campus of which 955 are full-board and 798 
self-catering, 27 places at University House and 108 bed-sitters at Graduate House. In 
addition, there are 245 places off-campus at Fenner Hall and about 130 student places in 
university houses and flats. Apart from Graduate House and University House, all 
accommodation (including the student houses and flats in the Canberra suburbs) is 
available to both undergraduate and graduate students. The Student Accommodation 
Office also maintains a register of private accommodation.
Industrial Office
HPhe Industrial Office continued to consolidate personnel policies and procedures, 
X  monitor appointment procedures, advise and assist areas on particular disputes and 
maintain a classification review system, among many other activities. Much time was 
spent on negotiating for the National Higher Education General Staff Salaries Award 
(HEGSS). General agreement at the national level has resulted in work level standards 
being drawn up. The University has prepared a without prejudice transfer document and 
is currently negotiating w ith a Single Bargaining Unit (SBU) of Associations on campus.
The rationalisation of association coverage was resolved and the association coverage for 
general staff at the University has been reduced from 12 to four associations: the 
Administrative and Allied Officers Association (AAOA); the Metal and Engineering 
Workers Union (MEWU); the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers 
Union (LHMU) and the Health Services Union of Australia (HSUA).
Where overlapping coverage exists the unions must now agree on a means of resolving 
the matter. Collectively, these associations make up the Single Bargaining Unit (SBU). It 
is expected that the next one of these associations w ill be granted 'principal union' status 
which w ill further reduce association coverage on campus. The SBU w ill also be 
negotiating for an enterprise agreement which w ill cover all general staff. However, this 
agreement cannot be drawn up until the University has finalised procedures for the 
national award staicture.
Instructional Resources Unit
Tnformation technology is playing an increasingly significant role in the teaching and 
Xlearning programs within the ANU. The Instructional Resources Unit (IRU) has been 
involved in developing a number of innovative projects which have addressed issues such 
as access to and quality of the University's teaching programs. In particular, the 
development of computer based learning programs has attracted considerable interest.
The Technical Services section in conjunction w ith The Faculties has embarked on a 
significant upgrade of audio visual facilities in lecture theatres and teaching areas of the 
University. Expansion of the international satellite radio and TV service allows users to
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view  programs from  Europe, Asia and the US. A successful video conferencing tria l was 
conducted as part of a broader feasibility study concerned w ith  the establishment of such 
a facility at the ANU.
Occupational Health and Safety
ry h e  U n ive rs ity 's  efforts in  Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) policy and 
X  administrative action maintained the high standard of OHS performance established 
over the past few years. The University's OHS committee network is now w ell established 
and provides assistance w ith  the administration of routine preventive activities like staff 
induction and OHS audits.
Two new OHS policies were approved during the year (emergency procedures in  
buildings, smoking), one policy amendment was made (fume exhaust systems), and w ork 
begun or continued in  three policy areas (electrical safety, fie ld w ork safety, and 
laboratory signage). Five major administrative procedures and training programs were 
implemented during the year (warden training emergency procedures, disposal of 
organic solvents, compressed gases and cryogenic gases, manual handling trade display, 
and collection of syringes on AN U  grounds).
The Unit's series of OHS training programs were routinely run but, fo r the first time, the 
programs were also offered to non-University participants via ANUTECH. New courses 
to be developed during the year were chemical hazards, physical hazards, and ventilation. 
Staff continued to actively participate in The Wellness program.
The Unit completed a University-w ide OHS audit for radon. The Unit's audit program 
undertakes the systematic and complete audit of a particular hazard or occupation group 
on an annual basis. The results of this audit were reviewed by the Radiation Safety 
Committee and appropriate improvements are being implemented.
Occupational therapy activity this year involved the provision of services to staff 
undergoing Compcare's case management plan procedure for rehabilitation. A major 
effort continued to be early intervention and support fo r staff suffering discomfort 
association w ith  occupational strains. D uring  the year two new tra in ing courses, 
Alexander Technique for manual handlers and Alexander technique for keyboard 
operators, were developed.
Staff Training and Development
n r h e  Staff Training and Development Unit (STDU) provided almost 1,100 train ing days 
A  to general and academic staff. A focus of these activities continued to be supervision 
and communication. To better meet training needs, a number of train ing activities, such 
as Managing Change workshops in  The Faculties and Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering (in conjunction w ith  CEDAM), and the School of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology, were run in-house.
U n ive rs ity -w ide  courses inc luded  C on flic t Resolution, Assertiveness, In du s tria l 
Relations, Budget Principles, Job F inding In te rv iew  Skills, G iving and Receiving 
Feedback, Enhancing Your Self-esteem, and Managing Personal Productivity. A Welcome 
program for new staff was also run. The U nit continued to support staff members 
attending training courses and training outside the University.
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A number of joint venture training and professional development activities were held 
including keyboard training with CEDAM, team building with the Australian Defence 
Force Academcy, speechcraft with Toastmasters, and a variety of programs with the ACT 
Branch of the Australian Institute of Tertiary Education Administrators.
During the year the Unit evaluated its major supervisory program and consequently 
modified the design for 1993. Further work was done in re-designing and providing 
consultation on the Performance Appraisal Scheme for staff.
Towards the end of the year STDU was host to a regional meeting of University staff 
developers. As a result, an informal network was formed to share training and 
professional development resources.
Academic Staffing
T n  1992 special rounds for promotion to level E (professor) in both The Faculties and the 
XInstitute were held for the first time. In all six promotions to level E in The Faculties and 
four promotions to level E in the Institute were approved. Promotion to level B is now 
possible under award provisions and policies procedures have been developed for this. 
A special round for promotion to level B (lecturer) in The Faculties was held in the later 
part of the year and the first round (research fellow) in the Institute will be held in 1993.
Following the Caro Report, administration of academic and general staffing lie with the 
Secretary, and general staff appointments have been merged with the Academic Staffing 
Section to form a new Appointments and Academic Staffing Section. A proposal was 
developed for devolving some staffing activities in The Faculties. Many recommendations 
of this proposal received in principal approval from the deans and implementation will 
begin early in 1993 with faculty offices to be networked to the Appointments and 
Academic Staffing Section. Extension of these devolution proposals to the Institute will 
be considered by heads of research schools in 1993.
Procedure papers for appointment of academic staff were re-written to take account of 
award provisions and of recommendations of the Caro Report and include streamlining 
of approval procedures ranging from the advertisement to the appointment stage and 
modification of the composition of selection committees.
University House
T Tniversity House has three major functions: to serve as a social centre for members 
of staff and their colleagues from other institutions; to provide accommodation and 
conference facilities for academic visitors and organisations; and to play a role in the public 
relations and hospitality work of the University. It is also expected and required that the 
House shall not be a financial burden upon the University.
University House continued to trade profitably through 1992. Reflecting the recession, 
sales were slightly down in all areas, but the management has been extremely careful with 
labour costs and wastage of food and equipment, and the net operating surplus is some 
$330,000, well ahead of budget forecasts.
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The bulk of the income comes from accommodation and general functions, but all areas 
have traded well, and the House appears attractive to members of staff of the University 
and to its visitors. Thanks to a new tenancy by the University Public Policy Program and 
a long-term arrangement with the Australian Taxation Office, Old Canberra House has 
had a profitable year, and has been a popular venue for functions. The Cellar, noted for 
its informal restaurant and active bottle shop, has been most successful, with several 
well-attended wine-tastings, and the main restaurant Boffins has an improved ambience 
reflected in substantially better returns.
An active program of maintenance has continued, and several projects have been 
completed. In particular, air conditioning has been installed in public rooms, asbestos 
roofs of the courtyard car park have been replaced, lighting along the south wing has 
improved, new work in the kitchen is largely completed, and a substantial quantity of 
additional work has been done on roofing, guttering and exterior painting. In December 
Boffins was prepared for refurbishment, to be completed in January 1993.
During the year there was a full review of the House statutes and rules to simplify 
categories of membership and to clarify the governance of the House. The legislation has 
now received Council and the Governor-General's approval.
Club membership of the House is about 1600. Members receive discounts for 
accommodation and in restaurants, and some functions are reserved for members only. 
'Members' dining-in nights' in the Scarth Room, continued through the year, with wines 
presented and discussed by representatives of major vineyards. At the end of the year, in 
cooperation with University Public Relations, the House made a special offer of 
membership to all members of convocation, which may form the nucleus of an ANU 
alumni association.
The House has a large number of reciprocal clubs overseas, and we established 
arrangements this year with the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria and the Royal 
Automobile Club of Australia in Sydney. We also restored an earlier program with 
International House of Japan, in which staff visit on a two-month exchange to gain 
experience in a different environment.
The major collegiate function of the House is the regular Wednesday dinner in Hall, when 
residents, members and visitors gather and meet informally. Several of these dinners have 
been accompanied by music, while on occasion the Master has invited members of the 
University and the wider community to High Table, and distinguished guests have 
included the ambassadors of japan, Germany, the Netherlands and Indonesia. A major 
function of the year was the Columbus dinner, hosted by the Chancellor, and attended 
by ambassadors of all interested nations.
The program of Music at Lunchtime, generally featuring students of the Canberra School 
of Music, has proven increasingly successful. In April the House was host to the Landa 
Piano Recital and in November, through the good auspices of the French Embassy, the 
Ravel Quartet presented a program on behalf of Musica Viva.
The House also welcomed the Convocation Literary Lunches, arranged by University 
Public Relations with the support of The Canberra Times, and we sponsored readings of 
Poetry at Lunchtime by local writers. The traditional feast at Mid-Winter was celebrated 
with the Band of the Royal Military College, Duntroon, and in association with Alliance 
Franqaise de Canberra, while Commencement, two Graduation Dinners, St Andrew's 
Night and Christmas were all fully attended.
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The Hall, University House
Graduate student residents, though fewer than in the past, continue to play an important 
part in the life of the House, and the Student Ball in August was popular and successful. 
The Post-Graduate and Research Students' Association [PARSA] has now moved its 
offices to the former Master's residence in Balmain Crescent, and the President of PARSA 
is ex-officio a member of the Board of Fellows. Moreover, through the good offices of Dr 
Spear, Dean of the Graduate School, the House has been a frequent venue for lectures
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under the auspices of the Graduate Forum presented after Wednesday dinner in Hall, and 
has also presented a program of its own. Among the speakers have been Mr Brian Loton 
of BHP and Professors Bob Gregory, Frank Castles and Julian Disney of ANU. We believe 
that senior students of the University now look upon the House as a natural and agreeable 
meeting place.
Above all, University House is supposed to offer a pleasant and friendly atmosphere. 
With good management and a loyal staff, we believe it has continued to do so.
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Students’ Association
T n  1992 the Green Alliance team was elected in place of the Back on Track administration. 
Xlnitiatives included amalgamation of the CITA Students' Association with that of the 
ANU, lobbying against proposed changes to reduce the size of the Students' Association 
Office and, in conjunction with the Association's Welfare Committee, a 'Safety On 
Campus' campaign with improvements to lighting and a night time security escort 
service. The Association also supported the introduction of a Welfare Officer, the new 
executive position of General Secretary, and an International Students' Service.
On a less formal note the Association organised the traditional Orientation and Bush Week 
events which were enjoyable for all who attended. Clubs and Societies continued to 
flourish, with more than 70 clubs affiliating with the Association and approximately 
$30,000 in grants being given to the respective clubs. In particular the society Women on 
Campus was instrumental in setting up the Women's Department and the Rapunzel 
Room to cater for the needs of female students and staff.
Postgraduate and Research 
Students’ Association
rT“1he Postgraduate And Research Students' Association (PARSA) continued to promote 
X the welfare and further the interests of postgraduate students at the ANU.
At an individual level, PARSA provided advice and assistance to postgraduate students 
experiencing difficulties with supervision, finances, resource allocation and other aspects 
of postgraduate life. PARSA continued to represent general postgraduate interests on 
many of the University's committees. PARSA raised and pursued issues of importance to 
postgraduates within the University and has put a postgraduate view to the University's 
review of student administrative procedures and information technology directions 
study.
The Association's regular publication, Antitheses, provided a forum for specific 
postgraduate issues as well as articles about the wider campus and societal environment 
of students. The Postgraduate Orientation Handbook was updated and improved for 1992 
and for the first time distributed to all postgraduates.
In December PARS A sent two delegates to the annual meeting of the Council of Australian 
Postgraduate Associations (CAPA). Independently, and through CAPA, PARSA 
continued to lobby the Federal Government on issues of concern to all postgraduates.
PARSA actively liaised with the Graduate School on its activities and participated in 
graduate forums and seminars organised by the School. PARSA moved its office to 26
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Balmain Crescent and with the assistance of University House increased its range of social 
activities as part of its efforts to sponsor a collegial environment for graduate students at 
the ANU.
ANU Union
"I 992 proved to be a far more difficult year than 1991 due to a combination of net income 
JLreductions in interest, functions and general services fees and increases in costs in areas 
such as depreciation, repairs, maintenance, replacements and wages. The Union's general 
services fees income was reduced from $571,000 in 1991 to $372,000 in 1992 and is now 
one of the lowest in Australia, particularly when compared to a similar union such as 
Wollongong, which received in excess of $1.5 million in 1992.
Despite the difficulties the Union continued to strive to improve its overall facilities and 
services. The area previously occupied by the Terrace Tavern was upgraded and 
re-opened as Sullivans, a major link with the new L F Crisp Lecture Theatres was 
completed, while a new insurance/superannuation and taxation advisory service began. 
Plans for the redevelopment of the first floor to increase the current range of services were 
finalised while a draft strategic plan for the Union's future long-term development is 
currently being considered.
Sports Union
During 1992 the Union undertook a major extension of its facilities to provide new and 
expanded weight training areas and the reorganisation of its administration and sports 
shop accommodation.
The $640,000 project will be completed for the 1993 academic year and represents the 
completion of Stage IV of the Union's master development plan.
In addition, $46,000 has been allocated for new equipment for the new Centre and when 
integrated with the existing equipment will provide students with access to a weight 
training facility of the highest professional standard.
To supplement these services additional qualified staff have been employed to ensure 
that a high level of expertise and standard of safety is maintained.
The Union's facilities, recreation and Intramural sports programs continued to be well 
patronised bv students and the new facilities will considerably enhance our capacity to 
meet growing demand.
University sporting clubs once again competed successfully in ACT competition, 
highlighted by the rugby union club's success in gaining its initial first grade premiership 
trophy.
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Volleyball—a big year for campus sport
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ANUTECH
A NUTECH can look back upon its tenth year of independent commercial operation as 
i \ a  time of consolidation and steady progress. In 1992, the Company registered 
consistent growth across all operating Divisions. This result was encouraging in view of 
the continuing unsettled state of the economy.
This growth was achieved partly by building on the spectacular successes of 1991, and 
also from endeavours in similar and new directions. The Company exceeded its targets 
for net turnover and profits, achieving $38 million turnover, for a profit of $642,000. That 
the Company was able to meet its projections for 1992 reflects its growing skills in 
marketing campus academic products, coupled with a more penetrating and targeted 
market approach that should ensure its continued viability and expansion through 
difficult times.
The Board of ANUTECH Pty Ltd is appointed by the Council of the University and 
comprises five external and four University members and the Managing Director, Mr John 
Morphett. Changes to the Board in 1992 saw Professor Barry Osmond and Dr Lex 
Beardsell become Directors in January and May respectively. Professor Ian Ross, a 
founding Director, was reappointed for two years from 1 January 1992, in accordance with 
the new policy of reviews on a rolling basis.
During the year the Company completed 123 projects. At the end of December 1992, there 
were 232 projects in hand, with a total value of $64 million.
The successful negotiation of the Company's third syndicated R&D scheme leads 1992's 
business highlights. This $50 million scheme, which has a research component of 
approximately $17 million, brings forward five projects in the physical sciences with 
potential to earn high returns for Australia's manufacturing industry. The products under 
development range from unconventional light metal alloys to a new tunable ultrasound 
source that has wide applications in biomedical imaging and materials testing and 
analysis. The five projects are outlined in detail elsewhere in this Annual Report.
PCtech and Bibliotech continued to provide consistent service to the University. PCtech's 
1992 turnover exceeded 1991 figures by almost $1.3 million. Bibliotech is an efficient model 
of a tertiary book distribution facility, and one of few of its kind in Australia. Total book 
distributions for 1992 exceeded 20,000. This brings the total number of books ANUTECH 
has distributed for the University since the service began in 1986 to over 67,000.
Last year Bibliotech acted for the ANU to coordinate the distribution of 9,000 books to 70 
needy libraries in South East Asia, South America and Eastern Europe, strengthening ties 
between the ANU and the university recipients.
ANUTECH Court is serving the Company well as an efficient work environment and 
training venue for its own courses. Business and government groups from Canberra and 
other states are also using the training and seminar rooms regularly as a convenient and 
well-resourced venue for seminars, conferences and training, with direct access to the 
expertise of the University. During 1992, the available seminar space was booked for an 
average of 3.5 days per week over 48 weeks. The Company conducted 2,492 person 
training and conference attendance days.
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Marketing programs for 1992 continued to have a positive international focus. Australian 
Scientific Instruments (ASI) has come into its own with the precedent set by the sale to an 
Australian university of the first commercial SHRIMP II Sensitive High Resolution Ion 
Microprobe. The stringent requirements of commercial quality testing have considerably 
expanded the capabilities of the fully commercial SHRIMP. ASI has developed new 
promotional literature to acquaint prospective customers in target markets, especially 
overseas, with the instrument's enhanced analytical capabilities.
The SHRIMP II constructed by  ANUTECH's Instrument division
The Energy Research Centre (ERC), part of the University's Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering, is to become part of ANUTECH's Physical Sciences and 
Instruments Division in 1993, on the retirement from the ANU of Professor Stephen 
Kaneff. The ERC is dedicated to innovative energy R&D projects, and will carry out a 
feasibility study for the construction of an installation with about 30 large solar collectors 
at Tennant Creek in the Northern Territory. Construction began in 1992 on a prototype 
400 square metre mirrored Big Dish.
From 1992 profits ANUTECH provided the ANU with donations of $450,000 which the 
University used for the following purposes:
Engineering (undergraduate) Scholarships 18,000
Women in Engineering Scholarships 4,400
I G Ross Scholarship in Chemistry 1,500
Post-graduate scholarships 100,000
Departmental Publications Distribution and Promotion 15,000
ANU Public Lecture Series 16,000
Vice-Chancellor's initiatives 295,100
Total $450,000
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Gifts and donations from ANUTECH to the ANU since ANUTECH began commercial 
operations now exceed $1.7 million. Total support for the University's research 
approaches $90 million, with an additional $83 million held pending commercialisation 
of ANU projects.
During 1992, ANUTECH supported 37 undergraduate and postgraduate scholars on 
campus. This support took the form of two scholarships for women in engineering, three 
genera] undergraduate engineering scholarships, and 32 PhD scholarships across the full 
range of University disciplines.
ANUTECH continued to support the University's public relations effort with sponsorship 
of the ANU Public Lecture Series and the outstanding University Debating Team, and 
also by sponsoring the inaugural ANUTECH Short Story Prize in conjunction with the 
A N U  Reporter.
Ten years ago, the future for a fledgling Australian tertiary institution commercial 
company was much more vague and poorly-defined than it is today. In preparing for 
1993, the Company has put in place tried and proven procedures that are not rigid, but 
act as a flexible framework to enhance its work on behalf of the University. Coupled with 
an experienced and motivated staff, this gives the Company confidence to approach 1993 
with continuing optimism.
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/ t re a te d  as a research-oriented university, the ANU is one of the world's great research 
V-rinstitutions.
The University's seven Research Schools, together w ith associated research centres, 
comprise the Institute of Advanced Studies. A ll work in the Institute is research oriented, 
some of it w ith direct application and some of it pure research which often can have 
relevance to industry, medicine and other fields.
Staff in The Faculties, while being responsible for teaching a large number of 
undergraduate and graduate students, also undertake a considerable amount of research 
work.
Over the years the ANU has had within its ranks some of the world's most talented 
researchers.
The benefits of this have been inestimable for the nation and, indeed, the world.
This section, though far from comprehensive, provides a view of the breadth of current 
ANU research.
Moths and flies; mice and men
"O iological control of pests presents scientists with very complex problems, and quite 
often good fortune has played a part in the discovery and development of effective 
control measures.
The role of serendipity and surprise in research has again been demonstrated at the 
Research School of Biological Sciences in a project which is helping to unravel the 
mechanisms of the control of prickly pear, which blighted the Australian agricultural 
industry until the 1930s when a voracious predator, the Cnctoblastis moth, was released 
to control it.
Studies of the olfactory sensititivies of moths by a neurophysiologist in the RSBS Visual 
Sciences Group, Dr G Stange, showed moths to possess the most sensitive detectors of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide known.
Recalling his earlier field studies with nocturnal C02 fixation in prickly pear cactus, the 
Director of RSBS, Professor Barry Osmond, asked whether Cactoblastis might locate its 
target by detection of the unique night-time C02 sink that the host plant presents in the 
Australian landscape.
Experiments already have established that the moth can detect this sink, and future work 
w ill explore the boundary dynamics of the detection process, along w ith the biochemical 
dimensions of this extraordinary C02 sensor.
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Carbon dioxide sensitive hairs on the mouth ports of Cactoblastis (scanning electron 
micrograph 2,400)
This chance congruence of interests may lead to a better understanding of the most 
delicate interface in the complex of processes which sustain Australia's most successful 
biological control program.
The importance of interdisciplinary, integrative approaches to research in RSBS has also 
been notable in 1992. The past few years have seen the elucidation of exciting similarities 
between human beings and other organisms.
Nearly 50 percent of the genes which work in the brain of a fly have relatives in the human 
brain. Researchers working on human cancers such as breast cancer have found to their 
surprise that the molecular processes they observe are similar to the processes occurring 
in the embryos of flies.
Dr George Miklos' group, Molecular Structure and Function, has been examining some 
of these common molecular processes which determine how specific brain circuits and 
human embryonic systems are constructed relative to those in the fly.
This work is carried out as part of the ANU's new cross-campus Centre for Molecular 
Structure and Function which has facilitated an integrative approach between Dr Miklos 
in RSBS and Professor Ian Young in the John Curtin School of Medical Research.
Specific genes in the fly, when mutated, cause abnormal embryogenesis, muscle 
degeneration or breakdown of specific circuits in the brain. These genes have been 
targeted and then examined for their relatives in humans, mice, worms and yeast. The 
mutant can then be rescued from its 'diseased' state by constructing transgenic organisms 
which carry a normal copy of the gene. In these genetically manipulated organisms, the
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brain circuitry of a mutant is restored to normal; the specific muscles no longer degenerate 
and the brain returns to its usual steady state metabolic activities.
Collaboration between the Miklos group and Professor Norbert Perrimon's laboratory at 
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute at Harvard University has also demonstrated that 
one of the genes of interest in the fly causes specific abnormalities in very early 
embryogenesis, a process that is not presently amenable to study in humans. However, 
the homologous systems can be examined and manipulated in both mice and flies. To 
understand these underlying processes in a mammal, mouse genes can be 'knocked out' 
using expertise in JCSMR's Gene Targeting Laboratory, and the resultant mice can be 
examined to determine the extent to which fly and mouse systems are similar.
The evolutionary implications are obvious. In collaboration with a palaeontologist, 
Professor Ken Campbell in the Geology Department (The Faculties), and a neurobiologist, 
Professor Douglas Kankel at Yale University, Dr Miklos is examining factors which are 
believed to be involved in the 'Big Bang' of early brain evolution. It is now believed that 
complex brain and muscle systems were probably constructed in a modular way at the 
molecular level. Indeed, it may be easier than we imagine to build sophisticated 
information processing systems using the fly as a model.
These approaches, in which simple organisms are dismantled and reassembled in novel 
ways, is the foundation for a new field, termed 'Molecular Lego'. Its implications for 
human diseases and human wellbeing are enormous.
Shedding light on the abstract
T7undamental investigations into the way living organisms function are not constrained 
J7 within the limits of direct observation.
Computer simulation techniques are being refined which enable theoreticians to put 
forward predictions based largely on mathematical abstractions.
Work by Dr Michael Collins at the Research School of Chemistry has shed light on how 
an elusive energy transfer system may operate in animal and human cells, using a 
sophisticated computer model.
Many important cellular functions are carried out by proteins which lie in the cell wall. 
The membrane-bound proteins, which have been examined by Dr Collins and his former 
PhD student David Clarke, 'pump' ions of various kinds into and out of the cell. Ions of 
essential elements such as sodium, potassium and calcium are known to enter and leave 
cells via these pumps.
The energy which makes the pumps run has to be transported from where it was created 
by a chemical reaction to where it is used within the protein. It has been posited by 
mathematical calculations, and further tested on a realistic molecular model, that energy 
can be coherently transported as a 'solitonlike pulse'. Solitons are solitary waves which 
propagate through a medium without changing.
Collins and Clarke proved in theory that the mechanism, based on a process known as 
Fermi resonance and involving the vibrational motion of the protein, will move the right
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sort of energy from one side of a cell wall to the other side very quickly and efficiently, 
without losing energy along the way to enable the uptake of the ions.
After formulating the mathematical concept, the next stage in the two-year project was to 
create a computer simulation of a simple peptide, called NMA. Using the ANU's VP100 
supercomputer, the scientists developed a simulation of chains which form the NMA 
molecules.
Having found that this energy transfer worked in chains of the simple NMA, the scientists 
developed a more complicated simulation of a segment of protein. The difficulty here was 
the need to account for all the forces that bind the atoms together, and the computerisation 
constantly had to be checked against known experimental data to ensure it was as realistic 
as possible.
Then the scientists 'kicked' one end of the computer-created molecule and observed how 
the model allowed the energy to pass through the system. If the model had failed, it would 
have resulted in the whole molecule getting 'hot'—that is, all elements moving randomly. 
But the model in fact showed that the energy propagates in a logical and predictable 
manner.
While the biological role of this mechanism is necessarily speculative, it is not 
inconceivable that these protein pumps could have been tuned by evolution to use this 
means of highly efficient energy propagation. The next step will be for biologists to 
observe the predicted mechanism in a living cell.
Arsenic not always so deadly
n p h e  sinister reputation of arsenic, so often the culprit in 'whodunits,' is not entirely 
X deserved: indeed in various forms it is common in the environment, and some 
organisms actually thrive on it.
It is this latter phenomenon which may form the basis for an environmentally safe way 
of cleaning up arsenic-based toxic waste, and fundamental work to underpin this idea is 
proceeding in the Research School of Chemistry.
Arsenic is found in the atmosphere, where it arises from smelting operations and fossil 
fuel combustion, in the aquatic environment, in soils and sediments, and in numerous 
organisms. Substances containing arsenic are widely used as poisons, for example as weed 
killers, insecticides and wood preservatives. But the good side of arsenic has not been 
exploited, although in the recent past arsenic compounds were used for the treatment of 
diseases including asthma and diabetes.
Dr Bruce Wild leads the School's inorganic stereochemistry group, which is delving into 
the complexities and functions of' left and right handed' molecules including arsines. This 
work is forming the basis of a much greater understanding of the role of arsenic in the 
biological environment and perhaps will lead to an effective method for removing arsenic 
from polluted water and soil bv using those organisms which thrive on the substance to 
absorb and detoxify it.
One of the guiding concepts in the work is that of handedness (or chirality) in molecules, 
which is known to confer distinctive characteristics. For instance, two familiar but very
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Mr Paul Gugger, Senior Technical Officer in Dr Bruce Wild's group, with a freshly baked loaf of 
'arsenic bread'.
different flavours, caraway and spearmint, are the left and right handed forms of the same 
substance. One hand of limonene smells of lemons, the other of oranges.
Understanding the architecture of molecules has many implications, for instance in the 
pharmaceuticals industry. A right handed drug may be beneficial and a left handed one 
detrimental. The thalidomide tragedy may have been averted if the 1963 drug regulations 
had insisted on the pharmacological testing of the two hands of the substance.
An important discovery in Dr Wild's group has been the observation that the common 
mould scopulariopsis brevicaulis, when growing on bread containing a simple arsenic 
compound, produces predominantly right-handed arsines by reductive methylation.
This was the first observation that living systems recognise the architecture of molecules 
containing arsenic and it raises the possibility that arsenic compounds may be of hitherto 
unrecognised importance to animal and plant life.
It had long been known that various fungi metabolised arsenic, giving off volatile arsines. 
Indeed, several arsenical poisonings in Germany around 1815 gained the substance its 
unsavoury reputation, due to the use of domestic wallpapers containing a green arsenic 
pigment. The poison arose from a volatile arsenic compound liberated from the damp, 
mouldy wallpaper.
The separation and synthesis of pure left and right handed arsines by chemical means is 
a speciality of Dr Wild's group and is a field in which they are world leaders. Therefore, 
it was a revelation to the group to discover that the common bread mould could perform
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this difficult task, and presented the possibility of emulating the biological process in the 
laboratory.
This work has been facilitated by the School's sophisticated Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR) and X-ray Crystallography capability.
Not all compounds of arsenic are poisonous. Arsenic is potentially an essential element 
for warm-blooded animals and is abundant in some other creatures, especially marine 
organisms.
One compound (arsenoberaine) has been found in almost all marine animals consumed 
by man and it appears to be completely non-toxic. Arsenic-containing sugars have been 
isolated from marine algae by workers in the Western Australian Marine Research 
Laboratories and from the kidneys of giant clams.
Certain types of arsenic-adapted fungi and algae 'lock up' environmental arsenic and 
make it harmless, and the potential to use these micro-organisms to naturally detoxify 
contaminated water and soil is immense.
Doing it the hard way
A new material capable of machining the hardest steels and fron alloys has been 
xYdeveloped at the Research School of Earth Sciences by a team led by Professor Ted 
Ringwood.
The substance, called Bornide-C, is able to work on iron-rich steels and alloys which 
cannot be machined by industrial diamonds because of adverse chemical reactions which 
occur between diamond and iron at high temperatures.
Previous work at RSES has led to the commercial production of diamond-based materials 
called Advanced Diamond Composites (ADC) for cutting and working ultra hard 
materials.
In this process pioneered at RSES, diamond grits are 'sintered' under very high 
temperatures and pressures to form ADC, and the resulting tools have a wide range of 
industrial applications.
However one drawback is the rapid degradation of ADC during the machining of 
iron-rich steels and alloys at high temperature.
Boron nitride does not react with iron in this way, but it can be transformed into a material 
which closely resembles diamond in its other characteristics.
The substance is very similar to carbon, and just as graphite becomes diamond at high 
pressure and temperature, so boron nitride is transformed into a cubic form (known as 
CBN) possessing the diamond structure. CBN is the second hardest material after 
diamond.
Professor Ringwood and his colleagues have developed a new type of CBN composite 
called Bornide-C, using production technology based on high pressure sintering 
previously developed for ADC manufacture.
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The new product has proved highly effective for machining hard steels and iron alloys, 
and may be produced at much lower pressures—and correspondingly lower cost—than 
conventional CBN compounds.
Also, Bornide-C is electrically conductive, so it may readily be shaped using electrical 
discharge machining methods rather than having to be machined by laser cutting and 
diamond grinding. The production process therefore is more flexible and less expensive 
than other materials.
Extensive testing of Bornide-C has confirmed its greater hardness, fracture toughness and 
strength than other commercially available boron nitride composites, indicating that the 
material is suitable for many applications and for all stages of machining which at present 
may require different tools.
The production technology for commercial manufacture of Bornide-C has been fully 
demonstrated at RSES and the School operates a small production plant for producing 
material for marketing investigations and commercial manufacture.
Back to the future
rT 'h e  rise and fall of sea levels has significant implications for life on Earth, and current 
X research is giving present and future generations a better idea of what to expect as the 
greenhouse effect influences sea levels.
Fossil coral microatoll exposed at Iris Point, North Qid, records a higher sea level several 
thousand years ago
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A project at the Research School of Earth Sciences, led by former Director Professor Kurt 
Lambeck, has examined sea level change and formulated predictive models, so that a 
clearer picture may now emerge of how the planet will respond to global climatic change.
Shifts in the relative levels between land and sea occur either because tectonic processes 
push land up or down or because ocean volumes change, for example through the growth 
or decay of ice sheets.
Sea level 'signatures' contain information on past tectonic and glacial processes, and 
deciphering these signatures is important for understanding both the physics of the solid 
earth and the planet's glacial history.
In the recent geological past, the cycles of glaciation and deglaciation have been 
responsible for global sea level change. As an ice sheet grows, it loads the earth's crust 
beneath it, causing it to subside. At the same time, the water extracted from the oceans to 
form the ice sheet unloads the crust and results in the relative uplift of the ocean floor.
Therefore, as ice sheets form and then disintegrate, a complex pattem of sea level change 
occurs and continues long after the original ice has vanished.
Vertical movements of the Earth's surface are still going on today in response to the 
removal of ice from North America, northern Europe and Antarctica between 20,000 and 
10,000 years ago.
Research by Professor Lambeck and his colleagues has addressed the theoretical 
modelling of the processes of glaciation and deglaciation—processes which have global 
effects. The melting of an ice sheet in Scandinavia, for example, has globally variable 
repercussions on sea levels because of the manner in which the meltwater is distributed 
throughout the oceans.
Uncovering and analysing geological evidence for past positions of sea level is an 
important paid of the research. For example, fossil corals above present levels attest to the 
sea having retreated.
Evidence of sea level change in Queensland over the past 6,000 years is being collected in 
a joint project with James Cook University to map the slow deformation of the continental 
shelf and to estimate the viscosity of the Earth's interior. Viscosity is an important physical 
property which has implications for many geophysical processes such as mantle 
convection.
Through cooperation with the Antarctic Division, past sea levels in the Vestfold Hills of 
Antarctica are being determined in order to examine changes in the southern ice sheet 
over the past 20,000 years.
Work in Western Australia is beginning to reveal a detailed picture of sea level change 
during the last interglacial period 120,000 years ago, the period most similar to global 
conditions of the past 6,000 years.
The studies are leading to new insights into the timing of melting of the last major ice 
sheets and the volumes of ice locked up within them.
They are also providing a framework for examining other tectonic processes which cause 
uplift and subsidence of the crust and therefore apparent changes in sea level, and a 
comprehensive model has been developed for recent vertical motions of the crust in Japan.
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Finally, the modelling is providing a reference for examining modern changes in sea level 
and for separating out the 'background' variations caused by the activities of man. In earth 
science, as in history, the past is very much a guide to the future.
Clearing the air on lung cancer
HPhe vexed question of why some individuals develop lung cancer while others exposed 
X to the same environmental factors do not may be answered in part by work by the 
Molecular Genetics group at the John Curtin School of Medical Research.
The group, headed by Dr Philip Board, is investigating glutathione S-transferases (GST), 
enzymes which appear to have a major role to play in genetic susceptibility to certain 
kinds of cancer. They have found that problems might arise both with a deficiency and 
an excess of GST, and the research is addressing both sides of the question.
This computer-generated image shows the structure of the human glutathione S-transferase 
(GST) molecule
Humans are constantly exposed to a range of chemicals in the air and in food. While many 
of these substances are harmless or beneficial, some are known to have carcinogenic 
(cancer-causing) properties. But for reasons now becoming clearer, these carcinogens do 
not always trigger cancer.
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It has been found that to protect against carcinogens, humans have evolved a number of 
enzymes that break down and eliminate foreign compounds. GSTs are part of this defence 
system and are now known to metabolise compounds which are found, for example, in 
cigarette smoke. Also, significantly, they metabolise some powerful anti-cancer drugs 
now in use.
The Molecular Genetics group has found that there are many GSTs in human tissue and 
their genetic control is complex and as yet not fully understood.
In early studies, the group discovered that it is relatively common for humans to be 
deficient in some GSTs. Subsequent studies by the group and others from overseas 
laboratories have shown that this deficiency occurs in people from many parts of the world 
and that smokers deficient in GST are more prone to contract lung cancer.
There are numerous carcinogenic chemicals with widely varying structures, and there are 
many GSTs to metabolise them. Although large numbers of GSTs have been identified, 
many more have yet to be uncovered, and the genetic variation in these enzymes may be 
an important cancer risk factor.
The research group is also addressing the problem of excess GST production. One of the 
pitfalls with anti-cancer chemotherapy is that the tumours may become resistant to the 
compounds used. When first treated, the patient may go into remission, although there 
has not been a complete eradication of the cancer. At some stage the remaining cancer 
cells redevelop into another tumour which is quite often resistant to the drugs.
Some of that resistance appears to be due to overproduction of GST by the resistant 
tumour cells.
Dr Board's group is involved in finding ways to inhibit GST production in tumours. To 
do this, they first worked out the molecular structure of one of the GST enzymes in a 
recently-completed two year project with colleagues in Sweden, using a combination of 
genetic engineering and X-ray crystallography techniques.
The information obtained from solving the structure now opens the way for the scientists 
to design very specific inhibitors that could be useful in potentiating the effects of some 
anti-cancer drugs and eliminating the resistance.
Combatting bowel disease
Tnflammatory bowel disease (IBD) afflicts an increasing number of young people in 
XWestern society. Research by Professor William Doe and his group at John Curtin 
School of Medical Research aims to find ways to combat this little-understood illness.
IBD is a non-infectious chronic relapsing disease that comprises two clinical types, called 
ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease. It is characterised by diarrhoea, abdominal pain, 
weight loss and anaemia.
Professor Doe said present treatments are often inadequate and no significant advance 
has been made since the introduction of an immunosuppressant drug in 1965. Most 
patients experience unpleasant symptoms which affect how they live.
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Both conditions usually respond to treatment with corticosteroids, but often the problem 
with these hormone-based drugs is that they induce serious side effects if used for 
prolonged periods.
Professor Doe's work has two main thrusts. Firstly, he is the principal investigator in 
Australia of a new type of corticosteroid initially developed for asthma but potentially 
efficacious for gastrointestinal disease, which has few known side effects. Should this drug 
fulfil its promise, it will be a major step forward in treating the symptoms. Secondly, in 
tackling more fundamental questions, he is investigating the natural history of both 
ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease, which may lead to simple clinical treatments of the 
kind which have made peptic ulcers almost 100 per cent curable in recent times.
Although the cause of peptic ulcers is unknown, effective treatment is available because 
of the recognition of one simple factor, namely that if you stop acid secretion by the 
stomach the ulcer gets better. That is a rational therapeutic basis for treating the condition, 
which does not rely on knowing 'why', just 'how'.
No-one yet knows the nature of the indispensible factor causing intestinal inflammation 
in IBD. Professor Doe calls this factor the 'holy grail' of IBD research. If it can be found 
then a rational approach to treatment will follow, ultimately enabling afflicted people to 
live virtually disease free.
It is known that there are many tissue injury mechanisms that form the body's 
inflammatory response. For some reason in IBD, this response—appropriate in the 
presence of an invading bacteria or other insult—inappropriately fails to switch off when 
the invader has been dealt with. Alternatively, it may switch on without the presence of 
an alien trigger.
The research is directed at understanding how the cells that participate in the immune 
and inflammatory responses operate, what signals the bowel uses to attract them from 
the bloodstream into the bowel's mucosa, what the inflammatory and immune cells do 
when they enter the mucosa and how tissue becomes injured.
The answers may be found in the pursuit of two new lines of research, both made possible 
by genetic techniques.
Firstly, Professor Doe and his team have adapted and developed new technology that 
makes it possible for the first time to use biopsy material from routine clinical procedures, 
to examine the progress of the disease in the intestine.
Until now, researchers had to use hard-to-get samples obtained from 'end stage' patients 
undergoing surgery—not a good point at which to study disease development.
Now, using miniscule amounts of biopsy material, Professor Doe is able to extract the 
genetic messenger, RNA, converting it back to DNA in the laboratory and amplifying the 
material a million times or more to provide sufficient sample to study.
This offers an enormous amount of research potential, because the patient becomes his 
own 'control'. That is, comparisons can be made between different stages of the illness, 
and between healthy and diseased tissue, from data obtained from the one patient.
By taking normal and diseased tissue, scientists can compare the genetic messages for the 
signals which trigger inflammation, both before and after treatment, to see which 
mechanisms are at work.
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Encouraged by this work, Professor Doe has gone on to create an animal model of the 
disease in a mouse. This is exactly opposite to the way most disease processes are studied, 
when animal work precedes clinical studies.
By studying humans first, the scientists have refined the technology to the point where 
they are unlikely to be distracted by artefacts in the mouse model, which is necessarily 
imperfect.
Professor Doe is confident that his mouse model w ill produce a reliable form of chronic 
colitis, enabling selective testing of injury pathways and treatment protocols which could 
not be done on human patients.
A new look at fighting viruses
A hamster is at the centre of new research into the functioning of the immune system 
XA. which has contradicted conclusions by several prestigious laboratories in an area 
central to our understanding of how humans combat viruses.
Dr Mario Lobigs and Dr Arno Mullbacher, of the Division of Cell Biology at the John 
Curtin School of Medical Research, are aiming to unlock some of the mysteries of the 
body's immune response in work which may underpin the development of more effective 
anti-viral vaccines.
As a means of clarifying how the human system works, the scientists have been studying 
the Syrian hamster, which has an unique immune system.
This general area of inquiry had its beginning in 1973, when two researchers at JCSMR, 
Dr Rolf Zinkernagel and Dr Peter Doherty, discovered how a fundamental gene complex 
in the cells of vertebrates operated as a 'flag' to attract T-cells (the body's defences) to cells 
infected with a virus. The T-cells then killed the infected cells.
The gene complex, MHC (major histocompatability complex), is genetically different in 
each individual, and this difference, known as polymorphism, prevents viruses wiping 
out wdiole communities.
But the Syrian hamster has puzzled immunologists w ith  its absence of MHC 
polymorphism. This may mean that the hamster has only survived by living in isolation 
from most other creatures in the Arabian deserts.
The scientists believe that understanding the immunology of the Syrian hamster could 
have ramifications for vaccine development. Although the final results cannot be 
predicted, it is likely that they w ill discover much more about how7 the cells present 
antigens to make an immune response.
Their project dates back tw7o years, when the discovery of additional MHC-linked gene 
products was made. It was suggested that these products, known as'accessory molecules', 
were involved in the process of presenting antigens and transporting peptide products 
from w ithin the cell to the MHC, and then onto the cell's surface. It is these products that 
'flag' the T-cells and create an immune response to viral infection.
The discovery of these molecules resulted in an explosion of research in the field, and 
soon laboratories at Cambridge and Oxford began postulating that these accessory
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molecules were polymorphic, like MHC, and would influence the kinds of peptide 
antigens available to the MHC.
This quickly became conventional wisdom, but Drs Lobigs and Mullbacher took issue 
with this assertion, arguing that it was highly unlikely that any additional polymorphic 
molecules would play a part owing to the genetic complexity this would entail. Such 
complexity would be detrimental to the immune system's surveillance of viral pathogens.
They decided to test the functional activity of a mouse MHC molecule when transferred 
into host cells derived from other strains of mice and from other species such as rats, 
monkeys and humans.
They argued that if the transporter was polymorphic, the mouse MHC would not operate 
correctly in other species or strains because the transporter would be incompatible with 
the MHC and the cells would not be able to be recognised by an immune response.
However in contrast the experiments showed that the mouse MHC worked just as well 
in the cells of other strains of mice and other species tested. This contradicted the 
polymorphism theory, which had already gained widespread credence.
The Syrian hamster does in fact appear to have polymorphic accessory molecules but the 
scientists contend in their paper that this is to compensate for their lack of polymorphic 
MHC, and is unnecessary in humans and mice.
After initial rejection of their paper by the influential journal, Nature, on the basis that 
evidence for polymorphism was 'overwhelming', it was accepted later in 1992 for 
publication in the proceedings of the National Academy of Science, US.
MACHO approach
'T 'here  is considerable indirect evidence that the density of the universe is significantly 
JL greater than what we can see. In order to uncover this 'dark matter', a team of 
Australian and American astronomers is undertaking an ambitious four-year project 
seeking 'MACHOs'.
MACHO stands for Massive Astronomical Compact Halo Object, and many scientists 
now believe that these objects account for the universe's missing mass.
The MACHO project is a four year joint venture between Mount Stromlo and Siding 
Spring Observatories (MSSSO), the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in the US 
and the University of California at Berkeley.
The other main hypothesis in the dark matter debate centres around WIMPs, or Weakly 
Interacting Massive Particles, but these potentially would be much harder to detect than 
MACHOs. The scientists are testing the MACHO hypothesis first.
The observable mass of the universe falls far short of explaining several phenomena. One 
of the most important of these is the rotation in disc galaxies, such as our own Milky Way. 
The high rotational velocities of stars and gases at great distances from the galactic centre 
can only be explained by the existence of many times more matter than what is actually 
observed.
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The problem is that the velocities of rotation of stars in  the discs of these galaxies appears 
to remain quite high even on the outer edges of the galaxies at great distance from  the 
galactic nucleus.
For instance, in our solar system, Kepler's Laws show that the speed of rotation should 
fall off quite strongly if  most of the mass is inside the radius of the star in  the system being 
observed. In  order to support high rotational velocities, there must be additional mass in  
the system which is causing this centripetal force, which is counteracted by the centrifugal 
force of rotation.
It has been postulated that as much as 90 per cent of the mass of the universe is dark.
Dark matter could take the form of stillborn or dim stars known as brown dwarfs, dead 
stars, planetary lumps of rock or planets the size of Jupiter.
Most stars emit ligh t because they are undergoing various nuclear reactions such as the 
conversion of hydrogen to helium. But dark objects do not emit radiation because, for 
example, their mass could be so small they are not hot enough in their interiors to initiate 
such nuclear reactions.
The scientists are studying the halo surrounding our galaxy, where they stand the best 
chance of capturing a glimpse of a MACHO.
The experiment involves observing a b illion  stars in the Large Magellanic C loud (LMC)
which are outside most of the M ilky  
Way's dark matter.
The LMC can only be observed from  
the southern hem isphere, and the 
MSSSO as tronom ers  have had 
considerable experience in  studying 
the variable stars in this galaxy. This 
expertise is essential fo r examining the 
va ria b ility  of objects from  another 
source, in this case M AC H O  events.
The astronom ers are lo o k in g  fo r  
variations in the ligh t of stars. These 
v a r ia t io n s  have a c h a ra c te r is t ic  
signature as their ligh t bends due to the 
gravitational lensing effect caused by a 
large dark object passing between 
Earth and the star.
When this g rav ita tiona l deflection 
occurs, the star w ill b righten for a 
period of time which depends on the 
mass of the object. The mass of dark 
unseen objects can be deduced from  
the length of time that the star gets 
brighter.
The M A C H O  p ro je c t is b e in g  
conducted  using the re juvena ted  
50-inch Great Melbourne Telescope,
The rejuvenated 50-inch Great Melbourne 
Telescope
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built in 1868 and almost completely refitted. Its performance is equivalent to any similar 
sized modern telescope, and it has the most powerful detector system in the world for 
imaging stars. At the camera focal plane there is a mosaic of eight 2000 by 2000 pixel CCDs, 
which give images of the sky over a field of two thirds of one degree and in 300 second 
exposure can reach 20th magnitude stars.
This imaging system was built and installed by the University of California collaborators.
The volume of data is enormous, with 64 megabytes every 300 seconds during periods of 
observation. Seven tapes of data are mailed back to California daily.
The MSSSO personnel involved with the MACHO project are Professor Alex Rodgers, Dr 
Peter Quinn, Professor Ken Freeman, Dr Bruce Peterson and Mr Simon Chan who carries 
out the observations.
Extraordinary discovery
A n extraordinary supernova which has apparently returned to its pre-explosion form 
^ V h a s  been discovered by two astronomers from the Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring 
Observatories.
With meticulous observational work and some serendipity, PhD scholar Mr Stuart Ryder 
and his supervisor Dr Mike Dopita succeeded in proving the existence of the supernova, 
which has been officially designated SN 1978K.
Located in a nearby galaxy, it exploded in 1978, probably shining as brightly as 200 million 
suns for a few days. Instead of slowly fading from view, as supernovae usually do, it has 
reappeared looking very much the way it did before the outburst.
Supernova explosions occur in massive stars which have used all their nuclear fuel and 
undergo catastrophic collapse. Normally the extreme optical brightness of a supernova 
explosion makes their detection relatively simple. This one, however, took nearly 15 years 
and many hours of astronomical investigation to be recognised as a supernova.
The work began in January 1990 when Mr Ryder and Dr Dopita were using the 2.3 metre 
telescope at Siding Spring to record spectra of star-forming regions in the NGC 1313 
galaxy some 15 million light years from earth.
One object showed a spectrum which accorded with a nova outburst, a less powerful 
explosive event in a binary star system. They alerted the international astronomical 
community, but did not pursue it further at that stage. Then in 1991 Mr Ryder collaborated 
with a radioastronomer at CSIRO's Australia Telescope National Facility at Narrabri to 
map the distribution of hydrogen in NGC 1313.
In processing the data Mr Ryder discovered a strong radio source at the exact position of 
the 'nova' discovered the year before. Only a supernova could produce enough radio 
power to be detected at that distance. In fact, the radio power was 200 times what is 
normally produced by a supernova explosion.
He then examined a series of photographic plates showing NGC 1313, acquired since 1974 
by the Schmidt optical telescope at the Anglo-Australian Observatory. He found that
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before 1978 there had been a star in that position shining 35,000 times brighter than our 
sun. Sometime in the middle of 1978, though, the star 'exploded'.
To confirm that a supernova had been discovered, the scientists decided to examine X-ray 
data from the region. They contacted NASA's Goddard Space Flight Centre, where an 
X-ray image of NGC1313 had just been obtained from an orbiting satellite. Coincidentally, 
scientists at the Centre were puzzling over this new X-ray source, which showed X-ray 
emission about 100 times stronger than a normal supernova.
Provided with overwhelming supporting evidence, the International Astronomical Union 
recognised this on 6 October 1992 as the 11th supernova to have occurred in 1978.
Its extraordinary properties are thought to spring from it being surrounded by an 
unusually dense cloud of gas when it exploded. Some of this gas would have been blown 
off the star during its brief, violent life.
Shock waves created in the blast and moving through this dense gas probably gave rise 
to the X-ray and radio emission, as well as the unusual optical spectrum. The object seen 
before the 1978 explosion may have been this gas illuminated and heated by the dying 
star.
Chinese society and the environment
yTuch of China's history has been characterised and even shaped by momentous 
IVAchanges to the course of rivers and tidal behaviour of the sea. This has had many 
ramifications, ranging from major natural disasters to extremely successful agricultural 
and trade activities.
An ongoing project in the Research School of Pacific Studies, which is developing methods 
for integrating historical methods with environmental sciences, has produced surveys of 
aspects of the environmental history of China which illuminate how the massive 
hydrological activity has affected life.
So far two pilot studies have been completed. Firstly, Professor Mark Elvin and Mr Su 
Ninghu have produced a paper on the palaeohydrology of Hangzhou Bay in east-central 
China, titled Man Against the Sea: Natural and Anthropogenic Factors in the Changing 
Morphology of Hangzhou Bay, circa 1000-1800, and a long abstract of it was published in 
September 1992. The full version has been accepted for publication in 1993.
Secondly, Professor Elvin and Ms K Tam ura have compiled a bilingual 
(English/Japanese) analytical selective bibliography of Japanese scholarly works on the 
history of water control in China, to be jointly published with the Toyo Bunko (Tokyo) in 
late 1993.
The first project makes use not only of historical Chinese documents, maps and 
contemporary Chinese scientific literature, but also remote sensing images of geographic 
features using CSIRO's 'microBRIAN' imaging system, and historical British Admiralty 
charts.
The study has found that Hangzhou Bay's geographical configuration has altered 
dramatically over the past 1,000 years, mainly due to natural processes but also because
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of huge man-made sea walls and possibly also because of the diversion of rivers and 
creation of a series of reservoirs and locks. These factors all had an influence on the
Remote sensing image of Hangzhou Bay, obtained using CSIRO's microBRIAN, from the 
Australian Centre for Remote Sensing (ACRES).
economic and social life of the area. For instance, there was considerable hardship 
involved in maintaining the sea walls which were essential for the irrigation systems.
The paper concludes that studying long-term economic history w ithout taking 
environmental history into account is, at best, lopsided and, at worst, misleading.
The water control bibliography characterises more than 600 works according to region, 
date and topical coverage, and is produced on a bilingual computer database created by 
Ms Tamura in collaboration with members of the Japanese Society for the Study of the 
History of Water Control in China.
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This work makes available to western scholars, for the first time, a systematic survey of 
the immense range of work on this topic which is vital for understanding the country's 
historical economic development.
The associated bibliographic introduction sets the various types of work into a 
historiographical context to help clarify the differing conceptual approach taken by 
Japanese scholars, which may not be familiar to western readers, but which offers 
interesting and important perspectives not found elsewhere.
Economic history no longer neglected
rT 1he extraordinary growth rates of some Southeast Asian states (Thailand, Malaysia, 
JL Singapore and Indonesia) in the past two decades have attracted the attention of 
economists and social scientists to a region previously known more for its turbulent 
politics. Since the 1930s the region's economic history has been neglected, while the 
scholarly literature focused on issues like nationalism, independence and cultural 
autonomy, so that the recent burst of growth is widely misunderstood as fragmentary 
and lacking historical roots.
A revitalized perspective is essential not only for Southeast Asian studies, but also to grasp 
Southeast Asia's contribution to global topics such as the rise of capitalism, world-systems 
and "dependency", w o rld w id e  trade cycles, c lien tsh ip  and labour markets, 
entrepreneurial diasporas, and the sources of modem economic growth.
The importance of the endeavour was recognised in 1988 by the Strategy Committee of 
the Research School of Pacific Studies. With the support of the departments of Economics, 
Pacific and Asian History, Political and Social Change, and Human Geography, the 
Committee approved the Modern Economic History of Southeast Asia Project (Echosea) 
to begin operation in 1989. Professor Anthony Reid, Professor of Southeast Asian history 
and author of the pathbreaking Southeast Asia in the Age of Commerce, was appointed 
convenor, a role which he has maintained. Dr Anne Booth became the project's first 
full-time academic staff member until taking up the chair in Economics at London's School 
of African and Oriental Studies in 1991, when she was replaced by Dr Pierre van der Eng. 
Two other School posts allocated to the project have been divided into short-term 
visitorships for Echosea authors.
Echosea has functioned as a resources and information centre, a publisher of valuable 
source material, and above all as the umbrella organisation for a complete rewrite of the 
economic history of the region. The original plan of 10 volumes addressing major issues 
has grown to 21 volumes (to be published by Macmillan Press), 15 discussing central 
themes across the region as a whole, and six dealing with the main Southeast Asian 
countries. The project's inaugural 1989 workshop, called 'W riting the Economic History 
of Southeast Asia', foreshadowed the other workshops (three so far) devoted to particular 
themes within the Macmillan series. These workshops have brought together specialists 
at the forefront of their research interest from Australia, the US, Japan, Europe, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Singapore and Hong Kong. The list of project associates (either authors or 
representatives in Asia) further highlights the project's diversity: 13 are with Australian 
universities (three with the ANU), and 11 are based in nine other countries (Indonesia, 
Singapore, Thailand, Hong Kong, Japan, US, Holland, France and Great Britain).
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The inaugural workshop resulted in a collection of essays, Exploring Southeast Asia's 
Economic Past, published as a special issue of the Australian Economic History Review. The 
project also produces a data paper series, Sources for the Economic History of Southeast Asia, 
designed to provide background statistical data and translations of foreign-language 
sources into English. Three volumes are published or in press and two more are at an 
advanced stage of preparation. In addition, the project has distributed nine issues of its 
Echosea Newsletter, now reaching more than 250 subscribers.
The exciting challenge taken on by Echosea has attracted a three-year grant worth 
US$180,000 from the Henry Luce Foundation. In recent years the Luce Foundation has 
moved some of its interest from China to Southeast Asia, to help restore Southeast Asian 
studies in the US, but its grant to Echosea is the only one it has made to an Australian 
organisation. In addition, Professor Reid has received a three-year grant from the Toyota 
Foundation to coordinate international research on the period 1750-1870 in Southeast 
Asia and Korea, 'The Last Stand of Autonomous States', which will help provide a starting 
point for the rest of Echosea's work.
Funding for commercial 
research projects
n p h e  Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering is undertaking five major 
X research projects funded by a $50 million research syndicate agreement negotiated by 
ANUTECH.
The funding will allow work to proceed for three years on projects chosen for their high 
potential for commercial success.
Syndicated R&D investment was a Federal Government initiative in which companies are 
offered tax concessions in return for providing venture capital for Australian R&D. The 
aim is to increase the participation of Australian industry and business in research and 
development. The scheme is structured to ensure a minimum guaranteed return to 
investors. For this reason, $17 million of the $50 million has been allocated for direct 
expenditure on the research, while the balance of $33 million will be invested for 
commercialisation.
The five RSPhysSE syndicated R&D projects are:
Secure Transactions
A n interdisciplinary team has been assembled to develop secure computer systems 
xY based on behavioural characteristics of computer users.
The TRUST (Technologies for Robust User-Conscious Secure Transactions) project draws 
on the diverse expertise of computer scientists, speech scientists and psychologists to 
identify ways of exploiting the rich interface between computer and user which can 
involve speaking, pointing, writing and typing.
This work may be applied in many types of restricted access systems used for monetary 
transactions or exchange of confidential information. These include social security and
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defence force systems, on-line airline reservations, home banking and automatic teller 
machines.
A range of user characteristics w ill be investigated, including speech, 'pointing' using the 
computer mouse, the new concept of pen-based computing which requires fine motor 
control rather than the more gross motor control which the mouse involves, and use of 
the keyboard.
The consideration of human factors is an intrinsic part of the project. This would operate 
on at least two levels: the behavioural characteristics in the flow of information into the 
system, and the 'global response' of users to the system, investigating how users react to 
the fact that they are being monitored.
Ultrasound
T Tltrasound is a well-established technology with applications ranging from clinical 
i- J  diagnosis to gas pipe flow monitoring. The Tuneable Ultrasonic Source project aims 
to make these methods more flexible and useful.
Calling upon the expertise of mathematical theorists as well as experimental scientists, 
the project w ill delve into the basic concepts of ultrasonic technology.
The idea is to develop an entirely new technique for generation of sound waves using the 
unique properties of semiconductors to make the sound very precisely controllable, 
allowing users to monitor even the most minute change in sound wave patterns.
An efficient, tuneable ultrasonic source could be applied in a number of areas, including 
high resolution microscopy, as a tool for studying material properties, in non-destructive 
testing of material and in biomedical imaging.
Photonics
nphe  photon may replace the electron as the carrier of information in many future 
A  communications systems. Work on photonics at the Laser Physics Centre and Optical 
Sciences Centre is proceeding towards the development of photonic devices which w ill 
drive fast and efficient telecommunications systems for the future.
This work exploits the unique properties of 'dark solitons', which form when light is 
passed through a nonlinear medium. Solitons provide the means for guiding one light 
beam with another and thus switching or deflecting the guided beam.
Nonlinear media have a different refractive index, which enables laser-produced light 
beams to 'propagate' or travel as a single wave.
Solitons can travel through the medium without changing. They are rather like a surfer's 
'perfect wave', which travels endlessly across the ocean without breaking.
Researchers at RSPhysSE have found a way to make light switches using dark solitons 
and the syndicated R&D project w ill develop new materials and combinations of materials 
through which dark solitons can travel to achieve the optimum effect.
These include materials that undergo a permanent reduction in their refractive index 
when exposed to light, to fabricate permanent structures. Another aim is to develop
no
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The 'perfect wove'
materials that undergo a transient and reversable reduction in their refractive index, to 
make reconfigurable optical devices.
Ball milling
1 3 all m illing  technology developed by the Departments of Electronic Materials 
D  Engineering (EME) and Applied Mathematics is taking mechanical a lloying into 
unimagined new realms.
The basic process has been around for a long time, but conventional m illing  was extremely 
expensive because of the energy required for cracking the minerals.
M aking use of the so-called Rebinder effect, in which surfactants (surface active agents) 
lower the surface energies, D r Andrzej Calka at EME devised the Uni-Ball M ill, which is 
unique in having the ball movements very accurately controlled using an external magnet.
This simple idea opens many possibilities at a time when high technology requires new 
materials w ith  optimum qualities of toughness, conductivity and durability. Many new 
types of materials, some never seen before, can now be made simply at room temperature.
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These include aluminium alloys useful in many industries, as well as semiconductor and 
magnetic materials, hard cutting steels, non-corrosive steels, many different kinds of 
nitrides, and zeolites used in catalysis for extracting oil.
The combination of the grinding action of the metal balls, magnetic control of the balls 
and the surface-altering effects of surfactants engenders fundamental changes in the 
properties of materials being processed.
With the syndicated R&D money, the researchers aim to further investigate some of the 
myriad novel materials possible, as well as refining the use of surfactants, investigating 
the scaling-up of machinery from laboratory to production size and commercialisation of 
hard corrosion-resistant alloys such as titanium nitride.
Ge-Si electronic devices
A unique combination of ion implantation, laser irradiation and plasma deposition and 
x Y e tc h in g  is being re fined  to a llow  the rap id  p roduc tion  of h igh  p u r ity  
germanium-silicon (Ge-Si) electronic devices, ushering in the next generation of 
electronics equipment.
Creating new materials w ith properties specifically aimed at boosting the efficiency of 
computer circuitry or improving optical communications systems has been undertaken 
with considerable success by EME in recent years.
The syndicated R&D funding w ill allow this work to expand into development of novel 
methods of Ge-Si deposition and processing for advanced microelectronics. The aim is to 
achieve cost efficient production of Ge-Si devices, leading to the development of smaller, 
faster computers.
This technology has the potential to increase the speed of silicon-based devices by up to 
a factor of 10. Although the advantages of Ge-Si are well known, present production 
techniques have limitations of speed and purity.
Each wafer is modified in a novel multi-step process that uses plasma from an 
ANU-patented plasma source to etch the wafer, and lasers and the ion implanter to modify 
its composition.
Reshaping Australian institutions
T n a  project aimed at contributing to Australian constitutional reform, the Research 
ASchool of Social Sciences has embarked on an ambitious 10-year review of this country's 
basic institutional infrastructure, coordinated by Dr John Braithwaite.
The School w ill make a major input into the evaluation and reform of Australia's 
institutions during the decade leading up to the centenary of the Australian Constitution 
in 2001.
RSSS has seized the challenge set by the 1991 Constitutional Centenary Conference which 
called for 'a public process of education, review and development of the Australian 
constitutional system'.
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Encompassing a broad review of our entire institutional infrastructure as it has evolved 
over almost a century of nationhood, the project will include not just Australia's central 
political institutions, but also the economic and social institutions that undergird our 
social, economic and political life.
Its scope reflects a view that there are advantages in looking at all these institutional 
arrangements together, as particular instances perhaps, of general principles about the 
ways institutions work. This wide-ranging agenda demands the multi-disciplinary 
approach that RSSS is distinctively placed to provide, and it will engage most RSSS 
scientists over its 10-year life.
Scholars from other Australian universities will also take part through a variety of 
collaborative activities in their own work on institutional topics.
There are four specific objectives. First, to contribute to the theory of institutional design 
and reform at the highest levels of international scholarship. Second, to effect a rethinking 
of Australia's most crucial institutions to coincide with the centenary of Federation. Third, 
to conduct theoretically-grounded empirical work evaluating institutional innovations 
such as the Accord or the Affirmative Action Act.
More generally, it will present a model for doing social science that is broad in disciplinary 
coverage, general in macro focus on key issues, yet attentive to the micro foundations of 
its theory. A project of this scope and style has not been attempted before in RSSS, and 
probably could not be mounted elsewhere in Australia. In fact, it probably could not be 
done in any other country because research resources are too diffuse and scholars too 
broadly spread to permit the necessary collaboration.
The natural point of departure is an inquiry into our basic system of government and 
central political institutions. Several issues in this area appear certain to spark public 
debate, and possibly national resolution during the 1990s, including:
■ the protection of basic rights under the Constitution and whether Australia should 
adopt a formal Bill of Rights;
■ the recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and their rights within 
the Constitution;
■ the changes necessary, particularly to the office of the head of state, for Australia to 
become a republic;
■ Australia's elaborate system of intergovernmental relations, the institutions that 
govern and surround those relations, and the possibility of changes to the system. Both 
Commonwealth and State governments are engaged in major reforms in this area that 
will themselves require analysis and evaluation; and
■ the structuring of public sector bureaucracies including their ethics and mechanisms 
or accountability and effectiveness, matters that have been the object of wholesale 
reform in recent years.
The project's agenda is even more extensive. For example, there will be a study of labour 
market institutions, including Australia's distinctive industrial relations system, the 
organisation of unions and the arrangements that sustain them. Also, the project will 
examine institutions of business regulation and self-regulation, including the 
stockmarket, industry policy and microeconomic reform. One major strand will concern 
the institutions of the welfare state. Another will grapple with the institutions of gender,
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including family structure, and the manner in which gender affects, and is affected by, 
the working of other institutions, such as those of labour markets and political 
participation.
In all there w ill be 17 strands, each dealing with a different institutional arrangement and 
each with its own coordinator.
On the face of it, this represents an array of quite disparate topics and the challenge w ill 
be to maintain intellectual coherence. The specifically 'institutional' focus represents the 
common thread, even though there w ill necessarily be a variety of theoretical visions of 
the subject matter. By the end of the project, the School expects more than 20 major books 
to have been produced. Most importantly, RSSS w ill have made a major contribution to 
both the scholarly and public debate on crucial issues for the nation, as we set forth on 
our second century.
In defence of suburbia
T Tsing higher density housing to solve the problems of urban sprawl reflects a drift 
L J  away from Australian society's commitment to egalitarianism, according to Professor 
Patrick Troy of the Research School of Social Sciences.
In a paper titled The Neu> Feudalism, published in 1992, Professor Troy, who heads the 
Urban Research Program, condemns proposals for so-called urban villages, and says that 
in this new feudalism the lord of the manor is replaced by a 'corporate entity'.
He disputes a number of arguments by planners advocating urban consolidation, 
including claims that it would lower housing costs, reduce stress on the environment and 
especially that people actually prefer higher density living.
Professor Troy believes that people are being conned into accepting lower standard 
housing, road safety, schools and recreational facilities, by means of a romanticised view 
of highly urbanised life as more stimulating and fu lfilling than any other lifestyle.
He says the concept of the urban village was imported from societies in which 
socio-economic conditions differed markedly from Australia, and its proponents have 
attempted to impose it on this society without translating it into Australian terms.
Urban villages, he argues, were developed in societies which were much less egalitarian 
than Australia, and a trend away from egalitarianism in Australia could provide the 
conditions for such proposals to thrive.
The primary impact of this w ill be on low income earners, he contends. Richer members 
of society can usually escape in various ways and are not so badly affected.
Although there has been no overt push by planners for a reduction in open community 
spaces, this was a logical outcome of the drive for denser urban development, and the 
quality of life for low income earners would further diminish as a result.
Another problem was the view of proponents of urban development that it was a cost 
effective way to provide housing, as the infrastructure already existed and little needed 
to be added. But Professor Troy says that in fact infrastructure tended to be inadequate 
even for the existing purposes, and the cost of acquisition was high.
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Another proposition disputed by Professor Troy iss that the present form of housing 
development resulted in a housing mix out of kilter with basic demand. He argues that 
many studies of housing preference, access or location choice in fact confirmed the strong 
desire by households for the traditional house and garden.
Professor Troy also takes issue with the claim that high and medium density 
accommodation would be cheaper to buy, saying that this was only possible if standards 
were lowered substantially, in concert with a massive increase in supply of such housing, 
while loading the housing on the fringe with greater imposts.
The claim that urban consolidation reduced environmental stress, largely by reducing 
petrol consumption, iss a furphy, he says. Greater environmental problems created by 
waste disposal, water shortages and lack of greenery would abound with higher density 
living.
Professor Troy's work on consolidation is one strand of the Urban Research Program's 
work on Australian cities.
Other strands cover the suburban development of Australian cities, property markets, the 
structure and operation of the house construction industry, infrastructure investment, 
planning and administration, urban environmental issues, industry policy and the history 
of Australian cities.
Improving steel heating efficiency
A project to improve the efficiency of steel heating is a major initiative within the new 
-/^-Cooperative Research Centre for Robust and Adaptive Systems (CRASys).
The Department of Systems Engineering at the Research School of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering is a key player in CRASys, along with CSIRO, the Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation (DSTO) and BHP. CRASys was officially launched in February 
1992.
BHP formally became a full party to CRASys in June 1992. Since then a project designed 
to boost the control and consequently the efficiency of steel reheat furnaces has made 
considerable progress.
The project is significant for several reasons. Firstly, it is a major collaborative venture 
which has strong generic application for all steel-making operations, but it is also 
specifically tied to a major Australian company's own operations.
Also, the research program has proved to be an ideal training ground for graduate 
students, allowing the fostering of more applications expertise than is normally the case 
in a PhD project.
One student in particular, Jeremy Matson, has been heavily involved with the reheat 
furnace project, and is contributing at an exceptionally high level to both the theoretical 
and experimental aspects of the work. The inevitable outcome of involving students in 
projects of this nature will be the development of very highly-trained graduates with 
applications experience.
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The project involves the precise control of reheat furnaces in steel m ills. The experimental 
w ork is being undertaken at BHP's hot strip m ill at Westernport,Victoria.
Reheat furnaces are used to take slabs of steel up to temperatures of 1,280 degrees C before 
hot ro lling  to produce, for example, coils of strip steel from which galvanised and 
colourbonded sheets are produced. The m ill processes 300 tonnes of steel an hour and 
uses 15,000 cubic metres of natural gas an hour.
It is a very energy-expensive process and there are also problems w ith  the loss of steel 
through the formation of scale in the furnace. The project aims to reduce these problems 
and ultim ately save money and energy in steel processing by demonstrating control 
strategies to w ith in  10 degrees C of specification.
Significant levels of cost recovery w ill also arise in the downstream ro lling  process where 
improved temperature control impacts positively on both dimensional accuracy and 
control of mechanical properties.
It is d ifficu lt to measure steel temperature inside the furnace, so one of the challenges is 
to come up w ith  realistic methods for accurately predicting and controlling the average 
temperature of slabs over the two hours or more they are in the furnace.
This is a long term project, w ith  at least another year un til completion. The project is 
progressing well on a number of fronts, particularly in the area of estimation of steel 
temperature from  ro lling  information and in dealing w ith  the subsequent problem of 
control given the temperature estimates.
A t present, a major challenge is describing technical questions of estimation of 
temperature and generation of control, sometimes in very abstract terms, then applying 
it to specific furnaces.
For example, a temperature estimation problem involves using statistical theory which is 
quite general, and the tuning of that theory and its application to furnace problems 
includes the use of computer models and calibration data that has been produced on an 
experimental ro lling  m ill at BHP Research in Melbourne. Transferring that experimental 
data to the fu ll scale m ill at Westernport is now under way.
CSIRO is a project collaborator, contribu ting  considerable expertise in  computer 
modelling— expertise which has been developed at the Division of Radiophysics from 
research into radar and radio.
The project is headed by D r Michael Green of the AN U  (Systems Engineering and the 
Engineering Program). The other participants are M r Peter Stone and D r Duncan 
McFarlane, of BHP, D r Sam Crisafulli, who is CRC Research Fellow, D r Andrew  Seagar, 
of CSIRO, postgraduate student Matson and Dr Bitmead.
Controlling the rabbit and the fox
U  esearch aimed at controlling the rabbit and the fox— the two vertebrate species m ainly 
JLVresponsible for the rarity  and extinction of Australian native flora and fauna—is being 
undertaken at the ANU.
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The essence of the approach is to block reproduction by provoking an immune reaction 
against proteins which are essential for gametogenesis, fertilisation or implantation. The 
vector for the immunogenic antigen will be a species-specific contagious recombinant 
virus.
The key is to prevent pregnancy but not impair normal sexual and reproductive 
behaviour, so that affected animals will continue to maintain their status in the population, 
occupy territory, and suppress the fecundity of subordinates, but will not contribute to 
recruitment.
This research is expected to confer great benefit on the Australian pastoral industry by 
reducing a significant cause of land degradation and impediment to sustainable use of 
native pastures. Moreover, it will make a major contribution to conservation of Australian 
biodiversity by controlling the two vertebrate species.
The work is being carried out at a new Cooperative Research Centre for Biological Control 
of Vertebrate Pest Populations (Vertebrate Biocontrol Centre), set up in July this year. The 
centre was established as a joint venture between the ANU (represented by Bambi and 
the JCSMR), the CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology, and two West Australian 
Government Departments, the Agricultural Protection Board and Conservation and Land 
Management, The centre has been funded for seven years with financial support of $12.4 
million from the Federal Government and a combined commitment of just over $26 million 
from the partners.
The Vertebrate Biocontrol Centre was formally opened by the Minister for Science, Mr 
Ross Free, at Parliament House on October 13. The aims of the centre are to develop novel, 
humane, environmentally benign, species-specific agents.
Research m a y  finally control pests like this
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The centre has a major commitment to teaching. It is supporting a number of postgraduate 
and honours students and will support more in 1993, and in January, 1993, in conjunction 
with Bambi, will run a summer course for undergraduates called Reproduction and 
Development: Molecular Approaches.
WA study on climate change
^ tu d ie s  of fossil marine microorganisms which have accumulated in deep-sea cores off 
^W estern  Australia over the past several thousand years may help to predict future 
changes in climate.
The microorganisms are being used to establish the rate and magnitude of past sea-surface 
temperatures and associated changes in bottom-water chemistry. The information 
obtained about the rate at which climate has varied in the past will facilitate future climate 
change predictions.
The cores being studied are in the vicinity of the Leeuwin Current, a southward flow of 
warm, low-salinity tropical waters that occurs seasonally off the Western Australian coast. 
The Leeuwin Current has a close association with large-scale climate fluctuations, in 
particular with large scale El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events.
At present the current is strongest in winter, and during anti-ENSO years when the flow 
of wann tropical Pacific water through the Indonesian Archipelago is greatest. At these
A deep  sea foraminifera
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times, the coastal sea-level off Western Australia rises, with significant influence on the 
coastal fishing industries.
Dr Patricia Wells and Dr Patrick De Deckker (Geology, Faculties), in collaboration with 
Dr Allan Chivas (RSES), have reconstructed the history of The Leeuwin Current over the 
past 125,000 years, through application of multivariate statistical analyses and isotope 
analyses of foraminifera that accumulated on the sea floor in the past. In particular, the 
changes in the ocean currents at the time of Last Ice Age (18,000 years BP) and the peak 
of the last Interglacial, when seas were last as warm as they are today (at 125,000 years 
ago), have been targeted.
The results indicate that at 125,000 years ago, ocean currents were similar to today, with 
some strengthening of the Leeuwin Current. This is associated with high sea levels, 
episodes of coral growth as far south as Perth, and with warm/wet climate on land.
At 18,000 years ago, during the peak of the Ice Age, the continental climate was arid, 
sea-surface temperatures were much cooler than today, and sea level was 120m lower, 
due to ice accumulation at the poles. This lowered sea level is predicted to have restricted 
the flow of water through the Indonesian Archipelago, and diminished the Leeuwin 
Current. At this time also, strong offshore winds are likely to have enhanced the 
development of coastal upwellings, bringing colder deep waters to the surface. Such 
upwellings increase the supply of phosphorous and nitrogen to the surface waters and 
increase biological productivity, which in turn results in consumption of large quantities 
of carbon-dioxide by associated algal blooms.
Results from the foraminiferal studies confirm that the Leeuwin Current ceased flowing, 
and that areas of very cold sea-surface temperature developed offshore North East Cape 
and the Naturaliste Plateau.
In addition to planktonic foraminifera, deep-sea benthonic foraminifera, calcareous 
nannofossils and ostracods are also being studied to detect changes in the deeper water 
masses, and times when the supply of nutrients to the ocean depths increased. The 
chemistry of the tests of foraminifera and the valves of the ostracods bear a strong climate 
signal, and changes in the abundance of calcareous nannofossils indicate episodes when 
the temperature profile of the ocean was different to that of today.
The studies in progress aim to determine the frequency and magnitude of past climate 
changes; the geographic distribution, timing and magnitude of upwelling activity, and 
the overall changes in sea-water chemistry during the past climatic cycles. The 
information will be applicable to predictions of future climate trends at the broader 
time-scales under investigation.
Diagnosing dementia and depression
'T 'h e  National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) Psychiatry Research 
X Unit has published a standardised examination for diagnosing dementia and 
depression in the elderly.
The examination, called the 'Canberra Interview for the Elderly,' can be administered by 
a lay person after brief training, making it more widely usable as a research interview.
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The most common mental disorders in the elderly are dementia and depression. Both are 
of considerable social importance because of the disability they cause. One of the most 
significant advances in the mental health field in recent years has been the development 
of a common language for international use, where what is called dementia or depression 
in one country, or even within one state or territory, is the same condition recognised 
elsewhere.
The Unit in Canberra publishes the standardised examination strictly according to the 
intemationally-used rules or clinical criteria, including those being published by the 
World Health Organization in Geneva. After the interview, a computer assembles the 
findings exactly according to the international rules to yield a 'diagnosis'.
The interview has been used in an Australian study of over 1,000 persons aged 70 years 
and over, living in the community and in hostels or nursing homes. Some of the most 
striking findings from this study are: 85 per cent had consulted their GP in the six months 
before the interview; arthritis was a very common complaint (62 per cent); and one in 10 
suffered pain most of the time. Most people reported being satisfied with the quality of 
their lives, yet one in 10 had been depressed enough to seek medical help for it at some 
stage. One in five felt they would not be able to live alone due to health or infirmity 
problems. The prevalence of dementia was found to increase steeply with age, as shown 
in the following graph:
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It was found that the elderly experience many symptoms of depression, such as insomnia, 
feeling sad, and tiredness. These symptoms did not increase with age, but were correlated 
with the person's previous personality, with poor physical health, disability and a history 
of previous depression. Only a small minority were receiving treatment for depression.
The Unit's research on cases of dementia among these elderly persons will hopefully 
continue, provided funding by NH&MRC allows it. Meanwhile, the Canberra Interview
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has been translated into French and is being trialled in Geneva hospitals, before being 
adopted by research workers in other parts of the world.
People who have a parent or brother or sister who suffers from Alzheimer's Disease often 
wonder whether they are at risk themselves. This was one of the questions which 
motivated a study of risk factors for Alzheimer's Disease carried out jointly between the 
NH&MRC Social Psychiatry Research Unit and the Department of Geriatric Medicine at 
Repatriation General Hospital, Concord. In this study, 170 cases of Alzheimer's Disease 
were compared to 170 normals of the same age. One of the findings of the study was that 
cases of Alzheimer's Disease are more likely to have close relatives who also suffer from 
the disease.
At the time the Australian study was under way, researchers in other countries were 
looking at the same issue. In 1990, there was an international meeting of these researchers 
to carry out a pooling of data from all the studies. By pooling the data from several studies 
it was possible to get a more precise picture of the risk factors for Alzheimer's Disease, 
including the risk to relatives of sufferers. It was found that having a close relative with 
dementia increases a person's risk of developing Alzheimer's Disease by three and a half 
times. Having two affected relatives increases the risk even further. However the age at 
which the relative developed Alzheimer's Disease emerged as an important factor. 
Relatives of patients who developed Alzheimer's Disease in middle age had much greater 
risk than relatives of those who developed the disease in old age. It was also found that 
people who have a close relative with Down's syndrome have nearly three times the risk 
of developing Alzheimer's Disease.
While the pooled data showed that having a demented relative increases the risk of 
developing Alzheimer's Disease, it did not tell what the actual percentage risk is. To give 
an estimate of risk in terms of percentages requires information about how long relatives 
lived. This is because the risk of developing Alzheimer's Disease rises steeply with age. 
Detailed information of the required sort was collected in the Australian study and used 
to estimate the risk to relatives living to a particular age. The percentage risk is shown in 
the graph below:
Relatives of Alzheimer Cases 
Relatives of Controls
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This research gives an answer to the questions often posed by relatives. Having a close 
relative with Alzheimer's Disease does increase a person's risk. The more relatives 
affected, and the earlier the age at which the relative developed Alzheimer's Disease, the 
greater the risk. Having a relative with Down's syndrome also increases a person's risk 
of developing Alzheimer's Disease. However old age is a far more important risk factor 
than family history of Alzheimer's disease. A family history of Alzheimer's disease gives 
a comparatively small risk up to the age of 80; and even people with an affected relative 
who live up to the age of 90 have only around 50 per cent risk.
The reasons that some individuals age well and others age poorly has been an important 
concern for gerontologists for some time. Thirty years ago one authority posed the 
question "Is age kinder to the initially more able?" and concluded that, at least for men 
under 50 years of age, very able and less able people aged mentally at the same rate. Using 
a sample of older fellows from the Australian Academies of Science, Social Science and 
Humanities, compared with PhD students and with old and young manual workers, we 
have found little to support the idea that high ability protects against mental decline in 
old age. The most interesting findings were that the elderly academics performed no better 
than PhD students on any task, and worse than young manual workers when the task 
required abstraction, integration and speed. The Unit continues to work on the causes of 
dementia and memory decline in old age.
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Senior academic staff 
resignations and retirements
Institute of Advanced Studies
Dr A ] Bellett, Senior Fellow, Division of Cell Biology, John Curtin School of Medical 
Research.
Dr H R Brown, Reader, Department of Engineering, Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering to IBM Almaden Research Centre in California.
Dr L R Brown, Senior Fellow, Research School of Chemistry.
Dr N G Cain, Senior Fellow, Division of Politics and Economics, Economics Program, 
Research School of Social Sciences.
Dr W J Cliff, Senior Fellow, Division of Clinical Sciences, John Curtin School of Medical 
Research.
Dr W H Coaldrake, Senior Research Fellow, Division of Pacific and Asian History, 
Research School of Pacific Studies to appointment of Foundation Chair of Japanese, 
University of Melbourne.
Professor D R Curtis, Division of Neuroscience, John Curtin School of Medical Research.
Dr D K Forbes, Senior Research Fellow, Human Geography, Research School of Pacific 
Studies to appointment as Professor of Geography, Flinders University.
Dr D F Hebbard, Senior Fellow, Department of Nuclear Physics, Research School of 
Physical Sciences and Engineering.
Professor G A Horridge, Visual Sciences, Research School of Biological Sciences.
Dr H L Kendig, Senior Fellow, Urban Research Program, Research School of Social 
Sciences to La Trobe University.
Professor H Naora, Department of Molecular and Population Genetics, Research School 
of Biological Sciences.
Dr G B Robertson, Senior Fellow, Research School of Chemistry.
Professor R O Slatyer, Developmental Neurobiology, Research School of Biological 
Sciences.
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Dr P J Solomon, Senior Research Fellow, National Centre for Epidemiology and 
Population Health to appointment as Lecturer, University of Adelaide.
Dr M J Tooley, Fellow, Department of Philosophy, Research School of Social Sciences to 
University of Colorado.
Professor C Walsh, Director of the Federalism Research Centre, Division of Politics and 
Economics, Research School of Social Sciences to appointment as Professorial Director, 
Centre of South Australian Economic Studies at the University of Adelaide.
Dr A F Worsley, Professorial Fellow, National Centre Epidemiology and Population 
Health to appointment as Foundation Director of the Food Policy Research Unit, CSIRO 
Division of Human Nutrition, Adelaide.
The Faculties
Dr R Essex Barwick, Reader, Division of Botony and Zoology, Faculty of Science.
Dr R N Byron, Senior Lecturer, Department of Forestry, Faculty of Science to appointment 
as Fellow (non-continuing), National Centre for Development Studies, Research School 
of Pacific Studies.
Professor K S W Campbell, Department of Geology, Faculty of Science.
Dr J A Cooper, Reader, Department of Commerce, Faculty of Economics and Commerce.
Dr K A Waterhouse Crook, Reader, Department of Geology, Faculty of Science.
Dr K H J Gardiner, Senior Lecturer, Asian Histoiy Centre, Faculty of Asian Studies.
Dr K W Groves, Senior Lecturer in the Engineering Program, Faculty of Science.
Dr A D Hall, Senior Lecturer, Department of Statistics, Faculty of Economics and 
Commerce.
Dr M J Howell, Reader, Division of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Faculty of 
Science.
Dr H H E Loofs-Wissowa, Reader, Asian History Centre, Faculty of Asian Studies.
Dr N D B McLeod, Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Law to appointment Associate Professor, 
Murdoch University.
Mr S M A Meggitt, Senior Lecturer, Mathematics Section, Faculties component of the 
School of Mathematical Sciences.
Mr C W Murphy, Department of Statistics, Faculty of Economics and Commerce.
Mr J Okunev, Senior Lecturer, Department of Commerce, Faculty of Economics and 
Commerce.
Dr M Papazoglou, Senior Lecturer, Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Science 
to appointment as Professor at the Queensland University of Technology.
Dr T Rajapatirana, Senior Lecturer, South and West Asia Centre,Faculty of Asian Studies.
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Dr P N Smith, Senior Lecturer, Department of Statistics, Faculty of Economics and 
Commerce to appointment at the University of Warwick.
Mr D M Stodart, Senior Lecturer, Department of Forestry, Faculty of Science.
Dr J C Tipper, Senior Lecturer, Department of Geology, Faculty of Science.
Dr R J Willett, Senior Lecturer, Department of Commerce, Faculty of Economics and 
Commerce to Otago University, New Zealand.
Professor J F Williams, Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Science.
Professor L R Zines, Professor R Garran, Faculty of Law.
Senior academ ic staff 
appointments and promotions
Institute of Advanced Studies
Mr A Agafonoff, Fellow, NCDS, formerly Australian International Development 
Assistance Bureau.
Dr K G H Baldwin, Fellow, Laser Physics Centre Research School of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering, formerly Senior Research Fellow.
Dr E E Ball, Senior Fellow, Molecular and Evolutionary Systematics, Research School of 
Biological Sciences, formerly PhD student, University of California.
Dr F G Castles, Senior Fellow, Department of Political Science, Research School of Social 
Sciences formerly Fellow.
Dr H J Christenson, Senior Fellow, Department of Applied Mathematics, Research School 
of Physical Sciences and Engineering, formerly Fellow.
Dr K P Clements, Fellow, Peace Research Centre, Research School of Physical Sciences, 
formerly University of Canterbury.
Dr J S Cotton, Senior Fellow, Division of Politics and International Relations/Northeast 
Asia Project, Research School of Pacific Studies, formerly Fellow.
Mr G J Crough, Fellow, North Australian Research Unit, formerly of Sydney University.
Dr M P Das, Fellow, Department of Theoretical Physics, Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering, formerly Senior Research Fellow (second appointment).
Dr R L Dewar, Professor, Department of Theoretical Physics, Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering, formerly Senior Fellow.
Dr S Dowrick, Fellow, Economics Program, Research School of Social Sciences, formerly 
Research Fellow, RSSS.
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Dr S Eastel, Fellow, Division of Clinical Sciences, John Curtin School of Medical Research, 
(second appointment).
Dr R G Elliman, Senior Fellow, Department of Sciences, formerly Research Fellow.
Professor B Galligan, Professor, Federalism Research Centre, Research School of Social 
Sciences, formerly Senior Research Fellow, RSSS.
Dr A Gamaly, Fellow, Laser Physics Centre, Research School of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering, formerly PN to Lebedev Institute of Physics.
Dr A J Gibbs, Professor, Molecular Evolution and Systematics, Research School of 
Biological Sciences, formerly Senior Fellow.
Dr R W Griffiths, Senior Fellow, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, Research School of Earth 
Sciences, formerly Fellow.
Dr R W Grun, Fellow, Quaternary Dating Research Centre, formerly of Research School 
of Pacific Studies, University of Cambridge.
Dr K Haakonssen, Senior Fellow, Director's Section, Research School of Social Sciences, 
formerly Fellow.
Dr J W Handmer, Fellow, Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, formerly 
Research Fellow.
Dr A R Hardham, Senior Fellow, Plant Cell Biology, Research School of Biological 
Sciences, formerly Fellow.
Dr C E Hill, Fellow, Division of Neuroscience, John Curtin School of Medical Research, 
formerly Senior Research Fellow.
Dr J Howard, Fellow, Plasma Research Laboratory, Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering, formerly Research Fellow.
Dr T Hull, Fellow, Demography Program, Research School of Social Sciences, formerly 
Research Fellow, Research School of Pacific Sciences.
Dr M Hutchinson, Senior Fellow, Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, 
formerly Fellow
Dr S T Hyde, Senior Fellow, Department of Applied Mathematics, Research School of 
Physical Sciences and Engineering, formerly Senior Research Fellow.
Professor F C Jackson, Professor, Philosophy Program, Research School of Social Sciences, 
formerly Professor, RSSS.
Dr J Jupp, Senior Fellow, Centre for Immigration and Multicultural Studies, Research 
School of Social Sciences, formerly Fellow.
Dr P Kekicheff, Fellow, Department of Applied Mathematics, Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering, formerly Research Fellow.
Dr D A Kelly, Fellow, Contemporary China Centre, Research School of Pacific Sciences, 
formerly Research Fellow, RSPacS.
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Dr W Krolikowski, Fellow, Laser Physics Centre, Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering, formerly Tufts University.
Dr B Luther-Davies, Professor, Laser Physics Centre, Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering, formerly Senior Fellow.
Dr R W McLeod, Fellow Department of Economics, Research School of Pacific Studies & 
formerly Director, Ricardo Smith P/L.
Dr I G Morgan, Senior Fellow, Visual Sciences, Research School of Biological Sciences, 
formerly Fellow.
Dr TIJ Morris-Suzuki, Senior Fellow, Division of Pacific and Asian History, formerly from 
University of New England.
Dr R K Meyer, Professor, Centre for Information Science Research formerly Senior Fellow.
Dr D Ollis, Senior Fellow, Centre for Molecular Structure and Function, Research School 
of Chemistry, formerly Northwestern University.
Dr A Plant, Fellow, NCEPH, formerly Chief Medical Officer, Northern Territory.
Dr J C Quiggin, Fellow, Economic Policy Research, Research School of Social Sciences, 
formerly Visiting Fellow.
Dr M D Ross, Fellow, Linguistics, Research School of Pacific Studies, formerly Research 
Fellow.
Dr M Samoc, Fellow, Laser Physics Centre, Research School of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering, formerly Visiting Fellow.
Dr M E Sullivan, Fellow, North Australian Research Unit, formerly from Darwin.
Dr J G Thompson, Fellow, Research School of Chemistry, formerly Research Fellow.
Dr M Tooley, Senior Fellow, Philosophy Program, Research School of Social Sciences, 
formerly Fellow.
Dr J I Urbas, Fellow, Centre for Mathematics and its Applications, formerly Research 
Fellow.
Dr T R Vidyasagar, Fellow, Visual Neurosciences, Division of Neuroscience, John Curtin 
School of Medical Research, formerly Research Fellow.
Dr P M Walker, Fellow, Department of Nuclear Physics, Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering, formerly from University of Surrey.
Professor E Weigold, Professor and Director, Research School of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering, formerly Professor, Flinders University.
Dr I S Williams, Fellow, Isotope and Geochemistry Group, Research School of Earth 
Sciences, formerly Research Officer, RSES.
Dr S R Wilson, Fellow, National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health.
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Dr Y Yoshii, Fellow, Mount Stromlo Siding Spring Observatories, formerly from National 
Astronomical Observatory, Japan.
Dr C Young, Fellow (50%), Demography Program, Research School of Social Sciences, 
formerly Senior Research Fellow, RSSS.
The Faculties
Dr C L Allen, Senior Lecturer, Linguistics, The Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Dr T C G Banks, Senior Lecturer, Department of Forestry, School of Resource and 
Environmental Management, formerly Lecturer.
Dr A W Blakers, Senior Lecturer, Interdisciplinary Engineering Program, The Faculties, 
formerly Lecturer.
Dr P W Boyle, Senior Lecturer, Centre for Educational Development and Academic 
Methods, formerly from City Polytechnic, Hong Kong.
Dr B W Chappell, Professor, Department of Geology, The Faculties, formerly Reader.
Dr P D Cooper, Senior Lecturer, Division of Botany and Zoology, School of Life Sciences, 
formerly Lecturer.
Mrs R M Creyke, Senior Lecturer, Law, formerly Lecturer.
Dr M D Crisp, Senior Lecturer, Division of Botany and Zoology, School of Life Sciences, 
formerly Lecturer.
Dr De Deckker, Reader Department of Geology,The Faculties, formerly Senior Lecturer.
Dr A Diller, Reader, Southeast Asia Centre,The Faculties, formerly Senior Lecturer.
Dr J A Elix, Professor, Department of Chemistry, The Faculties, formerly Reader.
Dr J A Hopkins, Senior Lecturer, Sociology,The Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Mr S Ikeda, Senior Lecturer, Japan Centre, The Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Dr R N James, Senior Lecturer, Department of Forestry, School of Resource and 
Environmental Management, formerly manager NZ Forest Research Industry.
Dr G W Johnson, Senior Lecturer, Department of Computer Science, The Faculties, 
formerly Lecturer.
Dr V Mosel-Kreutzer, Senior Lecturer, Linguistics, The Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Dr D E McClelland, Senior Lecturer, Physics and Theoretical Physics, The Faculties, 
formerly Lecturer.
Dr R J Pace, Senior Lecturer, Department of Chemistry, The Faculties, formerly Lecturer. 
Dr R M Pashley, Professor, Department of Chemistry, The Faculties, formerly Reader. 
Dr J Pettman, Senior Lecturer, Political Science, The Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
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Dr P J Read, Senior Lecturer, History, The Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Dr D T Rowland, Senior Lecturer, Department of Sociology, The Faculties, formerly 
Lecturer.
Dr C M Savage, Senior Lecturer, Department of Physics and Theoretical Physics, The 
Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Dr B K Selinger, Professor, Department of Chemistry, The Faculties, formerly Reader.
Dr R G Weir, Senior Lecturer, Division of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, School of 
Life Sciences, formerly Lecturer.
Dr R G Williamson, Senior Lecturer, Interdisciplinary Engineering Program, The 
Faculties, formerly Lecturer.
Senior general staff appointments
P A Selth, Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration) 
R Arthur, Registrar
G L Hutchens, Deputy Registrar (Administration)
A C B Delves, Deputy Registrar (Student Policy & Planning)
B A Payne, Executive Officer to the Vice-Chancellor 
S Pell, Executive Officer-NCEPH
Senior general staff 
resignations and retirements
L M Bailey, Senior Counsellor, Counselling Service
Yim-Sang Chan, Head, Collection Development Division, Library
R J Crooks, Examinations Officer, Office of the Registrar.
M H Evans, Principal Counsellor, Counselling Centre 
A M Holloway, Senior Graduate Assistant, Office of the Registrar 
P H Kitney, Senior Graduate Assistant, Office of the Registrar.
L C Parke, Senior Graduate Assistant, Office of the Registrar.
R J Randall, Aboriginal Liaison Officer, Aboriginal Liaison Office
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The Council
Members of the Council as at 
31 December 1992
Members Ex-Officio
Sir Geoffrey (John) Yeend, AC, CBE, BCom Melb., FAIM — Chancellor 
Pauline Marcus Griffin, AM BA DipSocStud Syd., HonDLitt Macq. — Pro-Chancellor 
Lawrence Walter Nichol, BSc PhD DSc Adel., FRACI, FAA — Vice-Chancellor 
John William White, CMG, MSc Syd., MA DPhil Oxf., FRSChem, FRACI, FAPS, FAA — 
Chairperson of the Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies 
David Michael Griffin, MA PhD ScD Camb., FRSA— Chairperson of the Board of The Faculties 
Katherine Jane Cummins — President of The Australian National University Students' 
Association
Rex Andrew Bean, BSc N SW  — President of the Postgraduate and Research Students' 
Association
Members appointed by the Governor-General
The Flon Professor Peter Erne Baume, AO, MD BS Syd., FRACP, FAFPHM (Hon), 
FRACGP
Robin Margaret Gibson, BA LLB
Ian Francis Grigg, AM, BA
Richard Emanuel Klugman, BSc MB BS Syd.
Member of Parliament appointed by the Governor- General on the 
nomination of the Prime Minister
Senator Malcolm Arthur Colston, BA BEd PhD Qld
Member of Parliament appointed by the Governor-General on the 
nomination of the Leader of the Opposition in the House of Representatives
Philip Maxwell Ruddock, BA LLB Syd., MP
Members appointed by the Chief Minister of the Australian Capital Territory
Not yet appointed
Member chosen by Heads of the Research Schools in the Institute of 
Advanced Studies and Deans of the Faculties in The Faculties
Desmond Francis Nicholls, BSc NE, MSc PhD
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Member elected by the academ ic staff in the Institute of Advanced Studies
Adrian John Gibbs, BSc ARCS, PhD Lond.
Members elected by the academ ic staff in The Faculties
Ian Robert Hancock, BA Mclb., BPhil Oxf.
Members elected by Convocation
Mary Philomena Edmunds, BA Qld, DipEd CanberraCAE, MA PhD 
David Harris Solomon, BA LLB, Barrister-at-Law
Member elected by the general staff of the University
K atrina Denise Ord, BSc
Member appointed by the Council
Leonard Thomas Hinde, FIA, FIAA
Executive Chairperson of the Institute of the Arts
Emeritus Professor Peter Henry Karmel, AC, CBE, BA Mclb., PhD Cant ab. & Adel, Hon 
LLD PNG, Mclb. & Qld, Hon DLitt Flin., Murd. & Macq., DUniv N'cle(NSW), FASSA, 
FACE
Secretary to the Council
The Registrar
University officers
Chancellor
YEEND, Sir Geoffrey (John), AC, CBE, BCom Mclb., FAIM
Pro-Chancellor
GRIFFIN, Pauline Marcus, AM BA DipSocStud Syd., HonLittD Macq.
Vice-Chancellor
NICHOL, Emeritus Professor Lawrence Walter, BSc PhD DScAdcl., FRACI, FAA
Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Director, Institute of Advanced Studies
NEUTZE, Professor Graeme Max, MAgrSc NZ, DPhil Oxf., FASSA
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
TERRELL, Professor Richard Deane, BEc Adel, PhD
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University officers
Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Chair of the Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies
WHITE, Professor John William, CMG, MSc Syd., MA DPhil Oxf., FRSChem, FRACI, F APS
Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Chair of the Board of The Faculties
GRIFFIN, Professor David Michael, MA PhD ScD Camb., FRSA
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration)
SELTH, Philip Alan, BA LLB, Barrister-at-Law NSW, Barrister & Solicitor ACT
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Finance and Fabric)
BARTON, Professor Allan Douglas, BCom Melb., PhD Camb., FASA
Dean, Graduate School
SPEAR, Raymond Harold, PhD DSc Melb., FAPS, FAIP
Dean of Students (Acting)
CORNISH, Selwyn Harcourt, BEc WAust.
Registrar
ARTHUR, Robert Hugh, BA
Secretary
WILLIAMS, Warwick Raymond, BSc NSW
Master of University House
de CRESPIGNY, Richard Rafe Champion, BA Camb., Melb.&ANU, MA(OrientalStudies), 
PhD, FAHA
Librarian
STEELE, Colin Robert, MA Liv., GradDipLib Loud., ALA, AALIA, KtCrossSpain
Director, Computing Services
ERSKINE, Robin, BSc PhD Glas.
Head, Buildings and Grounds
HARDMAN, Donald, BA(Admin) CanberraCAE, FIMLS
Head, Finance and Accounting
BUNSELL, Alan Raymond, BAppSc CanberraCAE, AASA, CPA
Head, Management Information Systems
McLAUGHLIN, George Miller, CChem, FRSChem
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Head, Public Affairs Division (Acting)
MAHONEY, James, BA, MRPIA
Director, Centre for Continuing Education
CALDWELL, Geoffrey Thomas, BA Syd., MA Calg., PhD
Officers for ceremonial occasions
Marshal
RICKARD, Michael John, BSc ARCS DIC Loud., FAIG
Esquire Bedell
WEEKS, Phillipa Christine, BA LLB LLM, Barrister-at-Law NSW, Barrister and Solicitor 
ACT
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excluding the Institute of the Arts
Full-time equivalent staff as at 31 March 1992
Designation imales females total
A c a d e m i c  a c t i v i t i e s
Research only staff
professor 75 3 78
professorial fellow 27 - 27
senior fellow 118 7 125
senior research fellow 64 10 74
fellow 21 2 23
research fellow 101 16 117
postdoctoral fellow 93 44 137
ARC research associate 6 2 8
visitor 121 32 153
total 626 116 742
Research only support staff
research officer 19 17 36
research assistant 56 111 167
technical officer 188 41 229
technical assistant 159 117 276
administrative positions 28 14 42
other 112 284 396
total 562 584 1146
Teaching and research staff
professor 28 4 32
reader 62 3 65
senior lecturer 116 16 132
lecturer/lecturing fellow 87 35 122
senior tutor 16 17 33
tutor 13 14 27
visitor 3 2 5
total 324 91 416
Teaching and research support staff
research officer 2 1 3
research assistant 3 5 8
technical officer 41 3 44
technical assistant 30 14 44
administrative support 9 2 11
other 25 110 135
total 110 135 245
Designation males females total
A ca d em ic  serv ices
Library staff
professional / administrative 18 68 86
other 14 59 72
total 32 127 158
Computing staff
professional/administrative 28 6 34
other 12 8 20
total 40 14 54
G en era l U n iv e r s ity  serv ices
Administration
chief administrative officer 10 - 10
senior administrative officer 32 17 49
administrative officer 25 35 60
administrative assistant 21 26 47
clerical/keyboard staff 42 152 194
other 19 15 34
total 149 245 394
Buildings and grounds
professional 5 - 5
trades 44 1 45
other 44 12 56
cleaning and security 13 1 15
total 106 14 120
Other services* 44 52 96
Independent operations 78 111 189
Total staff 2071 1489 3560
' includes Audio-visual, Health, Counselling, 
Student employment, Communication skills, 
Centre for Continuing Education and 
veterinary services
Small discrepancies may be apparent in totals, 
due to rounding.
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In stitu te  o f  A d v a n c e d  S tu d ie s
Research Schools of—
Biological Sciences 7 2 18 2 5 11 20 - 26 91
John Curtin School 9 1 17 5 2 28 21 - 7 90
of Medical Research
Physical Sciences & 8 3 21 12 5 21 12 - 25 107
Engineering
Social Sciences 14 7 11 13 1 8 6 - 7 67
Pacific Studies 15 4 23 24 5 15 7 - 11 104
Chemistry 5 3 7 - 4 5 31 - 7 62
Earth Sciences 5 2 7 1 1 8 7 - 17 48
School of Mathematical 3 2 3 3 - 5 5 - 8 29
Sciences
Centre for Resource and 2 - 3 4 - 2 - - 2 12
Environmental Studies
Humanities Research 1 - - - - - - - 6 7
Centre
Centre for Information 1 - - 1 - 5 3 - 4 14
Science Research
Mt Stromlo and Siding 3 - 8 4 - - 6 - 1 22
Spring Observatories
National Centre for 2 - 3 6 - - 2 - 7 20
Epidemiology and
Population Health
NH&MRC Social 1 1 2 - - - - - - 4
Psychiatry Research
Unit
Australia-Japan 1 - - - - - - - - 1
Research Unit
Total IAS 76 25 123 74 23 108 120 - 129 677
T h e F acu lties
Arts - 2 1 1 - 3 2 1 5 15
Asian Studies - - - - - - 1 - 1 2
Economics & - - - - - - - - 1 1
Commerce
Law - - - - - - - - - -
Science - - 1 - - 2 14 7 17 41
Centre for Mathematical 2 - - - - 4 - - - 6
Analysis
Total The Faculties 2 2 2 1 - 9 17 8 24 65
Total Research only
Staff 78 27 125 75 23 117 137 8 153 742
Small discrepancies may be apparent in totals, due to rounding.
Note: the new academic classifications, operative from 1 January 1992 had not been fully implemented by 
the census day 31 March 1992.
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Teaching and 
research staff professor reader
senior
lecturer lecturer
senior
tutor tutor visitor total
The Faculties
Arts 7 16 48 47 5 5 1 129
Asian Studies 
Economics &
3 3 12 6 4 5 - 33
Commerce 3 8 22 13 12 10 1 69
Law 8 7 10 15 1 - - 41
Science
Faculties admin-
12 30 37 38 7 3 2 129
istration - 1 - - - - - 1
Total The Faculties 32 66 129 119 29 23 4 402
Institute of Advanced Studies
Research Schools of—
Social Sciences - - - - - 1 - 1
Pacific Studies - - 3 3 3 4 - 13
Total IAS - - 3 3 3 5 - 14
Total Teaching and 
Research staff 32 66 132 122 33 27 4 416
Small discrepancies may be apparent in totals, due to rounding.
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Institute of the Arts at 31 March, 1992
(Excluding part-time and casual staff)
A c a d e m ic  S ta ff A b o v e  S en . 
lectu rer
S en io r
L ecturer L ecturer
B e lo w
L ecturer to ta l
T e a c h in g  an d  R esearch
M u sic
A u sn . C e n tre  fo r A rts  a n d
" 0.84 " 0.84
T e c h n o lo g y - 1.00 - - 1.00
S u b -to ta l  T e a c h in g  a n d  R e sea rch 1.84 - - 1.84
T e a c h in g  O n ly
A rt 1.00 10.00 15.50 11.00 37.50
M u s ic
A u s n . C e n tre  fo r A rts  a n d
3.00 11.00 23.00 7.00 44 .00
T e c h n o lo g y - - 1.00 1.00 2.00
S u b -to ta l  T e a c h in g  O n ly 4.00 21.00 39.50 19.00 83.50
T o ta l  A c a d e m ic  S taff m a le s 4.00 19.84 23.00 8.00 54.84
fem a le s - 3.00 16.50 11.00 30.50
T o ta l 4.00 22.84 39.50 19.00 85.34
G en era l S ta ff P r o fe s s io n a l T e ch n ica l T rades O th er T o ta l
S e r v ic e s
A c a d e m ic - 1.00 1.00 5.00 7.00
L ib ra ry 3.6 - - 5.63 9.23
S tu d e n t  S erv ices 0.50 - - 1.00 1.50
O th e r  S erv ices - 3.00 - 6.00 9.00
S u b -to ta l  S erv ices 4.10 4.00 1.00 17.63 26.73
B u ild in g s  a n d  G ro u n d s - - - 1.00 1.00
A d m in is tra t io n 3.00 - - 28.20 31.20
S u b -to ta l B & G a n d  A d m in 3.00 - - 29.20 32.20
T ota l G en era l S ta ff  m a le s 3.00 4.00 1.00 9.00 17.00
fe m a le s 4.10 - - 37.83 41.93
T o ta l 7.10 4.00 1.00 46.83 58.93
A c a d e m ic G e n e ra l T o ta l
m a le s 54.84 17.00 71.84
T ota l ITA fem a le s 30.50 41.93 72.43
T o ta l 85.34 58.93 144.27
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Home Region of Students 1992
(Excluding Fee Paying Students) (Including IT A)
Overseas IAS
Postgraduates
The
Faculties Centres* Total
U ndergraduates
The
Faculties Centres* Total
Total
ANU
Asia
Malaysia 1 - - 1 28 - 28 29
China 14 9 - 23 1 - 1 24
H ong Kong 3 - - 3 9 - 9 12
O ther Asia 10 4 1 15 11 1 12 27
Sub-Total 28 13 1 42 49 1 50 92
Europe
UK 3 2 - 5 1 - 1 6
Other Europe 6 6 - 12 3 1 4 16
Sub-Total 9 8 - 17 4 1 5 22
Pacific
N ew  Zealand 24 7 - 31 2 - 2 33
PNG - - - - 4 - 4 4
O ther Pacific 2 - - 2 10 - 10 12
Sub-Total 26 7 - 33 16 - 16 49
America
USA 1 1 1 3 8 - 8 11
C anada 4 1 1 6 1 1 2 8
Mexico 1 - - 1 - - - 1
South America - - - - 1 - 1 1
Sub-Total 6 2 2 10 10 1 11 21
Africa - - - - 1 - 1
M iddle East - 1 - 1 - - - 1
Australia 416 956 108 1480 6871 644 795 8995
Gross Total 485 987 111 1583 6951 647 7598 9181
* Centres includes The Institute of the Arts
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government and
other public institutions
'T 'h e  Australian National University encourages members of the academic staff to give 
X specialist advice and assistance to Federal and State Government departments and to 
other public institutions, both within Australia and internationally. This help takes many 
forms—consultancies, membership of committees, involvement in particular projects, 
secondments, etc. The following list records such cooperation for 1992. This is not 
necessarily comprehensive.
Central Administration
Professor A D Barton, member, ACT Divisional Council, Australian Society of Certified 
Practicing Accountants; director, UniSuper LTD and member of the Audit Committee; 
member, ACT Third Party Insurance Premiums Advisory Committee (acting chair 1992).
Dr A C Delves, chair, ACT Science Based Industry Training Advisory Committee; 
member, Applied Science Advisoiy Board, Canberra Institute of Technology; secretary, 
Federation of Scientific and Technological Societies; member, AVCC Selection Committee, 
Australian Bicentennial Scholarship / Laporte Centenary Scholarship and the Frank Knox 
Memorial Fellowship; member, National Association of Prospective Student Advisers; 
member, Australian Science Festival Steering Committee, member, European Association 
for International Education.
Dr R Erskine, member, AARNet Advisoiy Board; member, Asia Pacific Coordinating 
Committee for International Research Networking; member, Pacific Communications 
Project; member, NSW/ACT University Computer Centres Directors; member, 
Australian University Computer Centres Directors.
Emeritus Professor L W Nichol, Vice-President, Australian Higher Education Industrial 
Association; member, National Gallery Foundation, Canberra Group; International 
Committee for the Study of Educational Exchange; member Business/Higher Education 
Round Table.
Mr P A Selth, member, ACT Heritage Council; member, Advisory Board, The Centre for 
Australian Public Sector Management, Griffith University.
Mr C R Steele, member, Executive Committee of ALUS (Australian Library and 
Information International Sendee); member, Australian National Word Festival; member, 
Executive Committee of the Council of Australian University Librarians; convener, ANU 
Convocation/Canberra Times literary Lunches, secretary, Magellan Society; editorial 
boards, A ustralian Academic and Research Libraries, A ustralian  and N ew  Zealand Journal o f
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Serials Librarianship, The Electronic Library, Information Management Report, Interlending and 
Document Supply, Journal ofLibrarianship and Librarianship and Information Work World Wide.
Professor R D Terrell, member, NZI General Accident Bicentennial Scholarship 
Committee; Chair, International Development Program Audit Committee; elected 
member, Inaugural Board of Directors, Australian Education Office, Washington, DC.
Research School of 
Biological Sciences
Molecular Structure and Function
G Miklos, chair, Cold Spring Harbor Meeting on Genome Mapping and Sequencing at 
the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories, New York; gave research seminars at the Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute, Genetics Department, Harvard University, Boston, 
Massachusetts, USA and at the Zoology Department, University of Hawaii at Manoa, 
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA; speaker, Nobel Symposium, 'Early Life on Earth', and at the 
Annual Drosophila Research Conference at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA; organiser 
and speaker, international workshop, Edith and Joy London Foundation, Kioloa, New 
South Wales, jointly organised w ith Professor K S W Campbell, Geology, The Faculties, 
Dr R Barwick, Zoology, The Faculties and Professor A J Gibbs; together with Dr D Rowell, 
Zoology, The Faculties and Dr H D Campbell, he is an honours supervisor to C 
Claudianos; as part of a program of secondary school education he is a supervisor to A 
Brown, Belconnen High School in the area of genetic engineering, and made a presentation 
to students at Holder High School during Science Week.
Dr H D Campbell presented a poster at the 36th Annual Conference of the Australian 
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in Melbourne.
Developmental Neurobiology
Professor Mark, awarded the 1991 Peter Aitken medal of the South Australian Museum 
for contributions to the study of Australian native mammals.
Dr A D Blest resigned as Group Leader of Developmental Neurobiology from 1 April in 
favour of Professor R F Mark whose major program on the developmental neurobiology 
of marsupials w ill continue after Dr Blest retires at the end of 1995; Dr Blest continues as 
an Associate Editor, Cell and Tissue Research; visited New Zealand in March to discuss an 
outline for a monograph on the physiological optics and behaviour of jumping spiders 
that he plans to write with Dr R R Jackson, University of Canterbury from 1995 onwards; 
awarded an Erskine Fellowship bv the University of Canterburv tobe held for four months 
in 1994.
Dr M Ibbotson travelled to the US and Europe and visited and gave seminars at the 
fo llow ing laboratories: Dr R M Steinman, Psychology Department, University of 
Maryland; Dr F A Miles, Laboratory of Sensorimotor Research, National Eye Institute, 
National Institutes of Health, Maryland; Professor D A Robinson, Department of 
Ophthalmology, Laboratory of Visual and Oculomotor Neurophysiology, Johns Hopkins
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Hospital, Baltimore; Dr A Borst, Max-Planck-Institüt für Biologische Kybernetik, 
Tübingen; Dr U Lig, Department of Neurology, University of Tübingen; Professor K-P 
Hoffmann, Allgemeine Zoologie and Neurobiologie, Ruhr-Universität, Bochum.
Dr A James, Visiting Fellow at Ruhr University Bochum, attended the 20th Gottingen 
Neurobiology Conference, gave a seminar at the Max-Planck Institute for Biological 
Cybernetics in Tübingen and visited the laboratories of Professor J Bullier in Lyon and 
Professor W Singer in Frankfurt.
Dr Hill attended the annual meeting of the Australian Neuroscience Society; visited Dr A 
R Palmer, MRC Institute for Hearing Research, University of Nottingham, Dr S Carlile, 
Physiological Laboratory, University of Oxford and Dr J Ashmore, Department of 
Physiology, Bristol University.
Ecosystem Dynamics
Dr M C Ball participated in the Tripartite (Australia—United Kingdom—New Zealand) 
Workshop on Biodiversity held in Australia and New Zealand; studied photoinhibition 
at the University of Canterbury field station at Cass, New Zealand.
Dr P L Chesson, editor, Theoretical Population Biology; associate editor, The American 
Naturalist; collaboration with Drs Huntly and Ives at Idaho State University and the 
University of Wisconsin; conducted field work in the Chihuahuan Desert, and gave 
seminars at the University of Wisconsin, the University of Washington, Oregon State 
University; convener, Graduate Program in Ecology.
Dr Gitay visited New Zealand with the support of a New Zealand Tussock Grassland 
Trust and Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd to continue her work on tussock 
grasslands; visited the University College of Wales at Aberystwyth and The Open 
University where she worked on data from her Ecuador work on community structure 
and functional types.
Dr Lavorel gave seminars at University of Wollongong and University of New England, 
and also carried out collaborative research; gave seminars and continued collaborative 
research at the Centre d 'Ecologie Fonctionnelle et Evolutive, CNRS, 
Montpellier-Laboratoire d'Ecologie, Universite Claude Bernard, Lyon, France; 
participated in a workshop on Population Viability Analysis held by the American 
Insitiute of Biological Sciences in Hawaii.
Dr Noble completed his term as a Special Commissioner for the Resources Assessment 
Commission Inquiry into the Forest and Timber Industry until March when the report 
was presented to the Prime Minister; participated in a presentation on biodiversity issues 
to the Science Council and several meetings relating to the Ecologically Sustainable 
Development process; attended the Executive Meeting of the International Union of 
Biological Sciences General Assembly in Costa Rica followed by a meeting on long-term 
monitoring of biodiversity; member, Australian National Committee for MAB; member, 
Editorial board, UNESCO/MAB Book Series, Ecological Modelling and Biodiversity Letters; 
member, International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) Scientific Steering 
Committee on the 'Global Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems' Core Project; attended 
planning meetings in Canberra and Germany and lectured at a Postgraduate Workshop 
on Soil Restoration after Fire at the International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean 
Agronomic Studies (CIHEAM) in Zaragoza, Spain; re-elected as President, Ecological 
Society of Australia.
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Professor Slatyer returned to the University in September on conclusion of his 
appointment as Chief Scientist, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet; Chair, 
Cooperative Research Centre Committee; Deputy Chair, National Greenhouse Advisory 
Committee; elected to the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering 
and was awarded an Honorary Degree by the University of Queensland.
Dr Williams, Regional Councillor, Ecological Society of Australia, and member, 
Organising Committee for the 1993 Symposium of the Society; participant, Fenner 
Environment Conference on 'Biological Diversity: Its Future Conservation in Australia'; 
gave a seminar on eucalypt regeneration at the University of Wollongong.
Molecular Evolution and Systematics
Dr E E Ball organised the RSBS contribution to the National Science Summer School, and 
gave six lectures on Pattern Formation in Development in the course in Eukaryotic 
Molecular Biology (BAMBI, Faculties); gave seminars on several aspects of insect 
development in RSBS and at the Carnegie Institution for Embryology, Baltimore, Md.
Professor A Gibbs, coorganiser, workshop on 'Coevolution of Viruses, their hosts and 
Vectors' at the Fundacion Juan March, Madrid; coorganised a two-day forum on DELTA 
virus databases for policy advisers of CUBE of the EEC, Brussels; attended the mid-term 
meeting of the Executive of the International Committee of Taxonomy of Viruses in 
Oxford, UK; worked at CABInternational, Wallingford UK on two occasions; gave 
seminars at the Scripps Institute, La Jolla, at Sydney University and at Queensland 
University of Technology; reviewed, in Tonga, an international project to produce 
virus-tested sweet potato on behalf of the Australian Centre for International Agriculture 
Research; coorganiser, international workshop for post-graduate students at the Joy and 
Edith Foundation, Kioloa, NSW on 'Fossils to Molecules; a workshop on Phylogeny 
Reconstruction'; lectured on viruses in undergraduate microbiology courses at the 
University of Canberra and the Faculty of Science, ANU; member, Board of the Australian 
National Genomic Information Centre, University of Sydney; member, editorial boards 
and panels of Plant Pathology, Archives of Virology, Review of Plant Pathology, Indian 
Phytopathology, Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution; presented with the 'Champion of the 
ANU 1992' award by Sir Mark Oliphant and the 'Gang of 700'.
Dr D G Green presented a report to the Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service 
outlining "A framework for modelling and analysis within the Environmental Resources 
Information Network"; member, Information Systems Design Group for the International 
Organization for Plant Information; presented a public talk entitled "Flowers, fires and 
fractals" at St Edmonds College, Canberra; presented an invited lecture titled "The 
chicken or the egg—the how and why of gene sequence analysis" at Monash University; 
with Dr TJ Bossomaier convened the inaugural Australian National Conference on 
Complex Systems, held at ANU.
Professor H Naora gave seminars at the Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, Melbourne 
and the Japan Immuno-Research Institute, Takasaki, Japan; lectured at the opening 
ceremony of the Formulation Research Institute, Tokushima, Japan.
Dr D D Shaw, member, Educational Services Advisory Committee.
Drs L Watson and M Dallwitz presented a workshop on DELTA for the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management of Western Australia, Perth.
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Plant Environmental Biology
Dr T J Andrews and Dr G H Lorimer, Advisory Board member, awarded a period of 
residency at the Rockefeller Foundation's Study and Conference Centre at Bellagio, Italy, 
to commence work on a book entitled Rubisco: the Biology and Chemistry of the CÖ2-Fixing 
Enzyme of Photosynthesis.
Dr M R Badger, overseas study program; visited the Botany Department at Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa, USA to collaborate with Dr M Spalding; undertook research and 
studies at Lehrstuhl fur Botanik I and II, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany; 
continued studies at the Department of Plant Physiology, University of Umea, Umea, 
Sweden; presented seminars on 'The role of the carboxysome in the C02 concentrating 
mechanism of cyanobacteria' at: Lehrstuhl fur Botanik I, University of Würzburg, 
Würzburg, Germany; FB Biologie, Pflanzenphysiologie, University of Kaiserslautern, 
Kaiserslautern, Germany; The Institute of Genetics and Crop Plant Research, Gatersleben, 
Germany; Institut für Biochemie de Pflanze, University of Göttingen, Göttingen, 
Germany; Department of Plant Physiology, University of Umea, Umea, Sweden; Dr M R 
Badger also attended the International Symposium of Photosynthesis, University of 
Bayreuth Field Station, Wallefels, Germany.
Dr C Biichen-Osmond collaborated with Dr G Cameron on management of large data 
systems; attended the Universal Virus Data Bank Meeting at the Commission of the 
European Communities, Brussels, Belgium; worked at Duke University, Durham, NC, 
USA, on an international project to standardize a code for virus descriptors; attended the 
IXth International Congress on Photosynthesis in Nagoya, Japan, and a workshop on algal 
viruses held in connection with the Deutsche Botaniker Tagung in Berlin, Germany.
Professor G D Farquhar, member, Editorial Board, Planta, Editorial, Board of Functional 
Ecology (British Ecological Society); and Review Board of Plant, Cell and Environment; 
chair, Advisory Committee for the Australian Journal of Plant Physiology; member, 
Board, Australian Journals of Scientific Research; Australian Committee for International 
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme; International Photosynthesis Committee; Scientific 
Steering Committee; International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Project (IGAC/IGBP); 
Biological Panel, Research Grants Committee, Australian Research Council; Sectional 
Committee 5, Australian Academy of Science and the INRE Review Committee on CSIRO 
Division of Atmospheric Research.
Drs G S Hudson, S von Caemmerer, J Masle, JR Evans and MK Morell contributed to a 
two-dav workshop on plant biology for visiting students from the school of Biological 
Sciences, Sydney University.
J Lloyd attended the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Workshop on "Biotic 
Feedbacks in the Climate System"; Woods Hole October.
Dr M K Morell presented a lecture entitled "The Molecular Characterisation of Plants" to 
a Plant Science Centre Workshop on "Molecular Techniques for Plant Variety Rights" at 
Toowoomba.
Dr M K Morell, Dr H L Lloyd, Plant Variety Rights Office, Department of Primary 
Industries and Energy, Dr R Appels, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Ms L R Preston, 
Plant Science Centre, M r C D S  Buller, Plant Science Centre and M r P Armitage, Blake 
Dawson Waldron presented a discussion paper entitled "Determination of distinctness, 
uniformity and stability of varieties using DNA profiling techniques" to the Technical
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Committee of the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants 
(UPOV).
Plant Molecular Interaction
Professor B Rolfe attended and gave papers at the Sixth International Symposium on 
Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions, University of Washington, Seattle; gave papers and 
consulted at the International Workshop to Assess the Potential for Nodulation and 
Nitrogen Fixation in Rice, IRRI, Philippines; gave papers at the Ninth International 
Congress on Nitrogen Fixation, Cancun, Mexico; lectured and consulted at UCLA, Los 
Angeles; consulted w ith  politicians on the "In q u iry  into Genetically Modified 
Organisms"; lectured at University of Woollongong and La Trobe University; consulted 
at Macquarie University; elected to the Board of the IS-MPMI and was appointed as 
secretary for the 1992-1994 period.
Dr R W Ridge contributed to two papers given to the Sixth International Symposium on 
Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions in Seattle, two papers at the Ninth International 
Congress on Nitrogen Fixation, Cancun, Mexico, and to one paper presented at the 
Workshop to Assess the Potential of Nodulation and Nitrogen Fixation in Rice, at the 
International Rice Research Institute, Philippines; acted as referee for the journals Planta, 
Physiologia Plantarum, Plant Molecular Biology, Symbiosis, Plant and Soil, Linnaeus Society 
of NSW, as grant reviewer for the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Grants 
Committee, and as reviewer for the USDA Plant Responses to the Environment Program; 
invited speaker to the STEP Conference 'Re-directing Australia', ANU, speaking on 
frontiers in science and the Rhizobium/legume research field; and adviser for the 
Australian Academy of Science Japan Exchange Program Committee.
Dr J Weinman attended and gave a paper at the Sixth International Symposium on 
Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions, University of Washington; reviewer, journal, Plant 
and Soil; Guest Editor, journal, Plant Molecular Biology.
Dr W Creaser attended the Third International Workshop on Pathogenesis-related 
Proteins in Plants, Arolla, Switzerland; attended the Second European Federation of Plant 
Pathology Symposium on Mechanisms of Plant Defence Responses, Strasbourg, France, 
and gave a conference presentation; member, CHEMLAC Library Committee.
Dr M Djordjevic attended and gave a paper at the Sixth International Symposium on 
Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions, University of Washington.
Plant Cell Biology
Professor Gunning, Co-Director, Cooperative Research Centre for Plant Science; 
symposium coorganiser for the XV International Botanical Congress, to be held in 
Yokohama in 1993; member, Editorial Boards, journals, Botanica Acta, Journal of Cell Science, 
Planta and The Plant Cell; editor, Protoplasma; w ith Drs Hardham, Cope and Jackson he ran 
practical classes and tutorials for 3rd year students from Sydney University, who visited 
the School; gave the keynote address to open the Katherine Esau Symposium on Plant 
Structure and Function, in Davis, California and gave invited talks on confocal microscopy 
at conferences in Perth and Melbourne.
Dr R E Williamson, member, Editorial Boards, European Journal of Cell Biology and Cell 
Biology International Reports; member, Advisory Board, Plant Journal; presented a paper
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at the Sixth Cell Wall Meeting in Nijmegen and an invited paper at the International 
Symposium on the Molecular Genetics of Root Development held in New York; 
coorganiser of a symposium on "Actomyosin in Plant Cells" to be held at the XVth 
Botanical Congress in Yokohama and co-leader, Development Program of the Plant 
Science Centre where he organised a workshop on "Plant Cell Expansion".
Dr J Plazinski attended the The International Conference on the Status of Research on the 
Plant Genome, San Diego USA; gave invited seminars on PCR technology to the 
Australian Patent, Trade Marks and Designs Office, Canberra and served as a consultant 
reviewer for the Journal of Bacteriology, Applied and Environmental Microbiology, Botanica 
Acta and Canadian Journal of Microbiology.
Dr A L Cleary organised and ran the Plant Cell Biology component of a Winter School for 
Year 11 and 12 Canberra High School Students.
Professor P Hepler gave research seminars in the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, 
the Victoria University of Wellington and in Auckland University.
Dr P C L John invited speaker at the Society for Experimental Biology, symposium on the 
Cell Cycle in Plants held in Lancaster, UK; gave an invited lecture on Plant Cell Division 
Control to the Biological Sciences, University of Sydney.
Dr A R H ardham , member, editorial board, Mycological Research; member, 
Australia-at-large Rhodes Scholar Preliminary Selection Committee; coordinated and ran 
practical classes in the ANU National Science Summer School; together with Dr M E 
Galway, Dr Hardham received the 1992 Distinguished Paper in Phycology Award from 
the Botanical Society of America; hosted scholars from the University of Adelaide, SA and 
the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA, who visited in order to learn immunofluorescent and 
molecular- biology techniques.
Dr D Cahill and Dr B Gabor supervised two CSIRO Research Scholars in practical projects 
for their year twelve studies.
Dr G Hyde received the Young Scientist Award from the Australia and New Zealand Cell 
Biology Society and the Goodchild Award from the Australian Electron Microscopy 
Society.
Visual Sciences
Professor Horridge, chair, Sectional Committee 7, Australian Academy of Science; invited 
to stay in Amsterdam by the Rijksmuseum to advise on Indonesian material in the 
museum; this is an honour bestowed on about 1 in 10 of Emeritus Professors in ANU; 
worked on primate vision as a comparison with low-level vision of insects in the 
Department of Psychology, University of St Andrews.
Dr I G Morgan, member, Editorial Board, Neuroscience; attended the inaugaral FASEB 
Conference on Vision; gave research seminars at the University of Calgary Medical School, 
the University of South Florida Medical School, the University of Melbourne Medical 
School and Flinders University Medical School.
Dr Sobey, speaker and presenter at the Second Conference of the International Society for 
Optical Engineers in Boston.
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Dr Srinivasan, speaker, Royal Society Discussion Meeting on Natural and Artificial Low 
Level Seeing Systems in London, the Third International Congress on Neuroethology in 
Montreal and presenter at the Ciba Foundation Symposium on Analysing Optic Flow in 
London; gave research seminars at the Boeing Aircraft Company in Seattle, the University 
of Zurich, and at the Indian Institute of Science and the Institute of Agricultural Sciences 
in Bangalore; Visiting Fellow, Centre for Ecological Sciences at the Indian Institute of 
Science in Bangalore; Local Chair, for the Third Australian Conference on Neural 
Networks, Canberra.
Dr G Stange, speaker, Biennial Conference of the European Chemoreception Research 
Organization in Munich.
Dr T Maddess hosted visitors from a commercial grantor.
Dr S W Zhang, speaker at the 17th Seriken Conference on Frontiers in Optical 
Neuroscience and Comparative Neurophysiology, Japan; presented posters at the Third 
International Neuroethology Congress in Montreal, the Third Australian Conference on 
Neural Networks in Canberra, and the Annual Meeting of the Australian Neuroscience 
Society in Adelaide.
Dr D Osorio presented two posters at the Third International Congress on Neuroethology 
in Montreal and attended a Conference on Low-level Vision at the The Royal Society, 
London, March.
Mr M Holmqvist speaker at the Annual Meeting of the American Society for Neuroscience 
in Anaheim, and gave a seminar at the University of California in San Francisco.
Mr E-C Yang, presenter at an International Symposium on The Biology of Ultraviolet Light 
Reception by Eyes in Vancouver, Canada.
Research School of Chemistry
Professor A L J Beckwith, chair, Advisory Board, Australian Journals National Science 
and Industry Forum; member, Canberra Branch Committee, Royal Australian Chemistry 
Institute; chair, Committee to Review the ARC large grants scheme for Organic Chemistry; 
member, International Advisory Committee, Sixth International Symposium on Organic 
Free Radicals; member, Editorial Advisory Boards, Chemical Revieivs, Tetrahedron, Journal 
of Physical Organic Chemistry, Advances in Physical Organic Chemistry, Research on Chemical 
Intermediates, Journal of the Chemical Society, Perkin Transactions, Chemical Communications.
Professor M A Bennett, member, International Advisory Board, Dictionary of 
Organometallic Compounds and Dictionary of Inorganic Compounds; International Editorial 
Associate, Inorganic Syntheses; member, Editorial Advisory Board, Inorganic Chimica Acta; 
Australian representative on the IUPAC Commission on Nomenclature of Inorganic 
Chemistry; member, International Advisory Board for International Symposia on 
Homogeneous Catalysis.
Dr J K MacLeod, Australasian Regional Editor, Organic Mass Spectrometry; member, 
International Scientific Committee, 13th International Mass Spectrometry Conference, 
Budapest, 1994; member, Central Committee, Organic Division of Royal Australian 
Chemical Institute.
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Professor L N  Mander, member, International Advisory Boards of Dictionary of Organic 
Compound, Journal of the Chemical Society, Perkin Transactions 1, Synthesis, Synlett and 
Heterocyclics; member, board of consulting editors, Tetrahedron.
Professor L Radom, vice-president, World Association of Theoretical Organic Chemists; 
member, Japan Exchange Sub-Committee, Australian Academy of Science; chair, 
Chemistry Sectional Committee, Australian Academy of Science; member, editorial 
boards, Accounts of Chemical Research, Advances in Ion Chemistry and Physics, Journal of the 
Chemical Society, Perkin Transactions 2, Journal of Computational Chemistry, Journal of 
Molecular Structure: Theochem and Structural Chemistry.
Professor R W Rickards, member, China Exchange Committee and Chemistry Sectional 
Committee, Australian Academy of Science; member, International Scientific Board of the 
World Congress of Microbiology, Prague 1994; member, editorial board, Journal of 
Antibiotics.
Professor A M Sargeson, member, International Relations Committee, Australian 
Academy of Science; member, International Relations committee, Royal Australian 
Chemical Institute; chair, Commission on Nomenclature of Inorganic Chemistry, IUPAC; 
Honorary Research Consultant, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, James Cook 
University; member, editorial advisory boards, Inorganica Chimica Acta, Coordination 
Chemistry, Advances in Inorganic Chemistry, and Supramolecular Chemistry.
Professor J W White, chair, Scientific Advisory Council, Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, 
Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, USA; chair, Program and Review 
Committee, Photon Factory Management Committee; committee member, Bede Morris 
Fellowship committee (Australian Academy of Science), Council of the Asian 
Crystallographic Association, Department of Industry, Technology and commerce 
Management Committee to the Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan, Federation of Australian 
Scientific and Technological Societies, ISIS Scientific Advisory SERC Committee, 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, National committee on Crystallography 
(Australian Academy of Science), Neutron Beam Commission (International Union of 
Crystallography), Nuclear Phycics Advisory Committee (Australian Nuclear Science and 
Technology Organisation—ANSTO), Program Committee for XVII International Union 
of crystallography Congress, Beijing 1993, Royal Australian Chemical Institute, Canberra 
Branch; past president, Society of crystallographs vice-president, Australian neutorn Bean 
users Committee; member, editorial board Advances in Physics.
Dr S B Wild, consulting editor, Tetrahedron: Assymmetry; member, International Scientific 
Committee, XVIIth International Conference on Organometallic Chemistry.
Research School of Earth Sciences
Cooperation between the RSES and AGSO (formerly the Bureau of Mineral Resources, 
Geology and Geophysics) continues to be substantial in a number of fields. As well as 
individuals sharing research projects, the AGSO shares in and contributes to a number of 
RSES facilities, amongst them the electron probe, ion microprobes and some of the mass 
spectrometer facilities.
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Dr M Bird collaborated with Dr R Summons (AGSO) and Dr A Wallis (CSIRO Forest 
Products) on studies of the carbon-isotope composition of biomarker compounds in 
sediments.
Dr ] Braun and Dr H McQueen collaborated with members of AGSO on improving 
methods for imaging of potential field data.
Drs A R Chivas and M K Gagan continued research with Dr P J Isdale, Australian Institute 
of Marine Science (AIMS), Townsville, on stable isotopes and trace-elements w ithin corals 
as indicators of palaeoenvironments.
M r D Compston continued ion probe and Ar-Ar geochronology in the Tennant Creek 
region, the project being supported by Normandy-Poseidon.
Professor W Compston, Drs S W J Clement, C S Eldridge, J J Foster and I S Williams, and 
a number of the School workshop, computing and electronic staff, particularly Mr R 
Dabrowski, Mr N Schram and Mr R Waterford, continued their active cooperation with 
Australian Scientific Instruments, a division of Anutech Pty Ltd, in the manufacture and 
marketing of the SHRIMP II ion microprobe; Professor W Compston organised and 
attended a geochronology workshop for senior exploration geologists in Brisbane in 
December at the request of BHP Minerals. Other participants from the School were Dr I 
H Campbell, M r C M Fanning, Dr M T McCulloch and Dr I S Williams.
Dr S F Cox collaborated with the Canberra-based software company 'Learning Curve' to 
develop computer-aided learning courses for geologists in the mining and exploration 
industries.
Dr C S Eldridge completed a project on the HYC property of the Mount Isa Mines 
Exploration Company Ltd which involved sulfur isotopic studies of sulfide and sulfate 
mineralisation.
Mr C M Fanning continued collaborative studies with Dr A J Parker, Mrs S Daly, Mr L 
Rankin and Mr R B F lin t, South Australian Department of Mines and Energy, Adelaide 
on the tectonic, structural and isotopic evolution of the Late Archaean and Early 
Proterozoic of the Gawler Craton, South Australia; collaborated with Dr D Gravestock, 
South Australian Department of Mines and Energy, Adelaide on the age of tuffaceous 
horizons in the Adelaide Geosyncline, South Australia; continued collaboration with Mr 
R J Bultitude, Mr L Hutton and Mr M Gunther, Department of Resource Industries, 
Queensland on Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr and U-Pb isotopic studies of Palaeozoic granitoids and 
volcanics in north Queensland; and collaborated with Mr B P J Stevens, NSW Geological 
Survey on a U-Pb zircon study of the Tibooburra Inliers, western NSW. He recently 
worked w ith Mr D Young of the Northern Territory Geological Survey on dating 
tuffaceous horizons in the Ngalia Basin using SHRIMP.
M r J P Johnson, on study leave from Western Mining Corporation, continued cooperative 
research with Western Mining Corporation on his PhD project 'The geochronology and 
radiogenic isotope systematics of the Olympic Dam Cu-U-Au-Ag deposit'.
Professor B L N  Kennett, member, National Committee for Solid Earth Sciences, 
Australian Academy of Science.
Professor K Lambeck, chair, Bilateral Science and Technology Programs, Department of 
Industry, Technology and Commerce; member (ex-officio), International Science and 
Technology Advisory Committee (ISTAC), Department of Industry, Technology and 
Commerce and member, Departmental Management Group for International Science and
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Technology Program, Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce; member, 
NASA's Investigator Team for the Magellan mission to Venus; and member, Australian 
Academy of Science Bede Morris Memorial Fund.
Dr L Liu, in cooperation with Dr T P Mernagh of the AGSO, continued and expanded 
their long-term project to study Raman spectra minerals under high pressures.
Professor I McDougall finalised a study with Dr R D Shaw, AGSO on the Arunta Block of 
central Australia.
Dr A P Nutman continued a joint project with Drs D Nelson and J S Myers, Geological 
Survey of Western Australia examining the evolution of the Albany-Fraser orogenic belt 
of Western Australia.
Dr C Perkins is partly funded by a grant from the Australian Mining Industry Research 
Association. Nine industry sponsors contribute to the project: Aberfoyle Resources Ltd, 
Billeton Australia, Geopeko, Pancontinental Mining Ltd, Pasminco Exploration, Placer 
Exploration, Newcrest, Normandy Poseidon, and RGC Exploration Pty Ltd.
Precise Radiogenic Isotope Services (or Prise), the joint venture between Mr C M Fanning 
and Dr M T McCulloch of RSES, and Anutech Pty Ltd continues to offer contract 
geochronology and radiogenic isotope services; commercial work was carried out for 
various geological surveys and mining and petroleum companies.
Professor A E Ringwood, member, Conzinc Riotinto Aust Ltd (CRA) Scientific Advisory 
Board and member, Synroc Study Group, comprising representatives of Broken H ill Pty 
Ltd, CRA, Energy Resources Aust Pty Ltd, Western Mining Corporation, Australian 
Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation and ANU; he and other members of the 
Petrochemistry Group also participated in a major collaborative program with Crestel Pty 
Ltd.
Drs L Schiotte and I H Campbell w'ith iMr A Kent continued to date the Archaean 
granite-greenstone terrains of the Eastern Goldfields and their ore deposits; during 1991 
the project wras financially supported by Aztec Exploration, Broken H ill Pty Ltd, 
Normandy-Poseidon, Pancontinental Mining, Placer Exploration and Western Mining 
Corporation.
The Seismology Group has collaborated with AGSO in the provision of data from the 
Warramunga array for seismic monitoring of earthquakes and underground nuclear 
explosions, and also in the operation of seismic stations in southeastern Australia.
Dr J Woodhead collaborated w ith Dr R W Johnson (AGSO) in an isotope and trace element 
study of volcanism in the New' Britain and Solomon island arcs, Southwestern Pacific.
John Curtin School of 
Medical Research
Dr N G Ardlie, member and councillor, Australian Postgraduate Federation in Medicine; 
chair, Postgraduate Committee in Medicine of the ANU.
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Dr W L F Armarego, Editorial Boards of Medicinal Research Reviews and Pteridines; 
member, ACT Com m ittee for Fulbright Regional Selection Awards of the 
Australian-American Education Foundation; ACT member, Council of the Australian 
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and also Publicity Officer for the Society.
Professor R V Blanden, co-editor, Experimental and Clinical Immunogenetics; member, 
Editorial Board Immunology and Cell Biology; member, Advisory Board, Journal of 
Immunogenetics; member, Research Advisory Board of the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society of Australia.
Dr P G Board, council member, Human Genetics Society of Australasia; served on Expert 
Panel on Red Cell Enzymes of the International Committee for Standardization in 
Haematology.
Dr A W Braithwaite assessed MSc theses for the Universities of Auckland and Sydney 
and a PhD thesis for the Department of Biochemistry, University of Otago.
Dr D Cohen, member, Editorial Board, Oncogene.
Dr P Cooper, Public Officer for Australian Cancer Society, Clinical Oncological Society of 
Australia and ACT Hospice Society; consultant, Commonwealth Serum Laboratory and 
ANUTECH.
Dr G B Cox, chair, Sectional Committee 8, Australian Academy of Science.
Professor D Curtis, president, Australian Physiological and Pharmacological Society; 
member, 1993 Australia Prize Committee; member, Positron-Emission Tomography 
Research Advisory Committee of Royal Prince Alfred Hospital Sydney; member, 
Research Advisory Board of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society of Australia and chair 
from 1993; member, Editorial Board, Synapse; member, Editorial Advisory Board, 
Pharmacology and Toxicology; member, Board of Co-Editors of Experimental Brain 
Research; International Adviser, Chinese Journal of Physiological Sciences.
Professor M Denborough, chair, Nuclear Disarmament Party of Australia; Medical 
Adviser, ACT Sudden Infant Death Association; member, Institutional Ethics Committee, 
Hospital Services Division.
Professor W F Doe, member, Australian Drug Evaluation Council; served on Scientific 
Advisory Committee of the Australian Cancer Foundation; member, Advisory Committee 
of the National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health; member, NH&MRC 
Social Psychiatry Research Unit Advisory Committee; member, Research and Teaching 
Committee of the ACT Board of Health; Director, Gastroenterology Unit Woden Valley 
Hospital; President, Gastroenterological Society of Australia and a member of its Asian 
Pacific Committee; member, Social Issues Committee of the Royal Australasian College 
of Physicians; chair, Scientific Program Committee for the World Congresses of 
Gastroenterology 1994; member, International Scientific Advisory Committee of 
Combined European Societies of Gastroenterology; member, Editorial Board, Journal of 
Gastroenterology and Hepatology; Patron, Canberra Cancerians Committee; member, Child 
Accident Preventation Foundation of Australia.
Dr A F Dulhunty, assessor for grant bodies including the National Health and Medical 
Research Council, the Australian Research Council, New Zealand Medial Research 
Council.
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Dr S Easteal, council member, Australasian and South-East Asian Tissue Typing 
Association; member, board of Directors of Genome Conference Inc.; convener, 15th 
Annual Conference on the Organization and Expression of the Genome; provided expert 
advice in relation to DNA evidence in court cases in the ACT, NSW, Victoria and the UK.
Professor F Gibson, member, Advisory Committee, Clive and Vera Ramaciotti 
Foundations.
Professor P W Gage, corresponding Editor, Proceedings of the Royal Society of London 
Series B; member, Editorial Board, Journal of Cellular and Molecular Neurobiology; 
corresponding member for Australia and New Zealand for Physiological Reviews; 
member, Research Advisory Board of ALS Motor Neurone Disease Research Institute 
Incorporated; assessor for grant bodies including the National Health and Medical 
Research Council, Australian Research Grants Committee, National Heart Foundation, 
Ramaciotti Foundation, Utah Foundation, National Science Foundation (USA) and New 
Zealand Neurological Foundation.
Dr IA  Hendry, member, Board of FASTS; member, Editorial Boards, Journal of Neuroscience 
Research and International Journal of Developmental Neuroscience.
Dr P D Hodgkin, ACT Councillor for Australasian Society for Immunology.
Professor W R Levick, member, Editorial Boards, Biological Cybernetics and Journal of 
Theoretical Neurobiology; served on House and Precincts Committee of the Australian 
Academy of Science; served on Scientific Assessment Committee of Australian Retinitis 
Pigmentosa Association and Research Advisory Board of the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society of Australia; served on Electoral Committee for the Chair of Neural Computing, 
Queensland University.
Dr P J McCullagh, chair, South East NSW and ACT Hydatid Control Campaign; Deputy 
President National Brain Injury Foundation; acted as medical adviser to Legacy, Vietnam 
Veterans' Association of Australia and Returned Services League of Australia.
Dr A Mullbacher, Founding Member and Member of the steering committee of the 
Australian Science Festival.
Dr H C O'Neill, member, Editorial Board, Immunology and Cell Biology; reviewed grants 
forNH&MRC, Commonwealth Department of Veterans' Affairs and Anti-Cancer Council 
of Victoria.
Dr C Parish, Editor-in-Chief, Immunology and Cell Biology.
Dr A J Ramsay, Assistant Editor, Australian Society for Immunology (ASI) Newsletter and 
ASI representative on the Federation of Australian Scientific and Technological Societies.
Dr I A Ramshaw, member, Working Party Group on Immune-Based Therapies for HIV; 
member, WHO Committee on Research Priorities for future Vaccine Adjuvants.
Professor S J Redman, president, Australian Neuroscience Society; served on Regional 
Grants Interviewing Committee for the National Health and Medical Research Council; 
member, Editorial Board, Journal of Neuroscience Methods, The European Journal of 
Neuroscience; member, Advisory Board of Neuroreport.
Professor S W Serjeantson, served on Editorial Boards of Human Biology, Human 
Immunology and Immunology and Cell Biology; reviewer, American Journal of Human Genetics,
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Diabetologia, European Journal of hnmunogenetics and Tissue Antigens; ACT President, 
Human Genetics Society of Australasia and member of its working party on molecular 
genetics.
Dr P Waring, Founding Member and member of the steering Committee of the Australian 
Science Festival; examined two theses from University of Queensland.
Professor I G Young, Editor, DNA Sequence.
Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring
Observatories
Dr G Bicknell, Australia Telescope Users Committee.
Dr M Dopita, member, Organising Committee, IAU Commission 34 on Interstellar Matter; 
member, Scientific Organising Committee, IAU Symposium 155, Planetary Nebulae, 
Innsbruck July 1992; member, Scientific Organising Committee, Joint ESA/STScI 
Conference on Science with the Hubble Space Telescope, Baia Chia June /July, 1992; member, 
Australian Time Assignment Committee, Anglo-Australian Observatory; member, Board 
of Editors, Proceedings of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific; member, Cycle 3 Hubble 
Space Telescope Allocation Committee; chair, Australian Large Telescope Science Group.
Dr D Faulkner, member, National Committee for Astronomy, Australian Academy of 
Science.
Professor K Freeman, member, Organising Committees, IAU Commissions 28 on Galaxies 
and 30 on Radial Velocities; member, IAU Special Nominating Committee; member, 
Australia Telescope Steering Committee; member, E and F White Conference Committee, 
Australian Academy of Science; member, Scientific Organising Committees, international 
conferences on Galactic Bulges, Ghent, August 1992, and Panchromatic View of Galaxies, Kiel, 
1993.
Dr J Loveday, alternate member, Australian Time Assignment Committee, 
Anglo-Australian Observatory.
Dr J Norris, member, Scientific Organising Committee, Eleventh Santa Cruz Summer 
Workshop in Astronomy and Astrophysics, Santa Cruz; member, Australian Time 
Assignment Committee, Anglo-Australian Observatory.
Professor A Rodgers, member, National Committee on Astronomy, Australian Academy 
of Science; chair, Australian Large Telescope Working Group.
Dr P Wood, member, Magellanic Cloud Working Group, IAU Commission 28; member, 
Local Organizing Committee, IAU Symposium 158 Very High Angular Resolution Imaging, 
Sydney.
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Research School of Pacific Studies
Mr A Agafonoff, member, Management Board of Asia Pacific Development Centre.
Dr B J Allen, consultant, Australian International Development Assistance Bureau; 
consultant, mapping agricultural systems in PNG for Australian Universities 
International Development Program.
Professor D Ball, consultant, Australian Army; member, editorial advisory boards, 
Security Studies, Defense Analysis, Intelligence and National Security, and Journal of Peace 
Research.
Dr C H Barlow, member, Industry Advisory Panel, International Rubber Study Group, 
London; member, Program Advisory Committee, Malaysian Palm Oil Research and 
Development Board, Kuala Lumpur.
Dr G Barme, adviser, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Second Australian Human 
Rights Group to China; adviser, Powerhouse Museum, on 'Propaganda & People' 
exhibition; prepared written brief on Wang Meng, former Chinese Minister of Culture for 
Premier's Department, Queensland Government and Sydney China Studies Group; 
participant, BBC, Voice of America, Radio Australia and ABC.
Dr C M Bell, member, Advisoiy Council, Official War History; member, Executive 
Council, Australian Social Sendees Academy.
Dr R M Bourke, consultant, Simbu Extension Support Project, CARE Australia; adviser, 
Asian Soil Conservation Network; consultant IBSRAM, training PNG staff in aspects of 
characterisation of village agriculture.
Dr B Brogan, adviser, ESCAP, on Asia-Pacific Trade; consultant, National Planners 
Trading Centre, State Planning Centre, People's Republic of China, on macroeconomic 
management; consultant, Economic Development Institute, World Bank, on training for 
high level Vietnamese officials.
Professor H C Brookfield, coordinator, Collaborative Research on Population Growth, 
Land Transformation and Environmental Change with the United Nations University; 
consultant, International Board of Soil Research and Management; member, planning 
committee, joint academies workshop on Land Use Cover in Australia; member, United 
Nations University delegation to UNESCO/UNU/UNAM AZ Conference on 
'Sustainable Socio-economic Development of the Humid Tropics; member, editorial 
boards of Global Environmental Change, Land Degradation and Rehabilitation, and Pacific 
Viewpoint.
Dr G Burke, consultant, UN International Labour Office, Geneva.
Dr A Chan, consultant in China for AID AB; president, Australasian Society for the Study 
of Socialist Countries; editor, Chinese Sociology and Anthropology and The Australian Journal 
of Chinese Affairs.
Mr R V Cole, consultant, ESCAP Expert Group Meeting on the role of Transnational 
Corporations in the International Trade of Primary Commodities; consultant, ESCAP 
Pacific Operations Centre, review of the taxation structure of Niue and identification of 
new revenue sources; consultant, ESCAP Expert Group Meeting on Economic
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Performance and Prospects of Pacific Island Economies; coorganiser, Asia and Pacific 
Development Centre conference, 'The Future of Asia-Pacific Economies: South Pacific at 
the Crossroads?'.
Dr J S Cotton, consultant, East Asia Analytical Unit, Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade on 'Korea to the Year 2000' report; seminar, Office of National Assessments.
Dr H Crouch, testimony before Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 
hearings on 'Australia's Relations with Indonesia'.
Mr G Crough, participant, Rural and Policy Unit, DPIE; adviser, Central Lands Council 
on Aboriginal funding issues.
Professor D J N Denoon, consultant, Department of History and Politics, University of the 
South Pacific; interviewee, ABC-TV and Radio on South African politics; consulted by 
Anglican Committee on International Affairs on religion and politics in South Africa.
Professor P Dibb, consultant, Department of Defence, and the Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade; adviser to The Australian Federal Police; member, National Defence 
College Curriculum Advisory Panel; member nominated by the Minister of Defence, 
Australian Defence Force Academy Council; member, Board of Studies, Joint Services 
Staff College; member, Steering Committee of the Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation 
Project of the AHA.
Dr H Dick, expert, providing submission and testimony to Parliamentary Inquiry into 
Australian-Indonesian Relations.
Professor P Drysdale, coordinator, Pacific Trade and Development Conference series; 
member and executive director, Australian Pacific Economic Cooperation Committee 
(AUSPECC); member, International Standing Committee, Pacific Economic Cooperation 
Conference; adviser, Asia-Pacific Foundation of Canada; adviser, Japanese Finance 
Ministry Institute of Fiscal and Monetary Policy Studies; Foundation for Advanced 
Information Research (Japan); Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
Research Institute; member, Australia-Korea Cultural Relations Steering Committee; 
member, Sydney Institute Board; adjunct professor, Columbia University, New York.
Dr A Elek, consultant, World Bank, Washington, on the Solomon Islands; member, 
Australian Pacific Economic Advisory Group; member, PNG Prime Minister's 
International Economic Advisory Group.
Dr D M Etherington, consultant, FAO for establishing a tea industry in the NW Frontier 
Province of Pakistan; consultant, Commonwealth Secretariat for the rehabilitation of the 
Mozambique coconut industry; deputy chair, TEAR Australia, NGO, concerned with 
administering overseas aid.
Dr G Fane, consultant, World Bank, Washington, on trade policy missions to Iran and 
Bulgaria.
Mr T C Findlay, member, National Consultative Committee on Peace and Disarmament; 
consultant, Norwegian Government on nuclear test ban issues; contributor, Australian 
Army's Land Warfare Conference, Darwin.
Mrs H Forster, member, Commission Francaise d'Histoire Maritime; associate member, 
International Congress of Maritime Museums; member, Executive Council, Australian 
Association for Maritime History.
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Professor J J Fox, member, Panel for the Humanities and Social Sciences, Australian 
Research Council; member, doctoral promotion committee, University of Indonesia; 
member, International Advisory Board, Bijdragen, Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land­
en Volkenkunde; consultant, Center for Policy and Implementation Studies, Jakarta.
Mr G Fry, ANU observer, South Pacific Forum.
Dr R G Garnaut, gave evidence before the Standing Committees on Foreign Affairs, 
Defence and Trade on current policy debate and developments in the US as they affect 
Australia, and on Latin America; member, PNG Prime Minister's International Economic 
Advisory Group; consultant, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, on China's grain 
economy; consultant, Ford Foundation on economic training and research needs in China; 
joint editor, Australian Quarterly, Deputy Chair, Australia-China Council; member, Board 
of the Sydney Institute; chair, Board of R & I Bank of Western Australia and the Primary 
Industry Bank of Australia; chair, Western Australia China Economic and Technical 
Research Fund; member, Asia Society's International Council; member, Advisory Council 
of Murdoch University's Asian Studies Centre.
Dr M F Gilligan, consultant, Department of Defence Review of Australian Defence 
Industry.
Dr A D Gordon, participant with DFAT and IOCPS, Perth, in a series of quasi-official 
consultations and joint Indo-Australian meetings on Indian Ocean security.
Mr C Hargreaves, consultant, Commonwealth Treasury for evaluation of a new 
macroeconomic model called TRYM; organiser, 2-day course on 'Cointegration' for the 
Industry Commission.
Professor S Harris, chair, Commonwealth Working Groups on Ecologically Sustainable 
Development; chair, Australia-China Council; member, Australian Pacific Economic 
Cooperation Committee; member, Trade Policy Advisory Council; member, 
Australia-Korea Foundation; chair, Advisory Committee to CSIRO Institute of Natural 
Resources and the Environment; coordinator, independent working group for the Prime 
Minister's Science and Engineering Council; member, advisory committee, Academy of 
Social Sciences in Australia project on 'Australian and Asian Perceptions; treasurer, 
Academy of Social Sciences in Australia.
Dr S Henningham, advisory committee, ILOTES-FISPIOR (Innovative Languages Other 
than English-French in the South Pacific and Indian Ocean Regions); chair, Research 
Committee, Australian Institute of International Affairs.
Dr R Hide, senior researcher, ACIAR Small Grants Projects on Participation of Women in 
Agriculture and Coffee Farming Systems Research Project, PNG.
Professor B Higgins, consultant, Canadian Institute for Research on Regional 
Development.
Dr R A Higgott, member, Trade Negotiation Advisory Group.
Dr H C Hill, consultant, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, through the East Asian 
Analytical Unit; consultant, Indonesia's National Planning Agency (Bappenas).
Dr G Hope, consultant, Australian Heritage Commission; member, Geoscience Council 
of Australia.
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Dr D M Homer, member, National Defence Committee, Returned and Services League 
of Australia; consultant, Australian Army; consultant, Department of Veterans' Affairs; 
member, Australian Dictionary of Biography armed services working party.
Professor H Hughes, member, United Nations Development Planning Committee; 
member, Board of Directors, National Mutual.
Dr T H Hull, consultant, International Women's Health Coalition; consultant, Ford 
Foundation on Review of Epidemiology Assistance in Indonesia; member, Committee of 
Australian Centre for Publications Acquired for Development; member, Committee of 
Family Planning Association of the ACT; president, Society for International 
Development, Canberra Chapter.
Dr G S Humphreys, adviser and consultant to International Board for Soil Research and 
Management for experimental erosion plots in Melanesia; consultant, OK Tedi Mining 
Ltd.
Dr R M Jones, council member, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies; Commonwealth representative, consultative committee, Tasmanian 
World Heritage Area; member, Social Sciences Committee, Antarctic Research Evaluation 
Group, Antarctic Division; member, Research Committee, Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies.
Mr P Jull, policy' background studies for the Island Coordinating Council, Torres Strait; 
member, organising committee, NT Legislative Assembly conference on 'Constitutional 
Change in the 1990s'.
Dr C A Kapuscinski, consultant, Bureau of Immigration Research on recent immigrants 
and housing; consultant, ACT Chief Minister's Department, on recent and expected 
migration flows to the ACT.
Dr D Kelly, member, ACT Fulbright Selection Committee, Australian-American 
Education Foundation.
Dr B V Lai, adviser, ABC-TV and SBS on Pacific affairs; interviewee, Good Morning 
Australia and Dateline on Fiji current affairs; address to Australian Institute of International 
Affairs, Queanbeyan Peace Forum; commentator/analyst, Fiji General Elections for Fiji 
Broadcasting Commission.
Mr R Langdon, member, advisory committee of the Australian and South Pacific Cultures 
Fund; treasurer, Magellan Society.
Professor D Lea, member, Bureau of Immigration Research, NT Reference Group and NT 
Police/Office of Ethnic Affairs, NT Community Relations Project Advisory Group; 
member, ANPWS Scientific Advisory Committee for Kakadu National Park.
Professor G J R Linge, chair, Commission on Industrial Change of the International 
Geographical Union; chair, Publications Committee, Australian Academy of the Social 
Sciences.
Dr Ma Guonan, consultant, Bureau of Immigration Research; consultant, Northeast Asian 
Studies Centre.
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Professor GP McCormack, consultant, NHK (Japan) and ABC Radio and Television on 
preparation of various Japan-related programs; consultant, Trade Union Tutorial 
Authority, Sydney.
Ms C McMurray, consultant, World Bank, review of data needs for implementation of the 
Papua New Guinea National Population Policy.
Professor A J R Mack, member, Steering Committee Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation 
Project, AHA; member, international advisory/editorial boards, Pacific Affairs, Peace 
Revieiv, Arms Control, Journal of Peace Research.
Emeritus Professor J A C Mackie, member (chair September), Australia Indonesia 
Institute; member, Advisory Committee to the Australian Official Historian, Australian 
War Memorial; patron, Indonesian Cultural and Educational Institute, Melbourne.
Mr J Magee, member, Willandra Lakes World Heritage Region Consultative Committee.
Dr S Mahendrarajah, member, Committee of the Modelling and Simulation Society of 
Australia.
Dr D G Marr, assistance to DEET on 'National Strategy on Vietnamese Languages and 
Studies'; leader, delegation of the Asian Studies Association of Australia to Vietnam to 
discuss the expansion of academic interchanges and reported via ASA A Council to federal 
ministers; member, Joint Committee on Southeast Asia of the Social Science Research 
Council and the American Council of Learned Societies, and member of the Indochina 
sub-committee; chair, Vietnamese panel (Australian) National Accreditation Authority 
for Translators and Interpreters; prepared agreement on scholarly exchanges between the 
Australian Academies of Humanities and Social Sciences, and the Vietnamese National 
Centre for Social Science; adviser, ABC-TV on Vietnam documentary; consultant, 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition.
Dr R J May, member, Research Committee, Australian Institute of International Affairs; 
review editor, Australian Journal of International Affairs; member, editorial committee, 
Cambridge Pacific Studies.
Dr P Minchin, consultant, Department of Conservation and Environment, Victoria; 
consultant, Forestry Commission, Tasmania.
Dr I Moffatt, member, Northern Territory Advisory Committee on Greenhouse Effect.
Dr T Morris-Suzuki, writer and presenter of a series of programs on Japan's technological 
broadcast through SBS educational networks.
Dr M Mulrennan, consultant, Northern Territory Conservation Commission on the 
management implications of tidal creek extension and salinisation of the Mary River.
Dr H Nelson, assistance, Australian War Memorial; consultant, Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation ABC Radio 'Talking History' series.
Professor A K Pawley, member, editorial board, Diachronica, Language Sciences, Oceanic 
Linguistics and Typological Studies in Language; member, advisory board, International 
Pragmatics Association, Summer Institute of Linguistics; president, Australasian 
Association for Lexicography.
Dr F Perkins, consultant, Australian International Development Assistance Bureau.
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Dr D J Porter, consultant, AIDAB; adviser, Community Aid Abroad, Indochina Project; 
consultant, UNDP, HIV-AIDS and Development Program; consultant, UN Capital 
Development Fund, Border Area Development Program; adviser, World Bank, 
NGO-State Relations Research Project.
Professor A ] S Reid, member, Joint Committee on Southeast Asia of the Social Science 
Research Council and the American Council of Learned Societies; international secretary, 
Australian Academy of the Humanities; member, review panel on Southeast Asian 
Studies, Monash University.
Associate Professor C Reynolds, consultant, Sydney University's Thai Language Program 
and to the Research Institute for Asia and the Pacific Business Training Program.
Dr P J Rimmer, accreditation panel, Australian Maritime College; expert, Economic 
Development Institute of the World Bank, transport policy.
Dr D A Robertson, consultant, World Bank.
Dr M D Ross, member, editorial board, Oceanic Linguistics.
Dr D Shineberg, member, Expert Panel on General Academic Qualifications for the 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition.
Dr M Sullivan, consultant on the implementation of a GIS for the NSW National Parks 
and Wildlife Service.
Dr H Tesfaghiorghis, co-author, 'Social Indicators of the Aboriginal Population of 
Australia', paper commissioned by the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 
Custody; author, 'Analytical Report on the Demographic Analysis of the 1990 Population 
Census of Kiribati', report commissioned by the South Pacific Commission of Noumea, 
New Caledonia; coordinator, Data Users' Workshop for the Tuvalu 1991 Population and 
Housing Census for the Government of Tuvalu.
Associate Professor C Thayer, Biographic Project, Who's Who in Vietnam, Asia-Australia 
Institute, University of New South Wales.
Dr D T Tryon, assistance, Government of Vanuatu and Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade; member, South Pacific Cultures Fund Advisory Committee.
Dr J Unger, member, Advisory Board, Universities Services Centre, Chinese University 
of Hong Kong; editorial board member, China Information (Holland), Bulletin of Concerned 
Asian Scholars (US), and Chinese Sociology and Anthropology (US); editor/associate editor, 
The Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs.
Dr P Van Ness, member, Advisory Board, Chinese Scholars of Political Science and 
International Scholars Inc.
Professor R G Ward, council member, University of Papua New Guinea and National 
University of Samoa; member, Review Committee, Victoria University of Wellington; 
chair, Joint Academies China Exchange Committee.
Dr P G Warr, consultant, World Bank, Washington; member, editorial board, Agricultural 
Economics and the Southeast Asian Journal of Agricultural Economics; Australian 
representative, International Association of Agricultural Economists.
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Dr G Wijeyewardene, president, Australia-Burma Society; joint editor, Thai-Yunnan 
Project Newsletter w ith University of Western Australia.
Research School of Physical Sciences 
and Engineering
Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratories
Dr S J Buckman, guest editor, Australian Journal of Physics Volume 45 (3) 1992.
Professor J H Carver, chair, United Nations Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee on 
the peaceful Uses of Outer Space; member, United Nations Institute for Disarmament 
Research; member, National Committee for Solar-Terrestrial Space Physics; director, 
AUSPACE; member, Australian Space Board; director, ANUTECH Pty Ltd.
Dr B R Lewis, associate editor, Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer; 
member, International Advisory Board for the International Conferences on Vacuum 
Ultraviolet Radiation Physics.
Professor E Weigold, secretary, (Physical Sciences), Australian Academy of Science; 
vice-president, Australian Academy of Science; member, Editorial Board, Australian 
Journal of Physics; director (until October) and associate director (from October), Electronic 
Structure of Mateiials Centre, Flinders University of South Australia; member, Local 
Organizing Committee of the 13th International Conference on Few-Body Problems in 
Physics, Adelaide; chair, National Committee for Spectroscopy.
Dr LA Woolf, member, ACT Radiation Council.
Department of Nuclear Physics
Dr GL Allan, member, Organising Committee for the 6th International Conference on 
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry, Canberra and Sydney.
Professor G DDracoulis, member, International Advisory Committee for the International 
Conference on Nuclear Structure at High Angular Momentum, Ottawa.
Dr D F Hebbard, chair, ACT Radiation Council.
Professor J O Newton, member, Academy of Science Forum on Science and Industry.
Professor T R Ophel, member, Council of Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and 
Engineering; vice-president, Nuclear and Particle Physics Group, Australian Institute of 
Physics; member, Advisory Board of RSPhysSE and the Observatories.
Dr D C Weisser, member, Scientific Committee for the 6th International Conference on 
Electrostatic Accelerators and Associated Boosters, Padova, Italy; chair, Steering 
Committee for the 7th International Conference on Electrostatic Accelerators and 
Associated Boosters, Canberra, 1995.
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Plasma Research Laboratory
Dr R W Boswell, member, Consultative Committee, Seventh Gaseous Electronics Meeting, 
Sorrento; joint chair, International Workshop on Plasma Processing, Melbourne; member, 
Editorial Board, UK Institute of Physics journal Plasma Sources Science and Technology; 
member, Organizing Committee, 2nd International Conference on Reactive Plasmas and 
11th Symposium on Plasma Processing, Japan 1993; member, Program Committee, 
Sym posium  of the Am erican Vacuum Society, USA 1993; V ice-President, 
Australian-French Association of Professional and Technical Specialists.
Department of Systems Engineering
Professor B D O Anderson, director, Nucleus Ltd; president, International Federation of 
Automatic Control (IFAC); member, Theory Committee of IFAC; member, CRA Scientific 
Advisory Board; chair, Encyclopedia Britannica Australian Advisory Committee; 
member, Prime Minister's Science Council; member, Cooperative Research Centres 
Committee; member, editorial board, Journal of Multidimensional Systems and Signal 
Processing, Optimal Control Applications and Methods, International Journal of Adaptive Signal 
Processing, International Journal of Robust and Nonlinear Control; book series of Systems and 
Control: Foundationsand Applications.
Dr R R Bitmead, director, Cooperative Research Centre for Robust and Adaptive Systems; 
chair, Mathematics of Control Committee of IFAC; chair, IFAC Subcommittee on 
Automatic Control and Instrumentation, Institutions of Engineers, Australia; member, 
International Program Committee of IFAC Symposium on Identification and System 
Parameter Estimation 1991; vice-chair, Program Committee of IEEE Conference on 
Decision and Control 1992; vice-chair, Program Committee of IFAC Synopsium of 
Adaptive Control and Signal Processing 1992; editor, International Journal of Adaptive 
Control and Signal Processing; associate editor, Automatica.
Dr M Green, associate editor, System and Control Letters, International Journal of Robust and 
Nonlinear Control.
Dr R A Kennedy, associate editor, Adaptive Control and Signal Processing.
Dr IM Y Mareels, associate editor, Systemsand Control Letters, Automatica, Adaptive Control 
and Adaptive Estimation; reviewer, Mathematical Reviews.
Professor J B Moore, chair, International Federation of Automatic Control Young Author 
Paper Award Committee; member, IFAC Technical Committee of Theory; associate 
editor, Journal of Robust and Nonlinear Systems, Springer Verlag Industrial Control Series, 
Systems and Control Letters.
Dr R C Williamson, member, ACT schools accreditation panel.
Department of Theoretical Physics
Professor R J Baxter, member, Editorial Board, Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and 
General.
Professor W A Coppel, member, Advisory Board, Dynamics Reported.
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Dr M P Das, co-convener, Gordon-Godfrey Condensed Matter Workshop on Two 
Dimensional and Nanostructure Electronic Systems, Sydney, 1992; member, Editorial 
Board, Condensed Matter and Materials Communications.
Dr K Kumar, member, Editorial Board, Transport Tlzeory and Statistical Mechanics.
Dr B A Robson, member, National Committee for Physics, Australian Academy of Science; 
member, ACT Branch Committee, Australian Institute of Physics; member, Organizing 
Committee, 14th AINSE Nuclear and Particle Physics Conference, Canberra 1992.
Research School of Social Sciences
DrD S Anderson, chair, Committee for the Advancement of University Teaching (CAUT).
Dr C S Bean, member, editorial board, Australian Journal of Political Science.
Professor J Braithwaite, council member, Australian Consumers Association; part-time 
commissioner, Trade Practices Commission; consultant, Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development; consultant, Commonwealth Department of Health, 
Housing and Community Services; consultant, Commonwealth Attorney-Generals 
Department; chair, NSW Police Research Advisory Council; member, NSW Police 
Education Advisory Council; member, Advisory Committee, Institute of Criminology, 
University of Sydney; editorial adviser, Criminology Australia; member, editorial board, 
Contemporary Sociology; book review editor, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology; 
member, editorial advisory board, Law and Policy; member, editorial board, Crime and 
Society series, Westview Press; board member, Research Committee on Crime and Social 
Control, International Sociological Association; vice-president, Australian and New 
Zealand Society of Criminology; member, editorial board, International Journal of the 
Sociology of Law; member, editorial advisory board, Lazo and Social Inquiry; member, 
editorial board, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology; member, editorial 
committee, Australian Studies in Law, Crime and Justice; Series editor, Institute of 
Criminology Monograph Series; Editorial Advisory Board, Journal of Regulator]/ Jjiiv and 
Practice; member, editorial board, Lazo and Society Review.
Professor HG Brennan, associate editor, Constitutional Political Economy; member, editorial 
board, Public Finance Quarterly and Journal of Economic Behaviour and Organization; member, 
Executive Committee, International Seminar in Public Economics; chair, Panel B, 
Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia; member, Strategy Committee, Academy of 
the Social Sciences in Australia; member, ARC Collaborative Research Grants Committee.
Dr G Carmichael, convener, joint meeting of Australian Population Association and 
Population Association of New Zealand, Canberra.
Dr B J Chapman, consultant, ACCESS Economics on predicting NSW secondary students 
in the 1990s; Department of Employment, Education & Training on introducing loans into 
higher education; on technical issues associated with the attractiveness of a trade-in grant 
for loan scheme for Australian higher education students; associate editor, Education 
Economics; referee for the Australian Research Council, The Economic Record, Scottish 
Journal of Political Economy, Labour Economics and Productivity, Pacific Economic 
Papers, The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology; research associate,
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Western Australia Labour Market Research Centre, National Institute of Labour Studies; 
president, ACT Branch of the Australian Economics Society.
Professor G W Clarke, member, Council of the Australian Institute of Archaeology in 
Athens; treasurer, Australian Academy of the Humanities; member, sub-committees on 
publications, finance, languages and library, Australian Academy of the Humanities; 
member, National Committee of the Arthur Boyd Australian Centre in Italy; member, 
advisory boards of Mediterranean Archaeology, and of New Documents Illustrating Early 
Christianity; member, higher degrees committee, Canberra Institute of the Arts; member, 
selection committee for Harold White Fellowships for the National Library of Australia.
Dr L Corner, member, AIDAB Joint Selection Team for the bilateral scholarship program 
for Indonesia for 1992; member, Working Committee of the Human Resources 
Development Group, Commonwealth Secretariat, London.
Dr C Cunneen, member, editorial advisory committee, Guide to collections of manuscripts 
relating to Australia.
Dr S Dowrick, associate editor, Journal of Industrial Economics; consultant to Department 
of Industry, Trade & Commerce on new growth theories; to Bureau of Industry Economics 
for staff training course in industrial organisation.
Dr J J Eddy, consultant, Canadian Department of External Affairs and Canadian High 
Commission on Canadian Studies enrichment programs; consultant, Australian Catholic 
Bishops Conference on Immigration and Refugees; member, editorial board, St Mark's 
Review.
Dr M D R Evans, elected board member, Research Committee on Social Stratification and 
Mobility, International Sociological Association.
Professor P D Finn, member, Advisory Board, Centre for Comparative Constitutional 
Studies, University of Melbourne; consultant, Chair Selection Committees, Law Faculty, 
University of Melbourne; external examiner, Law School, University of Hong Kong; 
editor, Essay Series, Law Book Company; public officer and Council member, 
Constitutional Centenary Foundation; consultant/adviser, Department of Health, 
Housing and Community Services (Commonwealth), Department of Premier and Cabinet 
(NSW), WA Inc Royal commission, Electoral and Administrative Review Commission 
(Qld), Unidroit.
Dr C Fletcher, secretary, Australasian Political Studies Association; consultant, Shire 
Council of Wiluna, WA (Investigation into Commonwealth, State and Local Government 
Integrated Program Grants to Aboriginal Communities in Western Australia).
Dr J Frentzel-Zagorska, member, International Sociological Association; member, Polish 
Sociological Association; member, Australasian Association for the Study of the Socialist 
Countries.
Professor B Galligan, treasurer, Australian Political Studies Association; editorial board, 
Deakin Monograph Series in Public Policy and Administration; editorial board, Griffith 
Law Review; member, Management and Economics Faculty Advisory Committee, 
Queensland University of Technology; member, Steering Committee for Constitutional 
Centenary Conferences, Sydney.
Professor R E Goodin, Coeditor, Journal of Political Philosophy; associate editor, Ethics; 
consulting editor, Australasian Journal of Philosophy; member, editorial boards of British
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Journal of Political Science, Journal of Public Policy, Political Studies, Human Rights Quarterly, 
The Responsive Community; member (Australian Representative), Executive Committee, 
Society for the Advancement of Socio-Economics; member, Founding Board, Committee 
on the Political Economy of the Good Society (PEGS); Executive Committee member and 
Program Chair, International Political Science Association.
Dr A Gray, appointed Associate of the Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research 
and worked on projects associated with the Centre; undertook work on Aboriginal 
housing issues with the National Housing Strategy (Department of Health, Housing and 
Community Services) and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission; named 
by Government of Indonesia as a consultant to the National Institute of Health Research 
and Development on a project to develop health information systems; taught at a 
workshop on methods of data analysis at the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease 
Research, Bangladesh, at the invitation of the Population Council.
Professor R G Gregory, board member, Reserve Bank of Australia, Australian Institute of 
Family Studies; principal consultant, Aged Care Review and Nursing Home Funding 
Review, Department of Community Services & Health; research associate, National 
Institute of Labour Studies; joint organiser, PhD Conference in Economics and Business 
with the University of Western Australia; associate editor, Labour Economics.
Professor F H Gruen, chair, Advisory Committee, Bureau of Tourist Research.
Dr C Hazlehurst, chair of consultative panel, AIDS Education Archive Project, Noel Butlin 
Archives Centre, and commissioned author of book on history of AIDS education in 
Australia; chair, Commonwealth Working Party, section editor, and member, Editorial 
Board, Australian Dictionary of Biography; secretary, Australian Historical Association (to 
March); Executive Committee, Federation of Australian Social Science Organisations (to 
March).
Professor B Hindess, member, Electoral Committee, Chair of Politics, University of 
Adelaide; member, Electoral Committee, Chair of Sociology, Macquarie University; joint 
editor, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology; associate editor, Journal of Political 
Philosophy; editorial board, Politics; editorial advisory board Culture and Policy, Sociological 
Inquiry, and Thesis Eleven; member, award panel for Political Theory Newsletter Essay 
Prize; Joint Organiser, Academy of the Social Sciences Workshop on Citizenship.
Professor K S Inglis, member, Conseil Scientifique, Centre de Recherche de l'Historial de 
la Grande Guerre, Peronne.
Professor F C Jackson, consulting editor, Australasian Journal of Philosophy; International 
Adviser, Mind; chair, Council of Australasian Association of Philosophy; subject editor, 
Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
Associate Professor P Jalland, member, Executive of the Australian Academy of the Social 
Sciences.
Professor F L Jones, joint editor, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology; member 
of executive, the Australian Sociological Association; chair, Australian Consortium of 
Social and Political Research (Inc) (ACSPRI); member, editorial board, International Journal 
of Sociology and Social Research.
Professor G Jones, president, Australian Population Association; coordinator of a team of 
consultants which prepared a report for the Malaysian Population and Family
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Development Board entitled 'Strategic Plan for National Population Policy'; member, 
editorial advisory committee, International Family Planning Perspectives.
Dr R G Jones, treasurer, Australian Consortium for Social and Political Research 
Incorporated; member, Australian Council of Archives Electronic Records Committee; 
regional secretary, International Association for Social Science Information Service and 
Technology (IASSIST); consultant, Department of Defence on a study of ethnicity in the 
Australian Defence Force; consultant, Graduate Careers Council of Australia on factors 
affecting graduate employment outcomes; consultant, Department of Employment, 
Education and Training, Year 12 completions, specification and collation of ABSTUDY 
program and ATSI data, evaluation panel for the 1992-94 Australian Youth Survey, 
validity of area indexes for monitoring the socio-economic status of higher education 
students.
Dr J Jupp, chair, ACT Multicultural Advisory Council; chair ACT Reference Group of the 
Bureau of Immigration Research; member, editorial board, Australian Journal of Political 
Science; board member, Research Committee on Politics and Ethnicity of the International 
Political Science Association; international member, Refugee Studies Center, York 
University, Canada; member, Advisory Committee for the School of Languages and 
Community Services, ACT Institute of TAFE; member, Canberra Regional Committee on 
Migration Planning and Settlement, Department of Immigration, Local Government and 
Ethnic Affairs; member, Core Advisory Committee of the Bureau of Immigration Research 
National Education Materials Project; member, Australian Catholic Bishops' Conference 
consultative committee on immigration; member, management committee of the 
Queanbeyan Multilingual Centre; member, multicultural interests working party of the 
ACT Cultural Council; member, achievement award selection committee, ACT 
Government.
Professor E Kamenka, participated in special meetings of the Sydney branch of the 
International Commission of Jurists Executive to prepare materials and submissions for 
the hearing and conference on 'Human Rights in Tibet' to be held in London, in Januarv 
1993.
Dr J Kelley, member, editorial board, International Journal of Public Opinion Research.
Dr D Lamberton, general editor, Prometheus; Coeditor, Information Economics and Policy; 
member, editorial boards, Economics of Innovation and New Technology, Telecommunications 
Policy, Futures Research Quarterly and Transnational Data and Communications Report; 
member, Pacific Science Association Executive Board and Standing Committee for 
Scientific Activities; chair, PSA Scientific committee for Economics and Task Force on 
Regional Pacific Integration; Australian member, PSA Council and Chair, Pacific Science 
Sub-committee of the Consultative Committee of the Australian Academies; member, 
Board of the International Telecommunications Society and Conference Chair, ITS Tenth 
International Conference, Sydney, 1994; member, Advisory Committee, School of 
Information Studies, University of Technology Sydney; the International Advisory Board, 
International Center for Telecommunications Management, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha; Advisory Network, National Centre for Research Policy, University of 
Wollongong; and Organizing Committee of STEP (Inter-University Collaborative PhD 
Program in Science, Technology and Economic Progress).
Professor RM MacLeod, chair, Visiting Committee, Faculty of Arts, University of 
Wollongong; member, Heritage Committee of Institution of Engineers, Australia (NSW 
Branch); co-editor, Pacific Circle Newsletter (Honolulu); associate editor, Public
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Understanding of Science (London); editorial adviser, Sage Publications (London); adviser 
to the Antarctic Division, Hobart, on the jubilee history of ANARE.
Dr T Makkai, member, editorial board, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology.
Professor J Marceau, consultant to DEET, Higher Education Division, 'Steering from a 
distance: international trends in the financing and governance of higher education' 1992; 
consultant to the Committee of Review of ASTEC, paper produced (jointly with Dr D 
Scott-Kemmis); chair, Advisory Committee, ACT Office of Rental bonds 1992-1994; 
director, Inter-university Collaborative PhD Program in 'Science, technology and 
economic progress'; two intensive workshops held in 1992, one each at the University of 
Melbourne and ANU; Doctoral students from Universities of Sydney, NSW, Melbourne, 
Northern Territory, Murdoch, Griffith, Queensland, Deakin, La Trobe, Monash and ANU; 
the second workshop was a joint venture between the Urban Research Program (STEP) 
and the History of Ideas Program in RSSS; member, Editorial Boards, Australian and New 
Zealand Journal of Sociology, National Economic Review, Journal of Social Issues, the Public 
Policy series of Deakin University Press, International Encyclopaedia of Business and the 
proposed International Journal of Industry Studies; member, Large Grants and 
Collaborative Grants panels, Australian Research Council; member, Executive 
Committee, Australian Academy of the Social Sciences; member, Executive and Research 
Committees of the Committee for Economic Development of Australia.
Ms C McMurray, an AIDAB representative on the World Bank/ADB/ AIDAB population 
and family planning project in Papua New Guinea; consultant to the UNFPA/ODA 
census analysis and population projections workshop at Mzumbe, Tanzania.
Professor G McNicoll, member, editorial committee, Population and Development Review.
Mr E V Merrill, secretary, Australian Consortium for Social and Political Research 
Incorporated
Dr R F Miller, Trustee of ACT Public Cemeteries Trust; Alternate on ACT Board of Senior 
Secondary Schools.
Dr D Mitchell, Governor, Foundation for International Studies on Social Security.
Professor A R Pagan, co-editor, Journal of Applied Econometrics, editorial board, Economic 
Record and Handbook of Applied Econometrics.
Professor J Pitchford, consultant, for Economic Planning Advisory Council; associate 
editor, Journal of Population Economics.
Professor D Pope, editorial board, Australian Economic History Review.
Dr J Quiggin, advice and comments on Fightback and One Nation Policy packages 
provided to numerous organisations including ACOSS, ACTU and the Uniting Church, 
to high school economics teachers and students; consultant, World Bank research project 
on risk and discounting; associate editor, Journal of Economic Behavior and Organisation, 
Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics; member, Organizing Committee, 36th Annual 
Australian Agricultural Economics Society Conference.
Professor TH Rigby, member, Commission on International Affairs of General Synod of 
Anglican Church in Australia.
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Professor J D Ritchie, lecturer, Joint Services Staff College; member, Advisory Committee, 
Australian National Dictionary Centre; member, Australian Universities Advisory 
Committee to the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Dr N A Rupke, advisory editor to Isis.
Professor D M Schreuder, chair, Australian Research Council, Humanities and Social 
Sciences Panel, Priority Panel on 'Australia's Asian Context', Working Party on 
Post-Graduate Support and Mobility; member, Research Grants Committee; member, 
ASTEC, Reference Group on Humanities and Social Sciences; president, 1992-5, 
Australian Academy of the Humanities; council member, Australian Institute of 
Archaeology; president, Association for the Journal of Religious History; member of 
council, Australian Historical Association.
Professor F B Smith, associate of Official History Unit, Australia in the Vietnam War, 
Australian War Memorial; Executive Committee of the Australian Society of the History 
of Medicine; consultant to Film Australia and Channel 4 BBC on documentary film on 
History of Plagues.
Professor G D Snooks, joint editor, Australian Economic History Review; joint general editor, 
Macmillan Economic History of Southeast Asia; executive member, Economic History Society 
of Australia and New Zealand; consulting editor, Cambridge Economic History of Australia; 
member, electoral committee, Chair of Economic History, University of Melbourne; 
consultant to the Australian Academy of Science on its Environmental Science Project for 
Schools; member, board of advisers, History of Global Change Project (USA).
Dr M Steven, guest lecturer, University of Sydney, extension course; examiner, PhD thesis, 
University of Sydney.
Dr H Tesfaghiorghis, cooperation with the South Pacific Commission and the Government 
of Kiribati in undertaking the demographic analysis of the 1990 census data of Kiribati; 
with Government of Tuvalu and the South Pacific Commission coordination and conduct 
of the 1991 Data Users Workshop of Tuvalu; cooperation with the Government of Tuvalu 
in preparing an analytical report of the 1991 census data of Tuvalu.
Professor P Troy, member, Australian Housing Council; member, Advisory Committee 
to the Department of Town Planning, University of New South Wales, member, ACOSS 
Advisory Committee in Urban and Regional Research; member, editorial board, Policy & 
Politics.
Professor C Walsh, member, Expert Group on Public Finance and Economic Union, 
Commission of the European Communities; vice-president, International Association of 
Centres for Federal Studies; council member, Constitutional Centenary Foundation; 
member, Advisory Council of the Centre for Federal Studies, University of Leicester, UK; 
member, Seniors Housing Council; member, Review of Taxes and Charges, Government 
of Tasmania.
Dr C M Young, participant, Ethnic Health Status Project, Australian Institute of Health 
and Welfare; member, ACT Reference Group for the Bureau of Immigration Research, 
member, ACT Reference Group for the Australian Institute of Family Studies; invited 
participant in discussion with the Minister for Immigration on Australia's immigration 
program; commentator at the request of the Office of Status of Women, Department of 
Prime Minister and Cabinet, on the OSW's Draft Policy Discussion Paper on Paid 
Maternity Leave.
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Dr K Zagorski, adviser, Institute for Political Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences, 
Warsaw.
Faculty of Arts
Department of Archaeology and Anthropology
Dr R Attenborough, member, advisory board, Journal of Human Ecology.
Mr I Farrington, consultant, ACT Archaeological Resource Management in Gungahlin. 
Dr C Gregory, member, editorial board, Man.
Professor I McBryde, member, Willandra Lakes World Heritage Area Consultative 
Committee (NSW Department of Conservation and Land Management); attended 
UNESCO World Heritage Centre Meeting on Cultural landscapes and the World Heritage 
convention, Strasbourg, October 1992 (Department of Arts, Sport, Environment and 
Territories); consulted on Review of Heritage Programmes (Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Commission); consulted on matters under the Movable Properties Protection Act 
(Department of Arts, Sport Environment and Territories).
Dr N Peterson, assisted in the organization of the exhibition 50,000 Years of Hunters and 
Spirits at the National Museum of Ethnology, Osaka; consultant, Central Land Council.
Department of Classics
Dr D H Kelly, convener, eighteenth conference of the Australian Society for Classical 
Studies, held in Canberra.
Dr C M Mayrhofer, member, Latin panel, ACT Schools Accreditation Agency.
Dr E H Minchin, member, council, Australian Archaeological Institute at Athens.
Professor B Rawson, member, Australian Research Council; chair, ARC panel to review 
Small Grants Scheme; member, NBEET Women's Employment Education and Training 
Advisory Group; member, NSW Board of Studies History Syllabus Committee Years 7-12.
Department of History
Dr D Blaazer, editor, Australian Historical Association Bulletin; member, Australian 
Historical Association executive; member, History panel, ACT Board of Senior Secondary 
Studies.
Dr N P Brown, assistant editor, Australian Historical Association Bulletin; member, 
Australian Historical Association executive; member, ACT Schools Authority Australian 
Studies Curriculum Development Panel.
Dr D Craig, address to Australian-American Association in Canberra on 1992 Presidential 
election.
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Mr I R Hancock, regular broadcasts, ABC; press articles.
Dr A MI Hyslop, convener 'History '92' Sixth Biennial Conference of Australian Historical 
Association; treasurer, Australian Historical Association; academic adviser to Australian 
Electoral Commission's Electoral Education Centre, ACT, including advice on script for 
the Commission's multimedia presentation 'The History of Democracy in Australia'.
Dr B E Kent, chaired Contemporary European Politics session at the Australian Political 
Studies Association Conference.
Dr ] W Knott, member, editorial board, The Push: A Journal of Early Australian Social 
History; academic adviser to Australian Electoral Commission's Electoral Education 
Centre, ACT, including advice on script for the Commission's multimedia presentation 
'The History of Democracy in Australia'.
Dr B V Lai, member, editorial board, University of Hawaii Press' Pacific Island Monograph 
Series and its South Sea Book series; corresponding editor, The Contemporary Pacific: A 
Journal of Island Affairs; associate editor, An Encyclopaedia of World History, Houghton 
Mifflin Company.
Dr C C Macknight, member, Combined Churches Chaplaincy Board; gave evidence at a 
public hearing of Foreign Affairs Sub-Committee, Parliamentary Joint Committee on 
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, as part of an inquiry on Australia's relations with 
Indonesia.
Dr I D McCalman, member, Australian Historical Association executive; Visiting Fellow, 
Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities, Edinburgh University; Simon Fellow 
in the Social Sciences, University of Manchester; Visiting Fellow, Oriel College, Oxford 
University; manuscript reader, Oxford University Press, Harvester-Wheatsheaf Press, 
Fiistorical Research.
Dr A C Milner, seconded from Department of History for three years from 1991 to 
Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia; director, under auspices of Academy of the 
Social Sciences in Australia, of the Australian-Asian Perception Project, which is funded 
by a major Australian Research Council grant and a grant from the Academy, with 
additional funding for various aspects and other assistance from Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade, Department of Defence, Austrade, UNESCO, the Myer Foundation and 
a number of universities; member, national executive, Australian Institute of International 
Affairs; chair, Research Committee, Australian Institute of International Affairs; member, 
editorial committee, Southeast Asia series, Asian Studies Association of Australia; 
member, editorial committee, Cambridge University Press' Asia-Pacific Studies series; 
external assessor for History Department, Universiti Sains, Malaysia.
Dr P Read, chair, Aboriginal History; member (History), Research Committee, Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies; public officer, Link Up (NSW) 
Aboriginal Corporation; prepared submissions for the Aboriginal Legal Service and the 
State Crown Solicitor.
Department of Linguistics
Professor RMW Dixon, consultant with Tully High School, North Queensland on 
Aboriginal Language and Culture Program for year 8 students.
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Dr L Hercus, participant in Aboriginal dictionaries project, Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies.
Dr U Mosel, adviser for the Samoan Monolingual Dictionary Project, Western Samoan 
Ministry of Cultural Affairs and Sports.
Dr T Shopen, member of a panel on the accrediting of English as a Second Language 
course, for the ACT Schools Accrediting Agency.
Department of Modern European Languages
Dr GJ Borny, member, Drama Accreditation Panel, ACT Department of Education; Drama 
Committee of the Cultural Council, ACT Government; external assessor, Theatre Arts 
Pilot Programme for the International Baccalaureate.
Dr C H Cull, member, German Accreditation Panel, ACT Department of Education.
M r J A Grieve, member, French Embassy committee for award of French Government 
assistantships.
M r G J Halligan, member, French Panel, ACT Schools Authority Accrediting Agency.
M r P R Ireland, chair, Russian Panel, National Accreditation Agency for Translators and 
Interpreters; Deputy Chair, NAATI ACT Regional Advisory Committee.
Mrs J Mayrhofer, coopted member, School Board, Telopea Park School or Lycee 
frcmco-australien.
Dr G Moliterno, member, Italian Embassy committee for award of Italian Government 
scholarships to Italy.
Dr K Windle, member, NSW HSC Russian Examiners' Committee; member, NAATI 
Russian Panel.
Department of Political Science
M rD  Adams, member, Politics Accreditation Panel; ACT Department of Education.
M r J Ballard, consultant, United Nations Development Program on H IV /A ID S policies 
in Papua New Guinea and South Korea; consultant, Evaluation of National H IV /AIDS 
Strategy, Commonwealth Department of Health, Housing and Community Services.
Dr G Gray, member, ACT Women's Consultative Council; representative, ACT Women's 
Health Network on the Women's Health Advisory Committee; representative, ACT Board 
of Health.
Dr J Pettman, member, Student Assistance Review Tribunal, Department of Education, 
Employment and Training.
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Department of Sociology
Dr OF Dent, member, Medical Workforce Advisory Committee, Royal Australasian 
College of Physicians; member, Research Into Drug Abuse Advisory Committee, 
Commonwealth Department of Health, Housing and Community Services; member, 
Commonwealth AIDS Research Grants Committee (CARG); chair, CARG Social Science 
Research Grants Assessors Group; chair, CARG Assessors Group for commissioned 
research on HIV in injecting drug users; member, Department of Health, Housing and 
Community Sendees Working Party on Continuity of Care in General Practice; member, 
Steering Committee for NH&MRC consultancy on social, economic and environmental 
impact assessment of revised guidelines for lead in blood and lead in air; chair, ACT 
Cancer Society Medical and Scientific Advisory Committee.
Dr F W Lewins, referee, Commonwealth AIDS Research Grants Committee.
Dr D T Rowland, secretary, Australian Association of Gerontology (ACT Division); Chair, 
The Mount Rogers Community School Board.
Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research
Dr JC Altman, member, Aboriginal Arts Industry Implementation Working Group, 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC); consultant, survey of 
Aboriginal housing and community infrastructure needs, Australian Construction 
Services; special adviser, efficiency audit of ATSIC regional administration, Australian 
National Audit Office; member, National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Survey 
Technical Reference Group 'Income, Expenditure and Welfare', Australian Bureau of 
Statistics; advisory editor, Encyclopedia of Aboriginal Australia, Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies; member, advisory committee, North 
Australia Research Unit; associate editor, Journal of Tourism Studies, Department of 
Tourism, James Cook University of North Queensland; resource editor, Annals of Tourism 
Research, Department of Hospitality and Tourism, University of Wisconsin-Stout, USA.
Dr AE Daly, member, National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Survey Technical 
Reference Group 'Education and Training', Australian Bureau of Statistics; ABS Fellow, 
Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Ms D E Smith, member, National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Survey Technical 
Reference Group 'Family and Culture', Australian Bureau of Statistics; consultant, Palm 
Valley land claim, Central Land Council.
Dr J Taylor, member, Commonwealth Working Party on Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander statistics, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission; consultant, survey 
of Aboriginal housing and community infrastructure needs, Australian Construction 
Services; member, National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Survey Technical 
Reference Group 'Employment', Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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Faculty of Economics and Commerce
Department of Commerce
Mr R Burritt, member, ACT Business Studies and Accounting Accreditation Panel.
Mr R A Clarke, consultant to the Commonwealth Government Information Exchange 
Steering Committee; invited paper for the NSW Independent Commission Against 
Corruption (ICAC).
Professor R Craig, consultant to Department of Industrial Relations (with FL Clarke), 
'Enterprise Negotiations and Accounting Problems in Determining Capacity to Pay', 
Industrial Relations Research Series No 3, AGPS Canberra.
Mr G E P Shailer, member, ACT Joint Legislation Review Committee.
Department of Economic History
Mr S H Cornish, chair, ACT Board of Senior Secondary Studies; member, Steering 
Committee on the Future Direction of ACT Secondary Colleges; member, ACT Reference 
Group on the National Effective Schools Project; member, ACT Reference Group on the 
National Project on the Quality of Teaching and Learning; member, ACT Education and 
Training Forum; member, ACT National Framework for Recognition of Training 
Coordination Committee.
Department of Economics
Dr R Albon, advice on EPAC's consideration of the issue of Competition and Economic 
Efficiency; meeting with the inquiry team on the Postal Services reference; meeting with 
the inquiry team on the Public Housing reference; submission on Competition and 
Government Business Enterprises to National Competition Policy Review Committee; 
Honorary Research Fellow, Department of Commerce, University of Birmingham.
Mr M Benge, consultant on income tax reform, New Zealand Treasury; consultant on 
income tax reform, New Zealand Inland Revenue Department.
Dr PJ Forsyth, Taplin Prize 1992 for best paper at Australasian Transport Research Forum; 
member, Executive Committee Economic Society of Australia, Canberra Branch; member, 
Advisory Committee Centre for Economic Policy Research ANU; consultant, World Bank 
(with J King), 'Aviation Cooperation in the South Pacific'; consultant, Bureau of 
Immigration Research (with L Dwyer, I Bronley and P Murphy), 'Tourism-Immigration 
Inter-relationships'; consultant, advice on economics of tourism, Department of Tourism.
Dr C Jones, research grant (with J Coleman) at the International Economics Department 
of the World Bank, 'A Theoretical Study of Commodity Price Stabilisation Policies and 
Risk'; consultant, World Bank Office Jakarta, Indonesia, 'Study of the Effects of 
Government Policy in the Food, Beverages and Tobacco Sector'.
Dr G Ma, consultant, Bureau of Immigration Research; consultant, Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade.
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Professor JDPitchford, consultant EPAC; Associate Editor, Journal of Population Economics.
Dr P J Sheard, Foreign Visiting Scholar, institute for Social and Economic Research, Osaka 
University; Visiting Scholar, Foundation for Advanced Information and Research, Tokyo; 
Visiting Scholar, Institute for Monetary and Economic Studies, Bank of Japan; member, 
project team for joint World Bank-Stanford-Columbia project on 'The Japanese Main Bank 
System and its Relevance for Developing Market and Transforming Socialist Economies'; 
Book Review Editor, Journal of the Japanese and International Economies; invited to become 
Faculty Fellow of Asia/Pacific Research Center, Stanford University July 1992.
Dr R Tyers, International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington DC, 'Analysis of 
Economic Reforms in Eastern Europe and Their Implications for Agricultural Trade'.
Department of Statistics
Dr R L Chambers, consultant, Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics 
projects on farm financial performance and farm risk analysis; collaborative research with 
members of the same organisation.
Mr R B Cunningham, statistical consultant, Australian Institute of Sport project on blood 
viscosity and haematocrit in relationships to performance and health of athlete; consultant 
psephologist, Australian Broadcasting Corporation; consultant, Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources, Victoria.
Ms CF Donnelly, data analyst, Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, 
Victoria.
Dr DF Nicholls, participant in evaluation of the National Industry Extension Scheme for 
Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce; consultant in development of a 
model for the determination of international student review, Department of Employment, 
Education and Training; expert witness in two cases in Federal Court of Australia.
Dr T J O'Neill, consultant, Federal Office of Road Safety.
Faculty of Law
Professor P G Alston, chair, United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights and Discrimination Commissioner for the ACT.
Mr P J Bayne, consultant to the Electoral and Administrative Review Commission of 
Queensland on reform of the law concerning judicial review, freedom of information, and 
appeals to administrative tribunals. In 1992 this work came to fruition with the passage 
of the Judicial Review Act 1992 and the Freedom of Information Act 1992; provision of legal 
assistance to the Welfare Rights Legal Service Ltd of the ACT and to the Public Interest 
Advocacy Centre of Sydney; member, Advisory Committee of the Aboriginal Law Centre, 
UNSW; member, Academic Advisory Board of the Ombudsman Committee of the 
American Bar Association.
Mr S C Bottomley, member, Advisory Committee to the Australian Journal of Corporate Law, 
which is published by the University of Canberra's National Corporate Law Research 
Centre.
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Mr S H Bronitt, submission made to the Law Commission of England and Wales in 
response to the recent proposal for a Criminal Code in the United Kingdom.
Professor J L R Davis, legal adviser, Senate Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills; 
member, Legal Studies Panel of the ACT Schools Accreditation and Certification Agency; 
adviser to the New South Wales Law Reform Commission in relation to its reference on 
Contribution Between Persons Liable for the Same Damage.
Professor J H P Disney, member, Commonwealth Government's Committee of Review of 
the System for Review of Migration Decisions.
Mr R S Geddes, part-time Acting President, Australian Capital Territory Guardianship 
and M anagem ent of Property Tribunal; lectured on wills and estates at a 
Money-Income-Wealth seminar organised by the ACT Council on the Ageing.
Professor D Hambly, chair, Parole Board of the ACT; chair of a Committee appointed by 
the ACT Government to review the provision of corrective services and juvenile justice 
in the ACT and to provide a plan for development of those services. The Committee 
worked throughout 1991 and its Report, Paying the Price was published in February 1992; 
member, Selection Committee for Rhodes Scholarships for Australia-at-large; Director, 
London House Association of Australia; member, editorial board of the Torts Law Journal; 
member, Australian Academic of Forensic Sciences.
Mr G J Lindell, provision of legal assistance to the Commonwealth's legal team in the 
constitutional challenge to the validity of the ban on political advertising; consultant to 
the firm of Sly & Weigall in the provision of advice to the National Road Transport 
commission on the constitutional validity of proposed zonal road charges (arising out of 
'New Federalism' project); legal adviser, Aboriginal Legal Service of WA (Inc) on the 
constitutional validity of an order made by the WA Legislative Council requiring 
production of all papers and documents relating to expenditure of Commonwealth funds; 
counsel in the High Court seeking the removal of proceedings commenced in the WA 
Supreme Court into the High Court in Aboriginal Legal ServiceofWA Inc v Western Australia; 
provided evidence in Canberra to the Select Committee of the WA Legislative Assembly 
on Parliamentary Procedures for Unifonn Legislation Agreements; took judgment and 
provided a brief summary of the effects of those judgments on behalf of the NSW 
Government in the cases which involved the constitutional challenge to the validity of the 
ban on political advertising.
Dr S J Parker, part-time member of the Social Security Appeals Tribunal.
Professor D C Pearce, President, Australian Institute of Administrative Law (till Oct 1992, 
thereafter m em ber of Executive Committee); member, Com m onw ealth 
Attorney-General's Copyright Law Review Committee, Queensland University of 
Technology Law School Review Committee, University of Tasmania Law Chair Electoral 
Committee; submission to NSW Parliamentary Committee inquiring into resourcing of 
NSW Ombudsman.
Mr C J Rowland, chair, Retirement Planning Subcommittee of the ACT Council Of the 
Ageing and member of the Executive Committee of ACTCOTA; member, Probate 
Committee of the Law Society of the ACT; member, Law Reform Committee of the Law 
Society of the ACT; lectured to various government departments, retirement planning 
courses (including the ANU) and community groups on estate planning and the 
administration of deceased estates; with Mr T Meagher, solicitor, Chair of the Probate
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Committee of the Law Society of the ACT prepared a submission from the Law Society 
to the ACT Attorney-General on further reforms to the ACT law of succession.
M r N  C Seddon, member, ACT Community Law Reform Committee.
D r J A Seymour, member, Crim inal Law Consultative Committee of the ACT and of the 
Research Ethics Committee of the Australian Institute of Crim inology; board member, 
Open Fam ily Foundation Inc (ACT); prepared submission (for the Commonwealth 
P arliam ent's  Joint Select Com m ittee on C erta in  Aspects of the O peration and 
Interpretation of the Family Law Act) on the role of the Family Court in child welfare 
matters; member, Society for the Reform of the Crim inal Law. ACT chapter of the 
Australian Academy of Forensic Sciences, Australian and New Zealand Society of 
Crim inology, Australasian Law Teachers Association National Centre for Socio-Legal 
Studies (La Trobe U nivers ity , M elbourne), Socio-Legal Studies Society (Oxford); 
presented papers, 'Assisting Children in Court' at the National Legal A id  Conference on 
Legal A id  and Legal Access, University of Sydney, and a paper, 'Juvenile Justice: The 
Need to Ask the Right Questions' at the National Conference on Juvenile Justice, Adelaide.
Ms P C Weeks, ACT convener, Student Assistance Review Tribunal; executive member, 
Industria l Relations Society of the ACT; member, Editorial Committee, Australian Journal 
of Labour Lazo; member, Family Planning ACT Ethics Committee; paper prepared for The 
National Housing Strategy on landlord and tenant legislation.
Professor D J Whalan, legal counsel to advise the Senate Standing Committee on 
Regulations and Ordinances and consultant to the Senate Standing Committee On 
Com m unity Affairs and ad hoc advice to the Department of the Senate; legal adviser, ACT 
Legislative Assembly Committee on the Scrutiny of Bills and Subordinate Legislation; 
acting chair, Editorial Committee, Australian Dictionary of Biography and member, Editorial 
Board, Journal of Law and information Sciences and AN U  academic Board, The Laws of 
Australia; Council Member, British Institu tion of Environmental Sciences; member, 
Australian Federal Police Assessment and Career Development Centre's Assessor Panel; 
consultant to the Northern Territory Government on land law reform; 11 Senate Seminars 
to Commonwealth officers from a number of Commonwealth government departments, 
the Australian Taxation Office, the Australian Medical Association, the Law Council, the 
Parliamentary Press Gallery and the Australian Council of Professions.
Faculty of Science
Division of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
D r P Janssens, Deputy D irector of a new Cooperative Research Centre for Biological 
Control o f Vertebrate Pest Populations (Vertebrate Biocontrol Centre) was established as 
a jo in t venture between the A N U  (represented by BAMBI and the JCSMR), the CSIRO 
D ivision of W ild life  and Ecology, and two West Australian Government Departments, 
the Agricu ltura l Protection Board and Conservation and Land Management.
D r M  J Howell, study of survival of tapeworm spargana in w ild  p ig meat cooled to varying 
temperatures w ith  Drs T N icholls and I Stephens, Bureau of Rural Resources and 
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service.
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Dr K Ovington, mode of action of anthelmintic antiparasitic drugs, and drug resistance 
in liver fluke with Dr } Boray, Elizabeth Mcarthur Agricultural Institute, NSW.
Dr P R Stewart, molecular studies of chromosome variation and variation and the 
epidemiology of Haemophilus influenza infections with Dr P Collingnon, Woden Valley 
Hospital, Canberra.
Dr M J Weidemann, effects of exercise on human immunity with Dr R Telford, Department 
of Physiology and Applied Nutrition, Institute of Sport, Canberra.
Division of Botany & Zoology
Dr R Barwick, The National Aquarium is supporting a field collection of the Australian 
lungfish and maintenance of these fish for behavioural and physiological studies with Dr 
P Pridmore (Geology Department).
Professor A Cockburn, participated as expert scientist in the development of a Recovery 
Plan for Hastings River Mouse, Pseudomy Oralis, with the NSW National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, NSW Forests Commission, Forest Products Association and conservation 
groups.
Dr M Nayudu (with Mr T Murphy), devised and ran a program which introduces 
biological science concepts to school children (BISACT) through the ACT Department of 
Education in ACT schools; biological control of take-all, with Dr P Wong, Biological and 
Chemical Institute, NSW Department of Agriculture, Rydalmere; field testing of 
biocontrol, with Mr J Whitley and Dr D Pottie, NSW Department of Agriculture.
Dr M I Whitecross, National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition—member of BISACT 
presenting modern biological displays and concepts to ACT schools.
Department of Chemistry
Dr J A Broomhead, research with Dr B Allen (ANSTO) on the biodistribution of 
compounds tested as potential new drugs for use in Boron-Neutron Captive Therapy.
Professor J A Elix, research with: Dr A W Archer, Herbarium, National Botanic Gardens 
of NSW, Sydney; Dr G Kantvilas, Tasmanian Herbarium, University of Tasmania and Dr 
I W Brodo, National Museum of Science, Botany Section, Ottawa, Canada.
Professor B Selinger, chair, Independent Panel on Intractable Waste; chair, Scheduled 
Wastes Working Group ANZECC Ministers; adviser, Independent Panel dealing with the 
need for a new^  research reactor at ANSTO (Lucas Heights).
Department of Computer Science
Dr B P Molinari, member, ACT Information Technology Industry Training Council.
Dr A V Peterson, member, Computing Studies Panel, ACT Board of Senior Secondary 
Studies.
Professor R B Stanton, member, Industry Research and Development Board, Melbourne 
Information Technology Commitee; member, Board of ACT School of Engineering.
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Department of Forestry
Professor E P Bachelard, member, International Advisory Panel of Pertanika Journal of 
Tropical Agricultural Science; member, Maxwell Ralph Jacobs Committee (Academy of 
Science).
Dr J C G Banks, Field tour leader, ANUTECH Forestry Planning and Management Course 
for overseas foresters; co-convener, workshop on environmental planning for ecologically 
sustainable development for mining and other land uses; attended the AMIC 
Rehabilitation Workshop at Yeppoon; cooperated with the Victorian Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources in preparation of the Gippsland Old Growth Forest 
Report—undertook the study and prepared the chapter on tree ages; collaborated with 
Dr I Mansergh, DC&NR (Victoria) on tree ageing of subalpine conifers—Podocarpus 
laivreticei from Falls Creek, Victoria and investigated with Dr D Paton a stem-rooted yellow 
box tree, Jerrabomberra Estate, Queanbeyan, in association with Ms M Cousins, Planning 
Department of Queanbeyan Council.
Dr L T Carron had extensive discussions with members of the Resource Assessment 
Commission and staff of Commonwealth departments (eg Bureau of Rural Resources) 
and state forest services on matters pertaining to forestry.
Dr P D Evans, lecturer, University of Canberra on the material properties affecting the 
conservation of wood.
Dr J B Field was instrumental in establishing and carrying out a major collaborative effort 
with the Resource Sciences Department, University of Canberra and Government 
Instrumentalities in Soils and Soil Management Education. The two Universities now offer 
between them a 7 unit specialisation over a 3 year degree program with a total enrolment 
of more than 800 students across the soils units. A Graduate Diploma specialising in Soil 
Management is also available. More than a dozen government and non government 
instrumentalities have supported the development and assisted in the design and 
implementation of the new courses. Chair/Vice Chair of Greening Australia; member, 
National Board of Greening Australia Limited and President, ACT Branch of Australian 
Soil Science Society.
Dr R G Florence visited APPM Forests in northern Tasmania to examine current plantation 
management regimes; presented lectures on forest and environmental policy to the 
Australian Pulp and Paper Institute, Monash University; took up a two month Fellowship 
at the University of The Ryukyus, Okinawa Japan (sponsored by Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science) and prepared three papers for the Faculty Bulletin on future timber 
supplies in Japan, plantation practice in Japan, and forests and forestry of the Ryukyuan 
Islands; made a key note presentation on ecologically sustainable management to a joint 
meeting of three Australian Forestry Council Research Working Groups; made a 
submission jointly with Dr L T Carron to a NSW Parliamentary Committee on a 'package' 
of natural resource bills currently before the Parliament; and has organised a 
Commonwealth Forestry Association Symposium on the status of forests and the 
environment in Australia.
Dr A Gibson joined an International Workshop on Joint Forestry Projects between the 
Ministry of Forestry, Peoples Republic of China and the Australian Centre for 
International Agricultural Research, having contributed to Project 8848, 'Introduction and 
Cultivation Experiments for Australian Broadleaved Tree species'; represented the 
Department at a planning session for an 'environment' program in the National Science 
and Technology Centre.
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Mr A Robinson presented a paper at the 1992 Fifth International Conference on Thinking; 
taught a short course in statistics in China in conjunction with the China-Australia 
Eucalypt Plantation Project (AIDAB).
Dr M U Slee, conducted program in Forest Planning and Management Course, with 
ANUTECH and Queensland Forest Service; organised Forestry Genetics Seminars with 
CSIRO; member, CSIRO editorial panel, Division of Forestry, and Tea Tree Oil Association 
on development of breeding and propagation program for eucalypt and tea tree oils; 
attended International Conference on Implementation of Gains from Tree Improvement 
Programs at Bordeaux.
Dr M T Tanton, lectured on forest pests to University of Canberra students in landscape 
architecture; took part in discussion in Sydney called by Australian Customs Service to 
determine risk of a forest pest, the Gypsy Moth reaching Australia from China or 
Russia—this insect could also devastate fruit orchards; participated by invitation at a 
meeting called by the Minister for Conservation, Victoria, to discuss the draft management 
plan for Leadbeater's Possum in the Mountain Ash forests of the Central highlands of 
Victoria; invited by Ministry of Forestry, Beijing, to visit the Republic of China for 
discussions and to lecture on forest pests.
Dr C T Tideman, member, Research Working Group on Forest Wildlife; Animal 
Experimentation Ethics Committee, Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service; 
Chiroptera Specialist Group, Species Survival Commission, International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources; Vice-President, Australian Bat Society.
Dr C Trevitt advised the Australian Army on the application of decision support 
technology in fire management; presented paper on Computer-aided learning in fire 
weather to Australian Forestry Council Research Working Group; hosted and contributed 
to Bureau of Meteorology short courses in fire weather for staff from NSW Department 
of Bushfire Services and NSW land management agencies; presented lectures on fire 
weather for a training course and gave a workshop presentation on social factors in fire 
management for NSW National Parks and Wildlife; continued collaborative research with 
CSIRO Centre for Catchment Hydrology and CSRIO Bushfire Research Unit; established 
joint research projects in fire weather with Queensland University of Technology School 
of Mathematics; member, forward planning committee for a proposed 1995 Fire and 
Forest Meteorology conference to be held in Australia (others involved include 
representatives from the Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, and Department of 
Conservation and Land Management, Western Australia); initiated discussion and 
cooperation on computer-aided learning in climate and fire weather with Professor 
Duncan, Head, Department of Meterology, University of Edinburgh, UK, Dr A M Gill, 
CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Canberra, Mr N P Cheney, Director, Bushfire Research 
Unit, CSIRO, Canberra, Dr I Bell, Head, Curriculum development and ongoing education 
unit, Bureau of Meteorology Training Centre, Head Office, Bureau of Meterology, 
Melbourne, and Ms T Casanader, Head, Severe Weather Section, Bureau of Meterology 
NSW Regional Office, Sydney.
Dr B ] Turner helped host meeting of Mensuration and Management Research Working 
Group of the Australian Forestry Council and chaired meeting of Spatial Information 
Working Group; coorganised IUFRO Conference on 'Integrating Forest Information Over 
Space and Time'; with Professor Ferguson of University of Melbourne undertook a review 
of sustained yield management data for native forests for the Queensland Forest Service; 
with others conducted a review of the National Forest Inventory for the Commonwealth 
Bureau of Rural Resources.
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Dr G Wood coorganised a conference at the ANU for the International Union of Forest 
Research Organisations (IUFRO) on 'Integrating Forest Information over Space and Time' 
and co-edited the proceedings; coorganised a meeting in Canberra of Research Working 
Group No 2 of the Australian Forestry Council; co-authored a monograph with Dr H T 
Schreuder (USDA Forest Service) and Dr T G Gregoire (Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
USA) on 'Multiresource Sampling in Forestry'; liaised with government departments and 
industry in Queensland, Victoria and Tasmania on recruitment of forestry graduates for 
professional positions.
Department of Geography
Dr I Hughes, ANU representative, ACT Board of Senior Secondary Studies (Accreditation 
Panel for Environmental Studies), and chair, accreditation panel on new postgraduate 
courses in Environmental education for the University of Canberra.
Mr E Chapman, ANU representative for the 17th successive year on the Geography Panel 
of the ACT Schools Accrediting Agency.
Dr B Lees, landcover mapping of the riparian vegetation and wetlands of the Murray 
River for the Murray-Darling Basin Commission; establishment of a systematic basis for 
national and regional conservation assessment and planning for the Environmental 
Resources Information Network workshop and the Bureau for Minerals and Resources; 
organised and ran advanced short courses in Geographic Technology for CSIRO, 
Academia Sinica, ERIN and NRIC; advised on the philosophy and application of GIS for 
local government land management, Auckland, New Zealand.
Department of Geology
Mr R Ahmad, member of the central committee, International Geological Correlation 
Program Project (IGCP)—269; A Global Database for Sedimentary Petrology; chair, 
Australia-New Zealand Regional Working Group for the project.
Professor K S W Campbell, Public Officer, Australian Geoscience Council; Representative, 
Australian Geoscience Council on FASTS education committee; council, Australian 
Academy of Science; chair, Schools Geology Project, and Land of Australia Committee, 
Academy of Science; Australia/China Academy Exchange Committee; ANU/Moscow 
State University Exchange Committee.
Dr K A W Crook, Editor-Chief, Sedimentary Geology; member, National Coordinating 
Committee for Marine Geoscience Programs; convener, Australian Committee for Global 
Sedimentary Geology Program (IUGS Commission); councillor, International Association 
of Sedimentologists; Research Affiliate, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics; member, 
Churches Commission on International Affairs, Australian Council of Churches; member 
of Executive, Consortium for Ocean Geosciences of Australian Universities (COGS); 
COGS representative, CMIST Working Group IV: Training; technical adviser, South 
Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission (SOPAC); editor, special issue of Marine Geology 
arising from 'Keldysh' cruise International Association of Sedimentologists, and 
Councillor.
Dr PDe Deckker, member, Organisation Committee, 6th International Palaeolimnological 
Conference, Canberra, April 1993; co-editor-in-chief, Palaeoclim atology- 
Palaeogeography-Palaeoecology; member, editorial board, Journal of Palaeolimnology,
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International Journal of Salt Lake Research; chair, International Research Group on 
Ostracoda; secretary, Sedimentology Specialist Group of the Geological Society of 
Australia; member, Scientific committee, Australian Ocean Drilling Program; member, 
Antarctic Research Evaluation Group, Natural environment subcommittee; member, 
Quaternary Science Committee of the Australian Academy of Science.
Dr R A Eggleton, President, Australian Clay Minerals Society; General Chair, 10 
International Clay Conference; Council Member, AIPEA.
Dr M J Rickard, Alternative Chair of Tectonic Map SE Australian concepts committee with 
Australian Geological Survey Organisation and State Geological Surveys of Tas, Vic, SA, 
NSW and Qld.
Professor W D L Ride, Commissioner, International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature; chair, Editorial Committee, 4th Edn International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature; member, Joint Academies Committee on Museums; chair, National 
Science Summer School.
Department of Mathematics
Professor M N Barber, member, ANU/CSIRO Collaborative Grants Committee; member, 
Medal Committee for the Australian Mathematical Society; Treasurer, National Council 
of Deans of Science.
Dr R A Bryce, member, Council of the Australian Mathematical Society and representative 
of the Australian Mathematical Society on Australian Mathematical Olympiad 
Committee; member, Problems Committee of the Australian Mathematics Competition; 
member, Problems Committee of the Mathematics Challenge for Young Australians; 
member, Distinction Course Syllabus Committee of the NSW Board of Studies and Chair 
of its Modelling and Simulation Course Committee.
Dr P J Cossey, Vice-President, Canberra Mathematical Association.
Dr J E Hutchinson, ANU Representative, Australian Mathematical Society and a member 
of the Council.
Dr R J Loy, ANU representative, Mathematics Accreditation Panel, BSSS.
Dr N F Smythe, member, Apple University Development Fund award committee.
Department of Physics & Theoretical Physics
Dr H A Bachor, member, National Accreditation Committee, Australian Institute of 
Physics; occasional lecturer, Australian Science Olympiads Committee.
Dr H A Bachor, Dr D E McClelland and Mr B Brown, presented course on holography to 
Australian Federal Police.
Dr A M Baxter, lecturer, 1992 Questacon Lectures and consultant, National Science and 
Technology Centre.
Professor S Hinds, reviewer, Bilateral Science and Technology Program, Department of 
Industry, Technology and Commerce.
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Dr A F P Houwing, occasional lecturer, Australian Science Olympiads Committee; 
member, ACT Branch Committee, Australian Institute of Physics.
Dr R L Jory, Director and Overseas Programme Director, National Science Summer 
School; Director, Physics Programme, Australian Science Olympiads Committee, 
coordinator, ACT Physics Winter School.
Dr D E McClelland, member, ACT School Authority Accreditation Panel for Physics 
courses; occasional lecturer, Australian Science Olympiads Committee.
Mr A Papworth, consultant on stroboscopic phenomena, CSRIO Division of Soils; 
participant, National Laboratory Science Technician Project, ACT TAFE.
Professor R J Sandeman, chair, ACT Branch, Australian Institute of Physics; council 
member, National Science Summer School; coordinator, Physics Programme, National 
Science Summer School through Australian Institute of Physics; consultant, ACT Fire 
Brigade.
Dr C M Savage, member, Problems Committee and occasional lecturer, Australian Science 
Olympiads Committee.
Dr P B Treacy, secretary, Cambridge Commonwealth Trust, Australia.
Department of Psychology
Dr V Braithwaite, member, External Advisory Committee, Canberra Nursing Home; and 
Aged Care Advisory Committee for the ACT.
Dr D Byrne, member, Board of Censors, Board of Clinical Psychologists of the Australian 
Psychological Society; and working party on Health Psychology, Australian 
Psychological Society; chair, ACT Branch, Australian Psychological Society; adviser to 
ACT Department of Health on legislation to register psychologists in the ACT.
Dr J Slee, cooperation with Questacon, the National Science and Technology Centre in 
running of Graduate Diploma in Scientific Communication (includes Science 
Circus)—Course Coordinator.
Dr B Weekes, Honorary Consultant Neuropsychologist, Royal Canberra Hospital, ACT
Centre for Information 
Science Research
Professor M McRobbie, member, OECD High Performance C om puting and 
Communications Committee; chair, Australian National Committee, 12th International 
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence; member, Program Committee and Advisory 
Committee, 13th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence; member, South 
East Economic Development Council Advanced Technology Working Group; member, 
editorial Boards, Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, Journal of Logic and Computation, 
Journal of Automated Reasoning, Applied Non-Classical Logic.
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Centre for Resource and 
Environmental Studies
Dr S V Boyden, consultant, UNESCO, Man and The Biosphere Program, Project Area No 
11; member, Governing Board, Commonwealth Human Ecology Council, London; 
member, Commission of Human Ecology (established by International Union of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences).
Dr V A Brown, Public Health Committee, National Health and Medical Research Council; 
member, Advisory Committees of the School of Applied Science, Rusden Campus, Deakin 
University; Master of Science in Health Policy, Lincoln School of Health Sciences, Latrobe 
University; founding member, National Women and Environment Network; member, 
Advisory Group for Women's Secretariat of the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development; member, Public Health Association of Australia National 
Conference Committee; member, Group of Experts on Environmental Concerns and the 
Commonwealth; Consumer representative on Local Government Environment Round 
Table.
Mr M S Common, Associate Commissioner Industry Commission inquiry into Costs and 
Benefits of Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions; consultant, Department of the Arts, 
Sport, Environment, Tourism and Territories; consultant, Ecologically Sustainable 
Development Inter-Sectoral Issues Working Group.
Dr H C Coombs, member, Board of the Howard Florey Institute of Experimental 
Physiology and Medicine; member, Board of the Aboriginal Law Research Unit, 
University of New South Wales; visiting fellow, North Australia Research Unit and 
Macquarie University; member, Conference on Constitutional Review, convened by 
Universities of Sydney and Melbourne, and consultant to Commonwealth Law Reform 
Commission on constitutional reform.
Dr J B Dargavel, chair, Tropical Forest History Working Group of International Union of 
Forest Research Organisations; consultant to Resource Assessment Commission, Forest 
and Timber Inquiry.
Mr S Dovers, member, Commonwealth Environment Protection Authority Committee of 
State of the Environment Reporting; member, Environment Institute of Australia Journal 
working group.
Dr F Ghassemi, member, International Association of Hydrogeologists; member, 
International Water Resources Association; member, Environment Institute of Australia; 
member, Simulation Society of Australia; member, Canberra Hydrological Society; 
collaborator, Australian Geological Survey Organisation (formerly Bureau of Mineral 
Resources).
Mr P M Hancock, Fellow, Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy; member, 
Mineral Industry Consultants Association; member, International Association of 
Engineering Geologists; adviser to the Australian Academy of Science on environmental 
science textbook for secondary schools; consultant, Downer Mining Ltd (New Zealand) 
on the valuation of mineral resources.
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Dr J W Handmer, member Australian Committee for the United Nations International 
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR), representing the interests of the research 
community; member, Research Grant Committee for the IDNDR; member, National 
Greenhouse Information Grants Committee; associate of the Flood Hazard Research 
Centre, Middlesex University, London; visitor, Natural Hazards Centre, University of 
Colorado, Boulder; member, National Flood Warning Working Party, Australian Counter 
Disaster College; member, Canberra Hydrological Society; consultant to National Capital 
Planning Authority, NSW Public Works Department, Bureau of Meteorology, Natural 
Disasters Organisation; member, Advisory Panel for the Disaster Management Centre, 
University of New England; member, Assessment Panel for the Ballast Water 
Bio-economic risk assessment project, Bureau of Resource Science; member, Institute of 
Australian Geographers; member, Australian Institute of International Affairs; member, 
International Research Committee on Disasters.
Dr M F Hutchinson, consultant for Department of Geography, Trondheim University 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (II ASA); International Laboratory 
for Research into Animal Diseases (ILRAD), Nairobi; International Institute for Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA), Ibadan; United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), Nairobi; 
EROS Data Center, United States Geological Survey, Sioux Falls; CSIRO Division of Water 
Resources, Canberra; CSIRO Division of Animal Production, Armidale; CSIRO Division 
of Atmospheric Physics; Bureau of Rural Resources, Canberra, Queensland Department 
of Primary Industries.
Dr A J Jakeman, Fellow, Institute for Mathematics and its Applications; associate editor, 
Journal of Forecasting; ed itoria l board, Ecological Modelling, Environmetrics, and 
Environmental Software; president, Simulation Society of Australia; member, Board of 
Directors, International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation 
(IMACS); chair, IMACS Technical Committee on Modelling and Simulation of 
Environmental Systems; member, executive, Clean Air Society of Australia and New 
Zealand (ACT Branch); member, American Geophysical Union; convener, International 
Congress on Modelling and Simulation, 1993; convener, AID AB Workshop on Climate 
Impact Assessment Methods for Asia and the Pacific, 1993; member, Technical 
Committee, IMACS 14th World Congress, 1994; member, Scientific Committee, 
International Conference on Environmetrics, 1994; member, International Program 
Committee, IEEE Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, 1993; consultant, 
Australian International Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB), Asian Development 
Bank Study on Global Environmental Issues 1992.
Dr D B Lindenmayer, member, Australian Ecological Society; member, Australian 
Mammal Society; member, Australian Institute of Biology, member, Australasian Wildlife 
Management Society; member, IUCN/SSC Australasian Marsupials and Monotremes 
Specialist Group; principal member, Leadbeater's Possum Forest Management 
Committee; consultant, Australian National Parks & Wildlife Service, Melbourne Water 
Corporation and Victorian Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
Professor I D Moore, adjunct Professor of Geography, Department of Earth Sciences, 
Montana State University, USA; director, Water Research Foundation of Australia Ltd; 
Editorial Board, Hydrological Processes; consultant for Australian Centre for 
International Agricultural Research; Department of the Arts, Sport, the Environment, 
Tourism and Territories; collaborator with CSIRO Division of Water Resources, Canberra; 
CSIRO Division of Soils, Canberra; Department of Civil and Agricultural Engineering, 
The University of Melbourne; the University of South Australia, Charles Stuart Univerity, 
Canberra University; Queensland Department of Primary Industries, Toowoomba; 
Forestry Commission of NSW, Sydney; USDA-Agricultural Research Service, Tucson;
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Environment and Risks Department, Bureau of Geological and Mineral Research (BRGM), 
France; Forestry Canada; member, American Geophysical Union; member, Soil and Water 
Conservation Society; member, American Society of Civil Engineers; member, American 
Society of Agricultural Engineers.
Professor H A Nix, Fellow, Australian Institute of Agricultural Science; member, Technical 
Advisory Committee to International Benchmark Sites Network for Agrotechnology 
Transfer (IBSNAT) USAID, Washington; member, National Committee for the 
Environment, Australian Academy of Science; member, management committee, Edith 
and Joy London Foundation, ANU; member, National Committee for Quaternary 
Research, Australian Academy of Science; member, Australian National Committee for 
Man and the Biosphere Program, UNESCO; chair, National Greenhouse Advisory 
Committee, Department of Arts, Sport, Environment & Territories; member, International 
Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP); director, Water Research Foundation of Australia 
Ltd; member, Australian Society of Soil Science; member, Ecological Society of Australia; 
member, ANU Advisory Committee on Forestry Education; chair, Program Advisory 
Committee, Commonwealth Climate Impact Assessment and Management Program 
(COMCIAM); adviser, National Population Council's Inquiry into Population Issues and 
Australia's Future; member, Organizing Committee, Joint Academies Symposium on 
Land Use/Land Use Cover; member, National Tidal Facility Project coordinating 
Committee for the South Pacific Sea Level and Climate Monitoring Project; member, 
Review Team for Environmental Characterization at the International Rice Resarch 
Institute (IRRI), Manila, Philippines; adviser, Australian Botanic Gardens Australian 
Network for Plant Conservation; adviser, UNEP Scientific Advisory Committee Meeting 
on Terrestrial Ecosystem Monitoring and Assessment (SACTEMA); leader, Australian 
Delegation, Australia/New Zealand/United Kingdom Tripartite Committee on 
Biodiversity and Climate Change.
Dr T W Norton, secretary and executive councillor, Ecological Society of Australia (ESA); 
advise and cooperative work with Australian Museum, NSW National Parks and Wildlife 
Service, M useum  of V ictoria, A rthur Rylah Institu te  for Environm ental 
Research—Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, Victoria, Department of 
Conservation and Land Management, Western Australia, Western Australian Museum, 
Department of Parks, Wildlife and Heritage, Tasmania, Forestry Commission of 
Tasmania; Australian Conservation Foundation; Commonwealth Department of Arts, 
Sport, Environment and Territories.
Dr H Ross, member, Awards Committee, International Association for Impact 
Assessment; consultant, Tangentyere Aboriginal Council; member, staff selection panel 
for ANPWS; member, Management Committee, National Thai Studies Centre.
Mr D I Smith, editorial panel, Applied  Geography; president, Hydrological Society of 
Canberra; advice and cooperative work with ACT Electricity & Water, Public Works 
Department and Department of Water Resources, NSW (including Working Party on 
Flood Insurance)and Australian Counter Disaster College; National Capital Planning 
Authority (reference group on Plan of Management for Lake Burley Griffin) all in the area 
of flood damage assessment, and with Department of Primary Industry and Resources 
and Department of Agriculture NSW in studies of Commonwealth and State drought 
relief policy; Australian representative International Geographical Union, Study Group 
on Environmental Change in Karst Areas.
Dr J A Taylor, secretary, Simulation Society of Australia; president, Clean Air Society of 
Australia and New Zealand (ACT Branch); member, Australian Scientific Committee for 
the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program; member, United Nations Scientific
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Advisory Committee for Terrestrial Ecosystem Monitoring and Assessment; member, 
United States University Corporation for Atmospheric Research International Affiliates 
Program; invited expert, NATO Advanced Study Institute on the Global Carbon Cycle; 
visiting scientist, United States National Center for Atmospheric Research; member, 
American Geophysical Union Advisory Committee for Australia and New Zealand; 
member, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Working Groups I and II review 
panels.
National Centre for Epidemiology 
and Population Health
Dr L Arias, member, ACT Sub-faculty of the RACGP, Medical Education Committee.
Dr G Bammer, consultant, Programme on Substance Abuse, World Health Organisation; 
advised community groups, business people, lawyers, students at other institutions and 
private individuals about drug-related and RSI issues; participated in a number of radio, 
television and newspaper interviews; grant assessor for Commonwealth AIDS Research 
Grants and Drug Rehabilitation and Research Fund, Health Department of Victoria; 
president, Public Health Association, ACT Branch; program coordinator, 1992 Public 
Health Association Annual National Conference; councillor, Public Health Association 
Council; member, Research Advisory Committee, Australian Pharmacy Research Centre, 
University of Sydney; member, Scientific Committee on Musculoskeletal Disorders, 
International Commission on Occupational Health; member, Steering Committee, 
Injecting Steroid Users Project, Assisting Drug Dependants Inc; member, Management 
Committee, Rehabilitation Project, ACT RSI Support Group.
Dr D Broom, consultant, Women's Addiction Recovery Service (ACT) in training a new 
staff intake; conducted workshop sessions for staff of the Departments of Health in 
Queensland and South Australia; coordinator, three-day workshop on 'Women's 
Business' for the Northern Territory Health Department; participant, Post-Natal 
Depression Research Consultation sponsored by the University of Melbourne School of 
Social Work and RADG AC; invited speaker, Annual General Meeting of the ACT College 
of Midwives; invited by Women in Industry and Community Health (Melbourne) to 
launch their bilingual book and Arabic-language audiotape Women Talking About AIDS; 
invited by the ACT Department of Education and the Arts to address an inservice course; 
member, Steering Committee of the ACT Women's Health Network; vice president, the 
Australian Sociology Association; member, Australian Health Minister's Advisory 
Council Subcommittee on Women and Health; convener, AHMAC Subcommittee on 
Women and Health Working Party on Women's Health Goals and Targets; member, 
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare Ethics Committee.
Dr J Butler, secretary, Australian Health Economics Society; consultant, Commonwealth 
Rehabilitation Sendee.
Professor J Caldwell, member, Board of Trustees for the Population Council, New York 
and the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh, Dhaka. 
Professor Caldwell and Ms P Caldwell presented a seminar on 'AIDS and the Family' for 
the United States National Academy of the Sciences.
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Professor J C Caldwell, vice-president and bureau member, International Union for the 
Scientific Study of Population; member, Board of Trustees, Population Council; member, 
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research; member, Council of Committee for 
International Cooperation in National Research in Demography.
Ms P Dance, technical adviser, ACT Health Advancement Branch on 'Positive Needs', A 
Needs Analysis of People who are HIV Positive in the ACT; adviser, AIDS campus worker 
on educational needs of campus-based illicit drug users; adviser, ACT Assisting Drug 
Dependants Incorporated for their research on Steroid Use; adviser, ACT Assisting Drug 
Dependants Incorporated for their booklet Drugs In Pregnancy; adviser, ACT Intravenous 
League on promoting safe sex messages to illicit drug users; member, Australian IV 
League's research project on sensitising AIDS services to IDU (injecting drug user) needs; 
ANU representative member, Nursing Education Sub-Committee of the ACT Board of 
Health's Research and Education Committee; board member, AIDS Action Council of the 
ACT Incorporated.
Dr J Deeble, consultant, Australian Development Aid Bureau and the Australian Public 
Health Association and other bodies associated with the African National Congress on 
plans for post-apartheid health services for South Africa; consultant, Health Insurance 
Commission to assist the World Bank in appraising proposals by the Hungarian 
government for reform in health services financing and administration; Commissioner, 
Health Insurance Commission; member, Advisory Committee of the National Health 
Strategy Review.
Professor R M Douglas, member, ACT Board of Health; chair, Research and Education 
Committee (a sub-committee of the ACT Board of Health); chair, Medical Workforce Data 
Review Committee; chair, MWDRC working group to report on the status of Radio 
Oncology in Australia; member, Review Committee of the Department of Community 
Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of Sydney; member (Public Health Association 
of Australia representative), Public Health Committee of the National Health and Medical 
Research Council; member, Communicable Disease Network Management Committee.
Dr Lin Fritschi, invited guest, opening of the 1992 Sunsmart Campaign by the Anti-Cancer 
Society of Victoria.
Dr M Hartley, Council member, Australasian Society of Clinical and Experimental 
Pharmacologists and Toxicologists (ASCEPT).
Dr E Kliewer, member, Australian Institute of Health and Welfare Ethnic Health Data 
Project Steering Committee.
Dr D Legge, consultant, Central Australian Aboriginal Congress, Alice Springs; convener, 
Standing Committee on Public Affairs and member, Executive Committee, Public Health 
Association of Australia; member, reference group for the HealthWiz National Social 
Health Database project; member, steering committee of the Health Wise Evaluation and 
Development Project; member , steering committee of the Community Development in 
Health Project.
Dr C Martin, coorganiser, 'Work-In-Progress Conference'; coorganiser, Australian 
Morbidity and Therapuetics Survey Workshop; organiser, 'Evaluating Chronic Disease 
Management in General Practice' Workshop at The 35th Annual Conference of the Royal 
Australian College of General Practitioners in Melbourne; member, Seeding Grant 
Assessment Panel of the General Practice Evaluation Program; member, Technical
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Advisory Group to the General Practice Evaluation Program reference group for major 
grant proposals.
Dr J McCallum, consultant, United Nations Fund for Population Activities to evaluate the 
JOICFP Awareness of Ageing in Asia Project; consultant, WFIO Western Pacific Project 
Predictors of Healthy Ageing Project; consultant, OECD to provide a Report for the Private 
Pensions Project; consultant, National Board on Employment Education and Training on 
Age Discrimination in Employment; consultant, Economic Planning Advisory Council on 
Economic and Social Consequences of Australia's Ageing Population—Preparing for the 
21st Century; consultant, NSW Office on Ageing on Health and Ageing Society and on 
Abuse of the Elderly; consultant, NSW Health Department on Healthy Ageing; consultant, 
QLD Office for the Aged on Strategies for Policies for the Aged; consultant, The National 
Health Strategy on inequalities in health; consultant, ACT Health Advancement Service 
evaluating the Successful Ageing ACT Project; consultant, Australian Lifewriters 
Association, in preparation of the Diploma in Life Insurance course at Deakin University; 
presented seminars for the University of Queensland, Department of Social and 
Preventative Medicine on 'Evaluating Healthy Ageing' and to the Calcutt Watson group 
on 'Institutional and Community Care'.
Ms C McMurray, consultant, Australian International Development Assistance Bureau 
(AIDAB); AIDAB representative, two World Bank/Asian Development Bank/AIDAB 
missions to prepare the National Population and Family Planning Project, Papua New 
Guinea; prepared a report for AIDAB on the requirements to reinstate the Provincial Data 
System in TJapua New Guinea.
Dr A Merianos, presented two epidemiological exercises to the veterinary surgeons of the 
Northern Territory Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries.
Dr L Pilotto, member, Nitrogen Dioxide Steering Committee, NHMRC; member, 
Executive Committee, ACT Sub-Faculty, Royal Australian College of General 
Practitioners (RACGP); member, Examination Panel, RACGP; member, ACT Health and 
Medical Disaster Planning Committee; member of the Board of Management, Australian 
Federal Police; Assistant Secretary, Association of Australasian and Pacific Area Police 
Medical Officers.
Ms J Shaw, coordinated Adolescent Health Forum (titled: Adolescent Health 
Chances—what's the problem?) for the Health Promotion Special Interest Group, 24th 
Annual Conference of the Public Health Association of Australia; coordinated and 
proposed policy statement on Youth Health and Social Policy for the Standing Committee 
on Public Affairs of the Public Health Association of Australia; chair, ACT Branch of the 
Australian Association for Adolescent Health; ACT Link member, Women in Science 
Enquiry Network.
Dr A Stewart, member, National Health and Medical Research Committee working party 
on Hepatitis B Immunisation.
Mr C Stevenson, member, Public Health Association Standing Committee on Public 
Affairs; Public Health Association Nominee on ACT Tobacco and Health Coordination 
Group.
Dr A Stewart, adviser in the epidemiological field investigation of an outbreak of 
dysentery and arthritis, to the Department of Health, Republic of Vanuatu.
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Dr J Thompson, presented a seminar for nurses working in the Neonatal Intensive Care 
Unit at Woden Valley Hospital entitled 'Having a premature baby: some women's 
experience in the ACT'.
Dr B Veale, ACT Subfaculty Representative of the Royal Australian College of General 
Practitioners.
Dr Y Wadsworth, provided a half day workshop for the ACT Family Planning Association 
regarding needs and priorities assessment; met w ith the Canberra Women's Health 
Centre regarding needs assessment and research and evaluation issues; met w ith  staff of 
the Australian Catholic University regarding their research and evaluation methodology.
Mr P Williams, adviser, Centre for Research and Environmental Studies (CRES), ANU, 
Local Government Environmental Resource Project; participated in an Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) study on alcohol 
related illnesses and injuries in an Aboriginal community.
Humanities Research Centre
Professor G W Clarke, member, Council, Australian Institute of Archaeology in Athens; 
treasurer, Australian Academy of the Humanities; member, sub-committees on 
publications, finance, languages and library, Australian Academy of the Humanities; 
member, National Committee of the Arthur Boyd Australian Centre in Italy; member, 
advisory boards of Mediterranean Archaeology, and of New Documents Illustrating Early 
Christianity; member, higher degrees committee, Canberra Institute of the Arts; member, 
selection committee for Harold White Fellowships for the National Library of Australia.
Professor D M Schreuder, chair, Australian Research Council, Humanities and Social 
Sciences Panel, P riority Panel on 'Australia's Asian Context', W orking Party on 
Post-Graduate Support and Mobility, member, Research Grants Committee; member, 
ASTEC, Reference Group on Humanities and Social Sciences; President, 1992-5, 
Australian Academy of the Humanities; council member, Australian Institute of 
Archaeology; president, Association for the Journal of Religious History; member of council, 
Australian Historical Association.
NHMRC Social Psychiatry 
Research Unit
Professor A S Henderson, secretary, Section of Epidemiology and Community Psychiatry, 
World Psychiatric Association; member, Board of Research, Royal Australian and New 
Zealand College of Psychiatrists; member, Committee of the Australian Society for 
Psychiatric Research.
Dr A F Jorm, member, Dementia Management Committee, Department of Health, 
Housing and Community Services; member, NH&MRC Assigners' Panel in Psychiatry 
and Psychology; member, Committee of the Australian Society for Psychiatric Research.
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Dr P PoUitt, (visiting fellow) consultant on strategies for dementia care and community 
education with Department of Health, Housing and Community Services, Canberra.
Institute of the Arts
Canberra School of Art
Mr M LeGrand, Board member, (Ministerial appointment) Australian National Capital 
Artist; member, Committee for ACT Sculpture Triennial.
Ms M Martin, member, (Ministerial appointment) Art Bank Board; member, (university 
appointment) Samstag Scholarship selection panel, University of South Australia.
Ms E McClure, president, Australian Association of Glass Artists.
Ms K Rea, committee member, Crafts Council of ACT.
Mr A Watt, member, Visual Arts/Craft Board Professional Development Grant 
Committee.
Mr D Williams, member, Board of Directors, Australian Exhibition Touring Agency; 
member, International Committee Australia Council, Visual Arts Craft Board; Board 
member, Art Monthly Australia; chair, ACT Cultural Council; chair, Australian National 
Capital Artists Inc; member, Queensland Art Gallery Asia Pacific Curatorial Panel; 
Vice-President, National Council Heads of Art & Design Schools.
Canberra School of Music
Ms D Crisp, ANU representative, ACT Music Accreditation Committee.
Ms R Holmes, deputy chair, Musicological Society of Australia (ACT); member, Coralie 
Rockwell Association.
Mr R McIntyre, member, Music Committee, ACT Cultural Council; member, 
Programming Committee, Canberra Symphony Orchestra.
Mr J Painter, member, Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation; Trustee, Lewellyn 
Trust.
Ms V Taylor, member, Board, Canberra Symphony Orchestra.
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with universities, CSIRO 
and other institutions
Research School of 
Biological Sciences
Centre for Molecular 
Structure and Function
Chromosome mapping of interleukin-2 receptor genes by Dr H D Campbell with 
Professor T Taniguchi, Institute for Molecular and Cellular Biology, Osaka University, 
Osaka, Japan and Dr G C Webb, Department of Genetics, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 
Adelaide, South Australia
Chromosome Mapping of Interleukin-5 Receptor Genes by Dr H D Campbell, Mr C S Loh 
and Professor IG Young with Dr G C Webb, Department of Genetics, The Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital, Adelaide, South Australia and Dr Ming-Chiu Fung, Department of Biology, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, NT, Hong Kong
Molecular Biology of Interleukin-5 by Dr H D Campbell, Dr K Matthaei and Professor I 
G Young with Dr C J Sanderson, National Institute for Medical Research, Mill Hill, 
London, UK.
Molecular characterisation of the Drosophila homologue of the human S6 kinase gene by 
G Miklos and J Cotsell with Professor R Erikson, and Ms S Ottilie, the Biological 
Laboratories, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA and Professor T Vik, 
Indiana University Medical Centre, Indiana University, Indianapolis, USA.
Cloning and characterisation of a number of Drosophila genes at the base of the X 
chromosome by G Miklos with Dr H G de Couet, Zoology Department, University of 
Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA.
Molecular biological analyses of Cephalopod and Cnidarian nervous systems by G 
Miklos, with Dr D Miller, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, James Cook 
University, Townsville; Dr H G de Couet, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, 
Hawaii USA, and Professor J Arnold, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu and 
Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, USA; Professor S Benzer, 
Biology Division, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, USA.
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Molecular analysis of the human homologues of the Drosophila shaking-B gene complex; 
G Miklos with Dr ] Davies, Genetics Department, University of Glasgow, Scotland, UK.
Enhancer trap analysis of the Drosophila nervous system by J Cotsell and G Miklos with 
Dr K Kaiser, Genetics Department, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland, UK.
Molecular characterisation of DNA sequences in divisions 19 and 20 of the X chromosome 
of Drosophila by G Miklos and J Cotsell, with Dr K O'Hare, Biochemistry Department, 
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, UK.
Developmental Neurobiology
The distribution of a novel Ca2+-binding protein, and of a cystatin presumed to regulate 
cysteine proteases in photoreceptors of Drosophila, some tipulid flies, and the crustaceans 
Cherax and Leptograpsus by Dr J Clausen with M Brown and Dr L Kelly, Department of 
Genetics, Melbourne University.
Analysis of visual processing in the insect medulla using nonlinear system identification 
techniques by Dr A C James with Dr D Osorio, School of Biological Sciences, University 
of Sussex.
Time course of development of pathways from periphery to cortex subserving the 
mystadal vibrissae in the wallaby by Dr L R Marotte and Professor R F Mark and Ms M 
Porter with Dr P M E Waite and Ms C Leamey, School of Anatomy, University of New 
South Wales.
Development of the anterior commissure in the wallaby by Professor R F Mark and Dr L 
R Marotte with Drs K W Ashwell and P M E Waite, School of Anatomy, University of New 
South Wales.
Development of axonal arborizations from retinal ganglion cells in the superior colliculus 
of the wallaby by Professor R F Mark and Dr L R Marotte with Professor G E Schneider, 
Dr S Jhaveri and Dr R Erzurumlu, Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA.
Fine temporal analysis of spike responses to two-tone stimuli in auditory nerve fibres in 
the cat by Dr K G Hill with Professor C Daniel Geisler, Department of Neurophysiology, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA.
Physiological properties of response insensitivity following exposure to tail frequency 
tones, in single and two-tone presentation, in auditory nerve fibres in the guinea pig by 
Dr K G Hill with Dr D Robertson and Professor B M Johnstone, Department of Physiology, 
University of Western Australia.
Ecosystem Dynamics
Environmental determinants of vegetation patterns in mangrove forests of the Daintree 
River system by Dr M C Ball with Dr B F Clough, Australian Institute of Marine Sciences, 
Townsville, and Professor J Chappell, Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU.
Canopy architecture in relation to photoinhibition along climatic gradients by Dr M C 
Ball, Ms J A Butterworth, and Mr J J G Egerton with Dr M S McGlone, Landcare Research 
New Zealand Ltd, Christchurch, NZ.
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Cold-induced photoinhibition and the regeneration niche in mountain beech, Nothofagus 
solandri, by Dr M C Ball and Mr J J G Egerton with Dr M S McGlone, Landcare Research 
New Zealand Ltd, Christchurch, NZ.
Regeneration of eucalypt species under natural and altered microclimates by Dr M C Ball 
and Mr J J G Egerton with Dr M R Raupach and Dr R Leuning, CSIRÖ Centre for 
Environmental Mechanics, Canberra.
Comparative study of whole tree water use in relation to spatial and temporal variation 
in water and irradiance across eucalypt/rainforest boundaries in New South Wales by 
Mr D Barrett and Dr M C Ball with Dr T Hatton, CSIRO Division of Water Resources, 
Canberra, and Dr J Ash, Division of Botany and Zoology, ANU.
Density-dependent habitat selection and the storage effect as interacting mechanisms of 
coexistence in ecological communities by Dr P Chesson with Dr M Rosenzweig, University 
of Arizonia, USA.
Theoretical and empirical studies of communities in stochastic environments by Dr P 
Chesson with Dr N Huntly, Idaho State University, USA.
Theory of marine benthic communities by Dr P Chesson with Dr A Butler, University of 
Adelaide.
Theory of communities in spatially variable environments by Dr P Chesson with Dr A 
Ives, University of Wisconsin, USA.
Maintenance of species diversity in the Australian arid zone by Dr P Chesson with Dr J 
Facelli, University of Adelaide.
Aerial fungi and their importance for decomposition in an Amazonian rainforest by Dr 
H Gitay with Dr J N Hedger and Mr P Lewis, University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, 
Wales.
Effects of fire on tussock grass communities by Dr H Gitay with Dr W G Lee, Landcare 
Research New Zealand Ltd, Dunedin, New Zealand.
Community structure in vegetation by Dr H Gitay with Associate Professor J B Wilson, 
University of Otago, New Zealand, and Dr W G Lee, Landcare Research New Zealand 
Ltd, Dunedin, New Zealand.
Functional types of rainforest plants by Dr H Gitay, Dr I R Noble, and Mr P J Dunne with 
Professor J Connell, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA.
Landscape models of community dynamics by Dr S Lavorel with Dr R H Gardner and Dr 
R V O'Neill, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA.
Multivariate methods of analysis of spatio-temporal patterns in plant communities by Dr 
S Lavorel with Mi- J L Beffy and Dr D Chessel, Universite Claude Bernard, Lyon, France.
Influence of habitat and disturbance regime on patterns of diversity of herbaceous 
communities by Dr S Lavorel with Dr S McIntyre, University of New England, Armidale.
Modelling the invasion by mistletoes in fragmented landscapes by Dr S Lavorel with Dr 
N Reid and Dr Z Yan, University of New England, Armidale.
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Models of population viability analysis by Mr I Davies and Dr I R Noble with Dr H 
Possingham, University of Adelaide, and Dr T Norton, CRES.
RESTORELAND: a decision support system for land management in western NSW by 
Dr I R Noble with staff at the CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology.
Long-term population dynamics of rainforests by Dr I R Noble and Mr I Davies with 
Professor J H Connell, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA.
Models of savanna dynamics by Dr IR Noble with Mr J Gignoux and Dr J-C Menaut, Ecole 
Normale Superiore CNRS, Paris, and Dr C Prado, Catholic University, Santiago, Chile.
Prediction of fauna distributions in Tasmania by Mr D R B Stockwell with Mr D Peters, 
Tasmanian Wildlife and Heritage Commission.
Decision tree modelling of plant community distribution in the South-East Forests by Mr 
D R B Stockwell with Dr D Keith, NSW Parks and Wildlife Service.
Application of intelligent systems for forest resource management in the Bureau of Rural 
Resources by Mr D R B Stockwell with Dr S M Davey, Bureau of Rural Resources, 
Canberra.
Effects of elevated C02 on Australian temperate rainforest species of different 
successional stages by Mr Wiggins, Dr M C Ball, and Professor G D Farquhar (Plant 
Environmental Biology Group), with Dr Gifford, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, 
Canberra.
Use of general linear models to describe regional patterns of Eucalyptus distribution in 
relation to environmental conditions: tests for light-temperature interactions, by Ms C S 
Williams and Dr M C Ball with Dr M P Austin, CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology.
Patterns and processes underlying epicormic shoot production in eucalypts by Dr J E 
Williams with Dr A M Gill, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Canberra.
Post-fire recovery of understory vegetation in relation to spatial and temporal variability 
in resource availability by Dr J E Williams with Dr J Walker, CSIRO Division of Water 
Resources, Canberra.
Predicting vegetation dynamics using computer based catchment modelling techniques 
by Dr J E Williams with Professor I Moore and Dr T W Norton, Centre for Resource and 
Environmental Studies, ANU.
Relationships between site attributes and variation in carbon isotope discrimination by 
eucalypts from diverse habitats by Dr J E Williams with Professor G D Farquhar (Plant 
Environmental Biology group) with Professor J E Anderson, Idaho State University, USA, 
Dr M P Austin, CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology, and Dr P E Kriedemann, CSIRO 
Division of Forest Research.
Fire and environmental heterogeneity in temperate ecosystems by Dr J E Williams with 
Associate Professor R J Whelan, University of Wollongong and Dr A M Gill, CSIRO 
Division of Plant Industry.
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Molecular Evolution and 
Systematics
Cloning and characterization of grasshopper homeobox genes by Dr E E Ball with N H 
Patel, Carnegie Institution, Baltimore, Maryland, USA and Drs E ] Rehm and C S 
Goodman, University of California, Berkeley, USA.
Studies on neuronal and neuromuscular development in embryonic insects by Dr E E Ball 
with Dr P M Whitington, University of New England, Armidale.
Cloning and characterization of grasshopper cell cycle genes by M Jones and Dr E E Ball 
with Drs H E Richardson and R B Saint, University of Adelaide.
Molecular basis of plant virus host ranges by Dr M L Skotnicki and Professor A Gibbs 
with Associate Professor J L Dale of Queensland University of Technology, Dr A Simon, 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst and Professor J Schell and Drs C Koncz, and J 
Dangl, Max-Planck Institute, Cologne.
Molecular phylogenetics by Professor A Gibbs, Dr G Weiller and J Armstrong with Dr P 
Keese of the CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Canberra, with Dr J Blok of S ASVRL, Royal 
Children's Hospital, Brisbane, with M J Gibbs and Dr P Nuttall of the NERC Institute of 
Virology, Oxford, with Dr C Ward and Dr D D Shukla of CSIRO Division of Biomolecular 
Engineering, Melbourne, with Dr P Hoeben of Queensland University of Technology, 
Brisbane, with Professor F Garcia-Arenal of the Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid.
Viruses of insects by Professor A Gibbs with Drs D Anderson, D Dahl, K Gordon and T 
Hanzlich, CSIRO Division of Entomology, Canberra.
The VIDE database by Professor A Gibbs, Drs M Dallwitz and L Watson with Professor 
A A Brunt of Horticulture International, Littlehampton, UK, with K Crabtree and Dr P 
Scott, CAB International, Wallingford, UK.
Microcomputer simulation for predicting the spread and control of foot and mouth 
disease in feral pigs, by Dr D G Green, with Dr R P Pech and Dr J C Mcllroy, CSIRO 
Division of Wildlife and Ecology, Canberra.
Reversible conversion of cells between cancerous and normal states by Professor H Naora, 
Mrs H R Liszczynsky and Mr Z-Z Xu with Professor S Seno, Shigei Medical Research 
Institute, Okayama, Japan.
Studies on apoptotic phenomena in tumours by Professor H Naora and Mrs H R 
Liszczynsky with Dr E E DeCruz, Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga.
Investigation of a new principle in the regulation of oncogene expression by Professor H 
Naora, Mr Z-Z Xu and Mrs H Liszczynsky with Dr T Nishida and Dr Y Shindo, Cellular 
Technology Institute, Tokushima, Japan.
Molecular and physiological studies on the specific functions of crural gland venom in 
platypus by Professor H Naora and Mrs H Liszczynsky with Drs E E DeCruz and P 
Towers, Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga.
Conservation biology and biodiversity by Dr D Shaw' with Dr A Georges of the University 
of Canberra.
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Hybrid zones in Queensland sitellas by Dr D Shaw with Drs I Scott and M Westerman of 
Latrobe University, Melbourne.
Insect tissue culture by Dr D Shaw with Dr P Christian of CSIRO Division of Entomology, 
Canberra.
Comparative anatomy, physiology, ecology and classification of grasses by Dr L Watson 
with Dr P Hattersley, Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service, Canberra.
Preparation of automated descriptions, provision of interactive identification and 
information retrieval facilities, research into plant classification and preparation of 
floristic treatments by Dr L Watson, Ms J Hartley and Ms J Rymer, with Dr M J Dallwitz, 
CSIRO Division of Entomology, Canberra; Dr E A Kellogg, Harvard University Herbaria; 
Mr M Lazarides, Australian National Herbarium; Dr H P Linder, Botany Department, 
University of Cape Town, South Africa; Dr T D Macfarlane and Dr N Lander, Western 
Australian Herbarium, Perth; Mr B K Simon, Queensland Department of Primary 
Industries and Mr Xu Zhu, Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Huhhot, China.
Taxonomic studies of Epacridaceae, by Dr C Mihaich with Dr J Powell, National 
Herbarium of New South Wales and Dr R K Crowden, Department of Plant Science, 
University of Tasmania.
Plant Environmental Biology
Acclimation of plants to elevated C02, by Mr D J Wiggins, Dr M C Ball, Professor G D 
Farquhar with Dr R M Gifford, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry.
Molecular analysis of glutamine synthetase in higher plants by Dr Jian-Wei Yu with Dr 
K C Woo, School of Biological Science, Northern Territory University, Darwin and Dr T 
J Higgins, Division of Plant Industry, CSIRO, Canberra.
Photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency between species that have different growth rates 
by J Evans with H Poorter, Department of Plant Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, The 
Netherlands.
Antisense RNA against the Rieske Fe2S2 protein of the cytochrome b6/f complex by G D 
Price, S von Caemmerer, J R Evans, M R Badger with J M Anderson, CSIRO Division of 
Plant Industry.
Carbohydrate supply, fruit set and development in subtropical horticultural tree species 
by J Lloyd and C Wong with Dr C Turnbull, University of Qld and Dr C McConchie, 
CSIRO Horticulture.
Fluxes and isotopic fractionations of C02 above and within tropical rainforests by J Lloyd 
with Dr J Grace, University of Edinburgh.
Measurements of variation in water-use efficiency, radiation-use efficiency and growth 
in the field of diverse Sorghum genotypes by Drs S von Caemmerer, S A Henderson and 
Professor G D Farquhar with Drs G L Hammer and L J Wade, Queensland Department 
of Primary Industries and Dr K T Hubick, Department of Industry, Technology and 
Commerce, Canberra.
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The analysis of leaf dry matter carbon isotope discrimination of a diverse set of C4 grasses 
by Drs S von Caemmerer, Ms S Henderson and Professor G D Farquhar with Dr P 
Hattersley, Australian National Parks and Wildlife Services, Canberra.
Crystallographic analysis of the structure of the T65V-mutant Rubisco holoenzyme from 
the cyanobacterium Synechococcus by Drs M K Morell and T J Andrews with Dr I 
Andersson and Professor C-I Bränden, Swedish Agricultural University.
Molecular cloning of genes for enzymes of carbohydrate metabolism from soybean root 
nodules by Dr M K Morell with Dr L Copeland, University of Sydney.
DNA profiling of Plants by Dr M K Morell with Dr R Appels, CSIRO Division of Plant 
Industry, Ms L R Preston and Mr C D S  Buller, Plant Science Centre, and Dr S Lee, 
Queensland Department of Primary Industries.
Molecular analysis of plant respiration by Drs M R Badger and G D Price with Dr D A 
Day, ANU Faculties and Dr J T Wiskich, Botany Dept, University of Adelaide.
Molecular analysis of the C02 concentrating mechanism in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
by Drs M R Badger, J-W Yu and G D Price with Drs M Spalding and L Marek, Botany 
Department, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, USA.
Characterisation of carbonic anhydrase associated with the carboxysome of cyanobacteria 
by Drs M R Badger, G D Price and J-W Yu with Dr J Coleman, Botany Department, 
University of Toronto, Canada.
Analysis of inorganic carbon exchange in green microalgae and lichens by Dr M R Badger 
with Dr K Palmqvist, Department of Plant Physiology, University of Umea, Sweden.
Analysis of C02 concentrating mechanisms in cyanobacteria and green algal lichens by 
Dr M R Badger with Professor O Lange, Professor U Heber, and Drs H Pfanz and B Budel, 
Lehrstuhl for Botanik land II, University of Wuerzburg, Germany.
Effects of inorganic carbon accumulation on photosynthetic oxygen reduction and cyclic 
electron flow in the cyanobacterium Synechococcus PCC7942 by Dr M R Badger with Dr 
U Schreiber, Lehrstuhl fur Botanik I, University of Wuerzburg, Germany.
Directed mutagenesis of the psbA and rbri genes in the chloroplast of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii by Dr M R Badger with Professor P Gustafsson, Department of Plant 
Physiology, University of Umea, Sweden.
Transgenic expression of carbonic anhydrase in C4 and C4/C3 Flaveria species by Drs M 
R Badger and G D Price with Drs R T Furbank, M D Hatch and W Taylor, CSIRO Plant 
Industry, Canbei'ra, ACT.
Building the code of standardized descriptors for virus characteristics, the basis for a 
worldwide database of all viruses by Dr C Büchen-Osmond and Professor A J Gibbs with 
LD Blaine, Bioinformatics, American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Maryland, USA.
Genetic manipulation of photosynthesis through expression of modified enzymes. 
Expression of modified enzymes in bacteria by Drs T J Andrews, G S Hudson, M K Morell 
with Dr A R Ashton, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Canberra.
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Chemiluminescence associated with Rubisco's oxygenase reaction by Dr T J Andrews 
with Associate Professor R McC Lilley, School of Biological Sciences, University of 
Wollongong.
Plant Molecular Interaction
The construction of artificial nodule-like structures on rice, International Rice Modulation 
Group, supported by the Rockefeller Foundation by Dr R W Ridge and Professor B G 
Rolfe; Professor E C Cocking, UK; Professor R Palacios, Mexico; Dr Y Jing, China.
The construction of transgenic legumes to report gene activity stimulated by defined 
bacterial signals by J Weinman, M Djordjevic, Guan Ju Xu, E Gartner, C Lawson, B Rolfe 
with G Tanner, P Larkin and T J Higgins, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Plant Tissue 
Culture laboratory, Canberra.
The effect of Rhizobium leguminosarum bv trifolii host specificity genes on chemical 
signals influencing gene activity in legume losts by J Weinman, M Djordjevic, C Lawson, 
J Mclver, B Rolfe with H Spaink, Department of Plant Molecular Biology, State University 
of Leiden, Leiden, the Netherlands.
Characterization of phenylpropanoid pathways genes in Trifolii subterraneum by J 
Weinman, A Arioli, P Howies, C Lawson, J de Majnik, F Paolocci, with G Tanner, and P 
Larkin, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Plant Tissue Culture laboratory.
Analysis of plant resistance genes by Professor B G Rolfe and Dr D Loschke with Dr D 
Gabriel, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA.
Analysis of bacterial oligosaccharides and acid exopolysaccharides by Professor B G Rolfe 
and Dr M A Djordjevic with Professor J Redmond and Dr MBatley, Macquarie University, 
North Ryde, NSW.
Analysis and characterization of acid tolerant R trifolii strains by Professor B G Rolfe and 
Dr M Djordjevic with Dr R Roughley, Department of NSW Agriculture, Gosford, NSW.
Plant Cell Biology
Effects of sucrose on xylogenesis and ethylene biosynthesis by Dr P M Warren Wilson 
with Professor L W Roberts, University of Idaho, USA.
Spatial regulation of cytokinesis in algae by Professor B Gunning with Professor J D 
Pickett-Heaps and K McIntosh, School of Botany, University of Melbourne.
Subcellular localisation of antigens using monoclonal antibodies and confocal microscopy 
by Professor B Gunning with Professor R B Knox, School of Botany, University of 
Melbourne.
g-tubulin in plant cells by Professor B Gunning and J Elliott with Dr J Marc, University of 
Sydney.
Cell cycle control proteins in lateral root development by Dr P C L John with Professor F 
Wightman, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada.
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Conserved cell cycle control proteins by Dr P C L John with Dr J Hayles and Professor P 
Nurse, Oxford University, UK.
Expression of cell cycle control genes in suspension culture cells by Dr P C L John and Mr 
K Zhang with Dr T J Higgins, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Canberra.
Isolation of plasmodesmatal proteins by Dr A Hardham and Professor B Gunning with L 
Blackman and Dr R L Overall, University of Sydney.
cdc genes in root meristems by Dr P John and Professor B Gunning with P Webb and 
Professor J Hamill, Monash University.
Antigenic components in contractile vacuoles of Oomycete fungi by Dr A R Hardham 
with Professor M Fuller, University of Georgia, USA.
Diagnosis of Phytophthora pathogens by Dr A R Hardham with Dr E Scott, University of 
Adelaide.
Characterisation of the calcium-regulated contractile protein, centrin, in fungal zoospores 
by Dr A R Hardham with Professor J Salisbury, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA.
Characterisation of vitronectin homologues in Phytophthora zoospores by Dr A R 
Hardham with Professor R Quatrano and Dr V Wagner, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, USA.
Ultrastructural characterization of cellulose synthase rosettes in Arabidopsis mutants 
defective in cellulose biosynthesis by Dr R E Williamson with Dr W Herth, University of 
Heidelberg, Germany.
Ethylene responses in wild type and mutant roots of Arabidopsis by Dr R E Williamson 
with Dr T I Baskin, University of Missouri, Columbia, USA.
Molecular characterisation of symbiotic genes in Anabaena azollae by Dr J Plazinski with 
Dr W Shaw, Northern Territory University, Darwin.
Visual Sciences
New techniques for assessing glaucomatous damage by T Maddess and A James with S 
Wine and I Goldberg, Prince Albert Hospital, Sydney.
Expression of pre-proenkephalin A rnRNA in avian retina by Dr I G Morgan with Dr M 
Dowton, Department of Crop Protection, Waite Agricultural Research Institute, 
University of Adelaide.
Peptidase activities in the vertebrate retina by Dr IG Morgan with Dr M Boelen, La Trobe 
University College of Northern Victoria, Bendigo.
Responses to excitotoxins of retinal neurons by Dr I G Morgan with Dr D Ehrlich, 
Department of Ophthalmology, Melbourne University.
NADPH-diaphorase and nitric oxide in turtle retina by Dr I G Morgan with Dr T Millar, 
Department of Applied Science, University of Western Sydney.
Effects of retinal lesions on visual performance by Dr IG Morgan with Dr J Anson, School 
of Applied Science, University of Canberra.
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Transmitter-specific cells of the human retina by Dr I G Morgan with Dr D Ehrlich, 
Department of Ophthalmology, University of Melbourne.
Local feedback in the insect optic lobe mediated via amacrine cells by Dr D O'Carroll with 
T Bush, Department of Anatomy, University of Cambridge.
Information capacity of invertebrate eyes by Dr D O'Carroll with Dr E Warrant and Dr D 
Nilsson, Zoology Department, University of Lund, Sweden.
Visual behaviour of bees by Dr M V Srinivasan, Dr S W Zhang and Professor G A Horridge 
with Dr M Lehrer, University of Zurich.
Visual control of insect flight by Dr M V Srinivasan and Dr S W Zhang with Dr T Collett, 
University of Sussex.
Learning in invertebrates by Dr M V Srinivasan with Professor R Gadagkar and Dr K 
Chandrashekara, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.
Visual control of head movements in flying insects by Dr G Stange with Dr R 
Hengstenberg, Max-Planck-Institut, TAbingen.
Mechanism of action of general anaesthetics on sensory neurons by Dr G Stange with 
Professor K-E Kaissling, Max-Planck-Institut, Seewiesen.
Research School of Chemistry
Age determination by ESR of Australian calcretes and silcretes by Professor A L J Beckwith 
and Dr S Brumby with Mr Y Chen, State Seismological Bureau, China.
ESR studies of bridgehead radicals by Professor A L J Beckwith and Dr S Brumby with 
Dr E Della, Flinders University.
Reactions of captodative radicals by Professor A L J Beckwith with Dr C J Easton, 
University of Adelaide.
Kinetics of radical coupling by Professor A L J Beckwith with Dr K U Ingold and Dr 
Lusztyk, NRC, Ottawa.
Laser flash photolysis studies of radical addition reactions by Professor A L J Beckwith 
with Dr J Lusztyk, NRC, Ottawa.
An examination of the factors favouring intramolecular radical reactions by Professor A 
L J Beckwith with Professor A G Davies, University College, London.
Factors affecting the kinetics of radical addition reactions by Professor A L J Beckwith 
with Professor H Fischer, University of Zurich.
Kinetics of vinyl polymerisation by A L J Beckwith with Professor R Gilbert, University 
of Sydney.
Arene ruthenium complexes by Professor M A Bennett with Professor P Salvadori, Dr G 
Vitulli and Dr P Pertici, Universitä di Pisa, Italy.
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197A u Mössbauer studies of organogold complexes by Professor M A Bennett with 
Professor M Takeda, Toho University, Chiba, Japan.
Organopalladium chemistry w ith macrocyclic thioethers by Professor M A Bennett with 
Dr A J Canty, University of Tasmania.
Metal complexes of cyclophane-alkynes by Professor M A Bennett w ith Professor A de 
Meijere, University of Göttingen, Germany.
Metal Complexes of Fullerenes by Professor M A Bennett w ith Dr L Pang, CSIRO Division 
of Coal and Energy Technology and Professor Goh Lai-Yoong, University of Malaya, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
EPR studies of chromium cyclopentadianyl carbonyl phosphorus complexes by Dr R 
Bramley with Professor L Y Goh, University of Malaya.
ESR dating of mollusc shell from marine sediments by Dr S Brumby and M r H Yoshida 
with Dr P S Roy, University of Sydney.
Implications of nuclear permutation symmetry for transition state theory by Dr M A 
Collins w ith Dr R G Gilbert and Mr A Karas, University of Sydney.
Molecular potential energy surfaces for AX3 type molecules by Dr M A Collins w ith Dr J 
Ischtwan, University of Auckland.
Vibrations of a-helical proteins by Dr M A Collins with Dr E Kryachko, Centre for 
Advanced Studies, Sardinia.
Solitary optical pulses near exciton resonances by Drs M A Collins and I B Talanina with 
Professor V Agranovich, Institute of Spectroscopy, Moscow.
DNA replication mechanisms by Dr N E Dixon with Dr A Komberg, Department of 
Biochemistry, Stanford University.
Structure of the Escherichia coli dnaB helicase protein by Dr N E Dixon and Mrs N 
Dammerova with Dr J M Carazo, Centro de Biologia Molecular, Universidad Autonoma, 
Madrid.
Structures of Escherichia coli chaperonins by Dr N E Dixon and Dr B P Surin w ith Dr P 
Curmi, Department of Physics, University of New South Wales and Dr M Spangfort, 
Department of Biochemistry, University of Lund.
Functions of Escherichia coli chaperonins by Dr N E Dixon and Dr B P Surin w ith Dr B P 
Hoj, Department of Biochemistry, La Trobe University.
Activities of a novel Escherichia coli quinone oxidoreductase, the qor gene product by Dr 
N E Dixon and Mrs P E Lilley with Dr W L F Armarego, John Curtin School of Medical 
Research, ANU.
Structure and function of the Escherichia coli HMP haemoprotein by Dr N E Dixon and Dr 
S G Vasudevan with Professor R K Poole, Biosphere Sciences Division, King's College, 
London, and Dr W L F Armarego, John Curtin School of Medical Research, ANU.
Cleavage of DNA by chromium (V) complexes by Dr N E Dixon and M r G Barr-David 
with Dr P A Lay, School of Chemistry, University of Sydney.
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Diffusion in shearing fluid mixtures by Professor D J Evans with Professor P T Cummings, 
Chemical Engineering Department, University of Virginia.
Implications of chaos for thermophysical properties by Professor D J Evans with Professor 
E G D Cohen, The Rockefeller University and Dr G P Morriss, School of Physics, University 
of New South Wales.
Thermal conductivity of molecular fluids by Professor D J Evans with Dr S Murad, 
University of Chicago and Dr H J M Hanley, Thermophysics Division, National Institute 
of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado.
Techniques for parallel computing in molecular dynamics by Professor D J Evans with Dr 
L M Hood of Thinking Machines, Corporation, Canberra.
Electrochemistry of metal dioximes by Dr G A Heath with Professor A M Bond, La Trobe 
University.
Spectro-electrochemistry of buckminsterfullerene anions by Dr G A Heath with Professor 
R L Martin, Monash University.
Spectro-electrochemistry of binuclear halide complexes by Dr G A Heath with Dr B J 
Kennedy, Sydney University.
Spectro-electrochemistry of binuclear phosphine complexes by Dr G A Heath with Dr L 
J Yellowlees, Edinburgh University.
Spectro-electrochemistry of dimeric porphyrins by Dr G A Heath with Dr D P Arnold, 
Queensland University of Technology.
Binuclear ruthenium  and osmium com pounds; synthesis, electrochemistry and 
magnetochemistry by Dr G A Heath with Dr D G Humphrey, University College, London, 
and Dr K S Murray, Monash University.
Spectro-electrochemistry of tris-acetylacetonato osmium (III) by Dr G A Heath with Dr G 
M Moran, University of New South Wales.
Molecular orbital calculations on binuclear nonahalides by Dr G A Heath with Dr R 
Stranger, University of Queensland.
Molecular orbital calculations on heavy metal compounds by Dr G A Heath with Dr P A 
Schwerdtfeger, University of Auckland.
Redox-active rhenium and technetium compounds by Dr G A Heath with Dr J Baidas and 
Dr G A Williams, Australian Radiation Laboratory.
Water-displacing corrosion inhibitors by Dr G A Heath with Professor D Creagh, 
Australian Defence Force Academy.
Spectro-electrochemistry of metal nitrosyls by Dr G A Heath with Dr C Glidewell, 
University of St Andrews, UK.
The Cary 5 spectrophotometer development program by Dr G A Heath with Dr M 
Archard, Varian-Australia, Ltd.
Electrolytic aluminium alloy treatments by Dr G A Heath with Mr D L Hallam, Senior 
Metals Conservator, Australian War Memorial Laboratories.
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Structural studies of drug-DNA complexes and novel DNA structures by Dr M Keniry 
and Professor R H Shafer, University of California, San Francisco and Dr C Levenson, 
Roche Molecular Systems, Alameda, California.
Experimental studies of frequency-shifted pulses and amplitude modulated pulses by Dr 
M Keniry and Professor B Sanctuary, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
Spectroscopy of mixed valence osmium dimers by Dr E Krausz with Dr P Lay, University 
of Sydney.
Double excitations in molybdenum dimers by Dr E Krausz with Dr R Stranger, University 
of Queensland.
Electronic structure and vibronic interactions in complexes of acetylacetonate (acac) by 
Dr E Krausz with Dr G Moran, University of New South Wales.
MCD studies of the Ruthenium blues by Dr E Krausz with Professor R Armstrong, 
University of Sydney.
Single crystal spectroscopy of copper (II) complexes with unexpected geometries by Dr E 
Krausz with Dr M Hitchman, University of Tasmania.
Competitive binding studies of wedeloside and its analogs with the mitochondrial 
membrane ADP/ ATP carrier protein by Dr J K MacLeod with Professor E M Klingenberg, 
University of Munich.
Design of a new electrospray source for mass spectrometry by Dr J K MacLeod with Dr I 
A S Lewis, King's College, London.
Mass spectrometric analysis of marine toxnis by Dr ] K MacLeod with Dr R Lewis, 
Southern Fisheries Research Centre, Queensland.
Mass spectrometric and magnetic resonance studies of the path of carbon in 
photosynthesis by Dr J K MacLeod with Dr J G Collins, Australian Defence Force 
Academy.
Structures of biologically active plant extracts by Dr J K MacLeod with Dr P B Oelrichs, 
National Research Centre for Environmental Toxicology, Brisbane.
Structures of natural products from Sri Lankan plants by Dr ] K MacLeod with Professor 
G P Wannigama, University of Peradeniya.
Studies of protein modifications involved in cataract formation in man by Dr J K MacLeod 
with Dr M M Sheil and Dr R J W Truscott, University of Wollongong.
Biosynthetic, structural and metabolic studies on gibberellms by Professor L N Mander 
and Mr B Twitchin with Professor R P Pharis, Department of Biology, University of 
Calgary; Professor J MacMillan and Dr P Hedden, Long Ashton Research Station, Bristol; 
Dr H Yamane, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, University of Tokyo; DrJ Zeevaart, 
MSU-DOE Plant Research Laboratory, Michigan State University; Professor J E Graebe, 
Pflanzenphysiologisches Institüt und Botanischer Garten, Universität Göttingen; 
Professor P Morgan, Department of Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas A&M University; 
Professor M Brenner, Department of Horticultural Science, University of Minnesota; and 
DrJ Ozga, Department of Plant Science, Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry, University 
of Alberta.
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Collaboration on writing a text book on stereochemistry by Professor L N Mander with 
Professor E Eliel, University of North Carolina; and Professor S H Wilen, City University 
of New York.
Development of radio-immune assays for gibberellins by Professor L N Mander with 
Professor N Takahashi and Dr I Yamaguchi, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, 
University of Tokyo.
Structural and biosynthetic studies on antheridiogens from fern gametophytes by 
Professor E N Mander and Mr M Pour with Dr H Yamane, Department of Agricultural 
Chemistry, University of Tokyo; Dr J Banks, Department of Biology, University of 
Montreal; and Professor H Schraudolf, University of Ulm.
Studies on the genetics of Pisum  by Professor L N Mander and Dr M Sherburn with 
Professor J B Reid and Dr J J Ross, Department of Plant Science, University of Tasmania.
Structural studies of the P II protein by Dr D Ollis with Dr S Vasudevan, James Cook 
University, Queensland.
Mechanistic studies with the enzyme dienelactone hydrolase by Dr D Ollis with Professor 
G Ashley, Northwestern University, USA.
Crystallization of the steroid binding protein by Dr D Ollis with Dr P Petra, University of 
Washington, USA.
Structural studies with dienelactone hydrolase by Dr D Ollis with Dr M Schlomann, 
University of Stuttgart, Germany.
Lactonase structural studies by Dr D Ollis with Professor R Scopes, La Trobe University.
Inhibitors of dienelactone hydrolase by Dr D Ollis with Dr J Hook, University of New 
South Wales.
Atmospheric chemistry related to ozone depletion by Professor L Radom and Dr M P 
McGrath with Dr W J Bouma, Division of Atmospheric Research, CSIRO, Melbourne and 
Professor A Rauk, University of Calgary.
Molecular structure determination by Professor L Radom with Dr B J Smith, Biomolecular 
Research Institute, Melbourne; and Professor D Coffey, San Diego State University.
Evaluation of accurate proton affinities by Professor L Radom with Dr B J Smith, 
Biomolecular Research Institute, Melbourne.
Noble gas chemistry by Professor L Radom and Dr MW Wong with Professor E DJemmis, 
University of Hyderabad; and Professor H-B Biirgi, University of Berne, Switzerland.
Thermochemistry of organosultur compounds by Professor L Radom with Dr R H Nobes, 
ANU Supercomputing Facility; Dr L A Curtiss, Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, 
Illinois, USA; and Professor J A Pople, Carnegie-Mellon University.
Radical addition reactions by Professor L Radom with Dr M W Wong, University of 
Queensland; Professor A Pross, University of Sydney; and Professor H Fischer, University 
of Zurich.
Overcrowded molecules by Profesor L Radom and Dr A P Scott with Professor I Agranat, 
Hebrew University, Jerusalem.
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Strained hydrocarbons by Professor L Radom and Dr M P McGrath with Professor H F 
Schaefer III, University of Georgia.
Biomimetic synthesis of the antifungal antibiotic preussin by Professor R W Rickards and 
Dr C Schickli with Dr G Poulton, University of Victoria.
Development of microbial products for control of soil-borne plant pathogens and 
root-knot nematodes by Professor R W Rickards, Mrs M G Anderson and Mrs J M 
Rothschild with Dr P J Dart, University of Queensland, Dr G R Stirling, Queensland 
Department of Primary Industries, and Incitec Ltd.
Isomerisation of aryldioxolanes by Professor R W Rickards and Mrs B S Senanayake with 
Professor R G F Giles, Murdoch University.
Juvenile hormones in higher dipterans by Professor R W Rickards, Mr A J Herlt and Dr 
R Thomas with Drs S Trowell and P East, CSIRO.
Nematodes from actinomycetes by Professor R W Rickards, Dr M O'Shea, Mrs M G 
Anderson and Mrs J M Rothschild with Dr E Lacey, CSIRO, and CIBA-GEIGY Ltd.
Non-antibacterial inducers of MLS resistance by Professor R W Rickards and Mr A J Herlt 
with Dr J Maier, Northwestern University, and Dr J B McAlpine, Abbott Laboratories, 
Chicago, Illinois, USA.
Antifungal antibiotics from a biocontrol agent by Professor R W Rickards and Mrs M G 
Anderson with Drs P M Cathcart, A C Hayward and P J Dart, University of Queensland.
Synthesis of dronabinol by Professor R W Rickards and Mr A J Herlt with Dr P Macdonald, 
ALCO Chemicals Ltd.
Binding of encapsulated metal ion complexes to oligonucleotides and proteins by 
Professor A M Sargeson with Dr A Arnold and Dr G Collins, Australian Defence Force 
Academy.
Electrochemical studies on macrobicyclic amine complexes by Professor A M Sargeson 
with Professor A Bond, Deakin University.
Ellectrochemistry and redox reactions of metal ion complexes and proteins by Professor 
A M Sargeson with Professor J Ulstrup, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, 
Denmark.
Electrochemistry of macrobicyclic cobalt (III) complexes by Professor A M Sargeson with 
Dr G A Law'rance, University of Newcastle and Dr P A Lay, University of Sydney.
Energy conversion studies using macrobicyclic metal complexes by Professor A M 
Sargeson, Dr R J Geue and Dr P Osvath with Dr W Sasse and Dr A Mau, CSIRO Division 
of Chemical Technology, Melbourne.
Macrobicyclic chemistry by Professor A M Sargeson and Mr G W Walker with Dr L F 
Lindoy, James Cook University of North Queensland.
Magnetic studies on macrobicyclic amine complexes by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr 
L L Martin, Flinders University, and Professor R L Martin, Monash University.
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Medical diagnostic and therapeutic agents by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr M Tweedle, 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceutical Research Institute, New Jersey, USA and Professor 
R Bryant, University of Rochester Medical Center, New York, USA.
Metal ion toxicological agents by Professor A M Sargeson with Professor J Mason, Institute 
Nationale de la Recherche Agronomique, Clermont-Ferrand, France.
New anthelmintic reagents by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr C A Behm, Biochemistry 
Department, The Faculties, ANU.
New biological reagents by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr S Smith, Australian Nuclear 
Science and Technology Organisation, Sydney.
New biological reagents by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr G Holan, CSIRO Division of 
Chemical Technology, Melbourne.
New strategies for amino acid syntheses by Professor A M Sargeson with Professor M J 
Miller, University of Notre Dame, USA.
New synthetic methods for barley toxins and new amino acids by Professor A M Sargeson 
with Dr A Hammershoi, 0rsted Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
Novel detergent complexes by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr R Pashley, Chemistry 
Department, The Faculties, ANU.
Role of encapsulated metal ions in cell proliferation by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr 
FI McArdle, University of Dundee, Scotland.
Pulse radiolysis studies of coordination complexes by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr G 
A Lawrance, University of Newcastle and Dr D F Sangster, CSIRO Division of Chemical 
Physics, Lucas Heights.
Pulse radiolysis studies of unusual oxidation states by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr J 
C Sullivan, Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
Reaction mechanisms in amine cobalt (III) chemistry by Professor A M Sargeson with 
Professor W G Jackson, Royal Military College, Australian Defence Force Academy.
Spectroscopy of chromium (III) cage complexes by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr G M 
Moran, Chemistry Department, University of New South Wales.
Spectroscopy of macrobicyclic cage complexes by Professor A M Sargeson with Professor 
C E Schäffer, University of Copenhagen, Denmark and Lektor M Brorson, Technical 
University of Denmark, Lvngby, Denmark.
Structural and reactivity studies of ruthenium complexes by Professor A M Sargeson and 
Mr D Bull with Dr P Bernhard, Ciba-Geigy, Fribourg and Professor H-B Bürgi, University 
of Berne, Switzerland.
Structural studies of macropolycyclic complexes by Professor A M Sargeson and Dr R J 
Geue with Dr G J Gainsford, DSIR, New Zealand; and Dr W T Robinson, University of 
Canterbury, New Zealand.
Structural studies of rigid polycyclic complexes by Professor A M Sargeson and Dr R J 
Geue with Professor I Bernal, University of Houston, USA.
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Structures of encapsulated metal ion complexes by Professor A M Sargeson and Dr R J 
Geue with Professor A D Rae, University of New South Wales.
Studies of spin equilibria by Professor A M Sargeson with Dr J Beattie, University of 
Sydney; Professor R L Martin, Monash University; and Dr L L Martin, Flinders University.
Syntheses and structural studies of macrobicyclic complexes of transition metals by 
Professor A M Sargeson and Dr R J Geue with Dr J M Harrowfield and Associate Professor 
A H White, University of Western Australia.
Synthetic exo-nucleases by Professor A M Sargeson with Professor O Buchardt, 0 rsted 
Institut, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
X-ray and neutron diffraction studies of macrobicyclic and polyamine complexes by 
Professor A M Sargeson and Dr R J Geue with Lektors F Krebs-Larsen and R Hazell, 
Aarhus University, Denmark.
The composition-dependence of physical properties in stabilised cubic zirconia by Drs J 
G Thompson, R L Withers, B Butler, and T R Welberry with Dr C J Howard and D 
Argyriou, Applied Nuclear Physics, ANSTO, Lucas Heights.
Neutron scattering studies of yttria- and calcia-stabilised cubic zirconias by Drs J G 
Thompson, T R Welberry, B D Butler and R L Withers with Drs C J Howard, M M Elcombe 
and D Argyriou, Applied Nuclear Physics, ANSTO, Lucas Heights.
Laser Raman studies of the Aurivillius phases by Dr J G Thompson with Dr S Myrrha, 
Physics Department, Griffith University, Dr G L Hua, Physics Department, Monash 
University and Dr P Graves, AEA Technology, Harwell Laboratory, UK.
New materials from Kaolinite intercalates by Dr J G Thompson with Drs ID R Mackinnon 
and P J R Uwins, Centre for Microscopy and Microanalysis, University of Queensland, 
and Dr A Whittaker, Centre for Magnetic Resonance, University of Queensland.
Composition-dependence of crystal structure in naturally occurring copper silver iodides 
from Broken Hill, NSW by Dr J G Thompson with P Millsteed, Resource and 
Environmental Science, University of Canberra.
Ta/W  ordering in Ta22W4Ü67 using synchrotron radiation by Drs J G Thompson, B D 
Butler, S Schmid and R L Withers with Associate Professor A D Rae, School of Chemistry, 
University of New South Wales and Drs N Ishizawa and S Kishimoto, Tokyo Institute of 
Technology and the Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan.
An infra-red study of C9-Cristobalite related phases by Drs J G Thompson and R L Withers 
with Dr K Finnie, CSIRO Division of Coal Technology.
The stabilization of ß-Cristobalite by Drs J G Thompson and R L Withers with Dr M Sterns 
and E Thomas, Department of Chemistry, The Faculties, ANU and Dr R J Kirkpatrick and 
Y Xiao, Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Synthesis, modelling and structure refinement of low camegieite—NaAlSi04 by Drs J G 
Thompson, R L Withers, J D FitzGerald with Dr A M Whittaker, Centre for Magnetic 
Resonance, University of Queensland and R M Traill, Department of Chemistry, Monash 
University.
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Biophysical analysis of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors by Dr S G Vasudevan with Dr 
S H Chung, Department of Chemistry,The Faculties, Dr S Stowe, Research School of 
Biological Sciences, Professor P W Gage, John Curtin School of Medical Research, ANU, 
and Dr H Reiländer, Max Planck Institut für Biophysik, Frankfurt.
Scattering of models of microemulsions by Dr T R Welberry with Dr T N Zemb, Service 
de Chimie Moleculaire, CEN Saday, France.
Study of order and disorder in optically active crystals by Dr T R Welberry with Dr A M 
Glazer, Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, UK.
Dendrimer and polystyrene surfactant structure by Professor J W White and Mr P Saville 
with Dr C J Hawker, University of Queensland, Dr K L Worley and Dr J M J Frechet, 
Cornell University.
Diffraction from 2D ammonia alkali metal intercalates by Professor J W White with Mr G 
Lindsell and Dr R Ibbotsen, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, UK.
Electrochemistry of block copolymer solutions by Professor J W White and Mr L Dai, Dr 
J Kerr, ICI (UK) and Professor A Hamnett, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
Use of the Research School of Chemistry small angle scattering camera by Professor J W 
White and Dr I Jamie with Dr R Knott, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology 
Organisation, and Mr B Leary, Dulux Australia.
Isotope effects on microphase separation by Professor J W White and Zhu Pen Wei with 
Dr E Epperson, Mr D Wozniak, Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, USA 
and Dr R Snyder, University of California, Berkeley.
Kinetics of template action in sodalite synthesis by Professor J W White with Dr L Iton, D 
F Trouw, Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, USA, and Dr D Hopkins, 
Amoco Chemical Company, Naperville.
Librational dynamics of Rb3C60 by Professor J W White with Dr F Trouw, Argonne 
National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
Microphase separation in paraffin crystals by Professor J W White with Dr D Dorset, 
Medical Foundation of Buffalo, Dr E Epperson, Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, 
Illinois, USA, and Dr R Snyder, University of California, Berkeley.
Dr J Boldeman, Dr M Elcombe and Dr R Knott, Australian Nuclear Science and 
Technology Organisation, Dr L Davis, Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and 
Engineering and Dr E Gray, Griffith University.
Quantum mechanical tunnelling and free rotation in two dimensional ammonia alkali 
metal solid solutions by Professor J W White and Dr I Jamie with DrC Carlile, Rutherford 
Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, UK.
Simulations of graphite intercalation compounds by Professor J W White and Dr P A 
Weilopolski, ANU Computing Centre.
Surface activity and structure of polymer surfactants by Professor J W White, Mr P Saville, 
Dr I Gentle and Dr J Penfold, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, UK.
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Synthesis and structure of pillared clays by Professor J W White and Dr K Carrado, 
Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
The lattice dynamics of Rb3C60 by Professor J W White and R Durand, D Sivia and J 
Tomkinson, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, UK.
Template distribution function in modified silicate gels by Professor J W White w ith Dr 
L Iton. Dr J Richardson and Dr F Trouw, Argonne National Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, 
USA.
X-ray reflectometer for the Research School of Chemistry and Photon Factory, Japan by 
Professor J W White, M r S Downing, and M r T Dowling w ith Assistant Professor D 
Creagh, Australian Defence Force Academy.
Arsine adducts of alanes and gallanes by Dr S B Wild with Professor C L Raston, Science 
and Technology, Griffith University, Queensland.
Resolution of chiral stannanes by Dr S B Wild with Dr D Daktemieks, Chemical and 
Analytical Sciences, Deakin University, Geelong.
Ruthenium-phosphine catalysed organic reactions by Dr S B W ild and Professor R N 
Warrener, University of Central Queensland, Rockhampton.
A comprehensive structure refinement program for incommensurately modulated crystal 
structures by Drs R L Withers, J G Thompson and S Schmid w ith Associate Professor A 
D Rae, School of Chemistry, University of NSW.
A TEM and X-ray powder diffraction study of the (l-x)CaS.xY2S3 system by Dr R L Withers 
and Dr L C Otero-Diaz, Inorganic Chemistry Department, Complutense University, 
Madrid.
Structural modulation and the Sartorite family of minerals by Dr R L Withers w'ith Dr A 
Pring, Department of Mineralogy, South Australian Museum.
Research School of 
Earth Sciences
Dr V C Bennett is continuing collaboration with Calvin M iller of Vanderbilt University 
on isotopic studies of xenoliths from the Mohave Desert Region, California.
Dr M Bird collaborated w ith Dr A McMinn (IASOS—University of Tasmania) and Dr P 
Van Der H off (Antarctic Division) on studies of diatoms in Antarctic Lakes.
Dr M Bird collaborated w ith Dr W S Fyfe (University of Western Ontario) and Dr C 
Nittrouer (State University of New York, Stony Brook) on studies of the carbon-isotope 
composition of biomarker compounds in sediments. He also collaborated w ith Dr F 
Longstaffe (University of Western Ontario) on intracrystalline fractionation of 
oxygen-isotopes in kaolinite, and with Dr F Longstaffe and Dr W Ehrmann (Alfred 
Wegener Institut Für Polar und Meeresforschung) on studies of the oxygen-isotope 
composition of clays derived from weathering of the Antarctic continent.
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Dr J Braun travelled twice to Dalhousie University in Canada to work with Professor C 
Beaumont on physical models of intra-plate collisions and gave several seminars on his 
current research. He also is working with Professor R Stephenson of the Free University 
of Amsterdam on a tectonic model for the multi-stage formation of the Sverdrup Basin in 
Arctic Canada. During two successive visits to Amsterdam, Dr Braun gave several 
seminars on his current research. A paper on the collaborative work with Dr Stephenson 
is being prepared.
Dr A R Chivas continued collaboration with Dr A S Andrew of the CSIRO Division of 
Exploration Geoscience in the use of sulfur isotopes to trace the origin of surficial sulfate 
in the Australian regolith.
Dr A R Chivas and Mr F Peerdeman are collaborating with Professor P J Davies from the 
University of Sydney, in a study of the Pleistocene and Pliocene sea-level and climatic 
history of the Queensland continental margin using results and recovered cores from ODP 
Leg 133. The principal tools for this work are the School's stable-isotope mass 
spectrometer, micro-carbonate device and the inductively-coupled plasma spectrometer. 
Further, Dr A R Chivas, Mr ] Cali, Ms X Wang and Mrs A Chapman collaborated with Dr 
P De Deckker, Dr P Wells, Mr I Martinez-Rodriguez, Department of Geology, ANU and 
Mr P Hesse, Department of Biogeography and Geomorphology, ANU, in the 
measurement and application of stable-isotopes and trace-elements to a variety of 
palaeoceanographic problems. These projects utilised the School's Finnigan MAT-251 
mass spectrom eter, micro-carbonate device and inductively-coupled plasma 
spectrometer.
Dr A R Chivas is collaborating with Professor M Hermelin of the EAFIT University, 
Medellin, Colombia in an oxygen-isotope study of the uplifted weathering profiles 
developed on the Antioquian Batholith. He also commenced collaborative work with Dr 
A Garda of La Plata Museum, Argentina on the chemical and isotopic composition of 
lacustrine charophytes. Further, Dr Chivas and Mr F Peerdeman are cooperating with Dr 
D Kroon, Department of Geology and Geophysics, Grant Institute, University of 
Edinburgh, Scotland, in the study of stable-isotope and trace-element geochemistry of 
Foraminifera.
Dr D R Christie has continued collaborative work with Drs M J Reeder and N J Tapper 
from Monash University and Professor R K Smith from the University of Munich on a 
study of the transformation of mid-latitude cold frontal systems into highly nonlinear 
wave disturbances.
Dr S A Condie collaborated with Professor P B Rhines of the University of Washington 
on studies of atmospheric Hadley cells and the influence of the Earth's rotation on 
convective deepening of the upper ocean mixed layer.
Dr S F Cox has been investigating the development of lattice preferred orientations and 
deformation mechanisms in experimentally deformed pyrite with Professor Dr-Ing H 
Siemes, RWTH-Aachen, Germany.
Drs S Eggins and J Woodhead continued collaboration with Dr J A Gamble of Victoria 
University, Wellington, New Zealand, on the nature and origin of High Field Strength 
element depletion in oceanic island arc volcanics.
Dr C S Eldridge collaborated with Mr S Rowins from the Key Centre for Teaching and 
Research in Strategic Mineral Deposits at the University of Western Australia on sulfur 
isotopes from selected ores of West Australia.
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Dr C S Eldridge collaborated w ith Dr M A McKibben of the University of California, 
Riverside in June this year. The classic sulfide mineralisation at White Pine, Michigan was 
studied w ith M r J L Mauk of the Geological Sciences Department at the University of 
Michigan. Preliminary studies of iron sulfide from moat sediments of the Creede Caldera 
were carried out with Dr P M Bethke of the US Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia and 
Dr R O Rye of the US Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado.
M r C M  Fanning continued collaboration with Dr W Collins and M r W Landenberger, 
University of Newcastle on U-Pb zircon dating of New England Paleozoic granitoids and 
Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr isotopic evolution of Central Australian high grade metamorphics.
Mr C M  Fanning collaborated w ith Drs K Shiraishi and Y Motoyoshi, National Institute 
of Polar Research, Japan and Dr Y Hiroi, Chiba University, Japan on U-Pb zircon 
geochronology of the Lützow-Holm Complex, East Antarctica. He also collaborated with 
Professor T N Clifford and Dr E Barton, University of Witwatersrand, South Africa on the 
age of a granitoid suite in Namaqualand.
Collaboration commenced between Dr G Fischer and Dr M Weller from Institut für 
Metallforschung of Max Planck Institut, Stuttgart on a project dedicated to the study of 
the kinetic and dynamic nature of phase transformations in partially stabilised zirconia.
Dr M K Gagan is collaborating with Dr R McMiller of the Geological Survey of Namibia 
and Dr M  K Seeley of the Namibian Desert Ecological Research Unit on Tertiary 
fluviomarine palaeoenvironments in Namibia.
The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics group and CSIRO's Centre for Environmental 
Mechanics continued to provide joint supervision and support for a graduate student, Mr 
P Hutchinson, who is carrying out research into the processes by which algae are mixed 
away from a water surface by wind waves.
The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Group worked with CSIRO's Division of Building, 
Construction and Engineering to set up in the School a new system for measurement of 
velocity fields in fluid flows. The system utilises computer software developed by CSIRO 
and is part of a major equipment grant to the School from the ANU.
Dr R W Griffiths again hosted the annual visit by final year students in physical 
oceanography from the Australian Defence Force Academy, for practical teaching in the 
fluid dynamics laboratory.
Dr R W Griffiths was a co-investigator, w ith Professor J H Fink of Arizona State University, 
on a project to study the effects of cooling and solidification on the dynamics and 
moq?hology of lava flows. The project was supported by the US National Science 
Foundation.
Dr T Ireland collaborated with Dr J Aitchison of the University of Sydney on the age of 
ophiolite sequences of the New England Orogen. Dr Ireland also continued his 
collaboration with Dr G Gibson of the University College of Southern Queensland on the 
age of Fiordland crustal components.
Dr T R Ireland collaborated with Dr E Zinner of the Physics Dept, Washington University, 
St Louis on the isotopic and chemical characterisation of interstellar dust particles in 
meteorites.
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Professor BLN Kennett visited the Department of Earth Sciences, Monash University for 
a week in July and gave three seminars on different aspects of geophysical inversion and 
mantle structure in addition to many informal discussions.
Professor B L N  Kennett, Vice-President, International Association for Seismology and 
the Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI) and chair, IASPEI Commission on Wave 
Propagation. He also has worked with the Japanese Petroleum Exploration Company on 
S waves in exploration seismology.
Professor K Lambeck continued cooperation with the Sir George Fisher Centre of James 
Cook University of North Queensland to map sea-level change in northern Queensland 
during Holocene time for the purpose of establishing constraints on mantle viscosity as 
well as on the global ice budget of the continental ice sheets; and with the School of 
Surveying, University of New South Wales for precise positioning using GPS and 
comparisons with earlier Doppler positioning to measure tectonic displacements in Papua 
New Guinea.
Dr J K W Lee is collaborating with Professor A K Sinha of the Virginia Polytechnical 
Institute and State University on a study of U and Pb transport in zircons.
Dr L Liu participated in the team led by Associate Professor D Creagh, Department of 
Physics, University College, University of New South Wales, in a program of high 
pressure experiments which was undertaken during 28 November-5 December. This 
collaboration is essential to Dr Liu's endeavour to characterise the physical properties of 
mantle mineral phases. A team of 4—6 co-workers were required (a resource not available 
in this School) to conduct intensive experiments employing synchrotron X-ray source, 
and which involved the use of the Australian National Beamline Facility (ANBF), located 
at the Photon Factory in Tsukuba, Japan, which is now available for user experiments.
Dr L Liu continued his collaboration with Dr E Huang at the Academia Sinica, Taipei, 
where they have set up a high pressure laboratory and have equipment ready to install 
in the Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (SRRC) in Hsinchu, which is planned for 
operation early in 1993. Further, Dr T Irifune of Ehime University, Matsuyama, Japan, has 
synthesised all the necessary mineral samples for Dr Liu's studies using both Raman 
spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray sources.
Dr M McCulloch has collaborated with Dr R Price from La Trobe University on a study 
of the Mt Egmont volcanics from New Zealand. A collaborative study with Dr H Veeh 
from Flinders University on U-Th dating of solitary corals formed during the glacial 
maximum is currently under way. Collaborative work is continuing with Dr W Sivell from 
the University of Western Sydney. Drs McCulloch and Mortimer are also collaborating 
with Professor Davies and Ms M Lund a PhD student, both from the University of Sydney. 
Collaborative work is also continuing with Dr J Gamble from Victoria University in New 
Zealand on isotopic studies of young volcanic rocks from the Taupo Volcanic Zone and 
Havre Trough of New Zealand. Ms R Lanyon, a PhD student from the University of 
Tasmania, is currently undertaking isotopic studies at RSES on the Balleny hotspot track. 
This project also involves collaborative work with Drs A Crawford and R Varne from the 
University of Tasmania, as well as Dr C Jenkins from the University of Sydney.
Dr M T McCulloch continued collaboration with Dr R Wasson of the CSIRO Division of 
Water Resources on the provenance of sediments in the Ord River dam; continued 
collaboration with Dr J Gamble of Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand and has 
conducted collaborative studies with Dr F Volker from the University of Karlsruhe,
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Germany and Dr Xianhua Li from the Guangzhou Branch, Institute of Geochemistry, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Dr W F McDonough initiated a collaborative research program w ith Dr R C Price, 
Department of Geology, La Trobe University, into the composition and origin of 
pyroxenite samples from southeastern Australia. Dr McDonough continued his 
collaboration w ith Professor B W Chappell, Department of Geology, ANU, into the 
geochemistry of the crust-mantle system and with Dr H-G Stosch of the University of 
Cologne, on the composition and formation of upper mantle samples from Germany. Dr 
McDonough is also involved in a collaborative research program with Professor F A Frey 
and colleagues at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology involving research into the 
composition and origin of mantle samples from Japan.
Professor I McDougall has undertaken some age measurements in relation to the Ocean 
Drilling Program, Leg 135. He also continued active collaboration w ith Professor F H 
Brown of the University of Utah in relation to the geological evolution of East Africa.
Professor A C McLaren continued collaboration with Dr A Meike of the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory, California, on transformational plasticity and its 
geophysical implications. Recent work is concerned w ith the direct observation, using 
very high voltage transmission electron microscopy, of the crystal defects involved in the 
deformation of a solid while simultaneously undergoing a phase transformation.
Dr H McQueen worked with Dr G Houseman of Monash University on aspects of the 
tectonics of Venus based on high resolution SAR and altimeter data from the NASA 
Magellan probe.
Dr A P Nutman continued a project examining the evolution of the northern edge of the 
Yilgarn block w ith  Ms J Windh, University of Western Australia and undertook 
international collaboration projects as follows: crustal evolution of the northeast 
Greenland w ith  the Geological Survey of Greenland; dating of early Archaean 
metasediments in west Greenland with Dr S Maruyama, University of Tokyo; dating of 
the Wyoming province USA with Dr P Mueller (University of Florida), Dr J Wooden 
(United States Geological Survey); Evolution of Godthäbsfjord, west Greenland with Dr 
C R L Friend, Oxford Polytechnic, UK.
Members of the Organic Petrology Group collaborated closely in a number of projects 
with CSIRO, especially the Division of Materials Science and Technology and the Division 
of Coal and Energy Technology.
Dr C Perkins collaborated with Dr J L Walshe in establishing the timing of mineralisation 
and host rocks in the Tasman Orogen, eastern Australia. She collaborated w ith the Centre 
for Ore Deposit and Exploration Studies, University of Tasmania, on geochronological 
studies on the Mount Read Volcanics and the Hellyer volcanogenic massive sulfide 
deposit. She also worked with the Geology Department, James Cook University of North 
Queensland, on the geochronology of the Peak Gold Mine at Cobar, New South Wales, 
and w ith  the Economic Geology Research Unit, James Cook University of North 
Queensland, on the gold deposits in the Drummond Basin, Queensland.
Collaboration continued between Drs S Rigden and I Jackson at RSES and Professor R C 
Liebermann and staff of the Center for High Pressure Research at State University of New 
York, Stony Brook on a project to synthesise mantle minerals and measure elasticity as a 
function of pressure and temperature.
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Dr R L Rudnick worked with Dr A Ewart, University of Queensland on the geochemistry 
of back-arc basin basalts. She also worked with Professor B W Chappell, Department of 
Geology, ANU, on the geochemistry of upper mantle materials from northern Tanzania.
Dr R L Rudnick collaborated with Dr Z Spetsius, Yakutsk diamond industry, Russia, on 
the geochemistry of Siberian diamondiferous eclogites. She also collaborated with Dr A J 
Irving, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington on the geochemistry of upper 
mantle rocks from Montana, USA.
Dr T Spell and Professor I McDougall are undertaking a thermochronological study in the 
Paparoa Range, New Zealand, in association with personnel from the Geological Survey 
of New Zealand. Dr T Spell also is collaborating with Dr P Kyle of New Mexico Institute 
of Mining and T echnology, US A, on the geochemical and isotopic evolution of Quaternary 
silicic magmas in the Jemez volcanic field in northern New Mexico. This work is focused 
on eruptions occurring between the two major caldera-forming events. He is also 
collaborating with Dr J Stix of the University of Montreal in Canada on the light lithophile 
and halogen element geochemistry of postcollapse rhyolites in Valles Caldera, also located 
within the Jemez volcanic field. Dr Spell visited with Professor T M Harrison at the 
University of California, Los Angeles for six days in December, 1992, to undertake 
multidomain diffusion modelling of K-feldspars from Proterozoic granites from northern 
New Mexico.
Dr J Stone is involved in a collaborative project with Dr M Mabin of James Cook University, 
Townsville, to date the deposition of moraine boulders by the Lambert Glacier, East 
Antarctica, using cosmogenic isotopes. He also is collaborating with Dr B Finlayson of the 
University of Melbourne and Dr J Webb of La Trobe University in a project to measure 
rates of erosion and landscape development in a limestone terrain surrounding Buchan, 
in Victoria.
Professor G H Taylor and Mr L F Brunckhorst provided assistance to Mr M Biggs of the 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Adelaide, on a project concerning the 
fine porosity of coke.
Professor G H Taylor collaborated with Dr M Teichmüller of the Geologisches Landesamt, 
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany on a study of the nature and origin of fluorinite in coals.
In November and December Professor J S Turner spent three weeks working with Dr T J 
McDougall at the CSIRO Marine Laboratories in Hobart.
Professor J S Turner and Dr R C Kerr of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics group continued 
their longstanding collaboration on models of the fluid dynamics of geological processes 
with Professor H E Huppert and his colleagues in the Institute of Theoretical Geophysics, 
University of Cambridge.
Dr I S Williams continued his collaboration with Dr W Collins, the University of 
Newcastle, in the use of SHRIMP to establish the temporal relationship between igneous 
activity, metamorphism and deformation in the Proterozoic rocks of the northern Arunta 
Inlier, central Australia and with Dr T Nakajima, Geological Survey of Japan, in a SHRIMP 
study of the Cretaceous granites of Japan. He also continued his collaboration with Dr S 
Bowring, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, on a study of the chronology of the 
ancient Acasta gneisses, Canada.
In response to requests from a number of institutions for first-hand information on 
SHRIMP II, Dr I S Williams travelled with Anutech's Principal Project Manager, Dr A
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Rastawicki, to Japan, Canada and the United States. He gave presentations on SHRIMP 
II and its applications in the geosciences at Okayama University Misasa, Osaka University, 
the Kanagawa Prefectural Museum Yokohama, the Geological Survey of Japan Tsukuba, 
the University of Tokyo, the United States Geological Survey Menlo Park, Stanford 
University, University of California Berkeley, Institute of Human Origins Berkeley, the 
Geological Survey of Canada, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Washington University, Southern Methodist University and the 
University of Hawaii.
Dr J Woodhead continued his collaboration with Dr C Devey of the University of Kiel, 
Germany on the geochemistry of volcanic glasses dredged from the newly discovered 
Pitcairn seamounts, Southeastern Polynesia.
John Curtin School of 
Medical Research
X-ray structure of human dihydropteridine by Dr W L F Armarego with Drs D L Ollis and 
P Carr, Research School of Chemistry, ANU.
Expression of human dihydropteridine reductase in deficient human cells by Drs W L F 
Armarego and N Yang with Dr R G H Cotton, The Murdoch Institute, Royal Children's 
Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria.
Expression of human dihydropteridine reductase in E coli by Drs W LF Armarego and 
N Yang with Drs R G H Cotton and P Smooker, The Murdoch Research Institute, Royal 
Children's Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria.
Synthesis and testing of new novel antimalarial drugs by Dr G B Barlin with Professor K 
Rieckmann and Mrs B Kotecka, Army Malaria Research Unit, Ingleburn and Dr G Butcher, 
Imperial College, London, UK.
Synthesis and testing of nitrogen heterocvcles for interaction with central and peripheral 
diazepam binding sites and as antagonists of adenosine receptors by Dr G B Barlin with 
Drs L P Davies and B Glenn, Vision Research Group, RSBS.
Molecular genetics and structure of the glutathione S-transferase by Dr P Board with 
Professor B Mannervik, Biochemistry Department, Uppsala University, Sweden.
A vaccine for Fasciola hepatica by Dr P Board with Dr M Howell, Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology, The Faculties, ANU.
Structural analysis of glutathione S-transferase by Dr P Board with Dr M Parker, St 
Vincents Medical Research Institute, Melbourne, Victoria.
Glutathione S-transferase deficiency and lung cancer by Dr P Board with Dr J Bishop, 
Peter MacCallum Research Institute, Melbourne, Victoria.
Definition of promoter elements activated by adenovirus Ela by Dr A W Braithwaite with 
Dr M Oren, Department of Chemical Immunology, Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel.
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Complexes between p53 and the adenovirus Elb 58k oncoprotein by Dr A W Braithwaite 
with Dr G E Blair, Department of Biochemistry, University of Leeds, UK.
p53 status in different human cancer complementation groups by Dr A W Braithwaite 
with Dr R Reddel, Children's Medical Research Foundation, University of Sydney, NSW.
Studies on the role of the C-terminal domain(s) of p53 in gene regulation by Drs A W 
Braithwaite and P Jackson with Dr H-W Sturzbecher, Heinrich-Pette Institut, Hamburg, 
Germany.
p53/SV40 large T antigen interactions by Drs A W Braithwaite and P Jackson with Dr W 
Deppert, Heinrich-Pette Institut, Hamburg, Germany.
Identification of p53-responsive elements in the human PCNA promoter by Drs A W 
Braithwaite and P Jackson with Dr G Morris, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, New York, 
USA.
Studies of the functional domains of mouse p53 by Drs A W Braithwaite and P Jackson 
with Dr M Reed, State University of New York, Stonybrook, USA.
Mapping of E3 protein(s) responsible for the down-regulation of adenovirus Ela by Drs 
A W Braithwaite and A Mullbacher with Dr W S M Wold, St Louis University Medical 
Center, School of Medicine, St Louis, USA.
TNF in diabetes pathogenesis by Dr I A Clark with Dr L Harrison, Walter and Eliza Hall 
Institute, Melbourne, Victoria.
TNF and nitric oxide in coagulation by Drs I A Clark and K A Rockett with Dr C Geczy, 
Heart Research Institute, Sydney, NSW.
Cytokines and nitric oxide in filariasis patients treated with diethylcarbamazine by Drs I 
A Clark, W B Cowden and K A Rockett with Dr P Turner, James Cook University, 
Townsville, Queensland.
Roles of lymphotoxin in malarial pathology by Drs I A Clark, W B Cowden and K A 
Rockett with Dr B B Aggarwal, M D Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, USA and Dr A 
Ferrante, University of Adelaide, South Australia.
Involvement of nitric oxide in the pathogenesis of cerebral malaria by Drs I A Clark, W B 
Cowden and K A Rockett with Professor M Friedlander, Neurobiology Research Centre, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA and Dr D Kwiatkowski, Institute of Molecular 
Medicine, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, UK.
Induction of cytokines and nitric oxide by molecular components of malaria parasites by 
Drs I A Clark, W B Cowden and K A Rockett with Dr C Bate, The Middlesex Hospital 
Medical School, University of London, UK and Dr P Jakobsen, University Hospital, 
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Nitric oxide in meningitis by Drs I A Clark, W B Cowden and K A Rockett with Dr A 
McGregor, Woden Valley Hospital, ACT.
The role of transcription factor AP-1 in regulation of spermatogenesis in the European red 
fox by Dr D Cohen with Dr M Bradley, CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology, 
Gunghalin, ACT.
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Regulation of fos-related antigens by the testis determining factor, SRY by Dr D Cohen 
with Dr A Sinclair, School of Biological Sciences, University of Sydney, NSW.
Targeting expression of anti-sense RNAs for fos-related antigens to the testis by Dr D 
Cohen with Dr P Molloy, CSIRO Division of Biomolecular Engineering, North Ryde, 
NSW.
Adjuvant activity of gamma inulin by Dr P Cooper w ith Dr E Steele, Department of 
Biology, University of Wollongong, NSW; Dr G Tannock, Professor R Clancy and D r G 
Pang, Faculty of Medicine, University of Newcastle, NSW; Dr G Jones, University of New 
England, NSW; Professor R Raisin, Sydney University of Technology, NSW; M r A 
Hampson and Dr J Cox, Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, Parkville, Victoria; 
Professor P Carnegie and Dr H Deol, Murdoch University, Western Australia; D r P Ey, 
University of Adelaide, South Australia; Dr P Gold water, Adelaide Children's Hospital, 
South Australia; Dr M Howell, Department of Zoology, ANU; Drs I Frazer and R Tindle, 
Princess Alexandra Hospital, Brisbane, Queensland; Dr R Chevis, Chevis Agricultural 
Services, Oakdale, NSW; Professor S Faine, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria; Drs J 
Chin and S Djordjevic, NSW Agriculture and Fisheries, Menangle, NSW; Professor W 
McCarthy, Sydney Melanoma Clinic, University of Sydney, NSW; Dr R Hall, University 
of Western Australia; Dr D Jackson, School of Microbiology, University of Melbourne, 
Victoria; Dr R Gupta, Massachusetts Public Health Biological Laboratories, Boston, USA; 
Professor A B Dalgleish, St Georges Hospital, London, UK; Dr K Lafferty, Barbara Davis 
Center for Childhood Diabetes, Denver, USA and Dr A Lai, Gainsville, Florida, USA.
Effects of gamma inulin on sponteaneous tumours in domestic animals by Dr P Cooper 
with Mrs P Munro, Graduate School of Veterinary Sciences, James Cook University, 
Townsville, Queensland and Mr R Taylor, Harden Veterinary Hospital, NSW.
Effects of gamma inulin on sarcoids in horses by Dr P Cooper with M r G Blenkhorn, 
Pakenham, Victoria and M r R Chapman, ACT.
Novel approaches to vaccine technology by Dr W B Cowden with Dr B Moss, Peptide 
Technology Ltd, Sydney, NSW.
Design and synthesis of novel immunological adjuvants by Dr W B Cowden w ith Drs B 
Moss, F Widmer and P Schober, Peptide Technology Ltd, Sydney, NSW.
An approach to inhibition of atherogenic monocyte migration across the endothelium by 
Dr W B Cowden w ith Professor R T Dean and Dr J Dawes, Heart Research Institute, 
Sydney, NSW.
Small peptide inhibitors of tumour necrosis factor by Drs W B Cowden, K A Rockett and 
I A Clark w ith Drs D Rathjen and R Aston, Peptide Technology Ltd, Sydney, NSW.
Aromatic amino acid transport by Dr G B Cox with Professor A J Pittard, University of 
Melbourne, Victoria.
Molecular mechanism of chloroplast FoFi-ATPase by Dr G B Cox w ith Dr P W Whitfeld, 
CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, ACT.
Hybrid assemblies of maltose and phosphate transport systems by Dr G B Cox w ith Dr E 
Schneider, University of Osnabrück, Germany.
Structure of FoFi-ATPase subunits by X-ray crystallography by Dr G B Cox w ith Dr M 
Guss, University of Sydney, NSW.
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Membrane transport systems involved in Drosophila eye pigmentation by Dr G B Cox 
with Dr A J Howells, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, The Faculties, ANU.
Sulphate transport in E. coli by Dr G B Cox with Dr A Fimmel, Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, The Faculties, ANU.
The molecular biology and biochemistry of the energy transducing ATPase of E. coli by 
Dr G B Cox and Professor F Gibson with Dr A E Senior, School of Medicine and Dentistry, 
University of Rochester, New York, USA.
The potential interaction of phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase with GTP-binding protein, Gi 
by Dr M F Crouch with Dr R Nolan, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
Novel affinity chromatography for the isolation of proteins by Professor M Denborough 
and Dr P Foster with Professor S Ozaki, Faculty of Engineering, Ehime University, 
Matsuyama, Japan and Professor B V L Potter, Department of Pharmacy and 
Pharmacology, University of Bath, UK.
Measurement of IP3 levels in hepatocytes by Professor M Denborough and Dr P Foster 
with Dr P A Janssens, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, The Faculties, ANU.
Genetic basis of colorectal cancer by Professor W F Doe and Dr M Kohonen-Corish with 
Drs J St John and F McCrae, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Victoria.
Distribution of ryanodine receptor proteins in the central nervous system by Dr A F 
Dulhunty with Dr P Sah, School of Physiology and Pharmacology, University of 
Queensland.
Ultrastructural study of the formation of sarcoballs on skin skeletal muscle fibres by Dr 
A F Dulhunty with Mr T Lewis, Department of Physiology, University of Adelaide, South 
Australia.
Molecular genetic defects in familial hyperlipidemia by Dr S Easteal and Ms J Cavanaugh 
with Dr L Simons, Lipid Clinic, St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney, NSW.
Bacterial electron transport by Professor F Gibson with Professor R K Poole, Kings College, 
London, UK.
The nature of subconductance states in ion channels by Professor P W Gage with Dr S-H 
Chung, Department of Chemistry, ANU.
Ion channels in mammary tumour virus by Professor P W Gage and Dr B Birnir with 
Professor G Air, Department of Microbiology, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, 
Alabama USA.
Sodium currents in heart pacemaker cells by Professor P W Gage and Mrs Y-K Ju with Dr 
D Hirst, Department of Zoology, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
Sodium currents in heart muscle by Professor P W Gage and Mrs Y-K Ju with Dr D A 
Saint, Faculty of Applied Science, University of Canberra, ACT.
Ion channels in influenza virus by Professor P W Gage an Dr L Premkumar with Dr D 
Jackson, Department of Microbiology, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
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Calcium transients caused by glutamate in neurons by Professor P W Gage and Dr L 
Premkumar with Associate Professor D Cook, Department of Physiology, University of 
Sydney, NSW.
Purification of IL-3 plus M-CSF responsive stem cells from bone marrow by Dr A J Hapel 
with Dr I Bertoncello, Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, Melbourne, Victoria.
Myb transformed cell lines as models for in vitro haematopoiesis by Dr A J Hapel with 
Dr T Gonda, Institute for Medical Veterinary Science, Adelaide, South Australia.
Purification of gpl20 (HIV) by Dr A J Hapel with Dr B Kemp, St Vincents Medical Research 
Institute, Melbourne, Victoria.
IL-3 receptors on bone marrow cells by Dr A J Hapel with Drs N Nicola and D Metcalf, 
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne Victoria.
Enzyme levels in sympathetic ganglia of spontaneously hypertensive rats by Dr I A 
Hendry with Dr C Bell, Department of Physiology, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
The retrograde axonal transport of putative neurotrophic molecules by Dr I A Hendry 
with Dr P Bartlett, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, Victoria.
Development of visual nuclei in the midbrain of the marsupial by Dr G H Henry with Dr 
K P Hoffmann, Division of Neurobiologv, Ruhr Universitaet, Bochum, Germany and 
Professor R F Mark and Dr L Marotte, Developmental Neurobiology, RSBS.
Binocular interactions in cat area 21a by Dr G H Henry with Dr E Wieniawa-Narkiewicz, 
Department of Applied Science, University of Canberra, ACT.
Modulation of neurotransmitter release from sympathetic neurones in tissue culture by 
Dr C E Hill with Dr D A Powis, Faculty of Medicine, University of Newcastle, NSW.
Adrenergic neuroeffector transmission in the adult rat iris by Dr C E Hill with Drs G D 
Hirst and M Klemm, Department of Zoology, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
Analysis of the ionic components of the alpha adrenergic post-junctional potential in iris 
dilator cells by Dr C E Hill with Drs G D Hirst and F R Edwards, Department of Zoology, 
University of Melbourne, Victoria.
The sensitivity of 'anergic' B cells to T cell stimulation by Dr P D Hodgkin with Professor 
A Basten and Dr J Eris, Centenary Institute of Cancer Medicine and Cell Biology, 
University of Sydney, NSW.
The use of T cell membranes to separate events in T cell-B cell collaboration by Dr P D 
Hodgkin with Dr M R Kehry, Department of Molecular Biology, Boehringer Ingelheim 
Pharmaceuticals, Connecticut, USA.
The ability of T cell membranes to induce somatic hypermutation in vitro by Dr P D 
Hodgkin with Dr E J Steele and Mr H Y Rothenfluh, Department of Biology, University 
of Wollongong, NSW.
Pharmacology of potassium channels in Chara australis by Dr D Laver with Professor N 
A Walker, School of Biological Sciences, University of Sydney, NSW.
Kinetic analysis of chloride channels by Dr D Laver with Mr T Lewis, Department of 
Physiology, University of Adelaide, South Australia.
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Design, construction and immunobiological testing of recombinant fowlpox vectors 
encoding cytokine genes by Mr K H Leong, Drs A J Ramsay and I A Ramshaw with Dr D 
Boyle, CSIRO Australian Animal Health Laboratory, Geelong, Victoria.
Demyelination and conduction in the optic pathway by Professor W R Levick with Dr W 
M Carroll, Department of Neurology, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Nedlands Western 
Australia.
Mechanism of direction-selectivity of rabbit retinal ganglion cells by Professor W R Levick 
with Dr DI Vaney, Vision Touch and Hearing Research Centre, University of Queensland.
Spatiotemporal white noise analysis of mammalian visual neurones by Professor W R 
Levick with Dr M C Citron, Division of Neurology, Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles, 
California USA.
Compression of the optic nerve by Professor W R Levick with Professor W Burke, 
Department of Physiology, University of Sydney, NSW.
Evaluation of a Sindbis virus vector for the expression of recombinant T cell epitopes by 
Drs M Lobigs, A Mullbacher and Professor R V Blanden with Dr C M Rice, Department 
of Microbiology and Immunology, Washington University School of Medicine, St Louis, 
USA.
Influence of thyroidectomy on production of insulin-like growth factors in foetal sheep 
by Dr P J McCulIagh with Dr P Owens, Cooperative Research Centre for Tissue Growth 
and Repair, Adelaide, South Australia.
Development of the brain in the thvroidectomized foetal lamb by Dr P J McCulIagh with 
Dr S Rees, Department of Anatomy, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
Erythropoietin production in the thvroidectomized foetal lamb by Dr P J McCulIagh with 
Dr M Wintour, Howard Florey Institute of Experimental Physiology and Medicine, 
Melbourne, Victoria.
Gene targeting of interleukin genes by Dr K I Matthaei with Mr M Kopf and Professor G 
Kohler, Max Planck Institute fur Immunbiologie, Freiburg, Germany.
Gene targeting of G-protein genes by Dr KI Matthaei with Professors M I Simon and A J 
Watson, Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA.
Isolation and characterisation of DNA from prehistoric tool blood residues by Dr K I 
Matthaei with Dr T Loy, Department of Prehistory and Anthropology, Research School 
of Pacific Studies, ANU.
Expression of MHC-class I antigens on blactocyts due to viral infections by Dr A 
Mullbacher with Dr N ] C King, Department of Pathology, University of Sydney, NSW.
Construction of an adenovirus vector coding for the outer-surface protein of Borrelia 
burgdorferi by Dr A Mullbacher with Dr M Simon, Max Planck Institute fur 
Immunbiologie, Frieburg, Germany; Dr R Wallich, Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum, 
Heidelberg, Germany and Dr N J C King, Department of Pathology, University of Sydney, 
NSW.
Construction of adenovirus vaccine vectors by Dr A Mullbacher with Dr G Both, CSIRO 
Division of Biomolecular Engineering, North Ryde, NSW.
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Analysis of genetic control of response to viruses by Dr A Mullbacher and Professor R V 
Blanden with Dr A Hill, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, UK.
The role of T cell serine proteases in apoptosis by Drs A Mullbacher and P Waring with 
Dr M Simon, Max Planck Institute fur Immunobiologie, Freiburg, Germany.
Retroviruses and T cells by Dr H C O'Neill with Professor I Weissman, Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute, Stanford, USA.
Mouse mammary tumour virus by Dr H C O'Neill with Dr M Lieberman, Cancer Biology 
Research Labs, Stanford University, USA.
Lymphocyte recirculation by Dr H C O'Neill with Mr F Frogner, University of Lund, 
Sweden.
Estimation procedures for functional cell assays by Dr H C O'Neill with Dr T O'Neill, 
Department of Statistics, ANU.
Function of MUVTV-ORF protein by Dr H C O'Neill with Professor J Butel, Baylor College 
of Medicine, Houston, USA.
Polvanion binding sites on CD2 and CD4 molecules by Dr C R Parish with Dr E Reinherz, 
Dana Färber Cancer Institute, Boston, USA and Dr M Recny, Procept Inc, Boston, USA.
Searching for CD2 ligands by Dr C R Parish with Dr M Sandrin, Austin Research Institute, 
Melbourne, Victoria and Dr L Harrison, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, 
Victoria.
Role of CD45 in cell adhesion by Dr C R Parish with Dr D Coombe, Sir William Dunn 
School of Pathology, University of Oxford, UK.
Polyanions as anti-HIV agents by Dr C R Parish with Drs A Cunningham and L Low, 
Westmead Hospital, Sydney, NSW.
Degradation of basement membranes by leukocytes and tumour cells by Dr C R Parish 
with Dr P A Underwood, CSIRO Division of Molecular Biology, North Rvde, NSW and 
Dr D Coombe, Sir William Dunn School of Pathology, University of Oxford, UK.
Prolongation of allograft survival by castanospermine by Dr C R Parish with Drs A 
Hibberd and K Bowen, Departments of Surgery and Endocrinology, Royal Newcastle 
Hospital, NSW.
Carbohydrate ligands for murine CD2 by Dr C R Parish with Dr J Bromberg, Medical 
University of South Carolina, USA.
Analysis of cell adhesion molecules on human T lymphocytes by Drs C R Parish and J 
Altin with Dr H Warren, Woden Valley Hospital, ACT.
First Australian multicentre trial of interferon alpha-2b as therapy for chronic active 
hepatitis C by Dr P Pavli with the Australian Hepatitis C Study Group.
Second Australian multicentre trial of cyclical interferon alpha-2b as therapy for chronic 
active hepatitis C by Dr P Pavli with the Australian Hepatitis C Study Group.
The establishment of an Australian familial Crohn's disease register by Dr P Pavli.
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Immunobiology of recombinant adenovirus vectors encoding cytokine genes by Dr A J 
Ramsay with Professor J Gauldie and Dr F Graham, McMaster University, Ontario, 
Canada.
Immunobiology of recombinant Salmonella vectors encoding cytokine genes by Dr A J 
Ramsay with Dr R Strugnell, University of Melbourne, Victoria.
T cell immunity to rev and tat regulatory proteins of HIV by Dr A ] Ramsay with Associate 
Professor ] McCluskey, Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, South Australia.
T cell immunity to immunogenic sequences of HIV envelope by Drs A J Ramsay, W B 
Cowden and Professor R V Blanden with Associate Professor J McCluskey, Flinders 
Medical Centre, Adelaide, South Australia and Associate Professor D Cooper, St Vincent's 
Hospital, Sydney, NSW.
Design of viruses for the biological control of vertebrate populations by Dr I A Ramshaw 
with Drs P Jackson, P Kerr, M Bradley and C H Tyndale-Biscoe, CSIRO Division of Wildlife 
and Ecology, ACT.
The use of vaccinia virus expressing IL-2 in the treatment of melanoma by Dr IA Ramshaw 
with Professor P Hersev, Oncologv and Immunology Unit, Roval Newcastle Hospital, 
NSW.
Construction and testing of recombinant vaccinia viruses expressing genes of M leprae 
by Dr I A Ramshaw with Professor A Basten and Dr W Britton, Centenary Institute of 
Cancer Medicine and Cell Biology, University of Sydney, NSW.
Enhancing antibodies by Drs I A Ramshaw, W B Cowden and Mr B Lidbury with Drs R 
Aston and D Rathjen, Peptide Technology Ltd, Sydney, NSW.
Nitric oxide in meningitis by Drs K A Rockett, I A Clark and W B Cowden with Dr A 
McGregor, Woden Valley Hospital, ACT.
The use of Laser Fourier Transform Raman spectroscopy in the investigation of the 
oxidative modification of low density lipoprotein by Drs M L Selley and N G Ardlie with 
Drs P Fredericks and E Wentrop-Byrne, Departm ent of Chemistry, Queensland 
University of Technology.
LC/MS analysis of aldehyde end-products of lipid peroxidation by Drs M L Selley and 
N G Ardlie with Mr J Smith, ACT Government Laboratory.
The effect of oxidised low density lipoprotein on isolated rat heart by Drs M L Selley and 
N G Ardlie with Dr R Willis, Division of Science and Technology, Griffith University, 
Queensland.
Studies on the role of trace metals in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis by Drs M L Selley 
and N G Ardlie with Drs G Grime and F Watt, Department of Nuclear Phvsics, University 
of Oxford, UK.
The role of the GABA receptor in the pathogenesis of inflammatory disease by Drs M L 
Selley and N G Ardlie with Professor G A R  Johnston, Department of Pharmacology, 
University of Sydney, NSW.
Teratogenicity of aldehyde end-products of lipid peroxidation by Drs M L Selley and N 
G Ardlie with Dr W Webster, Department of Anatomy, University of Sydney, NSW.
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Detection of pre-diabetics by Professor S W Serjeantson with Professors I Mackay, P 
Zimmet and Drs M Rowley and T Tuomi, Centre for Molecular Medicine, Monash 
University, Victoria.
Genetic basis of multiple sclerosis by Professor S W Serjeantson with Dr B Hawkins, 
University of Hong Kong and Dr G Stewart, Clinical Immunology, Westmead Hospital, 
NSW.
The genetics of diabetes in the Western Pacific by Professor S W Serjeantson and Ms W 
Baker with Professor P Zimmet, International Diabetes Institute, Caulfield General 
Medical Centre, Melbourne, Victoria.
Genetic response to malaria by Professor S W Serjeantson, Dr P Board and Ms G Wagner 
with Drs KBhatiaand P Sapak, Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical Research, Goroka, 
Papua New Guinea.
Transplantation antigens in Aboriginal Australians by Professor S W Serjeantson and Mr 
X Gao with Dr A Veale, National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health, ANU.
TCR usage bias in synovium of rheumatoid arthritis patients by Professor S W Serjeantson 
and Ms C Olive with Dr P Gatenby, Clinical Immunology Research Centre, University of 
Sydney, NSW.
Structure/function of milk proteins by Dr D C Shaw with Drs K Bell and ] Halliday, 
Department of Physiology, University of Queensland.
ß Lactoglobulinsby Dr D C Shaw with Professor ACT North, Department of Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology, University of Leeds, UK.
Respiratory NADH dehydrogenase by Dr D C Shaw with Dr N S Scrutton, Department 
of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, UK.
Reversal of diabetes by proislet transplantation by Drs C J Simeonovic and ] D Wilson 
with Professor I F C McKenzie and Dr G Peitersz, The Austin Research Institute, Austin 
Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria.
The mechanism by which the mouse dihydrofolate reductase promoter is assembled into 
an active complex structure in vitro by Dr D Tremethick with Dr P Farnham, McArdle 
Laboratory for Cancer Research, University of Wisconsin, USA.
The role of non-histone chromosomal proteins in assembling chromatin by Dr D 
Tremethick with Dr S G Laland, Department of Biochemistry, University of Oslo, Norway.
Intracellular recordings from the visual cortex by Dr T R Vidyasagar with Dr Pei Xing, 
Department of Neurobiology, Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, 
Goettingen, Germany and Dr M Volgushev, Max Planck Institute for Brain Research, 
Frankfurt, Germany.
Unit recordings from the hippocampal fomiation related to visual memory and attention 
by Dr T R Vidyasagar with Dr E Salzmann, Department of Neurobiology, Max Planck 
Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Goettingen, Germany.
Perceptual learning in seeing form from motion by Dr T R Vidyasagar with Dr G W Stuart, 
Neurophysiology and Neurovision Laboratory, Mental Health Research Institte of 
Victoria.
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Functional architecture of marsupial visual cortex by Drs T R Vidyasagar and G H Henry 
with Professor R F Mark and L Marotte, Departmental Neurobiology, RSBS.
Colour responses and resolution of cells in the primate visual system by Drs T R 
Vidyasagar and G H Henry with Dr P Martin, Department of Physiology, University of 
Sydney, NSW.
Working on sequence and structure of the urokinase receptor gene by Dr Y Wang with 
Dr L K Johnson, Salix Pharmaceuticals Inc, California, USA.
Enzymology of cell division cycle control by Dr E A Williams with Dr P C L John, Plant 
Cell Biology, Research School of Biological Sciences, ANU.
Human homologues of Drosophila genes affecting development and behaviour by 
Professor I G Young with Drs G Miklos and H D Campbell, Research School of Biological 
Sciences, ANU.
X-ray crystallography of the interleukin-5 receptor complex by Professor I G Young with 
Dr D Ollis, Research School of Chemistry, ANU.
Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring
Observatories
Extended Emission Line Regions in Active Galaxies by Dr G Bicknell and Mr A Koekemoer 
with Professor R Ekers, ATNF, CSIRO.
Interpretation opf Structure near the Core of PKS1333-33 and AT Observations of 
PKS1333-33 bv Dr G Bicknell and Mr A Loekemoer with Professor R Ekers and Dr N E B 
Killeen, ATNF, CSIRO.
A 21-cm line study of the Fourcade-Figueroa galaxy by Ms S Cote and Professor K 
Freeman with Dr A Bosnia, Observatoire de Marseille.
Redshift survey of low-surface-brightness objects by Ms S Cote with Dr T Broadhurst, 
Royal Observatory Edinburgh and John Hopkins University.
HI in Local Group Dwarf Spheroidal galaxies by Ms S Cote and Ms S Beaulieu with 
Professor C Carignan and Professor S Demers, University de Montreal.
Post-Asymptotic Giant Branch Evolution in the Magellanic Clouds by Dr M Dopita with 
Dr H Ford, Johns Hopkins/STScI, Dr R Bohlin, STScI, Dr P Harrington, University of 
Maryland, Drs T Stecher and S Maran, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and Dr L 
Turtle, University of NSW.
Optical Identification of EUVE Survey Objects by Drs M Dopita and M S Bessell with 
Professor S Bowyer and Dr C Christian, Center for EUV Astrophysics, UCB.
A Survey for Ring Nebulae associated with WR Stars in the Magellanic Clouds by Dr M 
Dopita and Mr J Bell with Professor T Lozinskaya, Sternberg State University and Dr 
You-Hua Chu, Illinois State University.
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Optically Violent Variables by Dr M Dopita with Drs M Shara and L Drissen, Space 
Telescope Science Institute, and Dr D Wickramasinghe, Department of Mathematics, 
ANU.
Photoionisation Modelling of Nova LMC 1990 No 1 by Dr M Dopita, M r R Sutherland, 
Dr S Meatheringham and M r S Ryder w ith Professor S Starrfield, Arizona State University, 
Dr R E Williams, Cerro Tololo Observatory, Drs G Sonnenborn and S Shore, NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center.
The Merging Galaxy System NGC 3256 by Ms J English w ith Dr R Norris, ATNF, CSIRO, 
Dr R Booth and Ms S Aalto, Onsala Observatory.
Search for young globular clusters around galaxies w ith morphologies which indicate 
they are merger remnants by Ms J English and Professor K Freeman w ith Dr K Ashman, 
Canadian Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics, and Dr S Zepf, Durham University.
The existence of interstellar gas in globular clusters by Drs D J Faulkner and P R Wood 
with Dr A E Wright, ATNF, CSIRO.
Collaborations on a variety of topics by Professor K Freeman with Dr E Green, Steward 
Observatory, Dr R Elson, Cambridge, Dr H Ford, Space Telescope Science Institute, D r X 
Hui, Caltech, Dr H Lamers, Utrecht, Dr C Carignan, Montreal, Dr P Seitzer, Michigan, Drs 
T de Zeeuw, R Reijns and R Le Poole, Leiden, Dr P Sackett, IAS, Princeton, Dr B Jarvic, 
DSTO, South Australia, Drs A Bosnia and E Athanassoula, Marseilles, Dr B Schmidt, 
Harvard-Smithsonian, and Dr M Winsall, Ghent.
The Isophotal Shapes of Elliptical Galaxies by Mr D Fullagar and Dr P Quinn w ith Dr 
Salmon, Caltech, M r Warren and Dr Zurek, LANL, and Dr Bender, Heidelberg.
Stromlo-APM Redshift Survey by Drs J Loveday and B Peterson witn Drs G Efstathiou 
and S Maddox, Oxford.
APM Cluster Redshift Survey by Dr J Loveday with Drs G Dalton, G Efstathiou, S Maddox 
and W Sutherland, Oxford.
The peculiar velocity field behind the Great Attractor by Dr J Loveday w ith Dr S 
Raychaudhurv, Centre for Astrophysics, and Dr M Colless, Institute of Astronomy, 
Cambridge.
Evolution of X-ray clusters by Drs J Loveday and B Peterson with Drs M Pierre and R 
Cruddace, Max Planck Institute, Munich, Professor J Silk, UCB, and Dr M Colless, Institute 
of Astronomy, Cambridge.
Quasar clustering at high redshift by D r J Loveday w ith  Dr M D rinkw ater, 
Anglo-Australian Observatory.
Studies of Giant Stars in the Galactic Bulge by Dr P McGregor w ith Dr H Morrison and 
M r P Harding, K itt Peak National Observatory.
Collaborations on a variety of topics by Dr K Mighell with Professor H R Butcher, 
Netherlands Foundation for Research in Astronomy, Dr D A VandenBerg, University of 
Victoria, British Columbia, Professor J I Silk, UCB, and Dr R Lavery, Department of 
Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institute of Washington.
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Infrared Studies of Abundance Pattern in Globular Clusters by Dr J Norris with Professor 
R A Bell, University of Maryland, and Dr M Briley, University of Texas, Austin.
Heavy Element Abundances in the most Metal Deficient Stars by Dr J Norris with Dr T C 
Beers, Michigan State University, and Dr R C Peterson, Lick Observatory.
Rotational Velocities of Blue Horizontal Branch Stars in Globular Clusters, The Age of the 
Globular Clusters NGC 2808 and Ru 106, and Abundance Patterns in Omega Centauri, 
M22, and NGC 6752 by Dr J Norris with Dr G S Da Costa, Anglo-Australian Observatory.
Abundance of Lithium and Beryllium in the most Metal Deficient Stars by Dr J Norris 
with Dr S G Ryan, Anglo-Australian Observatory, and Dr C Deliyannis, University of 
Hawaii.
Nature and Age of the Galactic Disk by Dr J Norris with Dr E M Green, Steward 
Observatory, and Dr H L Morrison, Kitt Peak National Observatory.
Velocity Dispersion of Objects at 60 kpc from the Galactic Center by Dr J Norris with Dr 
M RS Hawkins, Royal Observatory Edinburgh.
Use of Field Blue Horizontal Branch Stars as Tracers of the Stellar Populations of the 
Galaxy by Dr J Norris with Dr H L Morrison, Kitt Peak National Observatory.
Horizontal Branches of Metal Rich Globular Clusters by Dr J Norris with Dr A Sarajedini, 
Kitt Peak National Observatory.
Implications of Abundance Patterns in Globular Clusters by Dr J Norris with Dr G H 
Smith, Lick Observatory.
Search for Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects by Professors A W Rodgers and 
KC Freeman and Drs B A Peterson and P J Quinn with staff of the University of California, 
Berkeley and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
HST Studies of the Chromospheres of Globular Cluster Giants and Mass Loss from 
Globular Clusters by Professor A W Rodgers with Dr A K Dupree, Harvard Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory.
HST Studies of the Chemistry of Nearby Interstellar Material by Professor A W Rodgers 
with Professor L Spitzer, Princeton University Observatory.
Mapping the Late-Type Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1313 in HI with the Australia Telescope 
Compact Array by Mr S Ryder with Dr L Staveley-Smith, ATNF, CSIRO, Dr D Malin, 
Anglo-Australian Observatory, and Mr W Walsh, ÄTNF, CSIRO and University of NSW.
Combined Optical, Radio and X-ray Study of Supernova 1978K in NGC 1313 by Mr S 
Ryder, Dr M Dopita with Dr L Staveley-Smith, ATNF, CSIRO, Dr D Malin, 
Anglo-Australian Observatory, Dr R Petre, Goddard Space Flight Centre, Mr E Colbert, 
University of Maryland, and Dr E Schlegel, Universities Space Research Association.
21-cm neutral Hydrogen map of the Ophiuchus region by Mr S Tingay with Dr S Digel, 
Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.
VLBI data on some southern radio sources including Centaurus A by Mr S Tingay with 
Dr D Jauncey, ATNF, CSIRO.
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Accurate distances to the Virgo and Fornax clusters by Dr N Visvanathan with Ms A 
Schroder and Professor G Tammann, University of Basel.
Visual-infrared colour gradients of cD galaxies in Abell clusters by Dr N Visvanathan with 
Dr Pleiter, European Southern Observatory, Dr D Carter, Royal Greenwich Observatory, 
Dr G Mackie, University of Wisconsin, and Dr A Pickles, If A, University of Hawaii.
Internal velocity dispersion and line strength of elliptical galaxies in compact groups by 
Dr N Visvanathan with Dr P Hickson and Ms C Mendes de Oliveria, University of British 
Columbia.
A study of long-period variables in the SMC by Drs P Wood and M Bessell with Dr G 
Moore, University of Wollongong.
Variable stars in local group galaxies by Dr P Wood with Professor J R Mould, California 
Institute of Technology, and Dr T D Kinman, Kitt Peak National Observatory.
Cepheid variables and stellar evolution in intermediate mass stars by Dr P Wood with 
Professor C Chiosi, Padua.
Research School of 
Pacific Studies
Agriculture's decline as a share of GDP and total employment in the market economies 
of East Asia by Professor P Warr and Dr W Martin with the World Bank.
Research on the Chinese tea industry by Dr D Etherington and Dr K Forster, University 
of New England.
Development of a computer software package MULBUD for tree growth management by 
Dr D Etherington, International Council for Research in Agroforestry and Dr T Lawrence, 
University of Canberra.
Development of industrial technology issues, being the basis for a significant part of the 
section of the next 25-vear Indonesian Development Plan dealing with these issues, by Dr 
H Hill, Indonesia Project with Dr Boediono at Bappenas.
Employment generation and poverty alleviation in Thailand for the Department of 
Labour, Bangkok by Dr Medhi Krongkaew with Thammasat and Khan Kaen Universities.
Regional development theory and its appreciation between Professor B Higgins and Dr 
D Sovie (Director, Canadian Institute for Research on Regional Development).
Analysis of Indonesian agricultural policies by Dr R Trewin with Dr D O'Brien, 
Wollongong University.
Economics of institutional change in poor rural areas of Sumatra by Dr C Barlow and 
Harvard Institute for International Development, Centre for Policy and Implementation 
Studies, Jakarta, and Research Institute for Estate Crops (Medan).
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Economics of institutional change in Nusa Tenggara Timor by Dr C Barlow, the Nusa 
Tenggara Timor government and Mercu Buana University, Jakarta.
The adequacy of the supply of institutional change by Dr K Kalirajan and Southern Illinois 
University.
The world rubber industry by Dr C Barlow with Dr S K W Jayasuriya of La Trobe 
University.
Cooperation between Professor R Garnaut and Murdoch University's Asia Centre 
Advisory Council.
Research on new export arrangements for Australia by Professor P Drysdale, Professor R 
Garnaut and Dr A Elek with Dr Hadi Soesastro and Dr Mari Pangetsu, Centre for Strategic 
and International Studies, Jakarta; Professor Tai-Ying Liu, Professor Rong-I Wu and Dr 
Ching-Mai Wu, Taiwan Institute of Economic Research; Dr Bo Ho Koo and Dr Soo-Gil 
Young, Korea D evelopment Institute; Dr Ryutaro Komiya, Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry Research Institute, Japan; Professor Motoshige Itoh, University of Tokyo; 
Professor Liu Guoguang, Professor Zhou Shulian and Professor Pei Shuping, Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences; Mr R Fynmore, BHP; Dr I Gould, CRA; Mr B Frilay, BP 
Australia; Mr S Burdon, A-OTC; Mr Gaishi Hiraiwa and Mr Kazuo Nukazawa, Japan 
Federation of Economic Organisations; Mr Osamu Uno, Mr Haruyasu Ohsumi and Mr 
Nobuo Takahashi, Kansai Federation of Economic Organisations; Dr Key-Oh Song and 
Mr Sung-Woo Kim, Korean Iron and Steel Association; Dr Mohammed Sadli, Indonesian 
Chamber of Commerce; and Dr Chen-Fu Koo, Taiwan Committee, PBEC.
Japanese investment in Australia by Professor P Drysdale with Dr S Nicholas, University 
of New South Wales, and Dr J Morrison, University of New England.
The East Asian steel industry by Professor P Drydale and Dr C Findlay with Dr Rony 
Bishrv, Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology (BPP) of Indonesia.
Japan and Australian labour market reform by Professor P Drysdale with Ms H Campbell, 
Mr T Cook and Mr P Tobin, Department of Industrial Relations.
New developments in the East Asian textile industry by Dr C Findlay with Professor 
Motoshige Itoh, University of Tokyo.
Research on Japanese investment abroad by Professor P Drysdale with Dr R Myers, 
Hoover Institution, Stanford University.
Research on commodity boards in the Pacific by the National Centre for Development 
Studies with Dr E Fleming and Mr G Antony, University of New England; Mr H Coulter, 
Hassal and Associates; Mr L Akolo, Commodities Board of Tonga; Mr D Smith, Coffee 
Industry Board of Papua New Guinea; Mr F Toelupe, Cocoa and Copra Boards, Western 
Samoa; Mr M Ivarami, Cocoa Board, Papua New Guinea; Mr C Gimbol, Papua New 
Guinea; Mr S Ilala, Commodities Export Marketing Authority, Solomon Islands; and Mr 
J Bae, Copra Marketing Board of Papua New Guinea.
Research program on the Indian Ocean Island economies by the National Centre for 
Development Studies and Professors R T Appleyard and R N Ghosh, University of 
Western Australia.
Research on trade and export-led development by Mr B Brogan with ESCAP; Mr Hoon 
Chae, Korea Trade Promotion Corporation; Mr M Salek, Bangladesh Management
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Development Centre; M r K Salih, Malaysia Institute of Economic Research; M r M 
Agarwal, Jawahalal Nehru University; and M r D Vincent, New Delhi Centre for 
International Economics.
Policy options for agriculture in Papua New Guinea by the National Centre for 
Development Studies w ith Professor F Jarrett, Adelaide University and Dr E Fleming, 
University of New England.
Macroeconomic model of Papua New Guinea by Dr B Woldekidan with M r J Zeitsch of 
Swan Consultants.
Project on China's coastal development by Dr F Perkins w ith Dr D Wall of Sussex 
University, Fudan University, Ford Foundation, Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, 
Tianjin Municipal People's Government and Hainan Provincial People's Government.
An evaluation of Australia's falling aid/GNP ratio by Professor H Hughes with Professor 
F Jarrett of Adelaide University.
Research on popu la tion  grow th and em ploym ent projections to 2010 in the 
Islands/ Australia research program at the National Centre for Development Studies w ith 
Professor K Gannicott, Wollongong University; on women in education in the South 
Pacific w ith Professor K Gannicott, Wollongong University and Ms B Avaloss, University 
of Papua New Guinea; on natural resources and environment in the Pacific w ith Dr D 
Davis, University of New England; and on urban services in island capital cities by M r R 
Cole w ith Dr J Connell and Dr J Lea, University of Sydney.
Korean Encyclopaedia Project by Dr Y H Choe-Wall w ith scholars from many universities.
Research on comparative studies of Chinese socialism by Dr J Fincher w ith USSR 
Academy of Social Sciences and University of California at Santa Cruz.
Modern Pacific history by Dr B J Lai w ith Dr K Howe, Massey University and Dr R C 
Kiste, Center for Pacific Studies, University of Hawaii.
Southeast Asia in the 1990s by Dr H Crouch w ith Professor R Robison et al, Murdoch 
University, WA.
Recent rural history in north Vietnam by Professor B Kerkvliet with Mr Nguyen Quang 
Ngoc, Centre for Cooperative Vietnamese Studies, University of Hanoi.
Political Authority and Legitimacy in Southeast Asia by Dr W Case, Dr H Crouch and 
Professor B Kerkvliet w ith Dr Muthiah Alagappa, East-West Center, Honolulu.
Regime Change and Regime Maintenance in Asia and the Pacific by Dr R J May and Dr 
H Crouch w ith 19 project associates from other Australian and overseas universities.
Comparative study on economy, society, and development by Dr R May w ith Professor 
L Diamond, Hoover Institution, and associates.
Soviet Relations with the Asia-Pacific; relations between the former Soviet Union and the 
Asia-Pacific region by Associate Professor C Thayer w ith Professor R C Thakur, 
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand.
Research into Papua New Guinea electoral politics by Dr R May and Dr B Standish w ith 
Professor Yaw Saffu, University of Papua New Guinea.
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Water quality in rural settlements in Java by Professor J J Fox with Dr G Smith, Division 
of Biochemistry and Microbiology, Faculty of Science and Dr Imron Husin, Centre for 
Policy and Implementation Studies.
Eastern Indonesian Fishing Communities by Professor J J Fox with Dr Yulfita Raharjo, 
Indonesian Institute of Sciences.
Research on modern pollen-rain in southeastern Australia by the Dr P Minchin and Dr J 
Dodson, School of Geography, University of New South Wales.
Research on 'high resolution analysis of past sea level, hydrology and climate in the 
Australian region, as a baseline for assessing future changes, and for testing predictive 
climatic models' by Professor J Chappell with Dr R Wasson, CSIRO Division of Water 
Resources and Dr E Willenski, Institute of Marine Science.
Research on geomorphologic evolution of the Abrolhos Islands, Western Australia by Mr 
E Wallensky in collaboration with Dr L Collins, Curtin University of Technology, Western 
Australia.
Research on Quaternary sea level changes recorded on the Huon Peninsula, Papua New 
Guinea, by Professor J Chappell and Dr C Campbell in collaboration with the University 
of Papua New Guinea, Cornell, Cambridge, Tongji, Nagoya, Tokyo, Yokohama and 
Wellington Universities, the California Institute of Technology, and the Institute of 
Geography, Moscow.
Research on development of coral reefs of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands by Professor J 
Chappell with Professor R McLean, Australian Defence Forces Academy.
Study of vegetation dynamics and history in New Caledonia, by Dr G Hope with Dr J 
Read, Monash University and Dr J-P Laclau, Centre Technicale Forestiere Tropicale, 
Noumea.
Environmental history of the Lake Eyre basin, by Mr J Magee with Dr J Luly, Geography 
Department, The Faculties, ANU, and Dr G Nanson, Geography Department, University 
of Wollongong and Mr R Callen, South Australian Department of Mines and Energy.
Faunal change in montane Irian Jaya by Dr G Hope with Dr I Flannery, Australian 
Museum, and Boeardi, Lembaga Zoologi, NBI, Indonesia.
Southern Forest Archaeological Project by Mr J Magee with Professor J Allen, LaTrobe 
University.
Research on ecology of Finnish boreal forest by Dr P Minchin with Tiind Tonteri, Finnish 
Forest Research Institute.
Research on prediction of climate from pollen assemblages by Dr P Minchin with 
Professor J Dodson, University of New South Wales and Dr J Oksanen, University of 
Kuopio, Finland.
Research on agricultural systems in Papua New Guinea by Drs B J Allen, R L Hide, G S 
Humphreys and R M Bourke with Mr E Sitipai, PNG Department of Agriculture and 
Livestock, Drs M Levett and G Sem, Geography Department, UPNG, and Dr W Iamo and 
Mr T Nen, PNG National Research Institute.
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Research into new model of soil formation by Dr G S Humphreys with Professor T R Paton 
and Dr P B Mitchell, Macquarie University.
Geomorphology and late Quaternary history of the eastern Star Mountains by Dr G S 
Humphreys with Professor R Blong, Macquarie University.
Research into land degradation in northern Thailand by Dr G S Humphreys with Mr K 
Saifuk, Mr G S Buapradabkul, Mrs D Funpheng, Mr P Platinavin and Mrs K Kanchanakul 
of the Department of Land Development, Thailand, and Mr P Jayawardhana, University 
of Queensland.
Development of Russia's Far East by Professor G J R Linge with Professor M K Bandman, 
Institute of Economics and Industrial Organisation, Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk.
Work on future directions for research in industrial geography by Professor G J R Linge 
with Professor G A van der Knapp, Economic Geography Institute, Erasmus University, 
Rotterdam.
Research on finance, institutions and industrial change by Professor G J R Linge with 
Professor E Schamp, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt am Main.
Transport engineering research and research on the concept of ecologically sustainable 
cities by Dr P J Rimmer with Professor J A Black, University of New South Wales.
Project on internationalisation of Japan and its spatial integration by Dr P J Rimmer with 
Professor Chi-wai Cheung and Professor Masao Takayama, Tokuyama University, 
Yamaguchi, Japan.
Study on cities, transport and economic integration and a systems approach to the 
economic history of Southeast Asia by Dr P J Rimmer with Dr H W Dick, University of 
Newcastle.
Atlas of Languages of Intercultural Communication in the Greater Pacific Area by Dr D 
Tryon with Professor S Wurm, Australian Academy for the Humanities and Dr P 
Mühlhaüsler, University of Oxford/Bond University.
Research into the Genetics of Early Humans by Dr A Thorne and Mr T Loy with Drs J 
Peacock and E Dennis, Division of Plant Industry, CSIRO.
Collaborative project on palaeoanthropologv and prehistory of eastern Indonesia and 
northern Australia by members of Department of Prehistory with Professor Teuku Jacob, 
Gadja Madah University, Indonesia.
Taiwan area studies by Drs J Unger, P Rimmer, G Klintworth, J Cotton, and Professors M 
Elvin and S Harris with Professor W Kaspar, Dr S Markowski, Dr R I McEwin and Dr O 
KTam, Australian Defence Forces Academy, and Professor H H Hsiao, National Taiwan 
University, and Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica, Taipei.
TL dating of palaeo-lake sequences in Western New South Wales by Dr R Grün with Dr 
J Ferguson, Bureau of Mineral Resources; and of sand dunes near Lake Victoria by Dr 
Grün with Professor G Miller, University of Colorado.
Correlation of TL and 14C dates from the Puritjarra Rocksheiter, NT by Dr R Grün, Mr M 
J Head and Dr M Smith with Professor J R Prescott, University of Adelaide.
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14C chronology of loess/palaeosol sequences from the Loess Plateau in northern China 
by Mr M J Head with Profesor An Zhisheng and Assistant Professor Zhou Weijian, 
Academia Sinica, Shaanxi Province, China.
Time in Soil Development' by Mr M ] Head with Dr G Bowman, CSIRO Division of Soils, 
Canberra.
Research into the contemporaneity of a series of soil organic chemical fractions in order 
to understand the dynamics of soil chemical processes over time, by Mr M J Head with 
Dr J O Skemstad, CSIRO, Division of Soils, Adelaide.
14C dating of organic lake sediments in New Zealand by Mr M J Head with Dr M Mabin, 
James Cook University, Townsville.
Pretreatment of samples and preparation of graphite targets for 14C Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry by Mr M ] Head with Dr C Tuniz, ANSTO, Lucas Heights.
Research into rain forest regeneration by Mr M J Head with Dr M Hopkins and Dr A 
Graham, CSIRO Tropical Forest Research Centre, Atherton.
14C dating of bone apatite and organic components of rock art by Mr M J Head with Dr T 
Juli, NSF Centre for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry, University of Arizona, Tucson, 
Arizona.
Research into the validity of 14C dates on melanopsis shells from the Wadi Hammeh area, 
Jordan, by Mr M J Head with Dr P Edwards, Latrobe University and Dr P Macumber, 
Victorian Department of Water Resources.
Research into the mechanisms of formation of stream Tufas in the Lawn Hill National 
Park area by Mr M J Head with Dr D Gillieson and Mr R Drysdale, ADFA.
Research into the chemical components of stickrat middens from central Australia by Mr 
M J Head with Dr J Quade, University of Arizona.
Evaluation of Quartz counting vials for liquid scintillation 14C spectrometry by Mr S A 
Robertson with Dr A Hogg, University of Waikato, New Zealand.
Investigation of archaeological sites on the Roebuck Plains by Dr M Sullivan with Dr S 
O'Connor, University of Western Australia.
Investigating the geomorphic setting of specific archaeological sites in Darwin and 
Alligator River floodplains by Dr M Sullivan and Dr P Hiscock of NT University.
Reconstruction of past environments of the Lower Mary River Plains by Dr M Mulrennan 
with Dr C Woodroffe of the University of Wollongong.
An historical evaluation of the Arnhem Land Progress Association by Professor D Lea, 
Mr G Crough, Ms C Christopherson and Ms S Wells with Associate Professor E Young of 
the Australian Defence Force Academy and Dr R Howitt, Macquarie University.
Project on Korean political attitudes and opinions by Dr J Cotton and Professor Sohn 
Hak-kyu, Sogang University and Professor D Goodman, Asia Research Centre, Murdoch 
University.
Historical role of Chinese entrepreneurship for the development of Southeast Asia's 
economy bv Professor J A C Mackie with Dr M Godley, Monash University.
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Study of the transformation of communist systems by Drs D Marr, J Unger, A Chan, B 
McCormick, X Zhang and J Frentzel-Zagorska with Dr O K Tam, Australian Defence 
Forces Academy, University of New South Wales.
Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering
Atomic and Molecular 
Physics Laboratories
Electron-molecule scattering by Dr S J Buckman with Dr M J Brunger, Flinders University, 
SA.
Electron scattering from excited atoms by Dr S J Buckman with Dr B Lohmann, Griffith 
University Qld.
Atomic negative ion resonances by Dr S J Buckman with Dr C W Clark, NIST, 
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA.
Transport coefficients calculations by Dr M T Elford and Dr M J Brennan with Dr K F Ness, 
James Cook University, Townsville.
Transport coefficient measurements in a hydrogen-xenon mixture by Dr M T Elford with 
Dr S Sasaki, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Japan.
Thermodynamic and transport properties of liquid mixtures near the critical solution 
temperature by Drs R Malhotra and LAWoolf with Professor W A Wakeham, Department 
of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, UK.
Solvation of ions in solutions by Dr L A Woolf with Dr W E Price, Department of 
Chemistry, University of Wollongong, NSW.
Electron momentum spectroscopy of solids by Professor E Weigold with Professor I E 
McCarthy, Dr K J Nygaard, Dr S Clark, Dr M Voss, Flinders University of South Australia.
Electron momentum spectroscopy of atoms and molecules by Professor E Weigold with 
Dr M J Brunger, Professor I E McCarthy, Dr A Kheifets, Flinders University of South 
Australia, Professor W von Niessen, University of Braunschweig, Germany.
Momentum densities in molecules by Professor E Weigold with Professor W Weyrich, 
University of Konstanz, Germany.
(e, 2e) collisions with laser excited atoms by Professor E Weigold with Professor H Klar, 
University of Freiburg, Germany, J Hurn and Y Shen, Flinders University of South 
Australia.
Scattering of polarized electrons by Professor E Weigold with Drs B Granitza and X Guo, 
Flinders University of South Australia and Dr H Klar, University of Freiburg, Germany.
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Department of Nuclear Physics
Spectroscopy of very neutron-deficient nuclei by Professor G D Dracoulis with Professor 
F S Stephens and Professor R M Diamond, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, 
California.
Spectroscopy of Po, Rn and Ra isotopes by Professor G D Dracoulis with Professor A R 
Poletti, University of Auckland.
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry of chlorine-36 by Dr G L Allan, Dr L K Fifield and 
Professor T R Ophel, with ANSTO, AGSO, CSIRO, (Division of Water Resources), 
Research School of Earth Sciences, University of New South Wales, Geological Survey of 
WA, Universite de Paris-Sud and University of Reading.
Mass measurements using the GANIL cyclotron by Dr L K Fifield, with Dr W Mittig, Dr 
E Plagnol, Dr F Auger and Dr M Lewitowicz, GANIL, France.
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry of 59Ni and application to meteorites by Dr L K Fifield, 
with Professor M Paul, Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Resolution studies of Rutherford Back Scattering by Dr H J Hay and Professor T R Ophel, 
with Dr D J O'Connor and Y Qing, University of Newcastle.
Fission Dynamics using Langevin techniques by Dr D J Hinde, with Professor Y Abe, 
Yukawa Hall, Kyoto University and Dr T Wada, R1KEN.
Fusion of Heavy Nuclei by Dr J R Leigh, with Dr N Rowley, Daresbury Laboratory, SERC, 
UK.
Measurement of nuclear g-factors and investigation of transient magnetic fields, with 
Professor H H Bolotin, University of Melbourne.
Nuclear Moments by Dr A E Stuchbery with F Brandolini and P Pavan, INFN and 
University of Padova.
Accelerator Technology by Dr D C Weisser with Dr R Rathmell, National Electrostatics 
Corporation, Wisconsin, USA.
Accelerator and Resonator Technology by Dr D C Weisser with V Hattangadi and 
Professor K G Prasad, TATA Institute of Fundamental Research and Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre (Bombay).
Plasma Research Laboratory
Studies of drift waves in toroidal geometry by Professor S M Hamberger and Dr B D 
Blackwell with Professor M G Rusbridge, University of Manchester Institute of Science 
and Technology, UK.
Measurements of 3-dimensional magnetic structures and low-energy electron beams by 
Drs B D Blackwell, L E Sharp and M G Shats with Professor OI Fedyanin, General Physics 
Institute, Moscow, Russia.
Fusion powder reactor studies of stellarators by Dr S L Painter with Dr J Lyon of Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory and Professor P N Stevens, University of Tennessee, USA.
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Multichannel far-infra-red interferometry for plasma density profile measurements by Dr 
J Howard with Dr B James, Sydney University.
Use of transputers for real-time tomography by Drs B D Blackwell and J Howard with 
Drs X-H Shi and J Waller, University of Central Queensland.
Computational studies of 3-D magneto-hydrodynamic equilibrium by Drs H J Gardner 
and B D Blackwell with Professor P Garabedian, New York University, USA.
Free boundary equilibrium studies for toroidal heliacs by Dr H J Gardner with Mr J A 
Jimenez, CIEMAT, Spain.
Linear global mode studies for H-l by Dr H J Gardner with Dr W A Cooper, EPFL, 
Lausanne, Switzerland.
Drift wave studies in stellarator geometry by Dr H J Gardner with Dr H Nordman, 
Chalmers University, Sweden.
Modification of wool fibre by low temperature plasma by Professor S M Hamberger with 
Dr B Guise, Division of Wool Technology, CSIRO, Geelong.
Non-linear dynamical effects on particle diffusion in three-dimensional magnetic 
structures by Professors S M Hamberger and R L Dewar with Professor A Lichtenberg, 
University of California, Berkeley, USA.
X-ray imaging of plasma by Dr L E Sharp with Dr A D Cheetham, University of Canberra.
Effects of antenna shields on Alfven wave plasma heating by Dr G Borg with Dr B Joye, 
CRPP, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Harmonic generation during Alfven wave heating by Dr G Borg with Dr J Lister, CRPP, 
Lausanne, Switzerland.
Development of new plasma sources by Drs R W Boswell and A J Perry with Dr N 
Benjamin and Mr S Mangano, Lam Research Corporation, Mr R Jewett, University of New 
Mexico, and Dr D Vender, IBM, USA.
Silica deposition and diagnostics by Drs R W Boswell and G Giroult-Matlakowski with 
CNRS, Universite de Nantes, France.
Dusty plasmas and optical diagnostics by Drs R W Boswell and R K Porteous with CNRS, 
Universite d'Orleans, France.
Plasma diagnostics by Drs R W Boswell and H M Persing and Mr A R Ellingboe with 
CNRS, Universite Joseph Fourier de Grenoble, France.
Etching of Ga As by Dr R W Boswell and Mr M A Jarnyk with Dr M Austin, RMIT.
III-V etching by Dr R W Boswell and Mr M A Jarnyk with AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Etching of InP by Dr R W Boswell and Mr Y Souilliart with Thomson-CSF.
Deposition and theoretical design of silica planar optical waveguide devices by Drs R W 
Boswell, A J Perry and H M Persing with Alcatel Components Pty Ltd, Telecom Research 
Laboratories and DITAC.
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Development of multicore optical fibre devices by Drs R W Boswell, A J Perry and H M 
Persing with the University of New South Wales and DITAC. (Collaboration with Drs J 
Love, Optical Sciences Centre, and Professor B Luther-Davies, Laser Physics.)
Plasma depostion of thin films by Drs R W Boswell, A J Perry, and R K Porteous with Drs 
D McKenzie and I Falconer, University of Sydney.
Desing and construction of plasma diagnostics by Dr A J Perry with Dr A Cheetham, 
University of Canberra.
Construction of plasma text reactor by Dr A J Perry with Dr A Cheetham, University of 
Canberra.
Self-consistent modelling of power deposition in an ECR reactor by Dr R K Porteous with 
Dr J Stevens, Princeton University.
Comparison of plasma modelling with Thomson scattering measurements in an ECR 
reactor by Dr R K Porteous with Professor Muroaka, Kyushu University, Japan.
Department of Systems Engineering
Robust stability of dynamical systems by Professor B D O Anderson with Professor M 
Mansour and Dr F Kraus, ETH Zürich, Professor S Dasgupta, University of Iowa.
Ha control theory by Professor B D O Anderson with Dr D Limebeer, Imperial College, 
Dr I Petersen, ADFA, and Professor E Jonckheere, University of Southern California.
Adaptive control: a new paradigm by Professor B D O Anderson with Dr R Kosut, 
Integrated Systems Inc, Santa Clara.
Rational interpolation by Professor B D O Anderson with Professor A Antoulas, Rice 
University, ETH Zürich.
Nonlinear identification by Professor B D O Anderson with Professor M Gevers, Dr G 
Bastin, Catholic University of Louvain.
Errors-in-variables models by Professor B D O Anderson with Professor M Deistler, 
Technical University of Vienna.
Adaptive equalization by Professor B D O Anderson with Professor C R Johnson, Jr, 
Cornell University.
Periodic signal detection by Professor B D O Anderson with Dr R Barrett, DSTO.
Theory of predictive adaptive control by Dr R R Bitmead with Professor M Gevers and 
Dr V Wertz, Universite Catholique de Louvain.
Nonlinear identifiers by Dr R R Bitmead with Professor M Gevers, Dr G Bastin and Dr G 
Campion, Universite Catholique de Louvain.
Low complexity adaptive signal processing by Dr R R Bitmead with Professor C R Johnson 
Jr, Cornell University.
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Fake algebraic Riccati techniques and stability by Dr R R Bitmead with Professor M-A 
Poubelle, Tahiti Institute of Technological Sciences, and Professor M Gevers, Universite 
Catholique de Louvain.
Textbook/monograph on Hoc control theory by Dr M Green with Professor D J N 
Limebeer, Imperial College.
Polynomial approaches to Hoc control by Dr M Green with Dr G Meinsma and Dr H 
Kwakemaak, University of Twente.
Hoc control of infinite dimensional systems by Dr M Green with Professor R F Curtain, 
University of Groningen.
Numerical techniques for HMMs by Dr M R James with Dr F Le Gland, INRIA, Dr E Platen, 
Statistics Research Section, ANU.
Discrete-time risk-sensitive control by Dr M R James with Dr M Campi, Politecnico di 
Milano.
Output feedback risk-sensitive and robust control by Dr M R James with Professor R J 
Elliott, University of Alberta, Professor J S Baras, University of Maryland.
Parameter estimation for partially observed stochastic systems by Dr M R James with Dr 
F LeGland, INRIA, France.
Rates of convergence for numerical algorithms by Dr M R James with Dr P Dupuis, Brown 
University.
Blind equalization by Dr R A Kennedy with Professor D Zhi, Auburn University, Professor 
C R Johnson, Jr, Cornell University, Professor W Sethares, University of Wisconsin, 
Professor S Verd, Princeton University.
De-interleaving of pulse trains by Dr I M Y Mareels with Dr D Gray and Dr J Perkins, 
DSTO Salisbury.
Nonlinear system stability by Dr I M Y Mareels with Dr C Schwartz, University of 
Vermont.
An identification re-interpretation of classical adaptive control by Dr I M Y Mareels with 
Dr J W Poiderman, University of Twente.
Interactions between control and identification by Dr I M Y Mareels with Professor M 
Gevers, Universite Catholique de Louvain.
Adaptive control robustness issues, an identification view point, and robustness in 
adaptive control (PhD student supervision) by Dr I M Y Mareels with Dr J Williams, 
University of Twente.
Dead beat control for nonlinear systems described by difference equations in terms of 
input and output variables only by Dr I M Y Mareels with Professor G Bastin, Universite 
Catholique de Louvain.
Partial state stability for nonlinear systems linear in the input by Dr I M Y Mareels with 
Professor G Bastin and Professor G Campion, Universite Catholique de Louvain.
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Signal processing for synthetic aperture radar by Dr I M Y Mareels with Dr D McClean, 
CSIRO (PhD student supervision).
Identification for behaviours using risk minimisation theory by Dr I M Y Mareels with E 
Weyer, Trondheim Technical University.
Hidden Markov Model Processing, and Nonlinear Estimation and Control by Professor J 
B Moore with Professor Elliott, University of Alberta, Canada, and Dr J M Clark, Imperial 
College, UK.
Dynamical Systems That Compute by Professor J B Moore with Dr U Helmke, University 
of Regensburg, Germany.
Optimal Control and Estimation by Professor J B Moore with Professor K L Teo, University 
of Western Australia.
Exact and approximation theoretic study of neural networks by Dr R C Williamson with 
Dr U Helmke, University of Regensburg.
Distribution dependence of learning theory result by Dr R C Williamson with Dr P Bartlett, 
University of Queensland.
Periodic signal detection and tracking by Dr R C Williamson with Dr R Barrett and Dr B 
Quinn, DSTO.
Department of Theoretical Physics
Study of the photodisintegration of the deuteron by Mr D Bofinger and Dr W S Woolcock 
with Professor W Jaus, University of Zurich.
Research on the gauge invariance of approximate solutions to Schwinger-Dyson 
equations by Dr C J Burden and Dr J Praschifka with Dr C D Roberts, Argonne National 
Laboratory, Argonne, USA.
Study of the periodic function of a hamiltonian quadratic system by Professor W A Coppel 
with Dr L Gavrilov, University of Pau, Bulgaria.
Research on strong electron correlations in metals and insulators by Dr M P Das with 
Professor S N Behera, Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar, India.
Study of the phase diagram of high Tc superconductors by Dr M P Das with Dr A V 
Narlikar, National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi, India.
Research on high Tc superconductivity by Dr M P Das with Dr T C Choy, Monash 
University.
Investigation of Wigner crystallization by Dr M P Das with Associate Professor D Neilson, 
University of New South Wales.
Study of collective excitations in fullerenes by Dr M P Das with Dr M Michalewicz, CSIRO, 
Melbourne.
Study of the numerical convergence of a standard 3D-MHD computer code by Dr J J 
Gardner with Professor P R Garabedian, New York University, USA.
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Investigation of drift wave turbulence by Dr H J Gardner and Dr M Persson with Dr H 
Nordman, Chalmers University of Technology, Göteberg, Sweden.
Collaboration on multi-step heavy-ion reactions by Dr S Y Kun with Professor W 
Nörenberg, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany.
Study of the spin correlation function for two neutrons evaporated by a compound 
nucleus having high angular momentum by Dr S Y Kun with Dr R Gengner and Professor 
L Lassen, Heidelberg University, Germany.
Research on solvable lattice models by Dr A Kuniba with Professor T Nakanishi, Nagoya 
University, Japan.
Application of the interacting boson model to subbarrier fusion by Dr S Kuyucak with 
Professor A B Balantekin, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA.
Study of collective nuclei in the sdg interacting boson model by Dr S Kuyucak with Mr 
V-S Lac, University of Melbourne.
Investigation of the effect of F-spin breaking on collective variables by Dr S Kuyucak with 
Dr G N Ginocchio, Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA.
Study of nonlinear drift wave models by Dr M Persson and Mr K P Wessen with Dr H 
Nordman, Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden.
Study of low energy hadron properties by Dr J Praschifka with Dr M Lutz, Regensburg 
University, Germany.
Study of Coulomb-nuclear interference effects in heavy-ion reactions by Dr B A Robson 
and Dr R H Spear with Professor M Z-Pfabe, Smith College, Northampton, USA.
Research on the formation of astronomical objects from superstrings by Dr L J Tassie with 
Professor P Brosche, Observatorium Hoher List der Universitätsternwarte, Bonn, 
Germany.
Collaboration on the effect of superstrings on the origin of the elements by Dr L J Tassie 
with Professor T Kajino, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan.
Research School of 
Social Sciences
Research on household formation and housing demand in Australia by Dr S C Bourassa 
with Professor P H Hendershott, Dr D R Haurin and Dr R J Haurin of Ohio State 
University.
Research on Trans-Tasman Migration by Dr G Carmichael with Professor R Bedford, Dr 
R Farmer, Professor R Bedford, Dr S Buetow, University of Waikato, Dr J Poot, Victoria 
University of Wellington, Mr J Lowe, Thorndon Research and Consultancy, Wellington.
Living conditions of elderly persons in the USA and Australia by Dr L Day with Dr A 
Day, Successful Ageing, ACT.
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An analysis of a survey undertaken for Tharawal by Dr A Gray with Dr G Henderson, 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, and staff of the 
Tharawal Aboriginal Health Service.
A Study of Dimensionality in Inglehart's Materialism-Postmaterialism Scale by Dr C Bean 
with Professor E Papadakis, University of New England.
The impact of wives' characteristics on the political attitudes of Australian couples; a 
comparative study of political efficacy; and a comparative study of gender and interest 
in local politics by Dr C Bean with Dr B Hayes, University of Surrey.
A study of women's labour force participation with special reference to the reciprocal 
links between values and behaviour by Dr M Evans with Dr A Vanden Heuvel, Australian 
Institute of Family Studies.
Determinants of women's labour force participation during economic development: 
Brazilian evidence, by Dr M Evans with Professor H Saraiva, Fundacao Vitae (Brazil) and 
University of Wisconsin, Madison.
A study by Dr M Evans and Dr J Kelley on Women's labour force participation in 
Anglo-Celtic nations. An analysis of attitudes and behaviour in Ireland and other 
Anglo-Celtic nations, with Dr B Hayes, University of Surrey.
Attitudes to new medical technologies: public norms about new medical treatments 
involving feotal tissue, by Dr M Evans and Dr J Kelley with Professor I Zanjani, School of 
Medicine, University of Nevada.
A study of patterns of ethnic intermarriage in Australia by Professor F L Jones with Mr R 
Luijkx, Tilburg University, The Netherlands.
The 1990 Australian National Crime Survey by Dr J Kelley with Professor D Chappell and 
Dr J Walker, Australian Institute of Criminology.
Class and images of inequality—new measures of class images based on data from large 
national samples by Dr J Kelley and Dr M Evanswith Professor Tamas Kolosi, Eotvos 
University, Hungary.
Stratification in Brazil—analysis of the effect of economic development on social mobility 
and class position by Dr J Kelley and Dr M Evans with Professor A Haller, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison.
Social stratification and mobility in China by Dr J Kelley and Dr M Evans with Professor 
A O Haller, University of Wisconsin, Madison and Dr Li Kang, Social Center, Ministry of 
Civil Affairs, Beijing.
A study of attitudes toward abortion by Dr J Kelley and Dr M Evans with Dr B Headey, 
University of Melbourne.
Dr J Kelley, Dr M Evans and Dr C Bean: International Social Survey Programme with 
Universities and organisations in over twenty countries in western and eastern Europe, 
North America, Asia, the Middle East and Australasia.
The International Survey of Economic Attitudes—public attitudes toward the economic 
organisation in Hungary, Poland, Finland and Australia by Dr J Kelley, Dr K Zagorski
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and Dr M Evans with Professor T Kolosi, TARKI, and Eotvos University; Dr O Kangas, 
Turku University; Dr L Kolarska, Center for Public Opinion Research, Poland.
Industry and labour force in China by Dr K Zagorski, Dr J Kelley and Dr M Evans with 
Dr] Unger, Contemporary China Centre, RSPacS and Dr A Chan, Faculty of Arts.
An analysis of British and Australian publications and citations to those publications in 
all fields of scholarship covered in the indices of the Institute of Scientific Information for 
the period 1981 to 1990 by Professor P Bourke with Mr B Martin, Science Policy Research 
Unit, University of Sussex.
Collection, transcription and analysis of correspondence of emigrants to 19th-century 
Australia by Dr D Fitzpatrick with Professor E Richards, Flinders University of South 
Australia.
A bibliography of Russian writings on Australia by Ms E Govor with the University of 
Queensland.
Science in federating Australia: meteorology, 1875-1910 and Philosophy of Science by 
Associate Professor K Livingston with Professor R Home, University of Melbourne.
Corporations, crime and accountability by Professor J Braithwaite with Professor B Fisse, 
University of Sydney.
Designing responsive regulatory institutions by Professor J Braithwaite with Professor I 
Ayres, Stanford University.
Nursing Home regulation in action by Dr J Braithwaite with Dr D Gibson, University of 
Queensland, Professor D Ermann, University of Delaware, Dr T Makkai, Dr V Braithwaite 
and Ms A Jenkins, ANU.
The future of Australian business by Dr J Braithwaite with Dr P Grabosky, Australian 
Institute of Criminology.
Integrity in government bv Professor P Finn with Professor G Carney, Bond University 
and Dr J Uhr, ANU.
Voting patterns and constitutional reform in the 1992 British general election by Professor 
P Dunleavy with Ms H Margetts, London School of Economics and Mr S Weir, Human 
Rights Centre, University of Essex.
Executive budgetting in the USA by Professor P Dunleavy with Dr D King, St John's 
College, Oxford and Ms H Margetts, London School of Economics.
Rights, young and old by Professor R Goodin with Dr D Gibson, University of 
Queensland.
Philosophv of mind and cognition bv Professor Jackson with Dr D Braddon-Mitchell, 
ANU.
A study of unemployment and the economic and social effects on immigrants by Professor 
D Pope with Professor G Withers, Director, Economic Planning Council of Australia.
International movements of capital and economic development before 1914 by Professor 
D Pope and Professor J Floyd, University of Toronto.
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The forces behind tariff protection in Australia and the North American experience 
1860-1990 by Professor D Pope with Professor W Kaemfer, University of Colorado at 
Boulder.
Australian Economic History Review by Professor G Snooks with Professor J Pincus, 
University of Adelaide.
Cambridge Economic History of Australia by Professor G Snooks with Dr R Jackson, 
University of Queensland.
Fertility and economic growth by Dr S Dowrick with Professor J Brander, University of 
British Columbia.
Monopsony and union bargaining power in interdependent labour markets by Dr S 
Dowrick with Dr R Naylor, University of Warwick.
The determinants of union attitudes to technological change, an empirical study using the 
Workplace Industrial Relations Survey by Dr S Dowrick with Dr S Machin, London School 
of Economics.
A study of the cost of job loss, welfare programs and income distribution by Dr S Dowrick 
with Professor H Gansmann, Free University of Berlin.
A Comparison of the rates of return to education for young people by Professor R Gregory 
with Dr F Vella, Rice University.
Dynamic interactions between fiscal and monetary authorities by Dr P Stemp with Mr R 
A Buckle, Victoria University of Wellington.
Federal-provincial fiscal relations—comparison of cooperative and non-cooperative 
outcomes by Dr P Stemp with Mr J-F Wen, Queen's University.
Zero inflation targets: central bank commitment and fiscal policy settings by Dr P Stemp 
with Professor W M Scarth, McMaster University.
Adjustment costs for capital and current account dynamics by Dr P Stemp, Professor W 
Scarth and Professor J Burbidge of McMaster University.
Estimating the effects of income-contingent loans with Professor A Harding, National 
Centre for Economic and Social Modelling, University of Canberra by Dr B Chapman.
International comparisons of training by Dr B Chapman, with Dr Hong Tan, World Bank.
Occupational segregation and the importance of aggregation in Canada by Dr M Kidd 
with Professor M Shannon, Lakehead University, Ontario.
The determinants of demand for health insurance by Dr M Kidd with Ms S Hopkins, 
Curtin University.
Occupational access and wage discrimination by Dr M Kidd with Professor P Dolton, 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne.
A panel study of consumption with costly borrowing by Dr J Quiggin with Professor E 
Lawrance, Denison University, Ohio.
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International agreement on global warming by Dr J Quiggin with Professor J Horowitz, 
University of Maryland.
Referendum models for contingent valuation by Dr J Quiggin with Ms J Chesson, 
Resource Commission.
Two-moment models of choice under certainty by Dr J Quiggin with Professor M 
Ormiston, University of Arizona.
Two-stage referendum methods by Dr J Quiggin with Professor T Cameron, University 
of California, Los Angeles.
A study of production under uncertainty by Dr Quiggin with Professor R Chambers, 
University of Maryland.
The axiomatic basis of anticipated utility by Dr J Quiggin with Dr P Wakker, University 
of Nijmegen.
Household labour supply by Dr J Quiggin with Professor C Zick, University of Utah.
Rights in Australia by Professor B Galligan with Professor J Fletcher, University of 
Toronto, Professor I McAllister, Australian Defence Forces Academy, and Dr R Jones, 
Social Science Data Archives, RSSS.
A study of lone parents and their incomes by Dr D Mitchell with Professor J Bradshaw' 
University of York
The Australian Welfare State by Dr D Mitchell with Dr A Harding, Centre for Social and 
Economic Modelling, University of Canberra.
Faculty of Arts
Department of Classics
Familial structures in a multicultural society: methodology for the analysis of Roman 
imperial society by Professor B Rawson with Professor PRC Weaver and Dr P Gallivan, 
Classics, University of Tasmania.
Department of History
A history of the Pacific Islands in the twentieth century, being edited by Dr B V Lai with 
Dr K R Howe of Massey University, New Zealand and Dr R Kiste, University of Hawaii.
Australian-Asian Perception Project, under auspices of the Academy of the Social Sciences 
in Australia, with Dr A C Milner seconded from Department of History to the Academy 
as project director for three years from 1991; as director Dr Milner is cooperating with 
researchers from virtually every major university in Australia on this Australian Research 
Council funded project.
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Bugis and Makasar manuscripts in Germany by Dr C C Macknight with Hasanuddin 
University.
Resistance and Accommodation on Plantations in the Pacific and Latin America, book 
being edited for University of Hawaii Press by Dr B V Lai with Dr D Munro, University 
of the South Pacific and Dr E Beechert, University of Hawaii.
Department of Linguistics
Aboriginal site location by Dr L Hercus with V Potezny, Aboriginal Heritage Unit, South 
Australian Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
Loanwords between Warlpiri and the Arandic languages by Dr H J Koch with J 
Henderson, Institute for Aboriginal Development, Alice Springs and Dr M Laughren, 
Northern Territory Department of Education.
Reference grammar of Samoan by Dr U Mosel with Dr E Hovdhaugen, University of Oslo, 
Norway.
Acoustics and aerodynamics of Javanese stops by Dr P J Rose with Dr A Butcher, 
Department of Linguistic Science, Reading University, UK.
A meaning-based approach to literacy by Dr T Shopen with G Shopen and J Mitchell, 
Faculty of Education, University of Canberra.
Semantic and lexical universals by Professor A Wierzbicka with Dr C Goddard, 
Department of Linguistics, University of New England.
Department of Sociology
Concord Hospital Colorectal Project by Dr O F Dent with Dr P H Chapuis, Professor R C 
Newland and Professor E L Bokey, Concord Hospital, Sydney.
Relevance of follow-up after polypectomy in patients with neoplastic colonic polyps by 
Dr O F Dent with Dr Chapuis, Concord Hospital, Sydney.
Specialist physician workforce in Australia and New Zealand by Dr O F Dent with the 
Royal Australasian College of Physicians, Sydney.
Neuropsychiatric follow-up of former POWs in old age by Dr O F Dent with Professor A 
Broe, Concord Hospital, Sydney, Dr A F Jorm, NH&MRC Social Psychiatry Research Unit, 
ANU, and Professor C C Tennant, Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney.
Post-resection discharge planning for colorectal cancer patients by Dr O F Dent with 
Professor E L Bokey, Concord Hospital, Sydney.
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Faculty of Economics 
and Commerce
Department of Statistics
Project on modelling fuel temperature by Dr R L Chambers, research collaborator, with 
CSIRO, Division of Mathematics and Statistics.
Project on statistical analysis of 1988 fatal accidents by Ms C F Donnelly, data analyst, 
Federal Office of Road Safety and Biometrics Unit, CSIRO.
Faculty of Law
In August 1992 the Law Faculty entered a joint venture with Sydney and Adelaide 
Universities to form the Australian Centre for Environmental Law (ACEL). ACEL 
represents a major initiative in environmental law in Australia bringing together an 
unprecedented body of expertise in environmental law so as to facilitate high quality, 
collaborative teaching and research in this rapidly growing area of law and policy.
Joint research project entitled Australian Family Law In Context by Dr J Behrens and Dr S 
Parker with P Parkinson, University of Sydney.
Research by Dr J Behrens with P Lawrence, Environment and Aid Unit, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade and Associate Professor H Reicher, Monash University in 
preparation of a chapter on Australia state practice on international environmental law 
for inclusion in a text Cases arid Materials on International Law in Australia.
Professor D Hambly with Professor H Luntz, University of Melbourne published the third 
edition of their book Torts: Cases and Commentary.
Collaboration by Mr S C Bottomley with Professor R Tomasic, Head, Law Department, 
Faculty of Management, University of Canberra on the completion of a book Directing the 
Top 500—based upon their ARC funded research into the impact of corporate law on the 
behaviour of public company directors. The project has also resulted in a number of jointly 
authored conference papers and journal publications; preparation of a textbook on 
Australian corporate law. This text is aimed at undergraduate law degree students. As 
part of the research for this text Mr Bottomly and Mr Tomasic have published a 
commentary on the recent AWA decision in the NSW Court.
Research by Dr R Moles, Mr N Seddon and Ms B Sangha with Mr D Brown and Mr M P 
Ellinghaus, University of M elbourne conducted in a project called Contract 
Law—Hypertext Project. This project is also being assisted by a number of other bodies 
including SCALE and the Victorian Law Reform Commission. This project will develop 
a hypertext presentation of the law of contract for teaching purposes.
The Centre for International and Public Law has collaborated closely with the Human 
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission on several projects and with the
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Administrative Review Council on a study of methods for review of environmental 
decisions.
Faculty of Science
Division of Biochemistry & 
Molecular Biology
Involvement of cytokines and nitric oxide in the side-effects of diethylcarbamazine in 
filariasis patients by Drs IA Clark, K A Rockett and W B Cowden with Dr P Turner, James 
Cook University, Townsville.
TNF between lymphotoxin and other cytokines by Drs I A Clark, K A Rockett and W B 
Cowden wäth Dr L Harrison Walter & Eliza Hall, Institute Melbourne.
Synergy between lymphotoxin and other cytokines by Drs I A Clark, K A Rockett and W 
B Cowden with Dr B Aggarwall, Dr M D Anderson, Cancer Centre University of Texas, 
USA.
Role of TNF-induced nitric oxide in CNS function by Drs I A Clark, K A Rockett and W 
B Cowden with Professor M Friedlander, Neurobiology Research Centre, University of 
Alabama, USA.
Induction of cytokines and nitric oxide by molecular components of malaria parasites by 
Drs I A Clark, K A Rockett and W B Cowden with Drs D Kwiathkowski and C Bate, 
Institute of Molecular Medicine, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, UK.
Role of nitric oxide in inhibition of bone marrow cells by Drs I A Clark, K A Rockett and 
W B Cowden with Dr J Laskin, Rutgers University, New Jersey, USA.
Review of draft documents for a series of Dept of Health, Housing and Community Service 
publications on Health and Environment by Dr ID Marshall with NH & MRC / University 
of Wollongong.
Participating in Workshop and General Committee meeting, assessing progress and 
planning future research in Australia and South America aimed at viable strategies for 
cane toad control by Dr I D Marshall with CSIRO.
Nitrate in Indonesian Groundwaters by Dr G D Smith with Dr J J Fox (RSPacS) and Centre 
for Policy and Implementation Studies, Jakarta, Indonesia.
Studies on the Ross River virus cell receptor and entry mechanisms by Drs L Dalgamo 
and R W Weir with Dr R Kuhn, Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA.
Generation of an infectious cDNA clone of Murray Valley encephalitis virus by Drs L 
Dalgarno and R W Weir with Dr C M Rice, Department of Molecular Microbiology, 
Washington University, USA.
Sequence studies on dengue virus field isolates by Drs L Dalgamo and R W Weir with Dr 
D J Gubler, Centre for Disease Control, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA.
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Studies on the replication of Ross River virus mutants in mosquitoes by Drs L Dalgamo 
and R W Weir with Dr R Russell, Westmead Hospital, NSW.
Serological studies on Australian arthropod-borne viruses by Drs L Dalgamo and R W 
Weir with Dr A Cunningham and Ms L Hueston, Westmead Hospital, NSW.
Serological studies on antisera from Ross River varus clinical cases by Drs L Dalgamo and 
R W Weir with Dr B Hosein, United Biomedical Inc New York, USA.
Cytokine responses to coccidia by Dr K Ovington with Dr N Smith, Institute for 
Parasitology, University of Zurich, Switzerland.
Free-radical production in blowfly infected sheep by Dr K Ovington with Dr M Sandeman, 
Veterinary School, LaTrobe University, Melbourne.
Genetic control of the Australian sheep blowfly, Lucilia cuprina, by the molecular biological 
manipulation of the sex ratio and the characterization and application of Hobo-like and 
P-like transposable elements in non-drosophilid insects by Dr A J Howells with Dr P 
Atkinson, CSIRO, Entomology.
Trehalose metabolism in nematodes by Dr C A Behm with CSIRO Entomology, Canberra.
Trehalose enzymes in nematodes by Dr C A Behm with CSIRO Pastoral Research 
Laboratory, Armidale.
Regulation of development in Echinococcus by Dr C A Behm with WA Department of 
Agriculture.
Carbohydrate metabolism in Onchocerca by Dr C A Behm with James Cook University.
Regulation of development in Echinococcus by Dr C A Behm with Murdoch University.
NMR studies of metabolism in Taenia crassiceps by Dr C A Behm with University of 
California, Riverside, Departments of Nematology and Entomology.
Joint research on liver fluke by Dr M J Howell with Dr J C Boray, NSW Agricultural 
Institute, Camden, NSW.
Transposable antibiotic resistance genes and insertion sequences in staphylcocci by Dr P 
R Stewart with Dr D T Dubin, University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, USA.
Comparison of chromosomal resistance gene clustersin in Staphylococcus aureus isolates 
from Europe, North America and Australia by Dr P R Stewart with Dr S Poston, Guy's 
Hospital Medical School, London, UK.
Molecular approaches to the epidemiological typing of pathogenetic bacteria by Dr P R 
Stewart with Professor Tikki Pang, Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Malays, 
Kuala Lumpur.
Use of orotic acid treatment for the support of the damaged or failing myocardium in 
infarcted patients undergoing cardiac surgery by Professor J F Williams with Dr F 
Rosenfeldt, Baker Institute for Medical Research, Prahan, Vic.
Orotic acid effects in the human by Professor J F Williams with Worwag Pharma, Stuttgart, 
Germany.
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Biochemical investigations of cancer cachexia by Professor ] F Williams with Professor 
Rui Curi and Mariha Seerlander, Department Physiology and Biophysics, University of 
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Metabolising of lymphocytes by Professor J F Williams with Dr E A Nesholme, 
Biochemistry Department, University of Oxford, UK.
Anthelmintics in the control of fasdolasis in sheep by Professor C Bryant with Dr J C 
Boray, Dept of Agriculture and Fisheries, Camden, NSW.
The anthelmintic activity of bioactive natural products against Strongyloides rntti by 
Professor C Bryant and E M Bennet with Dr R Mendis, Curtin University of Technology, 
Perth, WA.
Genetic and Environmental regulation of development in Echinococus by Professor C 
Bryant and E M Bennet with Dr A J Lymbery, School of Veterinary Studies, Murdoch 
Univesity.
Division of Botany & Zoology
Studies in the use of fossil charcoal to establish past distribution of rainforest by Dr J Ash 
with Dr M Flop kins, CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology.
Cassarva Cyanide: Improved Techniques for Estimation and Influence of Environment 
on Concentration by Dr J H Bradbury with Dr M Bokonga, IITA, Nigeria; Dr T Van Den, 
Department of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, Philippines and Dr M Djazuli, Bogar 
Research Institute on Food Crops, Indonesia.
Body size and foraging in honey bees by Dr P D Cooper with Dr S L Buchmann, 
USDA-ARS Carl Hayden Bee Research Laboratory, Arizona, USA.
Investigation of the occurrence of opioid-like peptides in insects and their role in control 
of feeding and digestion by Dr P D Cooper with Dr P East, CSIRO Entomology.
Malpighian tubule function in black field crickets, Teleogryllus oceanicus by Dr P D 
Cooper with Dr A T Marshall, La Trobe University.
Maternal investment strategies, energetics and feeding ecology of Antarctic and 
Subantarctic fur seals at Macquarie Island bv Dr P D Cooper with Dr P Shaughnessy of 
CSIRO Wildlife.
Systematics and biogeography of Waratahs (Telopea and Alloxylon: Protaeceae); 
systematics and phylogeny of legumes (Fabaceae) by Dr M Crisp with Dr P Weston, Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
Molecular systematics of Australian genera of legumes (Fabaceae) by Dr M Crisp with Dr 
R Appels, Division of Plant Industry, CSIRO.
Systematics & taxonomic revisions in Fabaceae and Myrtaceae by Dr M Crisp with several 
staff, Australian National Botanic Gardens.
A general textbook of entomology, to be published with Chapman & Hall, co-authored 
by Dr P Gullen with Dr P S Cranston, Division of Entomology, CSIRO.
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Cooperative studies in ecology by Dr D C D Happold on alpine mammals with NSW 
National Parks and Wildlife Service, on mammals of Malawi, with Malawi Department 
of National Parks, and on African mammals with the University of Antwerp, Belgium, 
Senkenberg Museum, Frankfurt, Germany, the Natural History Museum, London and 
the Alexander Koenig Museum, Bonn, Germany.
Determining the phylogenetic affinities position of the phylum onychophora among the 
major interebrate phyla by Dr D Rowell with Drs J Oakshott and B Ballard, CSIRO Division 
of Entomology.
Primary sex ratio in a social spider by Dr D Rowell with Dr B Main, Zoology Department, 
University of Western Australia.
Evolution of the Australian Onychophora by Dr D Rowell with Drs Tait, Briscoe and Reid, 
Macquarie University.
Characterisation of salinity tolerance in cereals by Dr MI Whitecross with Dr R E Munns, 
CSIRO Division of Plant Industry and Dr S D Tyerman, Flinders University of South 
Australia.
Effects of UV-B radiation on photosyntheses of higher plants by Dr M I Whitecross with 
Dr J M Anderson and Dr W S Chow, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry.
UV-B radiation effects on rice by Dr M I Whitecross with Dr B Vergara, International 
Research Institute, Los Banos, The Philippines.
Characterisation of oscillations of leaflets of Desmodium gyrans by Dr M I Whitecross 
with Dr G P Findlay, Flinders University of South Australia.
Control of expression of seed storage protein genes in transgenic plants by Dr M I 
Whitecross with Dr T J Higgins, CSIRO Division of Plant Industry.
Effects of sucrose on tracheary differentiation and ethylene biosynthesis by Professor J 
Warren Wilson with Professor L W Roberts, University of Idaho, USA.
Capture and utilisation of environmental resources by plants by Professor J Warren 
Wilson with Dr R Hunt, NERC Unit of Comparative Plant Ecology, University of Sheffield, 
UK.
Effects of light interception and carbon dioxide concentration on crop photosynthesis by 
Professor J Warren Wilson with Dr D W Hand, Horticulture Research International, 
Littlehampton, UK.
Department of Chemistry
Bio-distribution of compounds tested as potential new drugs for use in Boron-Neutron 
Captive Therapy by Dr J A Broomhead with Dr B Allan (ANSTO).
Lichenological and chemotaxonomic projects by Professor J A Elix with a number of 
international researchers including: Dr A W Archer, Herbarium, National Botanic 
Gardens of NSW, Sydney; Dr K Kalb, Regensburg Universität, Germany; Dr G Kantvilas, 
Tasmanian Herbarium, University of Tasmania and Dr I W Brodo, National Museum of 
Science, Botany Section, Ottawa, Canada; Dr S Huneck Universität Halle, Germany; Dr 
H T Lumbsch & Professor G B Feige Universität Essen, Germany; Dr H Mayrhofer, Karl
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Franzens Universität, Austria; Dr L Ferraro, Universidad Nacional del Nordeste, 
Argentina; Professor T H Nash Arizona State University, USA; Dr F David and Dr Kan 
Chantrapromma, Prince of Songkla University, Thailand; Dr Kansri Boonpragob, 
Ramhamkhaeng University, Thailand; Dr Mohd Wahid bin Samsudin; Dr Laily bin Din 
and Mr Ab Llah bin Hamat, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia; Dr Umar A Jenie, 
Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia; Dr K Sundar Rao, University of Papua New Guinea; 
Dr AG Fakim, The University of Mauritius; and Dr M T Adler, Universidad de Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.
Vibrational energy transfer in aromatic molecules by Dr G Fischer with Professor A E W 
Knight, Griffith University.
Joint program with Dr R J Pace and Dr J Anderson, CSIRO, Plant Industry on the 
cytochrome b /f complex of plants, is one of a small class of basic biochemical energy 
conversion systems found in all living organisms, but whose detailed molecular 
mechanisms are still incompletely understood.
A CRC funded project (Centre for Molecular Sensing and Engineering) with Dr R J Pace 
involving CSIRO Division of Food Processing, Sydney University and several industriell 
partners. Dr Pace is involved in the design and development of a novel biosensing 
technology using synthetic ion channels contained in a specifically engineered, solid 
substrate supported bilayer membrane.
A fundamental study of the forces involved in thin film formation by Professor R M 
Pashley with Rohm & Flaas (Aus).
A study of the mechanisms involved in membrane fouling by Professor R M Pashley with 
Memtec Ltd
An investigation of a solid state catalyst for ICI (Aus) with Professor R M Pashley.
Ab initio molecular orbital studies of aspects of Hard-Soft Acid-Base theories in organic 
chemistry and variable geometry Sn2 transition states in enolate alkylations by Dr R 
Rasmussen with Professor P V R  Schleyer; Institut für Organische Chemie, Universität 
Erlangen-Nürnberg.
Department of Computer Science
High performance parallel computing Joint research between Department and D1T 
CSIRO involving a number of academics and scientists from both institutions.
An Integrated Environment for Distributed Information Systems, (ARC Project) by Dr M 
P Papazoglou (QUT) and Dr A V Peterson with Dr J L Smith, CSIRO Division of 
Information Technology.
Ramsey Theory by Dr B McKay with R Faudree, Memphis State University, S 
Radziszowski, Rochester Institute of Technology, USA.
Random Graphs by Dr B McKay and N Wormald, Melbourne University and A Frieze, 
Carnegie-Mellon University, USA.
Asymptotic Enumeration by Dr B McKay with Wang Xiaoji, University of NSW and R 
Canfield, University of Georgia, USA and E Bender, University of California at San Diego, 
USA.
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Cycles in Graphs by Dr B McKay with D Holton, University of Otago, NZ and R Aldred, 
University of Otago, NZ.
Cayley Graphs by Dr B McKay with C Praeger, University of Western Australia.
Constructive Enumeration of Combinatorial Objects by Dr B McKay with G Royle, 
University of Western Australia.
On the Refinement Calculus by Dr T N Vickers and Dr C C Morgan, Oxford University 
(joint editors).
Tiling Figures of the Plane with two Bars, a Horizontal and a Vertical one, by Dr J M 
Robson and D Beauzuler (LITP-IBP and Paris XII), M Nivat and E Remila (Ecole Normale 
Superieure de Lyon).
Parallel search in sorted multisets and applications to NP-Complete problems, by Dr J M 
Robson with Paolo and Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon).
The development of high level language facilities for the Fujitsu AP1000 distributed 
memory multiprocessor computer by Dr C W Johnson with Dr M R Osborne (School of 
Mathematical Sciences, ANU), Dr S Roberts (SMS), and Professor RB Schnabel, University 
of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado, USA.
Department of Forestry
Protection of wood surfaces during natural weathering with UV absorbers and hindered 
amine light stabilisers by Dr P D Evans with Dr K Schmalzl, CSIRO Division of Forestry 
and Forest Products.
The acetylation of wood surfaces for photoprotection by Dr P D Evans with Professor B 
Banks, Department of Forestry and Wood Science, University of Wales.
Diffuse reflectable Fourier Transform Infra-red studies of weathered wood surfaces by Dr 
P D Evans with Professor N Owen, Department of Chemistry, Brigham Young University, 
Utah.
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy studies of the wood cell wall bv Dr P D 
Evans with Dr M Dickson, University of NSW and Mr R Heady, RSBS EM Unit.
Energy consum ption and pulp p roperties of rad iata pine fam ilies dur ing 
thermomechanical pulping by Dr P D Evans with Dr C Matheson and Mr D Spencer, 
CSIRO Division of Forestry, Dr R Cox, Australian Newsprint Mills PLC Ltd and Dr M 
Williams, CSIRO Division of Forest Products.
Salt tolerance of native species by Dr J Field and Dr N Marcar, CSIRO Division of Forestry.
Effect of trees on soils by Dr J Field and Dr W Crane, CSIRO Division of Forestry.
Soil structure stability by Dr J Field and Dr P Hairsine, CSIRO Division of Soils.
Modeling of water use and movement in rural catchments by Dr J Field with CSIRO 
Division of Water Resources.
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Germination Trial for a number of species from the tropical monsoon plant communities 
in the Alligator Rivers Region, Australia by Mr M McLaughlin and Dr M Slee with Dr N 
Ashwath, CSIRO Alligator Rivers Research Institute.
Performance of cuttings of E ucalyptus grandis and £ cam aldulensis from stock plants with 
different fertilizer treatments by Mr B Pang, Mr A Carter (Plant Culture Facility) and Dr 
M Slee.
Effect of weed growth and development of £ grandis and £ cam aldulensis in Mozambique, 
Ms T Alves, Dr M Slee with assistance from Centro de Experimentacao Florestal 
Marracuene, Ministerio da Agricultura, Mozambique.
Study of the effect of phase change in P inus radiata and its importance in clonal forestry 
by Dr M Slee and Mr H D Kartiko with Mr F B Clarke (Tree Genes International), and 
assistance from ACT Forests.
Micropropagation of Acacia m angium  by Mr A Rimbawanto and Dr M Slee, with Mr V 
Hartney (CSIRO).
Breeding for oil production in E polybractea by Mr R James, Dr M Slee and Mr A Carter 
(Plant Culture Facility) with Mrs C Davis (G R Davis Pty Ltd), and Dr P Milthorpe (NSW 
Dept of Agriculture and Rural Industries Research and Development Cooperation.
Breeding for oil production in tea tree by Ms P Butcher, Dr M Slee and Mr C Hilliker with 
Dr J Doran, Dr G Moran and Mr C Bell (CSIRO), with assistance from NSW Department 
of Agriculture and Rural Industrial Research and Development Corporation.
Analysis of variation in the pollination of P radiata by Ms A Mitchell, Dr M Slee with Mr 
D Spencer (CSIRO).
Genetic Variation in Faidherbia albida by Mr C Marunda and Dr M Slee with support from 
CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, International Development Research Centre, CRDI, 
and Zimbabwean Forest Service.
Genetic Variation in Grevillea robusta by Mr J Kariuki and Dr M Slee with Dr C Hardwood 
(Australian Tree Seed Centre and CSIRO).
Phenomenon of the cedar tip moth H ypsipyla robusta by Dr M Tanton with Dr T Bellas, 
CSIRO Division of Entomology.
Comparison of centroid and paracone estimates of tree volume by Dr G B Wood with 
Professor H V Wiant Jr, West Virginia University, USA, and Dr R R Forslund, Lakehead 
University, Canada.
Principles and practices of point-model based sampling in forestry by Dr G B Wood with 
Associate Professor J C Rennie, University of Tennessee, USA, Dr H T Schreuder, USDA 
Forest Service, Fort Collins, USA, and Mr H G Lund, USDA Forest Service, Washington 
DC, USA.
Estimating log volume using the centroid position by Dr G B Wood with Professor H V 
Wiant Jr, West Virginia University, USA, and Professor G M Furnival, Yale University, 
New Haven, USA.
Practical guide for estimating the volume of standing sample trees using either importance 
or centroid sampling by Dr G B Wood with Professor H V Wiant Jr, West Virginia
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University, USA, and Associate Professor T G Gregoire, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
USA.
Comparison of point-3P and modified point-list sampling for inventory of mature native 
hardwood forest in SE New South Wales by Dr G B Wood with Professor H V Wiant Jr, 
West Virginia University, USA.
Test of application of centroid and importance sampling in a point-3P forest inventory by 
Dr G B Wood with Professor H V Wiant Jr, West Virginia University, USA.
Comparison of the centroid method and taper systems for estimating tree volume by Dr 
G B Wood with Professor H V Wiant Jr and Associate Professor D W Patterson, West 
Virginia University, USA.
Estimating log volume using the centroid method and standard formulae by Dr G B Wood 
with Professor H V Wiant Jr and Associate Professor D W Patterson, West Virginia 
University, USA.
Sampling methods for multiresource forest inventory by Dr G B Wood with Dr H T 
Schreuder, USD A Forest Service, Fort Collins, USA, and Associate Professor T G Gregoire, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, USA.
Drought resistance in E camaldulensis by Dr A Gibson and Professor E P Bachelard with 
ACIAR Project 8848, Mr A Brown and Ms S Searle, CSIRO Division of Forestry.
Effect of soil compaction on seedling growth by Mr FT Sardabi and Dr A Gibson and 
Professor E P Bachelard with Dr M Kirby, CSIRO Division of Soils.
Fire behaviour in pine plantations by Dr C Trevitt, with Mr M Alexander, Forestry Canada, 
Mr P Cheney, CSIRO, Mr L McCaw, Department of Conservation and Land Management, 
WA, Mr R Hamwood, Queensland Forest Service, Mr J Pratt, Woods and Forests Dept, 
SA and Mr O Raymond, APM Forests Pty Ltd, Vic.
Decision support for fire management by Dr C Trevitt with Mr P Moore, NSW Forestry 
Commission, and Dr R Davis, CSIRO.
Smoke Management in Brisbane Forestry District by Dr C Trevitt with Mr R Hamwood, 
Queensland Forestry Service and Mr D Packham, Bureau of Meteorology.
Prediction of storm flow response from measurement of wetted areas by Dr C Trevitt, Mr 
D Stodart and Mr N Su with Dr E O'Loughlin, CSIRO.
Experimental development of a fire management model for the Jarrah forest by Dr C 
Trevitt with Mr N Burrows, Department of Conservation and Land Management, WA, 
Mr N P Cheney, CSIRO Division of Forestry, Canberra and Drs R Weber and W Catchpole, 
Department of Mathematics, ADFA, Canberra.
Fire management planning for prescribed burning: a case study of two NSW Forestry 
Commission districts by Dr C Trevitt with Ms M Carmichael and Mr P Moore, NSW 
Forestry Commission.
Investigations of precipitation and runoff relationships before and after fire at Yambulla 
State Forest, NSW by Dr C Trevitt with Dr E O'Loughlin, Director, Cooperative Research 
Centre in Catchment Hydrology, CSIRO Division of Water Resources, Canberra.
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Statistical modelling of mesoscale wind in Southeastern Australia: aid to understanding 
and predicting fire weather by Dr C Trevitt with Dr M Mackisack, School of Mathematics, 
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Qld.
A statistical investigation of the relationship between short and long term meteorological 
variables and Forest Fire Danger Index, Dr C Trevitt with Dr M Mackisack, School of 
Mathematics, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Qld.
Assessing and monitoring the thermal climate of novel design houses, Dr C Trevitt with 
Dr P R L Lyons, Energy Partners Pty Ltd Canberra.
Protection of wood surfaces during natural weathering with UV absorbers and hindered 
amine light stabilisers, Dr P D Evans with Dr K Schmalzl, CSIRO Division of Forest 
Products.
Acetylation of wood surfaces for photoprotection, Dr P D Evans with Professor B Banks, 
University of Wales, Department of Forestry and Wood Science.
Diffuse Reflectance Fourier Transform Infra-red studies of weathered wood surfaces, Dr 
P D Evans with Professor N Owen, Department of Chemistry, Brigham Young University, 
Utah, USA.
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope studies of the wood cell wall, Dr P D Evans 
with Dr M Dickson, University of NSW and Mr R Heady, RSBS EM Unit.
Energy consumption and pulp properties of radiata pine families during thermo 
mechanical pulping, Dr P D Evans with Dr C Matheson and Mr D Spencer, CSIRO Division 
of Forestry, Dr R Cox, Australian Newsprint Mills and Dr M Williams, CSIRO Division 
of Forest Products.
Effects of salinity and waterlogging in the growth of eucalypt seedlings by P St Clair and 
Professor E P Bachelard, Dr J B Field, and Dr A Gibson with Dr N Marcar, CSIRO, Division 
of Forestry.
Mechanisms of drought tolerance in Melia volkensii and Melia azadarach by Mr P B Milimo 
and Professor E P Bachelard, Dr M U Slee with Dr P E Kriedemann, CSIRO, Division of 
Forestry.
Tree growth characteristics on rehabilitated sand dunes following mining by Dr ] C G 
Banks with Mr J Simpson of R Z Mines, Tomago, NSW.
The material properties affecting the conservation of wood by Dr P D Evans with the 
University of Canberra.
Soils and Soil Management Education by Dr J B Field with the University of Canberra.
Department of Geography
Mr K Johnson continued productive collaborative research with the Plague Locust 
Commission. He also collaborated with The Australian Survey and Land Information 
Group to produce the AUSMAP Atlas of Australia.
Dr I Hughes continued as an adviser to the Australian Academy of Science on the 
production of a textbook on Environmental Science.
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Mr E Chapman undertook initial field research for a project on economic and social 
changes in the middle and upper Mekong Basin with Dr P Hinton, Sydney University and 
officers of the Research Centre for Rural Economy, Beijing, funded by a 3-year ARC Grant.
Mr D Dumaresq continued collaborative research with Dr P Dunn of the NSW Department 
of Agriculture on farm field trials of phosphatic fertilisers for wheat under low-input and 
conventional farming systems.
Dr J Luly is collaborating with Dr M Mabin of the Department of Geography, James Cook 
University and Dr J Ash (Botany, ANU) on the history and ecology of dry rainforest 
pockets in the Townsville area. Dr Luly and Dr Mabin, James Cook University also 
collaborated in reconnaissance of the future long-term studies of environmental change.
Dr L Sternstein and Mr K Johnson were engaged in bringing together a consortium of 
Australian universities in SIIASA (Spatial Information Infrastructure for Asian Studies in 
Australia), under an ARC project with Griffith University.
Department of Geology
Characterisation of Alkali feldspar structural state by laser raman spectrometry by Dr P 
Blevin with Dr T Memagh, Australian Geological Survey Organisation.
Vertebrate Fossils from Gogo by Professor K S W Campbell with Dr J Long, Western 
Australian Museum.
Rhipidistian Fishes from the Early Carboniferous of Queensland by Professor K S W 
Campbell with Professor R Fox, University of Alberta.
Caledonian Granites by Dr B W Chappell with Dr W E Stephens, University of St Andrews, 
Scotland.
Continental-Margin Volcanics by Dr B W Chappell with Dr A Ewart, University of 
Queensland.
Donegal Granites by Dr B W Chappell with Emeritus Professor W S Pitcher, University 
of Liverpool, UK.
Granites in south eastern Australia by Dr B W Chappell with Emeritus Professor A J R 
White, La Trobe University.
Relationships between mineralisation and volcanic rocks by Dr B W Chappell with 
Emeritus Professor R L Stanton, University of New England.
X-ray spectrometry by Dr B W Chappell with Dr K Norrish, CSIRO Soils Adelaide.
Granites of the American Cordillera by Dr B W Chappell with Professor L T Silver, 
California Institute of Technology, USA.
Island-arc rocks by Dr B W Chappell with Dr R W Johnson, Australian Geological Survey 
Organisation.
SeaMARC survey of the Western Solomon Sea PNG by Dr K A W Crook with Hawaii 
Institute Geophysics and University of California Santa Cruz.
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Ancient and modern island arc-marginal sea terrains by Dr K A W Crook with Institute 
of Oceanology USSR Academy of Sciences.
Tectonics and evolution of Manus Basin by Dr K A W Crook with Hawaii Institute of 
Geophysics.
Tectonics of Woodlark triple-junction by Dr K A W Crook with Hawaii Institute of 
Geophysics and BMR.
Tectonic setting of E Manus Basin seafloor hydrothermal volcanic-massive-sulfide 
mineralisation; and comparison with Paleosoic examples from Lachlan Fold Belt by Dr K 
A W Crook, Dr F VanderHor (Visiting Fellow), Ms M Fellows with CSIRO Exploration 
Geoscience, University of Toronto, Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory and Institute 
of Oceanology, Russian Academy of Sciences.
Review paper on the tectonic evolution of northern Melanesia by Dr K A W Crook with 
Lev Zoneshain, Institute of Oceanology, Moscow.
African saline lakes by Dr P De Deckker with Professor J C Fontesand Dr F Gasse, 
Universite de Paris-Sud, France.
Dolomite Lakes of Western Victoria by Dr P De Deckker with Professor W M Last, 
University of Manitoba, Canada.
The history of the Saline Lakes from New Mexico by Dr P De Deckker with Dr R M 
Forester, U S Geological Survey.
The history of Prydz Bay, Antarctica by Dr P De Deckker with Dr P O'Brien, Australian 
Geological Survey Organisation.
Quarternary deep-sea cores from the Tasman Sea by Dr P De Deckker with Professor C 
S Nelson, University of Waikato, New Zealand.
Quaternary deep-sea cores from the southeast Indian Ocean, Tasman Sea and Southern 
Ocean by Dr P De Deckker with Drs L Labeyrie and M Labracherie, CNRS, France.
Quaternary history of the Nile and lakes in Egypt by Dr P De Deckker with Professor M 
A J Williams, Monash University.
Bauxite by Dr R A Eggleton with Comalco Ltd.
Infra-red micro petrography by Dr R A Eggleton with Dr R Frost & P Fredericks, 
Queensland University of Technology.
Structures of Mn Fe-layer silicates by Dr R A Eggleton with Professor S Guggenheim, 
University of Illinois, Chicago.
Mississippi Valley-type Pb/Zn mineralisation by Dr C S Eldridge with Dr M A McKibben, 
University of California, Riverside.
Sediment-hosted microscopic gold deposits by Dr C S Eldridge with Dr G B Arehart, 
University of Michigan.
Pre Cambrian sedimentary sulfides by Dr C S Eldridge and Dr H Ohmoto, Pennsylvania 
State University.
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Mt Reed Mineralisation by Dr C S Eldridge with Dr G R Green, Tasmanian Mines Dept.
H Y C Mineralisation, Northern Territory by Dr C S Eldridge with Dr R G Logan 
Exploration Pty Ltd.
C02 fluid movement through the crust by Dr D J Ellis with Dr Y Hiroi, Chiba University, 
Japan.
Rare-earth element geochemistry of Antarctic metasediments by Dr D J Ellis with Dr J W 
Sheraton, Australian Geological Survey Organisation.
O-isotope studies of Antarctic granulites by Dr D J Ellis with Professor T Chacko, 
University of Alberta, Canada.
Isotopic dating of precious and base metal deposits and their host rocks in eastern 
Australia using 40 Ar/39Ar dating facilities at RSES by Dr C Perkins and Dr J L Walshe 
and Dr I McDougall (RSES).
Structure and mineralisation of Cowara Gold Mine, NSW by Dr M J Rickard with Dr K 
McQueen, University of Canberra.
Palaeoenvironmental studies of the Monaro by Professor W D L Ride with Dr G Taylor, 
University of Canberra.
The Evergreen Formation of the Surat Basin by Dr J C Tipper and Mr T Liang, with Eastern 
Australian Basins Project, Australian Geological Survey Organisation.
Sulfur-isotope studies using the ion-microprobe by Dr J L Walshe and Dr C S Eldridge 
with Dr RBoth, Adelaide University.
Genesis of the gold-bismuth-copper deposits of Tennant Creek by Dr J L Walshe with Dr 
B Williams, NBHPeko, Dr R Both, Adelaide University.
Study of the Mt Chalmers volcanic-hosted massive sulfide deposit by Dr J L Walshe with 
Dr R Both, Adelaide University.
Study of Brown's Creek Gold Deposit, NSW by Dr J L Walshe with Newcrest and CS1RO, 
North Ryde.
Department of Mathematics
Crack propogation and fracture by Professor M N Barber with Professor J Langer, Dr C 
Myers, Professor D Turcotte, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA.
Research on Morphological transitions in solidification and bacterial growth by Professor 
M N Barber with Professor E Ben-Jacob, University of California, Santa Barbara and 
Tel-Aviv University.
Research on Front tracking in solidification by Professor M N Barber with Professor G 
Myers, Georgia Tech.
Research on the approximation of parameterised minimal and constant mean curvature 
surfaces by Dr J Hutchinson with Professor G Dzuik, University of Freiburg.
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Properties of equilibrium solutions of problems motivated by non-linear elasticity by Dr 
J Hutchinson and Professor N Fusco, Universita degii Studi di Napoli.
Studies on Point-wise estimates for geometric finite element method by Dr S Roberts with 
Dr A Pani, Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay.
Pronormal subgroups and Character degrees of a finite group by Dr P J Cossey with Dr 
S Stonehewer, University of Warwick and Dr T Hawkes, University of Warwick.
Research on Sylow normalisers in finite solube groups by Dr R A Bryce with Professor V 
Ferdi and Professor L Serena, Universita degii Studi di Firenze.
Amenability and Banach Algebras by Dr R Loy with Dr G Willis, University of Newcastle.
Non-uniqueness of norm on Banach algebras with finite dimensional radical by Dr R Loy 
with Professor H G Dales, University of Leeds.
Research on Diagonalisation of the XXZ Hamiltonian by Vertex Operation by Dr B Davies 
with Dr O Foda, Melbourne University, Professors M Jimbo and T Miwa, Kyoto 
University, Japan and Dr A Nakayashiki, Kobe University, Japan.
Effects of geometry on transfer matrices, spin chains and critical behaviour by Dr B Davies 
with Professor I Peschel, FU Berlin.
Department of Physics 8c 
Theoretical Physics
Scramjjet Testing in Free Piston Shock Tunnels by Professor R J Sandeman and Dr A F P 
Houwing with Professor R J Stalker and Dr R Morgan, University of Queensland.
Laser induced Fluorescence in Shock Tunnel Flows by Dr A F P Houwing and Professor 
R J Sandeman with Dr M Rubinsztein-Dunlop, University of Queensland.
Wall Catalytic Effects in Hypersonic High Enthalpy Flow by with Dr S L Gai and Dr N 
Mudford, Australian Defence Force Academy and Dr G Roberts, University of 
Southampton, UK.
Aero-assist Flight Experiments by with Dr N Mudford and Dr S L Gai, Australian Defence 
Force Academy and with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley, 
USA.
Weak Mach Reflection by Professor R J Sandeman with Professor K Takayama, Shock 
Wave Research Centre, Sendai, Japan.
Computational Fluid Dynamics Code Validation by Dr A F P Houwing and Professor R 
J Sandeman with Professor Hirschell and Dr C Mundt, Messerschmidt Bolkow Blohm 
Deutsche Aerospace, Germany and Dr I Tuohey, British Aerospace, Australia.
g-factors of excited states in 154 Dy by Dr A P Byrne with Professor H Hubel ISKP 
Universität Bonn, Germany.
Transient fields for high velocity 24Mg in Fe by Dr A P Byrne with Professor H Bolotin, 
University of Melbourne and Professor F Brandolini and Dr P Pavan, Dipartimento di 
Fiscia dell'Universita Padova, Italy.
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Nuclear spectroscopy of very neutron-deficient lead nuclei by Dr A M Baxter with 
Professor G D Drocoulis, Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, ANU and 
Dr R V F Janssens, Dr M P Carpenter and others, Physics Division, Argonne National 
Laboratory, USA.
Diode Laser pumped CW Nd:YAG ring Laser by Dr H A Bachor and Dr C C Harb with 
Professor H Welling, Laser Zentrum Hannover, Germany.
Nonlinear effects in high sensitivity interferometry by Dr H A Bachor with Professor R 
Byer, Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, USA.
Australian /French collaboration on long baseline interferometry by Dr D E McClelland 
with Professor Brillet, VIRGO Project, Orsay, France.
Low-noise high-stability laser interferometry system by Dr D E McClelland, Professor R 
J Sandeman and Dr H-A Bachor with Dr D Blair, University of Western Australia.
Quantum Noise reduction: Theory and Applications by Dr H A Bachor and Dr D E 
McClelland with Dr G Milburn, University of Queensland.
Department of Psychology
Binocular space perception by Dr M Cook with Professor B Gillam, University of New 
South Wales.
Sexual attitudes and behaviour in young heterosexuals by Dr R Gilligan with Dr D Terry, 
University of Queensland.
Correlations between auditory and tactile inspection times and IQ by Dr D Mahar with 
DrB McKenzie, University of Tasmania.
Development of a theory of mind: An cross-cultural comparison between Australia and 
China by Dr M-J Chen with Professor Miu Xiao-chun, Normal University in Shanghai and 
Professor Lin Zhang Xian, Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, China.
Grouping mechanisms in space perception by Dr B Weekes with Dr N Donnelly, 
University of Kent and Professor G Humphreys, University of Birmingham.
Rehabilitation of acquired dyslexia by Dr B Weekes with Professor M Coltheart, 
Macquarie University.
Centre for Resource and 
Environmental Studies
An ecological and social study of environmental conditions and people's well-being in 
Bangkok, Thailand by Dr S V Boyden, Dr H Ross and Mr A Poungsomlee in collaboration 
with the Institute for Population and Social Research, Mahidol University and 
Department of Urban and Regional Planning, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand.
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Sustainability and community education by S Boyden, A Poungsomlee, I Hughes and 
others in CRES with M Keen, Monash University, Thai collaborators, and researchers in 
other Australian universities and community groups.
Implications of social and environmental health indicators for economic planning by Dr
V A Brown with the Economic Planning Advisory Council.
The implications of global environmental issues for Public Health policy, practice and 
research by Dr V A Brown with the World Health Organisation Training Centre, 
University of New South Wales.
The potential for integrated health and environmental impact assessment by Dr V A 
Brown with the Division of Environmental Studies, Griffith University.
Issues paper on Women and Environment for Office of the Status of Women; policy papers 
on Women and ecologically sustainable development for the Ecologically Sustainable 
Development (ESD) Working Groups and a critique of the ESD Working Groups Reports 
for the Office of Status of Women by Dr V A Brown.
Research into the Environmental Information Needs of Local Government by Dr V A 
Brown for the Environmental Education and Information Unit, DASETT.
Review of the Future of Health Promotion professional education by Dr V A Brown for 
the School of Applied Science, Rusden Campus, Deakin University.
Development of a Public Health Policy on Ecologically Sustainable Development by Dr
V A Brown for Public Health Association of Australia.
Review of current environmental issues of concern to members of the Commonwealth by 
Dr V A Brown as one of an expert panel, for the Commonwealth Secretariat.
Economic analysis of the choice of instruments for pollution control in the Forth Estuary 
by M S Common with N Hanley and I Moffatt, University of Stirling.
A comparative study of CO2 emissions in Australia, Germany and the UK by M S Common 
with J Proops, University of Keele.
Rights and responsibilities in forest resource regimes by Dr J B Dargavel and Dr S Jennings 
(University of Tasmania) for Resource Assessment Commission.
Environmental history in Australia by S Dovers and others in CRES and ANU, along with 
various researchers in other Australian universities and CSIRO.
Sustainable energy systems by S Dovers and others in CRES with various researchers in 
private sector and other Australian universities.
Impacts of population growth on Australian regional environments by S Dovers and T 
Norton and others at ANU with Bureau of Immigration Research.
Study of sustainability of mineral industry by P M Hancock in liaison with members of 
the Australian Geological Survey Office, directors and executives of mining companies 
and representative officers of environmental organisations.
Three dimensional simulation of sea water intrusion by F Ghassemi, A J Jakeman and T 
H Chen with the collaboration of the Australian Geological Survey Organisati on (formerly 
Bureau of Mineral Resources, BMR).
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Hydrodynamics of deep basinal fluids in the Canning Basin (WA) by Dr F Ghassemi with 
the collaboration of the Australian Geological Survey Organisation (formerly BMR).
Global salinisation of land and water resources by F Ghassemi, A J Jakeman and H A Nix 
in collaboration with a large number of research institutions in Australia and other 
countries.
Emergency planning and response by J W Handmer with the Flood Hazard Research 
Centre, Middlesex University, London.
Flood warning system development and emergency planning for dam failure by Dr J W 
Handmer and Mr D I Smith with the Australian Emergency Management Institute.
Cooperative studies by Dr J W Handmer and Mr D I Smith with the NSW Department of 
Water Resources; and the NSW Public Works Department concerning floodplain 
management.
Environmental emergencies by J W Handmer with the Flood Hazard Research Centre, 
Middlesex University.
Collaboration by J Handmer with J Lidstone of the Queensland University of Technology 
to develop a project on hazard education.
Collaboration by J Handmer with ISMES, the Italian consulting finn, on flood warning 
issues.
Cooperation by J Handmer with the Australian Antarctic Foundation and Don McMichael 
and Associates on A Conservation Strategy for the Australian Antarctic Territory.
Development of a climate and terrain information system for Africa by M F Hutchinson, 
J P McMahon and H A Nix in collaboration with International Laboratory for Research 
into Animal Diseases (ILRAD), Nairobi and International Institute for Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA), Ibadan.
Spatial Interpolation of Real Time Monthly Rainfall for Queensland by M F Hutchinson 
with Queensland Department of Primary Industries.
Catchment and water quality modelling by Dr A J Jakeman with Dr P G Whitehead and 
Dr I G Littlewood, Institute of Hydrology, United Kingdom.
Identification of probability distributions for environmental management by Dr A J 
Jakeman and Mr Bai Jun with Dr Michael McAleer, Department of Economics, University 
of Western Australia.
Maintenance of viable wildlife populations under various land management options by 
D B Lindenmayer kwith the Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Adelaide, 
Australian National Parks & Wildlife Service and the Victorian Department of 
Conservation & Natural Resources.
Predicting the conservation values of water catchment forests by D B Lindenmayer with 
Melbourne Water Corporation.
Review of models for Population Viability Analysis by D B Lindenmayer with the School 
of Forestry at the University of Melbourne and the Department of Applied Mathematics 
at the University of Adelaide.
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Identifying minimum critical numbers of animals for release in reintroduction programs 
by D B Lindenmayer with the School of Forestry, University of Melbourne.
Predicting wildlife corridor effectiveness using generic models for Population Viability 
Analysis by D B Lindenmayer in collaboration with the Department of Conservation 
Biology, Chicago Zoological Society.
Assesment of tree nutrient factors as a determionant of faunal distribution by D B 
Lindenmayer in collaboration with the School of Forestry, University of Melbourne.
Application of GIS technology and habitat and population modelling to the control of pest 
marsupials in New Zealand by D B Lindenmayer with Department of Information 
Research, University of Otago, New Zealand.
Minimisation of the impacts of edge ffects in retained forest systems by D B Lindenmayer 
with the Australian National parks & Wildlife Service.
Coupling GIS technology and habitat models to predict wildlife distributions and plan 
land allocation by D B Lindenmayer wtih Murray Darling Basin Commission and the 
Victorian Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
Modelling the fate of chemicals in the environment by Professor ID Moore in collaboration 
with the Department of the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism and Territories.
Topographic analysis for distributed hydrologic and erosional modelling of landscapes 
by Professor I D Moore in collaboration with Dr J Wilson, Department of Earth Sciences 
and the Geographic Information and Analysis Center, Montana State University, USA.
Predicting soil water distribution and runoff from terrain attributes and weather by 
Professor ID Moore in collaboration with Dr J Kalma, CSIRO Division of Water Resources.
Initiation and development of ephemeral gullies on arable land by Professor I D Moore 
in collaboration with the Department of Civil and Agricultural Engineering, The 
University of Melbourne.
Modelling erosion in complex terrain by Professor I D Moore in collaboration with the 
Natural Resource Management Unit, Queensland Department of Primary Industries, 
Toowoomba.
New methods of evaluating and mapping of soil hydrological and other properties as a 
key to sustainable land use in the Murray-Darling basin by Professor I D Moore and Dr 
M F Hutchinson in collaboration with the Division of Soils, CSIRO, Bureau of Mineral 
Resources, NSW Conservation and Land Management, NSW Land Information Centre.
Characterizing soil properties in forested catchments by Professor I D Moore in 
collaboration with Dr P Ryan, Forestry Commission of New South Wales.
Spatial analysis of boreal forest ecosystems in Canada by Professor I D Moore in 
collaboration with Forestry Canada, Ontario Region.
Global positioning system for enhanced field survey of natural resources Professor I D 
Moore, in collaboraation with Professor J Gilliland, University of South Australia and Dr 
T Dare-Edwards, Charles Sturt University.
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Developing an environmental geographic information system for Tasmania: an 
application to assessing the potential for hardwood plantation forestry by Professor H A 
Nix, J A Stein and J L Stein and the Land Resources Division and Bureau of Rural 
Resources, Department of Primary Industries and Energy.
Generation of an environmental doman classification for the Northern Territory by 
Professor H A Nix, J A Stein, J L Stein and Mr M Fleming, Northern Territory Conservation 
Commission.
Classification of large environmental datasets using the Fujitsu Supercomputer by 
Professor H A Nix, J A Stein, J L Stein with D Singleton, CSC Supercomputer Unit, ANU 
and L Beibin, CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology.
Distribution and habitat requirements of koalas in south east New South Wales by Dr T 
W Norton and H M Neave with Dr S J Cork, CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology, 
Canberra and Mr M Saxon, NSW National Parks and Wildlife Sendee.
Integrating process modelling of the distribution and abundance of arboreal mammals 
and birds in the eucalypt forests of the east and south coasts of Australia with geographic 
information systems, with a view to land management prescriptions by Dr T W Norton, 
Professor H A Nix, Professor ID Moore, Dr M P Hutchinson and J P McMahon with CSIRO 
Division of Wildlife and Ecology, Canberra and NSW National Parks and Wildlife 
representatives.
Conservation status and habitat requirements of Long-footed Potoroo by Dr T W Norton 
with Mr A Claridge, Forestry Department, ANU and Mr M Saxon and National Parks and 
Wildlife Service.
Population viability analysis of forest-dependent fauna by Dr T W Norton and Dr D B 
Lindenmayer with Dr H P Possingham (University of Adelaide) and Mr I Davies (RSBS, 
ANU).
Sustainable development planning for Aboriginal communities by Dr H Ross with Dr E 
Young, University College, University of New South Wales.
Review of Aboriginal housing design in Central Australia by Dr H Ross with Ms P Morel, 
Department of Anthropology, Bloomington, Indiana, for Tangentyere Council and 
Department of Lands and Housing.
Sustainability and the built environment by Dr H Ross, Mr S Dovers, Dr S Boyden, with 
Professor A Rodger, Melbourne University, and others.
Dam failure damage assessment by Mr D I Smith with ACT Administration and Sydney 
Water Board
Cooperative hazard policies by DI Smith and J Handmer with N Erikson of the University 
of Waikato, P May of the University of Washington and R Burby of the University of New 
Orleans.
Input on Storni Tide by D I Smith with Queensland Interdepartmental Committee on 
Storm Tide.
Mathematical modelling of trace gases in the atmosphere by Dr J A Taylor with Professor 
R Cicerone, University of California, Irvine; Dr G Brasseur, Director, Atmospheric
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Chemistry Division, United States National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR); 
and Dr P Zimmerman, Senior Scientist, NCAR.
Ocean atmosphere trace gas exchange by Dr J A Taylor with Dr D Erickson, NCAR.
Hybrid modelling of stream acidity by Dr J A Taylor with P Whitehead, Institute of 
Hydrology, UK.
Modelling stone fruit chilling requirements and the impact of 'greenhouse effect' warming 
on chilling requirements by Dr J A Taylor with Dr J Lloyd, NSW Tropical Fruit Research 
Station.
Developing constrained inversion techniques for application to determining the sources 
and sinks of greenhouse gases by Dr J A Taylor with J Mulquiney and Professor J Norton, 
University of Birmingham, UK.
Dr J A Taylor—consultant on greenhouse gas emissions to the Department of Primary 
Industry.
Insecurity in the NSW logging industry by Ms ] Tracey and Dr J Dargavel for NSW 
Logging Association.
National Centre for Epidemiology 
and Population Health
The pathology of work-related neck and upper limb disorders by Dr G Bammer with: 
Professor M Harrington, Institute of Occupational Health, University of Birmingham, 
England; Dr R Pearson, Department of Rheumatology, St Batholomew's Hospital Medical 
Centre, London, England; Mr C Semple, Kelvin Campus, Glasgow, Scotland; Professor G 
Sjogaard, National Institute of Occupational Health, Copenhagen, Denmark; Dr E 
Viikari-Juntura, Institute for Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland; and Dr R Wigley, 
WHO Collaborating Centre for the Epidemiology of Rheumatic Disease, Palmerston 
North, New Zealand.
Musculoskeletal disorders by Dr G Bammer with: Dr J Kellett, Australian Institute of 
Sport; Dr J Arroyo, Dr D Champion and Dr M Cohen, Department of Rheumatology, St 
Vincent's Hospital, Sydney; Mr T Beswick and Ms A Cursley, Sport and Work Injuries 
Centre; Mr H Fry, Melbourne; Dr E Owen, The Microsurgery Centre, Sydney; Mr M 
Patkin, Whyalla; Dr J Quintner, St John of God Medical Centre, Perth; Mr M Zusman, 
Department of Physiotherapy, Curtin University of Technology, Perth.
Feasibility Research into the Controlled Availability of Opioids by Dr G Bammer with: 
Professor D Chappell, Mr D McDonald, Ms J Norberry, Ms H Strang and Dr G Wardlaw, 
Australian Institute of Criminology; with Dr P Solomon and Professor R Jarrett, 
Department of Statistics, University of Adelaide; with Dr R Marks, Australian School of 
Management, University of New South Wales; and with Ms J Drinkwater, Ms K Gardner, 
Ms R Fuzzard, Ms M Simes, Ms K Cross and Ms M Jones, Youth Affairs Network of the 
ACT.
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Investigations of intoxication as a risk factor for HIV by Dr G Bammer, Ms P Dance and 
Dr D Legge with Ms M Watson of Assisting Drug Dependants Inc.
Women's use of community health centres by Dr D Broom, Ms D Hanlin, Department of 
Anthropology (The Faculties) with Ms H Rumley and Dr J Straton, University of Western 
Australia.
Cost-effectiveness of alternative cancer control strategies: an exploratory study by Dr J 
Butler with Dr D P Doessel, Department of Economics, University of Queensland'
Nigerian Health Transition Project—a study of the cultural, social and behavioural 
determinants of health by Professor J C Caldwell and Ms P Caldwell with Professor I O 
Orubuloye, Ondo State University, Nigeria, and the Nigerian Institute for Social and 
Economic Research.
The social and behavioural context of AIDS in Africa by Professor J C Caldwell and Ms P 
Caldwell with: Professor I O Orubuloye, Ondo State University, Nigeria; Dr J Anarfi, 
University of Ghana; Professor D Agyeman and Dr K Awusabo-Asare, University of Cape 
Coast Ghana; and Professor J Ntozi and Dr J Mukiza-Gapere, Makerere University, 
Uganda.
Review of congenital rubella syndrome by Dr R Condon with Professor F Stanley and Dr 
C Bower, Western Australian Research Institute for Child Health.
Surveillance of arboviral infections in Western Australia by Dr R Condon with Professor 
J Mackenzie and Mr M Lindsay, Department of Microbiology, University of Western 
Australia.
A longitudinal study of 836 children in an effort to detemrine childhood determinants of 
respiratory proneness by Professor Douglas with Dr Alistar Woodward, University of 
Adelaide.
Producing a referenced report, including formulated options, to address the public health 
problems associated with Blue green algal toxins by Dr Ossama El Saadi with Dr I R 
Falconer, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, University of Adelaide.
The study of algal toxins in drinking and recreational water (joint project between 
Engineering and Water Supply Department, South Australian Health Commission and 
Urban Water Research Association of Australia) by Dr Ossama El Saadi with the 
Engineering and Water Supply Department (E&WS).
Studies of moles in Scottish and Australian schoolchildren by Dr Lin Fritschi with 
Professor R MacKie and Dr P McHenry, University of Glasgow.
Various studies on the morbidity and mortality of migrant populations by Dr E Kliewer 
with Dr K Smith, Department of Family and Consumer Studies, University of Utah.
Vascular disease risk factors in immigrant populations by Dr E Kliewer with Dr K 
Jamrozik, University of Western Australia.
A comparative study of immigrant mortality in Australia and Canada by Dr E Kliewer 
with Ms A Brancker, Canadian Centre for Health Information, Statistics Canada.
Pregnancy outcomes amongst immigrant women by Dr E Kliewer with Professor F 
Stanley, Western Australian Research Institute for Child Health.
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Developing methods for statistical analysis of survey data by Dr E Kulinskaya and Dr S 
Wilson with Dr R Chambers, Statistics Department (The Faculties).
Paradigms in public health by Dr D Legge with Ms W Drewery, Educational Studies 
Department, Waikato University, Hamilton, New Zealand and Professor D Sanders, 
University of Western Cape, South Africa.
The management of chronic diseases in general practice by Dr C Martin with Dr J Daly, 
La Trobe University.
Monitoring and evaluating chronic disease management in general practice by Dr C 
Martin with Professor C van Weel, Dept of Family Practice, Catholic University of 
Nimegen, The Netherlands.
Monitoring health trends in an ageing society by Dr J McCallum with Dr C Mathers, 
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.
The Health Outcomes Study by Dr J McCallum with the National Heart Foundation and 
the Health Insurance Commission.
Linear structured equation models of health and well-being of the aged by Dr J McCallum 
and Dr A McKinnon, Social Psychiatry Research Unit with Professor J Liang, University 
of Michigan School of Public Health.
The Dubbo Study: Predictors of Mortality, Hospitalisation and Institutionalisation 
among the Elderly by Dr J McCallum with: A/Professor L Simons and Mrs J Simons, 
Lipid Research Centre, University of NSW; Dr Y Friedlander, School of Public Health and 
Community Medicine, Hebrew University/Hadassah Hospital, Jerusalem and Professor 
S Kulis, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.
Immigration and ageing in Canada and Australia for a joint publication of the Australian 
Bureau of Immigration Research and the Canadian Department of Employment and 
Immigration by Dr J McCallum and Dr D Rowland, Sociology (The Faculties) with Dr V 
Ujimoto, Social Sciences, University of Guelph, Ontario.
Outbreak of Barmah Forest virus in December 1991-March 1992 by Dr A Merianos and 
Dr M Lane with: Dr Mahomed Patel, Communicable Diseases Centre, Northern 
Territory Department of Health and Community Sendees; Mr D Smith, State Health 
Laboratory Services, Perth; Mr P Whelan, Medical Entomology Branch, Northern 
Territory Department of Health and Community Services; Dr B Currie, Menzies School 
of Health Research, Darwin; and Sr A M McFarland, Gove District Hospital, Nhulunbuy.
Investigating the prevalence of malnutrition in Aboriginal children by Dr A Ruben with 
Dr A C Walker, Royal Darwin Hospital.
Investigating the epidemiology of diarrhoeal disease in the Northern Territory by Dr A 
Ruben with Dr M Patel, Disease Control Centre, Darwin.
Investigating the seroprevalence of immunity following hepatitis B, measles and rubella 
immunisations in Aboriginal children by Dr A Ruben with Dr S Gutheridge and Dr X 
Wang of the Northern Territory Department of Health and the Menzies School of Health 
Research, University of Sydney.
Investigating the suitability of mid upper arm circumference as a screening tool for 
malnutrition in Aboriginal children and investigating the effect of malnutrition in dental
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eruption in malnourished Aboriginal children by Dr A Ruben with Drs M J Nowotny and 
A C Walker, Royal Darwin Hospital.
Investigating rotavirus serotypes causing epidemics of diarrhoea in Australian children 
by Dr A Ruben with Drs R Bishop and G Bames, Royal Children's Hospital, Melbourne.
Investigating the role of cows-milk-protein-intolerance in diarrhoeal disease by Dr A 
Ruben with Sr K Dunn and Dr A C Walker, Royal Darwin Hospital.
Evaluating the association between presence of HLA markers and severe arthritis among 
people with a history of dysentery by Dr A Stewart with the Vanuatu Department of 
Health and the Royal Melbourne Hospital Centre for Medical Research.
Prevalence of and risk factors for markers of hepatitis C among prison entrants in Victoria 
by Dr A Stewart with the Epidemiology and International Health Unit, Macfarlane Burnet 
Centre for Medical Research.
Chi-square tests with survey data by Dr S Wilson with Dr R Chambers, Statistics, The 
Faculties.
Reconstruction of the HIV epidemic in Australia by Dr S Wilson with Dr P J Solomon, 
Department of Statistics, University of Adelaide.
NHMRC
Health Transition Centre
Professor J C Caldwell and the Health Transition Centre collaborated in a joint project on 
health with the Rockefeller Foundation; the Nigerian Institute for Social and Economic 
Research; Ondo State University; and 10 other universities in Nigeria.
In another project they collaborated with the Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation 
with Developing Countries (SAREC); Makerere University, Uganda; Ondo State 
University, Nigeria; and the University of Ghana; and Cape Coast University, Ghana; on 
a series of studies on the social context of AIDS.
NHMRC Social Psychiatry 
Research Unit
French version of the Canberra Interview for the Elderly (CIE) by Dr A Mackinnon with 
Dr R Mulligan, Höpital Cantonale, Geneva.
Risk in first degree relatives of patients with Alzheimer's disease by Mrs A E Korten, Dr 
A F Jorm and Professor A S Henderson with Professor G A Broe, Dr H Creasey and Dr E 
McCusker, Department of Geriatric Medicine, Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, 
NSW.
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Occupational exposures and Alzheimer's disease by Professor A S Henderson, Dr A F 
Jorm and Mrs A E Korten with Dr R Gun, Department of Community Medicine, The 
University of Adelaide and with Dr H Creasey and Professor G A Broe, Department of 
Geriatric Medicine, Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, NSW.
An evaluation of THA in the treatment of Alzheimer's disease by Dr A F Jorm and Dr H 
Christensen with Ms N Maltby, Professor G A Broe and Dr H Creasey, Department of 
Geriatric Medicine, Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, NSW.
Neuropsychological and psychiatric functioning in former prisoners of war by Dr A F 
Jorm with Professor G A Broe, Dr C Tennant, Mrs R Sulway and Dr O Dent, Department 
of Geriatric Medicine, Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, NSW.
Inequalities in the distribution of psychiatric services by Dr A F Jorm and Ms P A Jacomb 
with Dr S J Rosenman (visiting fellow), Psychiatry Unit, Woden Valley Hospital, Canberra.
Sodo-emotional sequelae of parental care and control by Dr B Rodgers with MRC National 
Survey of Health and Development, UK.
Anxiety and depression in offspring of divorced parents by Dr B Rodgers with MRC 
National Survey of Health and Development, UK.
Psychological problems in general health care by Mrs A E Korten with Division of Mental 
Health, World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland.
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Siu Hung Chan 
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Susan Nicole Dowley 
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Naomi Louise Male 
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Linda Suzanne Marshall 
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Anthony Trevor Nairn
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Thi Dinh Nguyen
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Mark Stephen Pearson
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Elizabeth Ann Bowler 
Georg Friedrich Breu, BSc
Katrina Anne Cooper, BA 
Paul Anthony Crawford, BEc 
William Patrick Deane, BA 
Annemarie Devereux, BA 
Rachael Mary Field, BA
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Eugene Kieren Thomas Goyne, BEc 
Raylee Joy Hartwell, BComm 
Jennifer Mary Hill, BSc 
Stephen William Jaggers, BSc 
Ashe-Lee Asha Jegathesan 
Jane Kathleen Kriegel, BAppSc 
Annabelle Louise Lane, BA Melb. 
David Liebhold
Katherine Louise Merrifield, BSc 
Julian Charles Miezitis
Justine Mary Nolan, BSc 
Victoria Jane Pitt 
Luci Rafferty, BA Syd. 
Paula Mary Russell, BA 
Keturah Sanae Sageman 
Alan John Sefton 
Joanne Setright, BA Syd. 
Lesley Ann Taylor 
Chen Thong Voon 
Michael Jonathan Will
Bachelor of Science
Matthew James Adams 
Jeremy Adderley 
Philip Patrick Agius 
Darren Phillip Allingham 
Sharmila Amerasinghe 
Simon Karl Anderson 
Andrzej Piotr Baraniecki 
James Christopher Barbetti 
Allison Lea Barrie 
Andrew James Berg 
John James Bloxham 
Ian Charles Bowler 
Simon Bradley 
Neil Maxwell Brown 
Philip Gregory Burg 
Margaret Joy Carrigan 
Malathi Rathi Carthigaser 
Belinda Cano Casillas 
Raquel Cano Casillas 
Richard James Castles 
Lok Yan Chan 
Benjamin Robert Chapman 
Chung Luen Roger Cheung 
Yee Ming Chong 
Wing Yan Chu
Allan James Connelly-Hansen
Catherine Tracy Cook
Daniel John Cook
Mark Colin Cooper-Stanbury
Geoffrey Luke Cuschieri
Narissa De Jong
Paul De Jong
Paul Edward De Wolfe
Moses Dharmawan Dharma
Glen William Dixon
Joseph Docherty
Valerie Elder, BA
Helena Elias
Douglas Colin Eremas
Catherine Louise Evans 
Raelene Alexia Farrell 
Oren Fischer 
Suzanne Jean Fletcher 
Alexandra Natalie Forostenko 
Wayne William Roy Foster 
Geir Johan Fokstuen 
Vanessa Jane Gillespie 
Kerry Ann Gollan 
Louise Alison Golley 
Elizabeth Pamela Helen Gotham 
Timothy George Gresham 
Luch Hac
Gretel Louise Harrison 
Susan Jane Hayman 
Robert Bruce Hegedus 
Kirsten Gayle Hodges 
Naomi Holden 
Paul Alexander Hopkins 
King Yiu Frances Hsia 
William Inveen 
Brett Lloyd Jones 
Roslyn Grace Joseph 
Felicity Jane Helen Keech 
Adamandia Kriketos, BEc 
Kate Alison Langford, BComm 
Lan-Anh Le 
Lenny Hock Ling Lee 
Richard Charles Lennane 
Christopher John Levings 
Wai Yin Gary Liu 
Megan Louise Lucas 
Mark Cameron McCormick 
Siu Ping Nikita Mak 
Linda Suzanne Marshall 
Peter Seaforth Mathewson 
Nicholas Mayo 
Lyn Maree McKeowen 
Jennifer Margaret McLeod
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Robert John Michie 
Wayne Desmond Murdoch 
Sita Saraswati Leontine Narain 
Matthew James Newhouse 
Charles Sinclair Newton 
Craig Kenneth Nobbs 
Justine Emma Ogilvie 
Julian David Olley 
Kerri Lee Palmer 
Bartholomew Vui Kuann Pang 
Jeremy John Peters 
Margaret Phelps 
Terence Guy Pickering 
Andrew Ian Pike 
Simon Howard Potts 
Warrick Gordon Kingsley Poyser 
Andrew Kent Purvis 
Christopher James Quinn 
Ian Arthur Reid 
Hassan Moslem Reslan 
Anthony Iain Rowe 
Keturah Sanae Sageman 
Adam Leon Selinger 
Scott Edward Seymour 
David Scott Shaw 
Timothy Edward Shimmin 
John Albert Simon 
Wai Ting Siu
Andrew Lindsay Smith 
Michael John Bowen Smith 
Helen Souflias 
Wendy Therese Steemson 
Monique Agnes Steinman 
Yick Kin Suen
Howard Andrew Damien Taylor 
Paul Raymond Thomas 
Andrew Robert Thornberry 
Michael John Tilston 
David Matthew Tonuri 
Oi Lin Tse
Kym-Marie Turnbull 
Jonas Jacob Walter van Praag 
Andrew James Vanspall 
Daniel Vukovljak 
Justine Warner 
Malcolm Gregory Wenham 
Andrew John Wettern 
Stephen James Wheeler 
Jacqueline Wicks 
Carl Michael James Wilson 
Christopher James Wilson 
Joanne Elizabeth Wilson 
John Paul Wilson 
Nicole Inga Wimmer 
Shuang Zhou 
Angela Kay Zimitat
Bachelor of Science
(degree with honours)
Karin Ann-Sofie Ahrling 
Dean Thomas Alle, BSc Qhi 
Christine Arthur 
Peter Richard Bailey 
Subho Banerjee 
Petra Christina Boevink 
Andrea Leigh Brady, BSc Woll. 
Maria Camarotto 
Mark Anthony Cavicchiolo 
Amy Norma Chin 
Rachel Margaret 
Craig John Coates 
Rita Antica Cobanov 
Lynette Gai Cook 
Robert William Corkery 
Lara Lin Dimmer 
John Roderick Donovan 
Benjamin James Kingston Evans 
Adrienne Louise Fairhall 
Nicholas Edward Fisher
Richard William Fitzgerald, BA NSW
Melanie Francis Fitzpatrick, BSc Syd.
Dennis Charles Franklin
Peter Joseph Franks
Neil Gabbitas
Julie Ann Glover
Angus Kenneth Goody
Megan Elizabeth Griffith
John Ern-Way Guth
Istvan Geliert Colin Gyorgy
Anthony James Hancock
James Edward Harris
Troy Cecil Havduk
Matthew Clayton Hayne
Timothy Harry Heseltine
Kirstin Lee Hides
Warwick John Hillier
Crispin Alexander Howitt
Matthew Cono Hunt
Karen Joy Hutchinson
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Stefani Loretta Jacob 
Russell Alexander James 
Karyn Nicole Johnson 
David Keith Johnston 
Suzanne Shyamala Joseph 
Karen Elizabeth Lawrie 
Steven John Leahy 
Stephanie Jane Lemm 
Sam Lor
Jodie Narelle Macoun 
Alusha Andre Mamchak 
Kim Lorraine Marr 
Darryl Benjamin McConnell 
Stephane Guy McCoy 
Kirstin Jane
Andrew Scott Milbourne 
Karen Jeanette Mobbs 
Kevin Wesley Moore 
Clare Elizabeth Murphy, BSc NSW  
Timothy Charles Oldham 
Philip Charles Palma
David Michael Piedrafita 
Alexander John Polden 
Robert Andrew Power 
Gabriel Ann Quinlan, BSc NSW  
Kerrie Barbara Ramm 
Faith Elizabeth Robertson 
Anna Robinson 
Gail Annette Robinson 
Garry Thomas William Rogers 
Alison Ruth Saunders 
Brendan Adrian Scott 
Ian Alexander Wallace Scott 
Hazel Jane Shaw 
David Scott Sholl 
Cathy Ann Stirling 
Hugh Malcolm Stodart 
Sharon Christine Stokeld 
Carinna Tong
Sarah Elisabeth Vandermark 
Richard James Walker 
Ian Murray Wanless
Bachelor of Science (Forestry)
Craig Stephen Anderson 
Gordon Victor Atkinson 
Andrew Charles Burnett 
Narelle Jean Byatt 
Stephen Anthony Dahl 
Carol Elizabeth Dymond 
Martin Richard McLaughlin 
Jason Carl Molkentin
Martin Mutendeudzi 
Clever Mwamuka 
Dean William Payne 
David Anthony Power 
Andrew Michael Radomiljac 
Andrew Whitfeld 
Sarah Jane Whitfeld
Bachelor of Science (Forestry)
degree with honours
Oliver Chikumbo Neil Andrew Riches
John Gwinyai Nyakuengama Douglas Murray Rowell
Graham Henry Robert Osier
Bachelor of Science (Resource and Environmental
Management)
Rebecca Holly Esteban Lopez
Andrew Robert Holmes Christina Sogge
Linda Pemell Kendall
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Bachelor of Science (Resource and Environmental
Management)
degree with honours
Angela Jane Rymer Nicholas Patrick Sellars
Bachelor of Letters
Michael John Cusack 
Dayaneetha de Silva, BA
NatUnivSingapore, DipEd InstEd 
Richard Bernard Egan, DipTchng 
WellTchColl, BEd CanberraCAE 
William Edward Fox, BEc Qld, BA 
Patricia Evelyn Fritsch, BA 
DarlingDownsIAE
Kathleen Lexley Gibson, GradDipEd 
ArmidaleCAE, BA LINE
Ronald Heron, AssocDip 
AdelaideCollArts&Ed, BA 
Henry Okole, BA PNG 
Michael Ronald Stinziani, BA 
Adrian Paul Grahame Walker, BA Camb. 
Robin Guy Warren-Smith, BA MA Oxf.
(posthumously)
William Gordon Williams, BA 
CanberraCAE
Graduate Diploma in Accounting
William Joseph Barden, BEc Kok Wai Loh, BComm
Sanjeev Singh Comrnar, BComm Brijinder Singh, BComm MComm MPhil
Soh Hwa Goh, BAcctcy, NatUnivSingapore Delhi
Christopher Gordon Levy, BComm Ying Ying Sophia Soo-Tho, BComm
Graduate Diploma in Arts
Margaret Dorothy Alexander,
AssocDip MaterialsConservation 
BAppSc CanberraCAE 
Kevin Alexander John Connor, BA 
Shane Phillip Giles, BA 
Shamin Ayub Khan, BA BEd MA Punjab 
Roberta McRae, GradDipEdStud 
ArmidaleCAE, BA
Sarah Victoria Ogilvie, BSc Qld 
Philip James Powles, BA CanberraCAE 
Roslyn Rose Sackley, DipTchg 
Riverina-MurrayIHE, BA Alacq. 
Matthew Robert Spradberv, BA 
MitchellCAE
Graduate Diploma in Development Administration
Apolonio P. Basilio, BSMiningEng 
MapualnstTechPhilippines 
Augustine Birie, BEc PNG 
Nongkran Chanvanichpom, BA 
Thammasat
Sompong Chirabundarnsook, BA MA 
Chulalongkorn
Trevor Alphonso Clement, BScPubAdmin 
UnivWestlndies
Indira Peregrin Daroesman, BA(Asian 
Studies)
Lorna B. Escueta, BA LagunaColl 
Peter Sone Forau, BA SthPacific 
Vari Fore
Bob Boega Gini, BEc PNG 
Kerry William Groves, BA(AsianStudies) 
MA(Asian Studies)
Rick Nelson Houenipwela, BEc 
DipComm PNGUnivTech
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Andre Francois Joubert, BA CapeTorwn 
Muhammad Alsam Khan, BA MA Sind, 
GradDipDevEc Strathclyde, MA 
Vanderbilt
Rosario Natividad Pangahas Labaro, 
BSc(For) MFor Philippines 
Florinda Manuel Lacanlalay, BSc
PhilippinesCollConnn, MPA Philippines 
Simeon Malai, BTech PNGUnivTech 
Walailak Padungcharoen, BA Thammasat
David William George Paxton, BVSc Qld 
Sumithra Rahubaddhe, BA 
GradDipDevEc SriLanka 
Caroline Amakobe Sande, BAUSlntUniv 
Achyut Raj Sharma, BLaw DipPolSc 
Degree in PolSc Tribhuvan 
Chyi-Fen Tsuei, BBusAdmin 
Nat'lTaiwanCollAdarineSc&Tech 
Miria Ume, BA PNG
Graduate Diploma in Economic History
Ahmad Peerbaccus Nabee, BSocSc Binn.
Graduate Diploma in Economics
Carlos Alberto Carcach, BBA Theodore Levantis, BEc
JoseSimeonCanas, MStat William Arthur Mudd, BEc
InterAmericanCentreforSocSecurityStat Dehne Alexander Taylor, BEc
Alan Dragovic, BEc Fluid. Peter James Tobler, BEc
Raymond Laurence Field, BA BSc(For)
Peter Edward Greagg, BA(Admin)
CanberraCAE
Graduate Diploma in Economics of Development
Dippitiya Vithanage Bandulasena, 
CertSocioEconSurveyMethod'y 
CertPubAdmin SriLankalnstDevAdmin, 
BA(Econ) Srijayazvardenapura, 
GradDipEc Colombo 
Angelo Salvador Moscoso Benedictos, 
BA(Econ) Philippines 
Satish Chand, DipEd BA SPacific 
Steven Sandy Gibson, BA SthPacific 
Noverita Hapsari Hartono, 
SarjanaEkonomi Hasanuddin 
Ichiro Oishi, BEc Tokyo 
Thi Xuan Mai Pham, BA
ForLangTchTrngColl, BA Vietnam
Mohammad Mafizur Rahman, BSc MSc 
Jahangirnagar
Robert William Stewart, BEc N'cle 
Julie Michelle Sutherland, BEc N'cle 
Quang Minh Tran, BA Hanoi 
Quoc Huy Vu, Dip RostovState 
Long-Xi Wang, BEc ShanghaiUnivFin&Ec 
Xiao Lu Wang
Ati Wugtungam Wobiro, BEc PNG , 
MA(Ec&SocSt) VicUnivManc.
Geoffrey Alan Wye Wright, BComm LLB 
Otago
Graduate Diploma in Foreign Affairs and Trade
Ruth Penelope Adler, BA NSW  
Miles Robert Armitage, BA Syd.
Bassim Michael Blazey, BEc Syd., MA 
Frances Alexandra Mary Borthwick, BA 
Penelope-Ann Burtt, BEc Syd.
Kerry Ann Connors, BA
Michael Ross Smith Dalladay, BA 
Andrea Marie Faulkner, BMus BA DipEd 
Adel.
Neil Hewitt Francis 
Anna Maree Gebbett 
Stephen Richard Gee
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Brett Anthony Hackett, BA LLB Qld 
Susan Lynn Hamilton, BA Qld 
William Ronald Hansen, DipEd MSocSci 
Qld
Philip Simon Henry 
Timothy Francis Kane 
Lynda Frances Ledwidge, 
BA(AsianStudies)
Frances Mary Lisson, BEc
Richard Alaric Maude
David Keith McGrath
Steven McIntosh
Graeme Leslie Meehan, BA Melb.
Sheridan Louise Minehan, BA
Bronte Nadine Moules, BA
Robyn Louise Mu die 
Janaline Joo-Pek Oh, BA Camb.
Gregory Hugh Ramsay, BA 
Michael John Roche 
Peter James Roggero, BA 
Ian Wüliam Russell
Caroline Louise Seagrove, BA LLB Syd. 
Cathrine Lisa Steains 
Guy Sambell Summers, BA WAust., MA 
Simon Burcham Ridley Walker, BSc 
GradDipEc Melb.
Rebecca Anne Catherine Weisser, BA 
Sipke Westerhuis, BA CanberraCAE 
Luke Joseph Williams, BA Monash
Graduate Diploma in International Law
Margaret Amelia Castles, LLB Adel. 
William James Edwards, BA CanberraCAE 
Stephen Etheridge, BA Syd.
Kathleen Lexley Gibson, GradDipEd 
ArmidaleCAE, BA UNE, LittB 
Stephen Robert Horrocks, BA UNE 
Petra Kavunenko, BA 
Richard William Killalea, LLB Tas.
Jane Lisa Madden, BEc Tas.
Neville Peter May, GradDipAdmin 
CanberraCAE
Mary Chitalu Mulanda, LLB Zambia 
John Noel Parker, BEc LLB Monash 
Gary John Pianegonda, BBus 
DarlingDozvnsIAE
Robin Douglas Stewart-Crompton, LLB 
Adel.
Brett Gerard Williams, LLB BEc Adel., 
GradDipLegPrac SAustlnstTech
Graduate Diploma in International Relations
Murray John Klee, BA Murdoch Takashi Terada, LLB Doshisha
Zola Lujabe, LLB Catnaguey 
Perya Jane Short, BA Auck., BA 
VicUnivWell.
Graduate Diploma in Population Health
John Clarence Bickmore, MBBS Adel. David Neil McDonald, BA DipSocWork
Evon Hazel Bowler, BSc NSW Syd., MA Alberta
Robert Charles Carter, BA Macq., Susan Gay Radford, MBBS Melb.
MAdminSt
Graduate Diploma in Public Law
David Ian Bartlett, BEc Michael John Kenna, BEc
Kee Tat Chia, LLB Liv. Veronica Margaret Laletin, BA LLB NSW
Margaret May Jones, BA(Asian Studies) Ross James Lapworth, BSc(For)
BABA
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Anne Patricia McCarthy, Manuel Anthony Palma, BA NSW
CertAccountancy RM1T Kuan Yian Sim, LLB Leeds
Michael John Matthews, BA UNE Tiruvarul Vallal, LLB Ceylcm
Anthony Warren Orman, BEc
Graduate Diploma in Public Policy
David John Ayre, BA Adel, MEd PhD 
Toronto
Deborah Karen Chen, BEc Macq. 
Patrick Joseph Colmer, BA Flind. 
Denise Maree English, BAppSc Curtin 
Eveline Beatrice Goy, BA CanberraCAE 
Joanna Mary Heame, BA BSc WAust. 
Tracey Elizabeth Jones, BA WAust.
Barry Charles Matson, BTech Adel.
Terence Moore, BEd CanberraCAE 
Raj ini Nirmala, BA Madras 
John Phillip Peisley, BSocSc NSW  
Helen Mary Robertson, BA Syd.
Chintana Sandilands, BEc MEc Thammasat 
Rosemary Jean Scott, BA GradDipLib Tas. 
Catherine Mary Stobo, BA Melb.
Graduate Diploma in Resource and Environmental
Management
Damien George Gildea, Richard William Moxham, BRurSc UNE
GradDipAntarctic&SouthOceanStud 
Tas., BA
Graduate Diploma in Science
Mohammad Ali, BSc Chittagong 
Maria Tereza Fernandes Teixeira Alves, 
BSc EduardoMondlane 
Pudji Astuti, SarjanaStrataPertama 
PascaSarjanaStrataKedua 
BandunglnstTech
Foster Tinkholawo Chawawa Banda, 
BSocSc Malawi
Perry Anthony Blackmore, BSc Melb 
Anthony Cant, BSc PhD Adel.
Javaan Singh Chahl, BEng(CompEng) 
N'cle
Lene Clausen, BS Copenhagen 
John Joseph Cologon, BA Deakin 
Helen Anne Desmond, BSc(For)
Jillian Maree Fleming, BSc 
Alexandra May Geue, BAppSc 
CanberraCAE 
Garry David Grant, BSc
Branko Grkovic, Dip Pristina 
Anne Louise Jenkins, BSc 
Jason Gathirwa Kariuki, BSc Moi 
Paris Kostakos, BSc 
Jill Dorothy McGovern, BSc Qld 
Elinor McKone, BSc 
Maksha Ram Maharjan, BSc Tribhuvan, 
DipFor IndianForColl 
Arnel Mendoza, BAppSc Canberra 
Muhammad Nawir Messi, Sarjana 
Hasan uddin
Mary-Anne Pain, BSc NSW 
Dinh Thay Phan, Dip ForestryColl 
Michael William Sutton, BSc(For) 
Marie Catherine Taylor, BHortSc 
BA(SocSc) Massey 
Gillian Unger, BA 
James Maxwell Wilkinson, BSc
Graduate Diploma in Scientific Communication
Fiona Mary Barbagallo, BSc JamesCook Geoffrey Charles Crane, BAppSc
Rebecca Wynn Colless, BSc Syd. NepeanCAE
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Imani Amalika Gunasekara, BSc Qld, 
Flind.
Susan Elizabeth Hagon, BSc 
Fiona Rae McFarlane, BSc Syd. 
Stephanie Maxwell, BSc(AppGeology) 
NSW
Alan Donald Reid, BSc Monash 
Jennifer Anne Robinson, BA 
Christopher Desmond Strusz, BSc
Graduate Diploma in Statistics
Geoffrey John Chadwick-Masters, Lynelle Jennifer Moon, BMath Woll.
BAppSc UnivTechSyd., BA TAFE Bhamathy Parameswaran, BSc Adel.
CanberraCAE Eun Goo Yeo, BEc KoreanUnivSeoul
Stacey Helen Dunne, BSc Qld
Graduate Diploma in Strategic Studies
Alan James Henderson, BA MA Auck.
Master ot Arts
Stephanie Catherine Anderson, BA 
Ghulam Mohammad Arif, BA Punjab,
M A Islamia
Hussein Asma, BSocSc UnivSainsMalaysia 
Suppaiah Balakrishnan, BA Malaysia 
Peter Frederick Bernard, BA(Mil) NSW 
David John Betty, MBBS Syd., MRCP 
RoyalCollPhysLond 
Juliet Bolando, BSc NotreDame 
Toziba Botana, BA Botswana 
Gordon Briscoe, BA 
Chiweni Ellerton Kible Chimbwete, 
BSocSc Malawi
Elizabeth Alice Clements, BA WAust. 
Steven Scott Clyne, BSFS Georgetown 
Adam Campbell Cobb, BA Syd.
Craig Norman Elliott, BA Macq.
Nicole Gerrand, BA 
Shofry Abdul Ghafor, BA EAnglia 
Wendy Hartanto, BStat AcadStat 
W illy Hendria, BStat AcadStat 
David Roger Irvine, BA(AsianStudies) 
Matthew McNeil Jansen, BA MA Auck. 
Carla Iriani Kakiailatu, BStat AcadStat 
Maureen Cecelia Kattau, BA 
StateUnivNY, MLibSc McGill 
How San Khoo, BSocSc Singapore 
Ji Young Kim, BA SeoulNatUniv 
Wendy Rose Lamboume, BSc Melb., 
GradDipInfServ RM1T
Patricia Margaret Lav, DipTchg 
WolllnstEd, BEd SA CAE 
Bernard Fook Weng Loo, BSocSci 
NatUnivSingapore 
Yongxian Luo, BA GradDip 
GuangxiTchColl 
Susan Jean McAlister, BA 
Muhammad Arshad Mahmood, BSc 
Multamn, MSc Punjab 
Yusuf Muharram, BStat AcadStat 
Kasumi Nishigaya, BA MeijiGakuin, MA 
(AsianStudies)
Moses Masauso Nzima, BA Zambia 
Jacinta Gerardine O'Hagan, BA 
UnivCollCork
Martin Patrick O'Hare, BA(Mil) NSW, 
LittB
Ada Nkiruka Okoli, BA Lagos 
Kim Moi Ong, BA Monash 
Abdul Rachman Patji,
SarjanallmuAnthropology Hasanuddin 
Joseph Moleko Nchere Pitso, BA Botswana 
Ann Veronica Player, BSc Syd., DipEd 
BEd MEd UNE, LittB 
Marina Polananta, BEd SriNakharinwirot 
Sureepom Punpuing, BSc Silpakom 
Sri Sunarti Purwaningsih, Sarjana 
GadjahMada
Rosalie Ramirez, BSc Philippines 
Alistair Melvin John Sands, BA Auck., BA 
VicUnivWell.
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Michael Amir Shamil Shaik, BA Tas. 
Robin Sim, BA LaTrobe 
David Murray Stevens, BA NSW 
Michael Victor Swain, BA VicUnivWell. 
Graham Stephen Thom, BA 
A lion Joseph Uhlmann, BA Tel Aviv 
Kambati Kaunibwe Uriam, BEd MTh 
PacificTheolColl 
Lisette Adriana van Vliet, BA
Calif (Berkeley), DipWorldPol Load.
Epeli Tuivuni Lagi Waqavonovono, BSc 
SthPacific
Jutamas Wayachut, BEc Chulalongkorn 
Richard David Wigley, BA Sus.
Andrew Crawford Wilson, BA UNE 
Glenn Andrew Worthington, BA WAust. 
Hideki Yamaji, BA Waseda
Master of Arts (Asian Studies)
Chitti Chuenyong, BA(Econ) Kasetsart, 
GradDipEcDev 
Marea Fatseas, BSc NSW 
Christopher E. Goscha, BSc Georgetown
Jing Wen Li, BA Peking, GradDip 
BeijingForLanglnst 
Christopher John Myers, BA(Asian 
Studies) CurtinUnivTech
Master of Clinical Psychology
Barbara Anne Baylis, BA Waterloo 
Michelle Anne Karas, BA NSW 
Jane Louise Hodge, BA 
Anna Wing-Han Leung, BA
Garry John Stevens, BA BSc Deakin 
Georgia Fern Tayler, BA Monash, 
GradDipSc
Kim Maree Wisener, BSc
Master of Development Administration
Melizza Chua, BSc Philippines Feue Tipu, DipDevAdmin
Duangporn Innual, BEc Ramkhumheang SthDcvonTechColl
Legia Irmawati, Doctorandus Pajajaran 
Ma. Luisa B. Solarte, BSc BBusMgmt 
UnivCityofManilla
Master of Economics
Geoffrey Michael Bascand, BA Otago 
Paul Colin Hansen, BComm GradDipEc 
Otago
Boyd Hamilton Hunter, BA GradDipEc 
Paul Henry Robert Johnson, BEc WAust. 
Yongping Li, BA Beijing, GradDipEc 
Grant Douglas-Hamilton Maclaine, 
BMedSc MBBS Tas., GradDipEc 
Ahmad Peerbaccus Nabee, BSocSc Birnu, 
GradDipEcHist
Ali Murtaza Aziz-Ur-Rahman Noore, BEc 
Macq.
John Papadimitriou, BComm Woll, 
GradDipEc
Rory David Robertson, BEc JamesCook 
Bernadette Scully, BEc WAust.
Samuel Vivian Wylie, BEng WAust., 
GradDipEc
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Master of Economics of Developm ent
Ruel Frumendo Abello, BA Philippines 
Henricus Haryo Aswicahyono, Sarjana 
BandunglnstTech, GradDipEcDev 
Kelly Benedict Bird, BComm LLB Otago 
Syahid Ahmad Boenjamin, 
SarjanaMudaEkonomi 
SarjanaEkonomi Indonesia, MSocSc 
Birin., GradDipEcDev 
Jeffrey William Bost, BA(Asian Studies) 
BSc GradDipEcDev 
Romulo Emmanuel Mendoza Miral, Jr, 
BA Philippines, GradDipEcDev
Yuko Nakano, BA Reading, 
GradDipEcDev
Azita Parsamanesh, BComm MA Nagpur, 
GradDipEcDev
Sayma Rahman, BComm MComm Dhaka, 
GradDipEcDev
U-Primo Escuro Rodriguez, BA 
Philippines, GradDipEcDev
Titin Ayu Asih Suwandi, Sarjana 
GadjahMada, GradDipEcDev
Xingjuan Zheng, BEc Hangzhou, MEc 
People'sBankChina, GradDipEcDev
Master of Forestry
Jennifer Anne Cochrane, BAppSc Suhardijono, Sarjana BogorAgricUniv,
GradDipResMgt CanberraCAE GradDipSc
Master of International Law
Zuhura Abdallah Bundala, BA Dar es 
Salaam
Michael Curtotti, BComm LLB NSW 
Anne Therese Gallagher, BA LLB Macq. 
Nicola Louise Hoobin, LLB Auck.
Ren Jiang, LLM BeijingUnivForBus&Ec
Michael Andrew Lennard, BA LLB Tas. 
Peggy Gering Li, BSc GeorgeFoxColl 
Yan Long, LLB SCcntrelnstPoWLaw 
Neil Thomas Murphy, LLB Loud.
Karen Rosemary Price, LLB Otago 
Jennifer Elizabeth Rawson, BA LLB Melb.
Master of Letters
Siosiua Lafitani, BA Atenisi 
Kit Laughlin
Rickman Lilienthal, BMus Michigan 
Jan Karen Lloyd Jones, DipTchg BA Qld 
Stephen Dexter Margrison, BSc Adel., 
GradDipCompStud CanberraCAE, BA
John Guy McGlynn, BA DipEd MA Syd. 
Joan Margaret Munro, BA 
William David Thomas, BA 
Imam Tholkhah, Doctorandus
StatelnstlslamicLearning(lndonesia), MA 
Indonesia
Master of Public Law
Stephen Argument, BA LLB Laurel Eva Johnson, BA DipPsych Syd.,
Brian Joseph Brown, BA DipEdAdmin LLB NSW
LINE, DipEd NSW, MA Syd. Helen Mary Watchirs, BA LLB Syd.
Ian Thomas Keith Clarke, BA LLB NSW,
GradDipIntLaw
Master of Public Policy
Stephen Charles Albin, BAdmin Griffith Robert Tony Davidson, BA DipEd N'cle, 
Kerry David Barwise, BAdmin Griffith BEc
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Kathleen Victoria Elliott, BA Qld 
Mark Andrew Gwizdalla, BMus Qld, 
MagisterPolishPhilology Jagiellian 
Adrian Kenneth Philip Noon, BBus Q/T, 
BEc Qld
Barry Philip Jones, BSc 
John Michael Peachey, BA 
Andrew Keith Tongue, BBus(Land 
Studies) HawkesburyAgricColl
Master of Science
Joe Cucuzza, BScMelb.
NickDrayson, BSc 
Yu Duan, BAgric NortheasternForlnst, 
GradDipSc
Wafa Adham El-Adhami, BSc Kuwait 
Mercy Wamukore Gichora, BSc(For) Moi, 
GradDipSc
Christina Nkechi Okoji, BSc AhmaduBello
Yvonne Elizabeth Pittelkow, BA DipEd 
Macq., GradDipStats CanberraCAE 
Ian Frank Pulsford, BAppSc CanberraCAE 
Philip Donal Ryan, BSc 
Heather Dawn Symons, BSc Griffith 
Lijun Ou Yang, BSc YunnanAgricUniv, 
GradDipSc
Master of Science (Forestry)
Thein Win, BSc Arts&SciUniv, GradDipSc
Master of Statistics
Myra Cruz Navarro, BS Alice Marion Richardson, BA Vic.(Well.)
Philippines(LosBanos), GradDipStat
Doctor of Philosophy
Sheena Cecilia Adamson, BVetMed Loud.
I Wayan Ardika, Sarjana Doctorandus 
Udayana, MA 
Tony Ärioli, BSc 
Linda Kay Ayliffe, BSc Flinders 
Jonathan Lewis Bader, BA ColbyColl, MA 
Me lb.
Wendy Ann Baker, BSc MSc Vic.(Well.) 
Paul Bannister, BSc(Math) BSc(Physics) 
Otago
I Komang Gde Bendesa, SarjanaEkonomi 
Udayana, CertNatPlanningProg 
Indonesia, MAgrDevEc 
Anthony Samuel Bergin, BA LLB Monash, 
MA
Jennifer Bowers, BSc
Julie Kay Bowyer, BSc WAust.
Diana Elizabeth Noel Bridge, MA 
VicUnivWell.
Andrew James Brien, BA DipSocSci UNE 
Robert Dale Bugenhagen, BSc Maryland, 
MA Texas
Daryl John Bull, BSc Syd.
Saul Cagonoff, BSc Syd.
Petronella Bernadina Maria Campbell, BA 
Sukrita Chakrabarti, BSc MSc Calcutta 
David Christopher Champion, BSc 
JamesCook
Eng-Hock Chia, BA Singapore, MA 
NatUnivSingapore
Margaret Evelyn Chung, BA Massey, 
GradCertPopStud MA Hawaii 
Frantz Clermont, BSc MSc PolytechNY 
Nola Jean Cooke, BA MA Syd.
Salvatore Crisafulli, BEng JamesCook 
Chunshi Cui, BS UnivSci&TechChina 
Wojciech Zbigniew Dabrowski, MEng 
Warsaiv
James William Dekker, BSc Massey 
Arunachalam Dharmalingam, BSc MSc 
MaduraiKamara], CertPopSt 
InterInstPopSc, Bombay 
Rosemary Anne Margaret Dillon, 
BUrbRegPlan UNE
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Frances Mary Dixon, BA 
John Charles Doran, BSc(For)
Hank Anton Herbert Driessen, BA LaTrobe 
William Andrew Ducker, BSc 
Lorraine Margaret Elliott, BA MA Auck. 
Meng Joo Er, BEng MEng 
NatUnivSingapore 
Jerome Leo Everard, BA Murdoch 
Bryan Frederick Ezard, LTh Melb.CollDiv, 
MA
Arlette Adrienne Filloux, BA WAust.
Kim Suzanne Finnie, BSc Otago 
Julie Dianne Finlayson, BA DipEd MA 
Melb., MA
Laurence Peter Fitzgerald, STB STLR STL 
STD PontificalUnivStThomas, MA Trent 
Andrew Stephen Fogden, BSc Melb. 
Jacquelyn Ruth Fogerty, BA Syd.
David Nathaniel Alexander Forrester, BA 
Macq.
Bernard Francois, BSc(Agric) Westlndies, 
MScAgricEc Guelph, MEcDev 
James Robert George, BA WAust.
Astrid Helga Gesche, BSc BA Adel. 
Elisabetta Gnecchi-Ruscone, BA Keele 
Penelope Jean Graham, BA DipEd 
Monash, MPhil Oxf., MA 
Barry Norman Gray, BSc MSc Waikato 
Charles Edward Grimes, BA Cornell 
James Russell Hagan, BA Wo//.
Xing-Fei He, BSc MSc Zhongshan 
Sally Anne Henderson, BAgSci Melb. 
David Edward Forest Henley, BA Camb. 
Robert Stephen Hogg, BA MA Vic.(BC) 
Lijian Hong, Graduate Wuhan 
Komei Hosokawa, BA MA Kyoto 
David Greig Humphrey, BSc Monash 
Geoffrey Joseph Hyde, BSc Syd.
Evan Ingley, BSc Cant.(NZ)
Ben James, BEng JamesCook, BSc 
Ian William James, BSc Monash 
Hui Jiang, BSc MSc SouthChinalnstTech 
Songping Jin, BA BeijingLanglnst 
Zhe Fei Jin, BSc UnivSci&TechChina 
Julian Andrew Johnson, BSc MSc Monash 
Helen Margaret Ann Kavapalu, BA Macq. 
Margaret Rose Keen, BA 
Queen's(Kingst on)
Heather Keith, BSc NSW  
Peter Emil Kenne, BSc LaTrobe 
Margot Kathleen Kerley, BA DipEd 
Monash, MA LaTrobe
Cha Dong Kim, BComm Hangyang, 
GradDipEd MEc
Ingeborg Maria Koch, MSc Oxf., MPhil 
Lond.
Peter James Kootsookos, BEng MEngSc 
Qld
Vikram Krishnamurthy, BEng Auck.
Peter Gordon Lennox, BA MA Syd., BPhil 
Oxf., DipEd CanberraCAE 
Mandy Lois Michelle Leveratt, BA Sus., 
LittB
Wendy Ruth Lewis-Henderson, BSc 
Shujuan Lin, Dip Xiamen, MAgrDevEc 
Rosemary Ann Liu, BA Adel., GradDip 
BeijingLanglnst
Candido Lopez-Castaneda, BAgSci 
AutonomaChapingo, MSc 
ColegiodePostgraduadois 
Dennis John Loughrey, BA Qld 
Premkumar Sundararaj Louis, BSc 
Madras, MSc ChristianMedColl 
Robert MacKay Lynd-Stevenson, BA 
WAust.
William Hugh Mcllhagga, BSc MSc Auck. 
Catriona Alice Mackenzie, BA 
Brendan George Mackey, BApplSc 
CanberraCAE, MResEnvS 
Jakob Brochner Madsen, MEc Aarhus 
Nishith Kumar Mahanty, BE Cant. 
'Okusitino Mahina, BA MA Auck.
John Thomas Makeham, BA(Asian 
Studies) MA(Asian Studies)
Brian Gerard Martin, MA Glasgmv,
DipLib NSW
Elizabeth Ann Milboume, BSc 
Bruce David Miller, BPsych WAust. 
Catherine Margaret Douglas Miller, BSc 
Christine Margaret Moore, BA 
Michael James Mulvaney, BSc 
Joannes Wilhelmus Silvester Maria
Nibbering, BA Amsterdam, MA Utrecht 
Bhanu Bhakta Niraula, BA Tribhuvan, MA 
Gotakhpur, MA
Uili Feleterika Nokise, BA VUW, BDiv 
Otago
Penelope Diane Olsen, BSc 
Paul Omojo Omaji, BSc MSc AhmaduBello 
Kazi Imtiaz Nazr Omar, BA LLB Dhaka, 
LLM Sask.
Olusegun Olatunde Osunkoya, BSc Ife, 
MSc Ibadan
Soegijanto Padmo, Sarjana GadjahMada, 
MSc Philippines(LosBanos)
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Penelope Anne Pemberton, MA Liv., BA 
Alexander Pletzer, EngETS
EngSchlGeneve, IngenieurPhysicien 
GenevalnstTech
Anuchat Poungsomlee, BA Thammasat, 
MEnvSc Monash 
Roman Richard Poznanski,
BAppSc(Math) RMIT, BSc MSc Monash 
Friderik Pribac, BSc MSc 
Graham William Pulford, BElecEng BSc 
NSW
Michael Arthur Regan, BSc 
Richard Ekenhead Reid, BA Dublin, 
DipEd Queen'sUnivBelfast, LittB UNE 
Jacques Maurice Riche, LicPhi LicLing 
Louvain, LicPhil InstSupPhilLouvain 
Erica Lucy Roberts, BA 
Rusman Roosmalawati, SarjanaMuda 
GadjahMada, Sarjana Indonesia, 
GradDipDemog 
Mark William Rutland, BSc 
Suchirat Sakuanrungsirikul, BSc Mahidol 
Cholthira Satyawadhna, BA MA 
Chulalongkorn
Daniel Paul Schachtman, BSc MSc 
Calif(Davis)
Robert Gerald Schwab, BA(Sociology) 
SouthernOregonState, MS Oregon 
Yuguang Shi, BSc
NorthivesternCollAgricChina, MRuralSc 
UNE
Hyo-Seob Sim, BSc MSc PusanNatUniv 
Jacob Lengangar Simet, BA PNG 
Robert Gordon Solomon, BSc 
Marion Kay Stell, BA 
Pattana Srifah, BSc MSc Kasetsart 
Nicholas Patrick John Stamford, BSc
William Austin Standish, BA Monash 
Elizabeth Anne Stutchbury, BA Syd. 
Qi-Jian Sun, BSc UnivSci&TechChina 
Warren Wan-Kuo Sun, BA NatTaiwan 
Julian Keith Thomas, BA 
Gillian Beverly Thompson, BSc Durham, 
MSc Lond.
Phillip Raymond Thompson, BSc WAust. 
Elizabeth Tombs, BA Oxf., MA 
UnivCollWales Aber.
Robert Alexander Vertessy, BA Monash 
Richard Alan Vickers, DipAg 
WaggaWaggaAgrColl, BSc 
Jing Cheng Wang, BS Peking 
Xiaoji Wang, BA MSc Sichuan 
Manjula Subodhini Waniganayake, BEd 
Syd.
Mary Christina Webb, BSc Melb.
Susan Agnes Weston, BSc Syd., BSc 
Graham John Williams, BSc Adel.
Brian Moring Wimborne, BEc Monash, BSc 
Mark Leslie Winsall, BSc Monash 
Daniel Crocker Witter, BA Wyoming, MA 
Nezv Mexico
Berhanu Woldekidan, BSc AddisAbaba, 
MADE 
Xiaoqing Ye
Yongzheng Yang, BAgric PekingAgric, 
MAgrDevEc
Jane Esther Yeend-Dahlstrom, MBBS Syd. 
Jiankuo Zhang, GradOrgChem 
InnerMongolia
Xiaoliu Zhang, BMed WuhanMedColl, 
MMed TongjiMedUniv 
Yi Xia Zhang, MMedSc 
BeijingSecondMedColl
Honorary Doctor of Laws
Albert Laurence Blakers, BSc WAust., MA 
PhD Prin.
Doctor of Science
Alexander Scott Henderson, MD Aberd.,
DPM bond., FRACP, FRANZCP,
FRCPsych, FRCP(UK), FASSA
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Prizewinners
Undergraduate awards
University Medal
Petra Christina Boevink Biochemistry & 
Molecular Biology
Daniel Vernon Botsman Asian Studies 
Lynette Gai Cook, BSc Botany & Zoology 
Annemarie Devereux, BA Law 
Adrienne Louise Fairhall Theoretical 
Physics
Angus Kenneth Goody Geology 
David Keith Johnston Mathematics 
Timothy Charles Oldham Chemistry 
Alison Jane Pilger History 
David Squire Poignand Asian Studies 
Alexander John Polden Mathematics 
David Scott Sholl Theoretical Physics 
Mandy Thomas Anthropology 
Richard James Walker Computer Science 
Ian Murray Wanless Mathematics
Alliance Frangaise de Canberra 
Prize
Madeleine Emma Grieve fourth year units
Applied Computing Technology 
Prize
Kevin Wesley Moore (shared)
Robert Andrew Power (shared)
Australian Capital Territory Bar 
Association Prize
Catherine Mary Swarbrick
Australian Computer Society 
(Canberra Branch) Prize
Lok Yan Chan
Australian Federation of University 
Women, ACT Prize
Carolyn Gardner Bull
Australian Finance Conference Prize
Richard Arthur Bontjer
Australian Society of Certified 
Practising Accountants Prize
Michael Stuart Argy Accounting Major
Baker & Mackenzie Prize
Anne-Marie Louisa Allgrove Intellectual 
Property
The B.C. Meagher Prize
Annemarie Devereux Commonwealth 
Constitutional Law
Blackburn Medal for Research in 
Law
Paula Mary Russell, BA
Butterworths Book Prize
Annemarie Devereux Social Welfare Lazo 
Julian Charles Miezitis Succession Lazo 
Victoria Jane Pitt Practice and Procedure
Computer Science Prize
Peter Richard Bailey
Country Women's Association 
(Canberra Branch) Life Sciences 
Scholarship
Lynette Gai Cook, BSc
David Campbell Prize
Alison Jane Pilger
Economic Society Prize
Szymon Piotr Duniec Economics IVH
Freehill Hollingdale and Page Prize
Anne-Marie Louisa Allgrove Commercial 
Studies
G.S.L. Tucker Prize
Karl John Richard Alderson
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Prizewinners
G eorge  Knowles Memorial Prize
Annemarie Devereux
Hanna Neum ann Prize for 
M athematics IVH
Alexander John Polden (shared)
Ian Murray Wanless (shared)
J.B. Were & Son Prize
Szymon Piotr Duniec
Ja n e t  Elspeth Crawford Prize
Christine Arthur (shared)
Adrienne Louise Fairhall (shared)
L.F. Crisp Memorial Prize
Julia Dixon Political Science IV H
Mick Williams Prize in History
Alison Jane Pilger
Peter May Prize
Catherine Ann Walker Prehistory
Priscilla Fairfield Bok Prize
Jacqueline Wicks
Quentin Gibson Prize
Mark Howard Cogan Philosophy
Richard B.Davis Prize
Mandy Thomas Anthropology IV
Statistical Society of Australia 
(Canberra Branch) Prize
John Albert Simon
The Supreme Court Ju d g e s ’ Prize
Annemarie Devereux
The Tillyard Prize
Annemarie Devereux, BA (shared) 
Adrienne Louise Fairhall, BSc (shared) 
Daniel Vernon Botsman (shared)
The YWCA Prize in Law
Annemarie Devereux
Postgraduate awards
J.G. Crawford Prizes for 1991
The J.G. Crawford Prize Fund was established in 1973 to recognise Sir John Crawford's 
outstanding contributions to the University, both as Vice-Chancellor for five years 
and as Director of the Research School of Pacific Studies for the preceding seven 
years.
The late Sir John Crawford was Chancellor from 1976 to 1984.
PhD Prizes
Andrew Stephen Fogden, BSc Melb., PhD 
Deborah Anne Mitchell, BEc Syd., MA 
York, PhD
Master Prize
Anne Veronica Player, BSc Syd., DipEd 
BEd MEd LINE, LittB MA~
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Public Lectures
Single Public Lectures
Professor Patrick O'Farrell Becoming Australians: What the Past Foretells 
11 February
Professor William Doe Diet, Genes and Colon Cancer 2 June 
Dr Geoff Henry The Eye as a Window on the Brain 4 June
Emeritus Professor John Passmore Europe in the Pacific: Prospects and Dilemmas for 
Australia 10 June
Dr Helen Caldicott If You Love This Planet 2 July
Professor Kenneth Minogue Is the European Community a New Political Paradigm?
5 August
Mr John Reid The Fishman of S E Australia 20 September 
Dr Lincoln Day The Future of Low-Birthrate Populations 18 November
AJ Birch Lecture
Professor Sir John Meurig Thomas FRS New Catalysts for a Clean Environment 
25 March
The Florey Lectures
Professor Hugh Pelham FRS The Secretion of Protein from Cells 10 March
The Basham Lecture
Professor J W de Jong The Beginnings of Buddhism 30 September
The DA Brown Lecture
Dr Peter Jell New Australian Starfish Fossils and Their Friends: What They Tell us about 
Evolution and Ancient Geographies 12 March
The Jack Beale Lecture
Dr John Langford The Future of Irrigation in Australia 20 September
The John Curtin Memorial Lecture
Not held in 1992
The Menzies Lecture
Not given in 1992
The 52nd Morrison Lecture
The Dalai Lama of Tibet 8 May
The Mulvaney Lecture
Lord Renfrew of Kaimsthorn Archaeology, Language and Genetics 7 September
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Principal grants 
and donations
n p h e  University is indebted to those organisations and individuals who make grants 
A and donations for use in research and other activities. Such funds play an important 
role in the ongoing activities of the University. The following list includes grants and 
donations reported to Council during 1992.
D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
S
A L P  N a tio n a l  S e c re ta r ia t F o r r e se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f A rts 15,000
A b o r ig in a l  a n d  T o rre s  S tra it  
I s la n d e r  C o m m is s io n
F o r c o n s u l ta n c y , N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  
a n d  P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
6,500
A C T  D e p a r tm e n t  o f E d u c a tio n  
a n d  T ra in in g
S u p p o r t  fo r  N a t io n a l  M a th e m a tic s  S u m m e r  S ch o o l 30,000
A C T  G o v e rn m e n t S u p p o r t  fo r  N a t io n a l  H e r i ta g e  S tu d ie s  F u n d , F a c u lty  
o f A rts
5,000
A C T  In s t i tu te  o f T e r tia ry  a n d  
F u r th e r  E d u c a tio n
C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a rd s  A ID S re s o u rc e  p e r s o n , C e n tra l  
A d m in is tr a t io n
5,000
A C T  P a rk s  a n d  C o n s e rv a tio n  
S e rv ices
F o r r e se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f S c ien ce 15,140
A L C O  C h e m ic a ls  L td F o r re s e a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f C h e m is try 7,501
A n o n y m o u s F o r re s e a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific  S tu d ie s 19,878
A s ia  F o u n d a t io n , T h e F o r c o n fe re n c e  a t te n d a n c e , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f 
P ac ific  S tu d ie s
26,853
A s ia n  D e v e lo p m e n t  B an k F o r  s c h o la rs h ip s ,  R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 223,626
A tlas  S tee l S u p p o r t  fo r  R o b e r t  G o rd o n  M e n z ie s  S c h o la rsh ip  
F u n d
10,000
A u s tra lia - J a p a n  F o u n d a t io n , 
T h e
Y ear in  J a p a n  P ro g ra m  G ra n ts , F a c u lty  o f A s ia n  
S tu d ie s
10,000
A u s tr a l ia n  B u re a u  o f S ta tis tic s F o r ABS R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip , F a c u lty  o f A rts 27,879
A u s tra lia n  D e fen ce  F o rce  
A c a d e m y
S u p p o r t  fo r  C e n tr e  fo r  A u s tra lia n  C u l tu r a l  S tu d ie s  
C o n fe re n c e , F a c u lty  o f A rts
5,000
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Donor Purpose Amount
S
Australian Fulbright Support for Fulbright Scholarship Fund 304,540
Association
Australian Heritage "For consultancy, Research School of Pacific Studies 5,608
Commission
Australian Institute of For Postgraduate Student Grant, Faculty of Arts 16,687
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies
Australian International For consultancy, Research School of Pacific Studies 55,000
Development and Assistance
Bureau For research, Faculty of Science 45,000
Support for conferences, Research School of Pacific 35,880
Studies
For workshop, Research School of Pacific Studies 7,632
For workshop, Centre for Resource and 129,640
Environmental Studies
Australian Law Teachers Support for newsletter, Faculty of Law 5,000
Association, The
Australian National Parks and Australian Biological Resources Study Research 
Wildlife Service Grants
For research, Research School of Biological 107,890
Sciences
-  For research, Faculty of Science 103,196
Australian Nuclear Science For travel, Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring 10,240
and Technology Organisation Observatories
For travel, Research School of Chemistry 29,128
Australian Surveying and For consultancy, Faculty of Science 9,300
Land Information Group,
Department of Administrative 
Services
Australian Tobacco Research For research, Faculty of Science 155,409
Foundation
For research, John Curtin School of Medical Research 49,733
Australian Tele- For research, Research School of Physical Sciences 18,500
communications and and Engineering
Electronics Research Board
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Principal grants and benefactions
D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
$
F or P o s tg r a d u a te  s c h o la rs h ip , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l of 
P h y s ica l S c ien ces  a n d  E n g in e e r in g
44,000
B asil B lack w ell S u p p o r t  fo r  J o u rn a l o f P o litic a l P h i lo s o p h y , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f S oc ia l S c ien ces
9,768
B e se m e re s , J a n d  A S u p p o r t  fo r  P h d  S c h o la r , F a c u lty  o f A rts 5,500
B H P  C o m p a n y  L td C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  fo ru m , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f 
P acific  S tu d ie s
5,000
B lo h m  a n d  V o ss (A u s tra lia )  
P ty  L td
S u p p o r t  fo r B lo h m  a n d  V oss E n g in e e r in g  S c h o la rsh ip 20,900
B o llin g  A ir  F o rc e  B ase F o r re s e a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f E a rth  S c iences 21,000
BP A u s tra l ia  L td C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  fo ru m , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f 
P acific  S tu d ie s
5,000
B u c h e n -O s m o n d , C. S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f  B io lo g ica l S c ien ces 11,000
B u tte rw o r th s  P ty  L td S u p p o r t  fo r n e w s le t te r ,  F a c u lty  o f  L a w 5,000
C .S .I.R .O . F o r c o n s u lta n c y , F a c u lty  o f  S c ience 9,490
F or r e se a rc h , C e n tre  fo r R e so u rc e  a n d  E n v iro n m e n ta l  
S tu d ie s
44,000
F o r sc h o la rs h ip , F a c u lty  o f  Science 45,000
C ec ilia , N .G . S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  F a c u lty  o f  A rts 5,000
C h ia n g  C h in g -K u o  F o u n d a t io n F or T a iw a n  A re a  S tu d ie s  P ro g ra m , R e sea rch  S ch o o l 215,117
fo r  I n te rn a t io n a l  S ch o la r ly  
E x c h a n g e
o f Pacific  S tu d ie s
C h ie f  M in is te r 's  D e p a r tm e n t F o r r e se a rc h , N a t io n a l  C e n tr e  fo r E p id e m io lo g y  a n d  
P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
8,028
C liv e  a n d  V e ra  R a m a c io tti  
F o u n d a t io n s
F o r r e se a rc h , J o h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l  R e sea rch 25,000
F or r e se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f  S c ien ce 68,354
C o m m o n w e a lth  A ffirm a tiv e  
A c tio n  A g e n c y , T h e
F o r c o n s u lta n c y , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f  S o c ia l S c ien ces 30,700
C o n s o l id a te d  P re ss  H o ld in g  
L td
S u p p o r t  fo r C a m b r id g e  C o m m o n w e a lth  S c h o la rsh ip 185,000
C o o p e rs  a n d  L y b ra n d F o r F e llo w s h ip  A w a rd , F a c u l ty  o f  E c o n o m ic s  a n d  
C o m m e rc e
5,000
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D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
S
C R A  S erv ices  L td C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  fo ru m , R e se a rc h  S c h o o l o f 
P ac ific  S tu d ie s
5,000
C r im in o lo g y  R e se a rc h  C o u n c il F o r  re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f  L aw 18,259
F o r  re se a rc h , N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  a n d  
P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
5,040
D a m e s  a n d  M o o re F o r  c o n s u lta n c y , C e n tre  fo r  R e so u rc e  a n d  
E n v iro n m e n ta l  S tu d ie s
16,000
D e k a lb  S h a n d  S eed  C o m p a n y  
P ty  L td
F o r  re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f S cience 5,000
D e p a r tm e n t  o f D e fen ce F o r  G r a d u a te  P ro g ra m , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f P ac if ic  
S tu d ie s
1,647,200
D e p a r tm e n t  o f E m p lo y m e n t, 
E d u c a tio n  a n d  T ra in in g
A u s tr a l ia n  R e se a rc h  C o u n c il  
-  F o r  S e n io r  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , Jo h n  C u r t in  
S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l  R e sea rch
306,734
-  F o r  S e n io r  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f E a r th  S c ien ces
306,734
F o r S e n io r  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f P h y s ic a l  S c iences a n d  E n g in e e r in g
681,269
-  F o r  S e n io r  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , F a c u lty  o f 
S c ience
1,433,565
-  F o r  A u s tra lia n  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f B io lo g ica l S ciences
285,800
-  F o r  A u s tra lia n  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  
S choo l of C h e m is try
305,'.73
F o r  A u s tra lia n  R e se a rc h  F e llo w s h ip s , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f S o c ia l S c ien ces
305,'.73
F o r  A u s tr a l ia n  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f E a r th  S c ien ces
305,'.73
F o r P o s td o c to ra l  R e se a rc h  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f B io lo g ica l S c iences
295,515
-  F o r  P o s td o c to ra l  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f 
P h y s ica l S c ien ces a n d  E n g in e e r in g
147,^57
F o r  P o s td o c to ra l  F e llo w sh ip s , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f 
C h e m is try
152,596
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Principal grants and benefactions
Donor Purpose Amount
_______________________________________________________________________$ _
-  For Postdoctoral Fellowships, Faculty of Arts 157,731
For Postdoctoral Fellowships, Faculty of Science 152,696
For Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships, Research 359,234
School of Social Sciences
For Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships, John Curtin 330,173
School of Medical Research
-  For Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships, Faculty of 487,903
Science
For Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships, Research 330,173
School of Earth Sciences
For research, Faculty of Science 97,000
Mechanism C Funding, Research School of 150,000
Pacific Studies
For research, Research School of Social Sciences 35,000
For research, Centre for Continuing Education 100,500
For Regional Links Program, Research School of 24,477
Pacific Studies
National Priority (Reserve) Fund
-  For Targeted Institutional Links Program, 363,000
Research School of Pacific Studies
-  For Federated Doctoral Program, Research 100,000
School of Social Sciences
For research, Research School of Pacific Studies 70,900
-  For Collaborative Phd Program, Research School 37,600
of Social Sciences
-  For Committee for the Advancement of 100,000
University Teaching, Centre for Continuing
Education
For Symposium on Changes in Scholarly 32,000
Communication Patterns, Library
For Quality Teaching Support Program, Centre 250,000
for Educational Development and Academic
Methods
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D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
S
-  F o r  Q u a li ty  M a n a g e m e n t  a n d  E v a lu a t io n  in 149,500
T e a c h in g  a n d  L e a rn in g , C e n tr e  fo r  E d u c a t io n a l  
D e v e lo p m e n t  a n d  A c a d e m ic  M e th o d s
F o r  t r a in in g  co u rse , N a t io n a l  T h a i S tu d ie s  C e n tre , 
F a c u lty  o f A s ia n  S tu d ie s
6,358
D e p a r tm e n t  o f F o re ig n  A ffa irs F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  o f S choo l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 9,000
a n d  T ra d e
A u s tr a l ia n  C e n tr e  fo r  I n te rn a t io n a l  A g r ic u l tu ra l  
R e se a rc h
-  F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 619,061
A u s tra lia  In d o n e s ia  In s ti tu te
-  F o r  r e se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 6,500
D e p a r tm e n t  o f H e a l th , F o r  r e se a rc h , N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  a n d 9,783
H o u s in g , a n d  C o m m u n ity P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
S erv ices
F o r  sc h o la rs h ip , N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  
a n d  P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
6,000
C o m m o n w e a lth  A ID S R e sea rch  G ra n t  
-  F o r  re se a rc h , N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y 11,900
a n d  P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
F o r  G e n e ra l  P ra c tic e  E v a lu a tio n  P ro g ra m  G ra n ts , 
N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  a n d  P o p u la t io n  
H e a l th
147,499
F o r  c o n s u lta n c y , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l  
R e sea rch
49,600
N a tio n a l  H e a l th  a n d  M e d ic a l  R e se a rc h  C o u n c il  
F o r  re se a rc h , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l 397,508
R e se a rc h
-  F o r  e q u ip m e n t ,  F a c u lty  o f S c ience 28,000
-  F o r  re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f S cience 406,211
D e p a r tm e n t  o f Im m ig ra tio n , 
L o ca l G o v e r n m e n t  a n d  E th n ic
F o r  re se a rc h , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f S ocial S c iences 50,000
A ffa irs F o r  L ocal G o v e rn m e n t  R e so u rc e  N e tw o r k  a n d  C ase  
S tu d ie s , C e n tre  fo r  R e so u rc e  a n d  E n v iro n m e n ta l  
S tu d ie s
500,000
B u re a u  o f Im m ig ra t io n  R e sea rch  
-  F o r  c o n s u lta n c y , R e se a rc h  S c h o o l o f Social 27,847
S ciences
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Principal grants and benefactions
Donor Purpose Amount
$
-  For consultancy, Faculty of Arts 10,034
Department of Industry, Bilateral Science and Technology Program
Technology and Commerce -  For research, Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring 43,680
Observatories
-  For research, Research School of Physical 29,070
Sciences and Engineering
For research, Faculty of Science 34,116
For research, Research School of Biological 30,869
Sciences
-  For research, School of Mathematical Sciences 5,000
-  For research, Centre for Information Science 62,000 
Research
-  For research, Centre for Resource and 6,300
Environmental Studies
-  For research, John Curtin School of Medical 5,652
Research
International Science and Technology Program
-  For research, Research School of Biological 7,000
Sciences
Australian Science Advisory Committee
-  For research, Faculty of Science 21,000
Department of Prime Minister For consultancy, Research School of Social Sciences 18,000
and Cabinet
Department of the Arts, Sports, For workshop, Centre for Resource and 51,000
the Environment and Environmental Studies
Territories
Greenhouse Information Program Grants Scheme
-  For research, Centre for Resource and 19,350
Environmental Studies
-  For research, Research School of Earth Sciences 15,040
Department of Transport and For research, Faculty of Economics and Commerce 18,120
Communications
Earthwatch For research, Faculty of Science 31,150
Ford Foundation, The For research, Research School of Pacific Studies 67,170
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Donor Purpose Amount
$
For scholarship, Research School of Pacific Studies 25,000
Fuji Xerox Australia Pty Ltd Contribution towards the Australian Dictionary 
project, Faculty of Arts
50,000
Fujitsu Limited For research, Centre for Information Science Research 200,000
Grains Research and 
Development Corporation
For research, Faculty of Science
For research, Research School of Biological Sciences
91,401
22,255
Fiarrison, S.W. Contribution to Peter Harrison Memorial Fund, 
Research School of Social Sciences
5,000
Henry Luce Foundation Inc., 
The
For research, Research School of Pacific Studies 180,000
Ian Potter Foundation, The For research, Centre for Resource and Environmental 
Studies
5,000
IBM Australia Limited Support for National Mathematics Summer School 15,000
ICI Australia Operations Pty 
Ltd
For research, Faculty of Science 5,000
Institute of Hydrology For model development, Centre for Resource and 
Environmental Studies
17,817
Institute of Mathematical 
Statistics
For editing, Faculty of Science 141,580
International Decade for 
Natural Disaster Reduction
For research, Centre for Resource and Environmental 
Studies
43,650
Australian Coordination 
Committee
Japan Petroleum Exploration 
Co. Ltd
For research, Research School of Earth Sciences 16,500
Japan Foundation, The For Study-in-Japan Program, Facultv of Asian Studies 18,894
JGL Investments Pty Ltd Support for Cambridge Commonwealth Scholarship 10,000
Korea Research Foundation For project, Research School of Pacific Studies 27,730
LAM Research Corporation For contribution, Research School of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering
5,500
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Principal grants and benefactions
D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
$
L a n d  a n d  W a te r  R e so u rc e s  
R e se a rc h  a n d  D e v e lo p m e n t  
C o rp o ra t io n
F o r p o s tg r a d u a te  re s e a rc h  sc h o la rs h ip 75,000
L ees, B. S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  F a c u lty  o f S cience 20,820
L e th a m , D r  D . S. S u p p o r t  fo r  C o o p e ra t iv e  R e se a rc h  C e n tr e s  P ro g ra m , 
P la n t S c ien ce  C e n tre , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f B io lo g ica l 
S c iences
5,000
M a n th  T h a y a n  A b o r ig in a l  
C o rp o ra t io n
F o r p ro je c t, R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 184,923
M a r a n a th a  F o u n d a t io n  L im ite d F o r  c o n s u lta n c y , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 15,950
M a rc e a u , P ro fe s s o r  J. S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  U rb a n  R e se a rc h  P ro g ra m , R e se a rc h  
S ch o o l o f S oc ia l S c ien ces
12,000
M c K in se y  a n d  Co. Inc C o n tr ib u t io n  to  R o b e rt G o r d o n  M e n z ie s  S c h o la rsh ip  
F u n d
10,000
M IM  H o ld in g s  L td C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  fo ru m , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f 
P ac ific  S tu d ie s
5,000
M u m fo rd , K S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  F a c u lty  o f A rts 9,100
M y e r, K. S u p p o r t  fo r  C o o p e ra t iv e  R e se a rc h  C e n tr e  P ro g ra m , 
P la n t S c ience  C e n tre , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f B io lo g ica l 
S c iences
50,000
M y  e r  F o u n d a t io n F o r  c o n s u lta n c y , C e n tr e  fo r  R e so u rc e  a n d  
E n v iro n m e n ta l  S tu d ie s
10,000
N a t io n a l  SID S C o u n c il  of F o r re se a rc h , N a t io n a l  C e n tr e  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  a n d 10,000
A u s tr a l ia  L td P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
N a tio n a l  T h a i S tu d ie s F o r w o r k s h o p s , N a t io n a l  T h a i S tu d ie s  C e n tre , 20,000
A s so c ia tio n  o f A u s tra lia F a c u lty  o f A s ia n  S tu d ie s
N o r th e rn  T e rr i to ry  U n iv e rs ity F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific S tu d ie s 8 ,400
O T C  L im ite d F o r sc h o la rs h ip , F a c u lty  o f S cience 9,300
P a te r s o n  In s t r u m e n ts  P ty  L td S u p p o r t  fo r  p o s tg r a d u a te  s tu d e n ts ,  R e se a rc h  S ch o o l 
o f E a rth  S c iences
75,000
P lace r  M a n a g e m e n t  L td S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f Pacific  S tu d ie s 5,000
P rim e  W h e a t  A sso c ia tio n  L td F o r re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f S c ien ce 19,372
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D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
$
S ir Jo h n  P ro u d F o r  re se a rc h , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l  R e sea rch 10,000
R a y m o n d  E. P u rv e s  
F o u n d a t io n  L td , T h e
S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  Jo h n  C u r t in  S c h o o l o f M e d ic a l 
R e se a rc h
10,000
R o b e rt H o lm e s  a  C o u r t  
F o u n d a t io n
S u p p o r t  fo r  F u lb r ig h t  S c h o la rsh ip  F u n d 17,200
R o c k e fe lle r  F o u n d a t io n , T h e S u p p o r t  fo r  c o n fe re n c e s , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific  
S tu d ie s
40,278
R o c k w e ll S y s te m s  A u s tra lia  
P ty  L td
S u p p o r t  fo r  R o c k w e ll I n te rn a t io n a l  E n g in e e r in g  
S c h o la rsh ip
9,000
S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P ac ific  S tu d ie s 10,000
R o th m a n 's  F o u n d a t io n F o r  f e llo w sh ip , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P h y s ic a l  S c ien ces 
a n d  E n g in e e r in g
45,000
R o y a l C o lleg e  o f N u rs in g , 
A u s tra lia
F o r  re se a rc h , N a t io n a l  C e n tre  fo r  E p id e m io lo g y  a n d  
P o p u la t io n  H e a l th
13,500
R o y a l M e lb o u rn e  In s t i tu te  o f 
T e c h n o lo g y
S taff D e v e lo p m e n t  F u n d  G ra n ts , C e n tr e  fo r  
E d u c a tio n a l D e v e lo p m e n t  a n d  A c a d e m ic  M e th o d s
169,500
R u ra l In d u s tr ie s  R e se a rc h  a n d  
D e v e lo p m e n t  C o rp o ra t io n
F o r  P o s tg r a d u a te  R e se a rc h  S c h o la rsh ip , F acu lty  of 
S c ience
73,500
F o r  P o s tg r a d u a te  R e se a rc h  S c h o la rsh ip , C e n tre  fo r  
R e so u rc e s  a n d  E n v iro n m e n ta l  S tu d ie s
15,315
F o r  re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f  S c ience 13,981
F o r  re se a rc h , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f B io lo g ica l S c ien ces 217,066
S hell C o m p a n y  A u s tra lia  L td C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a rd s  fo ru m , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f 
P acific  S tu d ie s
5,000
S h o y u  C lu b S u p p o r t  fo r  Y ear in  J a p a n  P ro g ra m , F a c u lty  o f A s ia n  
S tu d ie s
35,000
Sir R o b e rt  M e n z ie s  M e m o ria l  
T ru s t
S u p p o r t  fo r  R o b e rt G o rd o n  M e n z ie s  S c h o la rsh ip  
F u n d
8,500
S u p p o r t  fo r  C a m b r id g e  C o m m o n w e a lth  S c h o la rsh ip 10,000
S ir R oss a n d  S ir K e ith  S m ith  
F u n d , T h e
F o r  re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f S c ience 43,165
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D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
$
S ir  W illiam  D o b e ll A rt 
F o u n d a t io n
S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  F a c u lty  o f A rts 20,000
S p e n c e r  F o u n d a t io n , T h e F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific  S tu d ie s 7,120
S teg ley  F o u n d a t io n F o r c o n s u lta n c y , C e n tr e  fo r  R e so u rc e  a n d  
E n v iro n m e n ta l  S tu d ie s
10,000
S u d d e n  In fa n t  D e a th  R e se a rc h  
F o u n d a t io n  Inc
F o r  re se a rc h , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f  M e d ic a l R e se a rc h 52,530
T a iw a n  In s t i tu te  o f E co n o m ic  
R e sea rch
S u p p o r t  fo r  c o n fe re n c e s , A u s tra lia - J a p a n  R e sea rch  
C e n tre
43,200
T e leco m S u p p o r t  fo r  N a t io n a l  M a th e m a tic s  S u m m e r  S ch o o l 15,000
T h a rp u n to o  L e g a l S e rv ice  
A b o r ig in a l  C o rp o ra t io n
F o r re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific  S tu d ie s 46,122
T o y o ta  F o u n d a t io n , T h e F o r re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific  S tu d ie s 41,081
T h o m p s o n , J.G . S u p p o r t  fo r  th e  R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f C h e m is try 5,290
T ra n s fie ld  C o rp o ra te C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a rd s  fo ru m , R e sea rch  S ch o o l o f 
P ac ific  S tu d ie s
5,000
U N IC E F F o r re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f L aw 228,060
U n ite d  N a tio n s F o r T ra in in g  fo r  C h in e s e  F e llo w s , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f 
P ac ific  S tu d ie s
26,000
U n iv e rs ity  o f C a n b e r ra S u p p o r t  fo r  C e n tr e  fo r  A u s tra lia n  C u l tu r a l  S tu d ie s  
C o n fe re n c e , F a c u lty  o f A rts
5,000
C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  A ID S  re s o u rc e  p e r s o n , C e n tra l  
A d m in is tra t io n
8,350
U n iv e rs ity  o f C a n b e r ra  
S tu d e n t  A sso c ia tio n
C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a rd s  A ID S  re s o u rc e  p e r s o n , C e n tra l  
A d m in is tr a t io n
5,000
U n iv e rs ity  o f N e w  S o u th  W a le s F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P h y s ic a l S c ien ces 
a n d  E n g in e e r in g
338,576
F o r re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f S ocial S c iences 8 ,600
U n iv e rs ity  o f S y d n e y F o r C o o p e ra t iv e  R e se a rc h  C e n tre , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l of 
P h y s ica l S c iences a n d  E n g in e e r in g
151,000
W ellc o m e  T ru s t, T he F o r  re se a rc h , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l R e se a rc h 454,087
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D o n o r P u rp o s e A m o u n t
$
W e s te rn  M in in g  C o rp o ra t io n C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  fo ru m , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l of 5,000
L td P acific  S tu d ie s
W e t T ro p ic s  M a n a g e m e n t  
A g en cy
F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f B io lo g ica l S c ien ces 6 ,280
W o d e n  V a lley  H o s p i ta l F o r  S c h o la rsh ip , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f  M e d ic a l  
R e se a rc h
112,090
W o o d s id e  P e tro le u m  L td C o n tr ib u t io n  to w a r d s  fo ru m , R e se a rc h  S c h o o l of 
P acific  S tu d ie s
5,000
W o o l R e se a rc h  a n d F o r  re se a rc h , A u s tra lia n -J a p a n  R e se a rc h  C e n tre , 10,000
D e v e lo p m e n t  C o rp o ra t io n R e se a rc h  S ch o o l o f P acific  S tu d ie s
F o r  re se a rc h , R e se a rc h  S choo l o f B io lo g ica l S c ien ces 50,189
F o r  re se a rc h , F a c u lty  o f E co n o m ic s  a n d  C o m m e rc e 13,000
F o r  P o s tg r a d u a te  S c h o la rsh ip , R e se a rc h  S ch o o l of 
P acific  S tu d ie s
53,689
F o r  P o s tg r a d u a te  S c h o la rsh ip , F a c u lty  o f S c ience 15,694
W o rld  H e a l th  O rg a n is a t io n F o r  re se a rc h , Jo h n  C u r t in  S ch o o l o f M e d ic a l  R e se a rc h 222,075
S u b -to ta l 18,701,340
O th e r  G ra n ts  a n d  D o n a tio n s  u n d e r  $5,000
A u s tr a l ia n  N a t io n a l  U n iv e rs ity  G ra n ts  a n d  D o n a tio n s  
(e x c lu d in g  g ra n ts  t h r o u g h  A n u te c h  P ty  L td )  —
385,420
T o ta l 19,086,760
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Freedom of
_______Information
Act 1982 Statement
n p h is  statement has been prepared in compliance w ith Section 8 of the Freedom of 
X Information Act 1982 and is correct to 31 December 1992. More detailed information is 
available in two public documents entitled— University Legislation and Administrative 
Guide.
1. Functions of the University’s decision-making Council and 
Boards are as follows:
Council
T n  accordance w ith section 18 of the Australian National University Act 1991 the Council 
X is the governing authority of the University. Section 9 of the Act provides that, subject 
to this Act and the Statutes, the Council has the entire control and management of the 
University and is to act in all matters concerning the University in such manner as appears 
to be best calculated to promote the interests of the University.
The membership of the Council is set out in section 10 of the Act. It is chaired by the 
Chancellor and comprises 22 members which include elected officers of the University 
and other ex-officio members, representatives of both Houses of Parliament, persons 
appointed by the Governor-General, persons appointed by the Chief Minister of the ACT, 
representatives of various groups of the University's academic staff, representatives of 
the general staff, graduate and undergraduate students as well as convocation, and one 
other person at the discretion of Council.
Committees of the Council
^"^ouncil is assisted by the following committees:
■ The Standing Committee considers any matter relating to the University referred to it 
by the Council or, if Council is not sitting, transacts the business of the University except 
for matters solely within the competence of the Council.
■ The Finance Committee makes recommendations and decisions concerning financial 
and accounting matters of the University.
■ Other continuing committees of Council are— Audit Committee, Buildings and 
Grounds Committee, Committee Against Sexual Harassment, Committee on Child 
Care, Committee on Conditions and Appointment of the Vice-Chancellor and Deputy 
Vice-Chancellors, Emergency Appointment (Vice-Chancellor) Committee, Equal
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Employment Opportunity Committee, General Services Fee Committee, Honorary 
Degrees Committee and Public Affairs Committee.
Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies
' T ’he function of the Board is to advise the Council on any matter relating to education, 
X learning, research and other academic work of the University; it makes 
recommendations on the establishment of additional research schools in the Institute; the 
abolition, combination or subdivision of those research schools or departments of the 
research schools; the promotion of persons to academic offices in the Institute; the 
enrolment of students for courses of study or research in the Institute; the requirements 
of courses of study in the Institute; the granting of degrees, diplomas, certificates, honours 
and scholarships; and on academic matters pertaining to the Institute.
The Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies comprises a chairperson appointed by the 
Council from among the professors in the Institute, the Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy 
Vice-Chancellors, the head of each research school, four heads of departments in each 
research school chosen by the respective faculty board, one member chosen by the faculty 
of each research school, the Chairperson and one other member of the Board of The 
Faculties, two members elected by and from the graduate students of the Institute and 
such other persons as the Council appoints. The Institute of Advanced Studies comprises 
the John Curtin School of Medical Research and the Research Schools of Biological 
Sciences, Chemistry, Earth Sciences, Pacific Studies, Physical Sciences and Engineering, 
and Social Sciences. It incorporates the Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories, 
the National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health and a number of mainly 
multidisciplinary academic centres.
The Board is assisted by the following committees:
■ Committee on General Policy
■ Promotions Committee
■ Strategic Developments Committee.
Board of The Faculties
'T 'h e  function of the Board is to make recommendations to the Council on the academic 
A development of the University; the establishment, abolition, combination and 
subdivision of faculties and of departments and other bodies within The Faculties (other 
than the Institute of the Arts); the promotion of persons to academic positions in The 
Faculties; the assigning of any staff (academic and non-academic) to a department or 
faculty or to another body within The Faculties; the admission of students to the University 
and and to courses and parts of courses; examinations; scholarships for courses of study 
and research; the granting of degrees, diplomas, certificates and honours; the discipline 
of students; and other academic and related matters.
The Board of The Faculties comprises a chairperson appointed by the Council from among 
the professors in The Faculties, the Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, the Dean 
of each faculty within The Faculties, the Dean of Students, the President of The Australian 
National University Students' Association, the Chairman and one other member of the 
Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies, heads of departments and divisions, heads of 
centres in the Faculty of Asian Studies, three professors of law, other representatives of 
academic staff and students and such other persons as the Council appoints from time to
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time. The Faculties offer undergraduate and graduate courses in arts, Asian studies, 
economics and commerce, engineering and information technology, law, and science.
The Board is assisted by the following committees:
■ Steering Committee
■ Resources Committee
■ The Faculties Research Grants Committee
■ Academic Progress Appeals Committee
■ Admissions Committee
■ Committee on Consultation
■ Faculties Computing Committee
■ electoral committees for academic posts
■ Postgraduate Scholarships Committee
■ Promotions Committee
■ Standing Committee of Tenure Committee
■ Prospective Students Liaison Committee
■ Undergraduate Awards Committee
Joint Committees of the Academic Boards
The two academic boards have the following three major joint committees:
■ Graduate Degrees Committee
■ Joint Committee on Postgraduate Awards
■ Board of Management, Centre for Continuing Education
Other major University committees which 
advise the Vice-Chancellor
■ Senior Administrative Officers Committee
■ General Staff Consultative Committee
■ Senior Classifications Committee
■ Grievance Committee
■ Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee
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2. The functions of the University’s statutory officers are as follows: 
Chancellor
'T 'h e  Chancellor presides at all meetings of Council and on all ceremonial occasions 
JL when available to do so. The Chancellor signs the Annual Report of the University to 
the Governor-General.
Pro-Chancellor
’T 'h e  Pro-Chancellor chairs meetings of the Standing Committee and, in the absence of 
JL the Chancellor, presides at meetings of the Council and on ceremonial occasions.
Vice-Chancellor
'T 'h e  Vice-Chancellor is the Chief Executive Officer of the University and has such 
A powers and duties as the Statutes prescribe or, subject to the Statutes as the Council 
determines. The Vice-Chancellor's role is to control and manage the affairs and concerns 
of the University including the control and management of real and personal property 
vested in or acquired by the University. The Vice-Chancellor has, and may exercise, such 
powers as are necessary or desirable to discharge those duties. The Vice-Chancellor also 
represents and acts for the University in its relations w ith  the Commonwealth 
Government and other bodies.
Deputy Vice-Chancellors
T h e  two Deputy Vice-Chancellors generally assist in all aspects of the Vice-Chancellor's 
JL work, but particularly advise on the academic affairs of the University and deputise 
for the Vice-Chancellor in that officer's absence. One Deputy Vice-Chancellor is also 
Director of the Institute of Advanced Studies.
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Finance and Fabric)
’T ’he Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Finance and Fabric) advises the Vice-Chancellor on all 
A matters concerning management of the University's finances and fabric.
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration)
’T 'h e  Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Administration) advises the Vice-Chancellor 
A on the effective administration of the University, on matters of concern to students 
and staff and on the University's relationship w ith the community.
3. Powers of the University
'T 'h e  University's powers are based on the Australian National University Act 1991. Under 
A this legislation the University has made statutes, rules and orders.
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Statutes
^mouncil has made 30 statutes under section 27(1) which are valid at present—
Affiliation (Canberra Institute of the Arts) Statute
Board of The Faculties Statute
Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies Statute
Chancellorship Statute
Convocation Statute
Courses and Degrees Statute
Default Certificate Statute
Deputy Vice-Chancellorship Statute
Discipline Statute
Faculties and Faculty Boards (Institute of Advanced Studies) Statute 
Faculties (The Faculties) Statute 
Fees Statute
Halls of Residence Statute 
Institute of the Arts Statute 
Interpretation Statute 
Library Statute
Liquor (Affiliated Colleges) Statute
Liquor (Halls of Residence and University Union) Statute
Liquor (University Arts Centre) Statute
Liquor (University House) Statute
Membership of the Council Statute
Parking and Traffic Statute
Pro-Chancellorship Statute
Professorial Board Statute
Residential Colleges (Affiliation) Statute
Staff Superannuation Statute
Superannuation Funds (Investment and Management) Statute 
University House Statute 
University Seal Statute 
Vice-Chancellorship Statute
Jnstitute of the Arts Statutes preserved under Section 57—
Academic Progress Statute 
Admission Statute 
Affiliation (ANU) Statute 
Courses and Awards Statute 
Elected Members of Council Statute 
Fees Statute
Granting of Advanced Standing Statute
Interpretation Statute
Library Statute
Scholarship Statute
Student Conduct Statute
Traffic Statute
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Rules
1 ^  ules have been made under the above statutes relating to admissions, examinations, 
AVfees, discipline, courses and degrees, courses of study, student academic progress, 
University House, halls of residence, affiliated colleges, membership of Council, the 
Library, and faculties and faculty boards.
Orders
/^ \ rd e rs  have been made under the above statutes relating to bachelor degrees, 
professional training in law, research schools, University House discipline, the 
Library, liquor, and Fee paying overseas students.
4. Documents or publications produced by the University
T^\ocuments available for purchase by the public or otherwise accessible in terms of the 
L /  Freedom of Information Act 1982 are—
Council statutes, rules and orders 
Annual Report of the ANU to Parliament
Annual reports of schools, faculties, centres and units to the Council 
Faculty Handbook
Rules (a companion volume to the former)
Graduate School Handbook 
Institute of the Arts Annual Report 
Institute of the Arts Handbook 
Institute of the Arts Prospectus 
Undergraduate Prospectus 
Statistical Handbook 
Ad minist ra t i ve G u ide 
Purchasing Policy and Procedures 
University Mail 
Accounting Manual 
Radiation Safety Handbook 
Ionizing Radiation Safety
Occupational Health and Safety Unit Information Manual
Documents which are customarily made available to the public otherwise than under the 
Freedom of Information Act, free of charge, upon request are—
ANU Reporter, National Graduate, periodic listing of visitors by their university and area 
of interest. Information pamphlets and booklets on courses and academic requirements 
in various disciplines, leaflets on academic appointments in the Institute of Advanced 
Studies and in The Faculties, Library Guides, Directory of services for students, and Student 
accommodation booklet.
Internal working documents include internal user manuals, Financial Authorisations, 
Personnel and Payroll (General), Stores and Purchasing Systems Manuals and other 
policy and procedural documents.
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Facilities for access
A reading room is available at University Public Affairs office. Limited facilities for the 
xV perusal of documents applicable to individual areas are also available at the Personnel 
Office and/or Student Administration.
FOI procedures and initial contact points
A pplications for access to documents under the Freedom of Information Act 1982 should 
x V b e  lodged in writing with the Secretary or the Registrar of the University. 
Applications should include an application fee or a request for its remission, an address 
to which notices may be sent and, to facilitate contact with the applicant, a telephone 
number effective during normal business hours. Properly lodged applications for access 
to documents will be acknowledged and a decision notified to the applicant as quickly as 
possible. In accordance with the provisions of section 23 of the Freedom of Information Act 
1982 the Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellors, the Pro-Vice-Chancellors; the 
Registrar, the Secretary, the Head, Buildings and Grounds Division; and the Head, 
Finance and Accounting Division, are authorised to grant or refuse access to documents. 
Inquiries regarding freedom of information and access to documents may be made at—
Public Affairs Division 
28 Balmain Crescent 
Tel. (06) 249 2229
The Personnel Office 
Chancelry Building 
East Road 
Tel. (06) 249 4735
Student Administration 
Chancelry Annex 
Ellery Circuit 
Tel. (06) 249 3339
Telephone inquiries may also be directed to the FOI Officer, (06) 2492511.
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Auditor-General
F92/524 
31 May 1993
Sir Geoffery Yeend AC CBE 
Chairman of the Council of the University 
Australian National University 
P. O. Box 4
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Dear Sir Geoffrey
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 1992
Please find enclosed the signed financial statements for the University for the year ended 
31 December 1992, together with the audit report on the financial statements pursuant 
to subsection 49(2) of the Australian National University Act 1991.
An audit report on the financial statements has also been forwarded to the Minister for 
Employment, Education and Training, together with a signed copy of the financial 
statements.
Yours sincerely
J. C. Taylor 
Auditor-General
Australian National Audit Office, GPO Box 707, Canberra, ACT 2601 •  Telephone (06) 283 4713 •  Fax (06) 285 3921
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL AUDIT OFF
Medibank He 
Bowes St 
Woden ACT 2
our ref;
INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
To the Minister for Employment, Education and Training
Scope
I have audited the financial statements of the Australian National University and of the 
economic entity for the year ended 31 December 1992. The statements comprise:
Operating Statement of the University and of the economic entity
Statement of Financial Position of the University and of the economic entity
Statement of Cash Flows of the University and of the economic entity
Certificate of the Vice-Chancellor and the Head, Division of Finance and 
Accounting, and
Notes to and forming part of the financial statements.
The Council of the University is responsible for the preparation and presentation of the 
financial statements and the information they contain. I have conducted an independent 
audit of the financial statements in order to express an opinion on them to the 
Minister for Employment, Education and Training and the Chairman of the Council of 
the University.
The audit has been conducted in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office 
Auditing Standards, which incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards, to provide 
reasonable assurance as to whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement. Audit procedures included examination, on a test basis, of evidence 
supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the financial statements, and the 
evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting estimates. These procedures 
have been undertaken to form an opinion whether, in all material respects, the financial 
statements are presented fairly in accordance with Australian accounting concepts and 
standards and statutory requirements so as to present a view of the University and of the 
economic entity which is consistent with my understanding of their financial position and 
the results of their operations.
GPO Box 707 Canberra Australian Capital Territory 2601 Telephone (06) 283 4777 Facsimile (06)285 1223
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I have not acted as the auditor of the subsidiary company ANUTECH Pty Limited. I 
have, however, received sufficient information and explanation concerning this subsidiary 
to enable me to form an opinion on the economic entity’s financial statements.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.
Qualification
As stated in Note 1 under Basis of Accounting, the University departed from the 
requirements of the Australian Accounting Standards on Profit and Loss or other 
Operating Statements (AAS 1) and Accounting for Revaluation of Non-current Assets 
(AAS 10), in respect of the funds invested in the Commonwealth Superannuation 
Account (CSA) to provide for the employer funded part of pensions paid by the 
Australian Government for University employees.
The University accounts as revenue the changes in market value of assets of the CSA 
between the beginning and end of each period, irrespective of whether the gains (or 
losses) are realised. This treatment is the same as provided for under the Australian 
Accounting Standard on Financial Reporting by Superannuation Plans (AAS 25). 
However the CSA is not a superannuation plan in terms of the definition in AAS 25. 
The University believes that the Standards AAS 1 and AAS 10 are not appropriate for 
the superannuation funds.
The accounting treatment adopted by the University is contrary to the requirements of 
AAS 10 for revaluation of non-current assets in that the increment has not been taken 
to an investment revaluation reserve for unrealised gains. The treatment is also contrary 
to AAS 1 in that the financial result has been determined after accounting for revenue 
from unrealised gains in the Operating Statement.
The Guidelines for Financial Statements of Public Authorities and Commercial Activities 
require the University to comply with the accounting standards. The Guidelines also 
provide that where the University believes that financial statements so prepared do not 
show fairly the financial transactions and the state of affairs of the University, it should 
supply additional information and explanations so as to show fairly those matters. As 
stated by the University in Note 1, the effect of the departures from the standards is to 
decrease the surplus for the year by $11,892,642.
Qualified Audit Opinion
In accordance with subsection 49(2) of the Australian National University Act 1991, I 
now report that the statements are in agreement with the accounts and records of the 
University and the economic entity, and in my opinion, except for the effects on the 
financial statements of the matter referred to in the qualification paragraph:
the statements are based upon proper accounts and records
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the statements show fairly the financial transactions for the year ended 31 
December 1992 and the state of affairs of the University and of the economic 
entity at that date
the receipt, expenditure and investment of moneys, and the acquisition and 
disposal of assets, by the University during the year have been in accordance with 
the Australian National University Act 1991, and
the statements are in accordance with the Guidelines for Financial 
Statements of Public Authorities and Commercial Activities, which require 
compliance with Statements of Accounting Concepts and applicable 
Accounting Standards.
C. M. McPherson 
Executive Director 
Australian National Audit Office 
Canberra
31 May 1993
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR YEAR ENDED 
31 DECEMBER 1992
CERTIFICATE
In our opinion the accounts for the University and the consolidated accounts for the 
Economic Entity are drawn up to show fairly the :
operating result for the financial year ended 31 December 1992;
financial position as at 31 December 1992; and
cash flows during the financial year ended 31 December 1992.
The statements have been made out in accordance with the Guidelines for Financial 
Statements of Public Authorities and Commercial Activities approved by the 
Minister for Finance except as indicated in Note 1.1.
L W NICHOL 
Vice-Chancellor
ALAN BUNSELI
Head, Division of Finance & Accounting
2% May 1993
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OPERATING STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1992
Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes S '0 0« S’00 0 S '000 $'000
COST OF SERVICES
OPERATING EXPENSES
F u e l a n d  p o w e r 6,129 5,757 6,045 5,700
In co m p le te  p ro je c t e x p e n d itu re 7,687
L ib ra ry  b ooks a n d  p e r io d ic a ls 5,507 4,967 5,51 1 4,979
M ain ten a n c e  o f  e q u ip m e n t a n d  fa c ilitie s 12,667 12,803 12,716 12,709
M a te ria ls , su p p lie s  an d  m in o r  e q u ip m e n t 14,704 20,730 17,518 14,759
P en s io n  p ay m en ts 10,934 10,430 10,934 10,430
S a la r ie s , on co sts  an d  leav e 2 184,567 174,902 179,477 168,192
S c h o la rsh ip s 12,283 10,259 12,318 10,263
S u ndry 3 34,786 34,508 26.599 20,563
T rav e l, co n fe re n ce s  a n d  f ie ld w o rk 8,512 8,889 8,175 7,561
P ro v isio n s 4 31,922 85,715 23,446 44,120
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 329,698 368,960 302,739 299,276
OPERATING REVENUES FROM INDEPENDENT
SOURCES
N e t in v e s tm en t rev en u e 5 26,829 45,439 20,101 41,201
R esearch  g ran ts 22,156 36,708 8,089 12,810
O th e r  rev en u e 6 61.804 89,186 54,605 46,361
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES FROM
INDEPENDENT SOURCES 110,789 171,333 82,795 100,372
NET COST OF SERVICES 218,909 197,627 219,944 198,904
REVENUE FROM GOVERNMENT
P a rliam e n ta ry  ap p ro p ria tio n s 7 183,970 192,926 183,970 192,926
R esearch  g ran ts 45,164 16,449 45,145 16,449
TOTAL REVENUE FROM GOVERNMENT 229,134 209,375 229,115 209,375
OPERATING RESULT 8 10,225 11,748 9,171 10,471
OUTSIDE INTERESTS AND TRANSFERS
O p e ra tin g  re su lt 10,225 11,748 9,171 10,471
A ccu m u la te d  o p e ra tin g  re s u lts  a t
b eg in n in g  o f  f in an c ia l y ear 228,712 216,549 226,598 215,364
A g g reg a te  o f  am o u n ts  tra n s fe r re d  from  re s e rv e s 9 1,061 2,271 973 2,128
TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION 239,998 230,568 236,742 227,963
A g g reg a te  o f  am o u n ts  t ra n s fe rre d  to  re s e rv e s 9 4,823 1,856 4,673 1,365
ACCUMULATED OPERATING RESULTS AT END
OF FINANCIAL YEAR $235,175 $228,712 $232,069 $226,598
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1992
Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes S' 00 0 S '0 0 0 S '0 0 0 S '0 0 0
CURRENT ASSETS
C ash 22 61,673 95,888 56,025 90,387
R ec e iv a b le s 10 16,546 17,773 15,696 16,516
In v es tm en ts 11 9,832 5,535 9,832 5,535
In v e n to ries 617 759 172 185
O th e r 12 12,376 3,558 1,622 1,605
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 101,044 123,513 83,347 114,228
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
R ec e iv a b le s 13 2,571 3,138 2,571 3,138
In v es tm en ts 14 291,843 290,812 293,827 292,796
P ro p erty , p la n t a n d  e q u ip m e n t 15 225,854 205,829 221,122 201,699
O th e r 16 92,335 46,500
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 612,603 546,279 517,520 497,633
TOTAL ASSETS 713,647 669,792 600,867 611,861
CURRENT LIABILITIES
C re d ito rs 17 30,206 60,810 29,644 59,840
P ro v is io n s 18 18,580 18,131 18,318 17,861
O th e r 19 16,047 7,646
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 64,833 86,587 47,962 77,701
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
B o rro w in g s 4,003 4 4,003 4
P ro v is io n s 20 304,139 298,492 304,064 298,489
O th e r 21 91,916 46,178
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 400,058 344,674 308,067 298,493
TOTAL LIABILITIES 464,891 431,261 356,029 376,194
NET ASSETS $248,756 $238,531 $244,838 $235,667
EQUITY
Parent Entity Interest
R ese rv e s 9 13,581 9,819 12,769 9,069
A c cu m u la te d  R e su lts  o f  O p e ra tio n s 235,175 228,712 232,069 226,598
TOTAL EQUITY $248,756 $238,531 $244,838 $235,667
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1992
Economic Entity University
1992 1992
Notes S'000 S'000
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Inflows
Research grants 6,422 12,544
Interest and other investment earnings 32 406 32,006
Other receipts 100,215 73,943
Sale of technology licence 33,787
Outflows
Payments to employees {200,283) (195,007)
Payments to suppliers (106,251) (89,220)
NET CASH USED BY OPERATING
ACTIVITIES 22 (133,704) (165,734)
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Inflows
Proceeds from sales of property, plant
and equipment 2,286
Repayment of loan principle 628
Proceeds from term deposits 3,893
Commonwealth bank loan 4,000
Interest on technology licence funds 8,136
Proceeds from Realised Capital Gains 81
Outflows
Payment of loan principle to borrowers (81)
Acquisition of non-current investments (20,709)
Acquisition of property, plant
and equipment (51,624)
Cash outflow for term deposits (41,036)
NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITIES (94,426)
CASH FLOWS FROM GOVERNMENT 
Inflows
Receipts from appropriation
Recurrent 154,409
Capital 3,452
Research grants 34,862
Outflows
Refund of unspent research grants (144)
NET CASH PROVIDED BY GOVERNMENT 192,579
NET DECREASE IN CASH HELD (35,551)
Cash at beginning of reporting period 22 97,224
CASH AT END OF REPORTING PERIOD 22 61,673
2,170
628
3,893
4,000
81
(81)
(20,709)
(51,536)
(984)
(62,538)
154,409
3,452
34,857
(144)
192,574
(35,698)
91,723
56,025
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS 
31 DECEMBER 1992
1. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
LI Basis of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the historical cost convention, 
except for some assets which are reported at valuation.
The financial statements accord with the requirements of the Guidelines for Financial 
Statements of Public Authorities and Commercial Activities (the Guidelines) approved by the 
Minister for Finance except as indicated in Note 1.1.
The financial statements are presented on an economic entity basis. The statements include 
consolidated reporting for the Australian National University and its wholly and beneficially 
owned subsidiary company ANUTECH Pty Ltd incorporated in Australia. The Canberra Institute of 
the Arts was amalgamated with the University as at 1 January 1992 following the passage of the 
Australian National University Act 1991 and its transactions and balances are incorporated in the 
statements for the first time. Net assets of $41,050,209 have been included with University balances.
The accounts for ANUTECH Pty Ltd have been prepared for the same reporting period as the 
University using consistent accounting policies. Balances, transactions and unrealised profits 
arising from entity transactions have been eliminated.
Comparative figures have been included in the statements with the exception of the Statement of 
Cash Flows which has been prepared for the first time. Some comparative figures have been restated 
following the revision of the Guidelines. Comparative figures have not been included for incomplete 
project expenditure in the Operating Statement and leave costs in Note 2 given the difficulties in 
restating these items.
The University has adopted a market value basis for the investments held on behalf of the 
Commonwealth Superannuation Account and has followed the disclosure requirements of the 
Australian Accounting Standard on Financial Reporting by Superannuation Plans (AAS 25) for 
investment revenue as if it were a superannuation plan. The University accounts as revenue the 
changes in market value of assets of the Commonwealth Superannuation Account between the 
beginning and the end of each reporting period, irrespective of whether the gains (or losses) are 
realised. The effect of disclosing unrealised gains and losses in revenue rather than in an Unrealised 
Gains Reserve is to decrease the surplus for the year by $11,892,642. This treatment of unrealised 
gains and losses represents a departure from the requirements of Australian Accounting Standards 
on Profit and Loss Statements (AAS 1) and Accounting for the Revaluation of Non-Current Assets 
(AAS10).
These departures from the Australian Accounting Standards (AAS 1 and AAS 10) have been made 
because, in the opinion of the University, the standards arc not appropriate for the Commonwealth 
Superannuation Account. The University considers that its accounting policy accurately discloses the 
financial performance and position of the Commonwealth Superannuation Account.
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NOTES continued
1. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES continued
1.2 Investments
Funds are invested using guidelines approved by the Council of the University in the following 
categories:
Bank accepted bills 
Certificates of deposit 
Convertible notes 
Corporate bonds 
Debentures
Government and semi-government stocks and bonds 
Overseas managed investment funds 
Promissory' notes 
Properties
Shares and share options 
Short term money market 
Units in unit trusts
1.3 Cash Flows
Cash for the purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows, includes cash on hand, deposits held at call 
with banks and money market investments readily convertible to cash.
1.4 Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realisable value.
1.5 Property, Plant and Equipment
1.5.1 Depreciation
Depreciation is calculated on a straight line basis on all property, plant and equipment other than 
freehold land and works of art. Rates are calculated to allocate the cost or value of the assets 
against revenue over the life of the assets.
1.5.2 Valuation of Assets
Assets are stated at accumulated historical cost except for properties donated to the University, 
investments, major assets held on behalf of the Housing Operation and non-electronic musical 
instruments. The valuation of non-electronic musical instalments at replacement cost was 
undertaken by Institute of the Arts officers, who are considered to be experts in this field, as at 
8 Febaiary 1988. Non-electronic musical instruments acquired after that date are valued at cost.
All land and buildings gifted to the University are assessed by independent qualified valuers and 
revalued in the University's books of account. The last independent valuation was performed in 
1991 by Egan, Wilkinson and Swinbourne. registered valuers.
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NOTES continued
1. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES continued
1.5.2 Valuation of Assets (cont)
During 1990 land and dwellings held on behalf of the Housing Operation were valued independently 
at current market prices by Egan, Wilkinson and Swinbourne, registered valuers. All 
valuations are estimates of the amounts for which the assets could be exchanged between a 
knowledgeable willing buyer and a knowledgeable willing seller in an arm's length transaction at 
the valuation date. These assets will be revalued every three years.
Investment assets of the Commonwealth Superannuation Account are stated at market value. Market 
value in relation to investments has been determined as:
Land and buildings - all valuations are estimates of the amounts for which the assets could be 
exchanged between a knowledgeable willing buyer and a knowledgeable willing seller in an arm's 
length transaction at the valuation date. The most recent independent valuation of land and 
buildings was performed in 1990 by registered valuers Finch Freeman of Melbourne and Ray L 
Davis Pty Ltd of Canberra. In 1992 the University sought further advice from each of these 
valuers and on the basis of their advice and prevailing market conditions revalued 
downwards land and buildings as at 31 December 1992.
Shares in public companies and convertible notes - the official market quotation price as listed by the 
Australian Stock Exchange at the close of business on 31 December 1992.
Government and semi-government stocks and bonds - independent valuation provided by Potter 
Warburg, stockbrokers, of Melbourne.
Overseas managed investment funds - supplied by the fund management groups.
Unit trusts - directors' valuation.
1.6 Employee Entitlements
The University makes provision for employee recreation leave other than for members of academic 
staff. It provides for long service leave after seven years continuous service for all employees 
excepting those in the Ancillary Activities where the entitlement is calculated from the date of 
employment. The effect of this inconsistency on financial statements is not considered to be 
material.
1.7 Guidelines for Financial Statements of Commonwealth Entities
Pursuant to clause 6 of Schedule 2 to the Guidelines, the delegate of the Minister for Finance has 
varied the form of the 1992 Australian National University financial statements so that:
paragraphs 19 and 23 of Australian Accounting Standards AAS10 'Accounting for the Revaluation 
of Non-current Assets' do not apply to the 1991-92 financial year to those entities whose financial 
objectives do not include the generation of a profit (not-for-profit entities);
the University's sites at Acton campus and Mt Stromlo received free of charge by lease in 
perpetuity and on restricted use for University activities, need not be brought to account but a 
description of those sites shall be included in the notes to the financial statements.
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NOTES continued
Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
S '0 0 0 S '0 0 0 S '0 0 0 S '0 0 0
2. SALARIES, ONCOSTS AND LEAVE
S a la r ie s 1 4 7 ,3 0 8 148 .173 1 4 3 ,227 142 .044
O n c o s ts 29 ,2 9 1 2 6 ,7 2 9 2 8 .5 6 6 2 6 .1 4 8
L o n g  se rv ic e  a n d  re c re a tio n  leav e 7 ,9 6 8 7 ,6 8 4
$ 1 8 4 ,5 6 7 $ 1 7 4 ,9 0 2 $ 1 7 9 ,4 7 7 $ 1 6 8 ,1 9 2
3. SUNDRY EXPENSES
A c a d e m ic  v is i to rs 1 ,3 2 7 973 1 .328 973
A d v e r t is in g 1 ,2 8 8 1.296 1,281 1.240
B ad  d e b ts 2 7 12 27 12
C o n s u l ta n c y 3 ,6 8 9 9 ,941 2 .5 7 2 2 .3 8 5
C o st o f  g o o d s  so ld 6 ,2 8 6 5 ,8 5 2 1,563 1,637
In te re s t  e x p e n s e 3 3 7 3 37
L o ss o n  d isp o s a l o f  a s se ts 3 ,0 9 2 64 2 3 ,0 9 2 642
M is c e lla n e o u s 1 0 ,7 5 9 8 .9 3 7 8 .5 3 3 6 .8 1 9
O c c u p a n c y 4 ,4 2 4 3 ,1 0 7 4 ,4 2 4 3 .1 0 7
P u b lis h in g 1 .2 4 7 1.164 1 ,254 1.164
T e le p h o n e s  a n d  te lex 2 ,3 1 0 2 .5 8 4 2 ,1 8 8 2 .5 8 4
$ 3 4 ,7 8 6 $ 3 4 ,5 0 8 $ 2 6 ,5 9 9 $ 2 0 ,5 6 3
4. PROVISIONS
A m o r t is a t io n  o f  le a se d  a s se ts  c a p ita lis e d 4 4
D e p re c ia t io n  on  p ro p e rty , p la n t a n d  e q u ip m e n t 16 ,8 1 4 16 .569 1 6 ,574 16.402
P ro v is io n  fo r  d e fe rre d  b u ild in g  m a in te n a n c e 685 1.133 68 5 1.133
P ro v is io n  fo r  d o u b tfu l d eb ts 91 133 91 133
P ro v is io n  fo r  em p lo y ee  s u p e ra n n u a tio n  e n t i t le m e n ts 5 ,4 6 9 23 .941 5 ,2 8 3 23 .941
P ro v is io n  fo r  em p lo y ee  le av e  e n t i t le m e n ts 8 9 6 2 .4 8 2 8 9 6 2 ,3 5 9
P ro v is io n  fo r  lan d  ta x (8 3 ) 148 (8 3 ) 148
P ro v is io n  fo r  te c h n o lo g y  lic e n c e s
a n d  ro v a ltie s 8 ,0 5 0 4 1 ,3 0 5
$ 3 1 ,9 2 2 $ 8 5 ,7 1 5 $ 2 3 ,4 4 6 $ 4 4 ,1 2 0
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NOTES continued
Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
5. NET INVESTMENT REVENUE
Dividends 5,131 3,983 5,131 3,983
Interest 24.121 25,910 17,393 21,672
Income from unit trusts 1.042 983 1,042 983
Rentals from investment properties 10,445 9,670 10,445 9,670
Changes in net market value
Investments held at balance date
Government and semi-government stocks
and bonds (679) 9,478 (679) 9,478
Properties (8.463) (20,818) (8.463) (20.818)
Shares, share options and convertible notes (2,280) 15,993 (2,280) 15,993
Units in unit trusts (470) (350) (470) (350)
Investments realised during the period
Bank accepted bills 2 2
Debentures 13 13
Government and semi-government stocks 
and bonds 1,037 1,260 1,037 1,260
Shares, share options and convertible notes (445) 2,213 (445) 2,213
29,454 48,322 22,726 44,084
Direct investment expense (2,625) (2,883) (2,625) (2,883)
$26,829 $45,439 $20,101 $41,201
6. OTHER REVENUE
Foreign exchange gains/(losses) 77 (7) 77 (7)
Higher Education Contribution Scheme 14,436 10,087 14,436 10,087
Rentals 5,302 5,702 5,254 5,680
Sundry 13,856 13,838 15,809 13.836
Tariffs, buttery and catering 10,292 8,928 10,292 10,187
Tuition fees 8,628 6,563 8,737 6,578
Profit on syndicated R&D projects 1,679 2.882
Project management fees and recoveries 2,231 1.908
Sales 5,303 4.741
Sale of technology licences 34,544
$61,804 $89,186 $54,605 $46,361
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Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
7. PARLIAMENTARY APPROPRIATIONS
Operating grant 179,377 192,146 179,377 192,146
Capital grant 4,593 780 4,593 780
$183,970 $192,926 $183,970 $192,926
8. ABNORMAL ITEMS
Abnormal items in the operating result are
Revenue
Accmed income on technology licences 
Long term project revenue 
Profit on syndicated R&D projects 
Research grants 
Sales tax rebate
Expense
Long term project expenditure
Provision to purchase technology licences and
royalties
6,371 3,879
8,597 11,295
1,679 2.882
291
105
$16,752 $18,347
8,597 11.295
8,050 6,761
$16,647 $18,056
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9. RESERVES Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
S '0 0 0 $ '0 0 0 S '0 0 0 S '0 0 0
A sse t re p la c e m e n t 1 ,677 1,582 1,677 1,582
A sse t re v a lu a tio n 2 ,1 2 6 2 .1 2 6 2 ,1 2 4 2 ,1 2 4
B u ild in g 5 ,0 4 8 1 .827 4 ,8 4 8 1 ,627
C a p ita l  d e v e lo p m e n t 199 199 199 199
E q u ip m e n t 3 ,1 7 1 2 .5 4 0 3 ,171 2 ,5 4 0
P ro je c t d e v e lo p m e n t 3 2 4 25 7
R e se a rc h  d o n a tio n s 2 8 6 291
S e l f  in su r a n c e
D w e llin g s 50 0 4 84 50 0 48 4
W o rk e rs ' c o m p e n s a tio n 2 5 0 513 25 0 513
$ 1 3 ,5 8 1 $ 9 ,8 1 9 $ 1 2 ,7 6 9 $ 9 ,0 6 9
M o v e m e n ts  in  re se rv e s
A sse t re p la c e m e n t
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r 1 .5 8 2 1,460 1 .582 1,460
T ra n s fe r  fro m  re ta in e d  s u rp lu se s 106 122 106 122
T ra n s fe r  to  re ta in e d  s u rp lu se s LI 11
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 1 ,6 7 7 $ 1 ,5 8 2 $ 1 ,6 7 7 $ 1 ,5 8 2
A sse t re v a lu a tio n
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r  
R e v a lu a tio n  in c re m c n ts /(d c c rc m e n ts )  
o n  re v a lu a tio n  o f
2 .1 2 6 941 2 ,1 2 4 934
L an d 1,014 1,014
B u ild in g s 76 76
O th e r  n o n -c u rre n t a s se ts 95 100
B a la n c e  a t en d  o f  y e a r $ 2 ,1 2 6 $ 2 ,1 2 6 $ 2 ,1 2 4 $ 2 ,1 2 4
B u ild in g
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r 1 ,827 1 .834 1 ,627 1,634
T ra n s fe r  fro m  re ta in e d  su rp lu s e s 3 ,2 5 6 888 3 ,2 5 6 8 88
T ra n s fe r  to re ta in e d  su rp lu s e s 35 895 35 895
B a la n c e  a t en d  o f  y e a r $ 5 ,0 4 8 $ 1 ,8 2 7 $ 4 ,8 4 8 $ 1 ,6 2 7
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Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
S '0 0 0 S'OOO S'OOO S'OOO
C a p ita l  d e v e lo p m e n t
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r 199 199 199 199
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 1 9 9 $ 1 9 9 $ 1 9 9 $ 1 9 9
E q u ip m e n t
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r 2 .5 4 0 2 ,9 7 6 2 ,5 4 0 2 .9 7 6
T ra n s fe r  f ro m  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 1 ,295 355 1 ,295 355
T ra n s fe r  to  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 6 6 4 791 6 6 4 791
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 3 ,1 7 1 $ 2 ,5 4 0 $ 3 ,1 7 1 $ 2 ,5 4 0
N o n -c a p ita l  e q u ip m e n t  re p la c e m e n t
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y ea r 44 2 442
T ra n s fe r  to  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 44 2 44 2
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y ea r
P ro je c t d e v e lo p m e n t
B a la n c e  a t b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r 2 5 7 2 00
T ra n s fe r  f ro m  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 150 2 00
T ra n s fe r  to  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 83 143
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 3 2 4 $ 2 5 7
R e se a rc h  d o n a t io n s
B a la n c e  a t  b e g in n in g  o f  y e a r 291
T ra n s fe r  f ro m  re ta in e d  s u rp lu se s 291
T ra n s fe r  to  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 5
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 2 8 6 $291
S e lf  in s u ra n c e  d w e llin g s
B a la n c e  a t  b e g in n in g  o f  y ea r 4 8 4 4 8 4 4 8 4 48 4
T ra n s fe r  f ro m  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 16 16
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 5 0 0 $ 4 8 4 $ 5 0 0 $ 4 8 4
S e lf  in s u r a n c e  w o rk e rs ' c o m p e n s a tio n
B a la n c e  a t  b e g in n in g  o f  y ea r 513 513 513 513
T ra n s fe r  to  re ta in e d  su rp lu se s 263 26 3
B a la n c e  a t e n d  o f  y e a r $ 2 5 0 $513 $ 2 5 0 $513
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Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
S'OOO $'000 S'OOO S'OOO
10. RECEIVABLES - CURRENT
T ra d e  d eb to rs 11 ,125 11 ,325 1 0 ,332 10 ,084
P ro v is io n  fo r d o u b tfu l d e b ts 33 6 2 9 0 336 290
10 ,7 8 9 11 ,035 9 ,9 9 6 9 ,7 9 4
A d v a n c e  p a y m e n ts  a n d  p re p a id  e x p e n d itu re 5 ,5 1 4 6 ,4 4 3 5 ,4 5 7 6 ,4 2 7
L o a n s 243 295 243 295
$ 1 6 ,5 4 6 $ 1 7 ,7 7 3 $ 1 5 ,6 9 6 $ 1 6 ,5 1 6
11. INVESTMENTS - CURRENT
In v e s tm e n ts  a t v a lu a t io n  (n o te  1 .5 .2 ) 
C o n v e rtib le  n o te s
G o v e rn m e n t a n d  se m i-g o v e rn m e n t s to c k s  
a n d  b o n d s 5 ,8 2 0
1 ,138
5 ,8 2 0
1.138
$ 5 ,8 2 0 $ 1 ,1 3 8 $ 5 ,8 2 0 $ 1 ,1 3 8
In v e s tm e n ts  a t cost
D e b e n tu re s 120 1,994 120 2 ,0 0 9
G o v e rn m e n t a n d  s e m i-g o v e rn m e n t  s to c k s  
a n d  b o n d s 3 ,8 9 2 2 ,4 0 3 3 .8 9 2 2 ,3 8 8
4 ,0 1 2 4 ,3 9 7 4 ,0 1 2 4 ,3 9 7
$ 9 ,8 3 2 $ 5 ,5 3 5 $ 9 ,8 3 2 $ 5 ,5 3 5
A g g re g a te  q u o ted  m a rk e t v a lu e  a t b a la n c e  
d a te  o f  in v e s tm e n ts  a t cost
D e b e n tu re s 122 2 ,0 9 2 122 2 ,0 9 2
G o v e rn m e n t a n d  se m i-g o v e rn m e n t s to c k s  
a n d  b o n d s 3 ,9 9 7 2 ,5 2 5 3 .9 9 7 2 ,5 2 5
$ 4 ,1 1 9 $ 4 ,6 1 7 $ 4 ,1 1 9 $ 4 ,6 1 7
12. O T H E R  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  
In c o m p le te  p ro jec t e x p e n d itu re 1 ,7 7 9 26 4
M a te r ia ls  in  s to re 1 ,622 1,605 1 ,622 1,605
R e se a rc h  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t fu n d in g 8 .9 7 5 1 ,689
$ 1 2 ,3 7 6 $ 3 ,5 5 8 $ 1 ,6 2 2 $ 1 ,6 0 5
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Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
S '0 0 0 $ '0 0 0 $'000 $'000
13. RECEIVABLES - NON-CURRENT
L o a n s $2 ,5 7 1 $ 3 ,1 3 8 $2 ,5 7 1  $ 3 ,1 3 8
14. INVESTMENTS - NON-CURRENT
In v e s tm e n ts  a t v a lu a t io n  (n o te  1 .5 .2 )
G o v e rn m e n t a n d  s e m i-g o v e rn m e n t s to c k s  
a n d  b o n d s 7 4 ,2 0 3 8 4 .7 2 3 7 4 .2 0 3 8 4 .7 2 3
In v e s tm e n t p ro p e rtie s 6 8 .5 7 5 7 6 ,7 2 3 6 8 .5 7 5 7 6 ,7 2 3
S h a re s , sh a re  o p tio n s  a n d  c o n v e r tib le  no tes 1 0 9 ,9 6 0 9 6 ,1 1 4 1 0 9 ,958 9 6 ,1 1 2
U n its  in  u n it tru s ts 2 1 .8 9 9 2 0 ,3 8 5 2 1 ,8 9 9 2 0 ,3 8 5
2 7 4 ,6 3 7 2 7 7 ,9 4 5 2 7 4 ,6 3 5 2 7 7 .9 4 3
In v e s tm e n ts  a t cost
D e b e n tu re s 7 .9 3 6 2 ,7 4 0 7 ,9 3 6 2 ,7 4 0
G o v e rn m e n t a n d  s e m i-g o v e rn m e n t s to c k s :: : : . :::
a n d  b o n d s 8 .8 0 7 9 ,6 3 7 8 .8 0 7 9 ,6 3 7
S h a re s , sh a re  o p tio n s  a n d  c o n v e r tib le  no tes 24 23 2 ,0 1 0 2 .0 0 9
O th e r 4 3 9 4 6 7 4 3 9 46 7
1 7 .206 12,867 19,192 14.853
$ 2 9 1 ,8 4 3 $ 2 9 0 ,8 1 2 $ 2 9 3 ,8 2 7 $ 2 9 2 ,7 9 6
A g g re g a te  q u o ted  m a rk e t v a lu e  a t b a la n c e  
d a te  o f  in v e s tm e n ts  a t cost
D e b e n tu re s 8 .3 0 8 2 ,9 5 0 8 ,3 0 8 2 ,9 5 0
G o v e rn m e n t a n d  s e m i-g o v e rn m e n t s to c k s  
a n d  b o n d s 9 ,3 5 6 14 ,032 9 ,3 5 6 14 ,032
S h a re s , sh a re  o p tio n s  a n d  c o n v e r tib le  n o tes 17 17 17 17
$ 1 7 ,6 8 1 $ 1 6 ,9 9 9 $ 1 7 ,681 $ 1 6 ,9 9 9
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Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
15. PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT
L a n d  a n d  b u ild in g s  a t cost 1 6 6 ,9 5 7 145 ,092 1 6 2 ,240 140 ,399
A c c u m u la te d  d e p re c ia tio n 4 5 ,3 4 1 4 2 ,1 2 8 4 5 .1 2 5 4 2 ,0 2 0
A c c u m u la te d  b u ild in g  m a in te n a n c e  p ro v is io n 3 ,3 0 8 3 ,1 6 9 3 ,3 0 8 3 ,1 6 9
1 1 8 ,3 0 8 9 9 ,7 9 5 1 1 3 ,8 0 7 9 5 ,2 1 0
L an d , d w e llin g s  a n d  b u i ld in g s  a t v a lu a tio n 4 9 ,3 2 9 4 9 ,8 8 3 4 9 ,3 2 9 4 9 .8 8 3
A c c u m u la te d  d e p re c ia tio n 1 .173 789 1.173 789
A c c u m u la te d  b u ild in g  m a in te n a n c e  p ro v is io n 2 ,0 0 4 1 ,458 2 ,0 0 4 1,458
4 6 ,1 5 2 4 7 ,6 3 6 4 6 ,1 5 2 4 7 ,6 3 6
P la n t a n d  e q u ip m e n t a t  cost 128 ,291 129 ,752 1 2 7 ,7 8 4 130,021
P la n t a n d  e q u ip m e n t a t v a lu a t io n 991 991 991 991
A c c u m u la te d  d e p re c ia tio n 7 0 ,5 6 8 7 4 ,9 4 7 7 0 ,2 9 2 74 ,761
5 8 .7 1 4 5 5 ,7 9 6 5 8 ,4 8 3 56 .251
P la n t a n d  e q u ip m e n t u n d e r  f in a n c e  lease 145 145
A c c u m u la te d  a m o r tis a tio n 145 145
W o rk s  o f  a r t  a n d  ra re  lib ra ry  m a te r ia ls  
a t co s t o r  v a lu a tio n 2 .6 8 0 2 ,6 0 2 2 ,6 8 0 2 ,6 0 2
$ 2 2 5 ,8 5 4 $ 2 0 5 ,8 2 9 $ 2 2 1 ,1 2 2 $ 2 0 1 ,6 9 9
16. OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS
D e fe rre d  re se a rc h  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t co sts 2 4 0 143
R e se a rc h  an d  d e v e lo p m e n t fu n d in g 7 ,3 8 1 1.694
T e c h n o lo g y  lic e n c e  fu n d  a c c ru e d  in co m e 1 1 ,6 4 4 3 .8 7 9
T ech n o lo g y  lic e n c e s  fu n d  c a s h  in v e s tm e n t 7 3 ,0 7 0 4 0 ,7 8 4
$ 9 2 ,3 3 5 $ 4 6 ,5 0 0
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Economic Entity University
1992 1991 1992 1991
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
17. CREDITORS - CURRENT
A c c ru e d  e x p e n s e s 3 ,6 6 9 9.651 3 ,6 7 4 9,651
In c o m e  in  a d v a n c e  * 1 6 .0 6 7 4 2 ,1 3 9 1 6 ,7 0 7 4 2 .4 2 3
O th e r  c re d i to rs 5 ,1 1 0 3 ,7 1 8 5 ,1 1 0 3 ,7 1 8
T ra d e  c re d ito rs 5 ,3 6 0 5 .3 0 2 4 ,1 5 3 4 ,0 4 8
$ 3 0 ,2 0 6 $ 6 0 ,8 1 0 $ 2 9 ,6 4 4 $ 5 9 ,8 4 0
* In c o m e  in  a d v a n c e  in c lu d e s  a n  a m o u n t o f
$ 1 2 ,2 7 4 ,6 6 9  fo r  s p e c ia l p u rp o se  g r a n ts  (1991  $ 1 1 .9 7 7 .0 0 0 ) .
18. PROVISIONS - CURRENT
E m p lo y e e  s u p e ra n n u a tio n  e n ti t le m e n ts 1 1 ,0 7 7 10.951 1 1 .0 7 7 10.951
E m p lo y e e  le a v e  e n t i t le m e n ts 7 ,5 0 3 7 .0 3 2 7 ,2 4 1 6 ,7 6 2
L a n d  tax 148 148
$ 1 8 ,5 8 0 $1 8 ,1 3 1 $ 1 8 ,3 1 8 $1 7 ,8 6 1
19. OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
In c o m p le te  p ro je c t re v e n u e
R e se a rc h  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t c o m p e n s a tio n
R e se a rc h  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t a d v a n c e  fu n d in g
4 ,4 5 7
1 1 ,5 9 0
$ 1 6 ,0 4 7
2 ,3 1 7
1.961
3 ,3 6 8
$ 7 ,6 4 6
20. PROVISIONS - NON-CURRENT
E m p lo y e e  s u p e ra n n u a tio n  e n t i t le m e n ts 2 7 9 ,5 6 0 2 7 4 .4 0 5 2 7 9 ,5 6 0 2 7 4 ,4 0 5
E m p lo y e e  le av e  e n t i t le m e n ts 2 4 ,5 7 9 2 4 .0 8 7 2 4 .5 0 4 2 4 ,0 8 4
$ 3 0 4 ,1 3 9 $ 2 9 8 ,4 9 2 $ 3 0 4 ,0 6 4 $ 2 9 8 ,4 8 9
21. OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
In co m e  in  a d v a n c e 2 .8 9 3 1.500
P ro v is io n  to  p u rc h a s e  te c h n o lo g y  
lic e n c e s  a n d  ro y a ltie s 8 1 ,6 4 2 4 1 .3 0 5
R e se a rc h  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t a d v a n c e  
fu n d in g 7 ,3 8 1 3 ,3 7 3
$ 9 1 ,9 1 6 $ 4 6 ,1 7 8
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22. STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Economic Entity 
1992 1991
S'000 $'000
University 
1992 1991
$'000 S'000
22.1 Reconciliation of Cash
Cash balance comprises
Cash on hand 62 62
Bank 2,009 1,706
Short term deposits 59,602 54,257
61,673 56,025
22.2 Reconciliation of Cash at Beginning of 
Reporting Period
For the purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows cash at the beginning of reporting period includes 
items of investments that were reclassified from non-current to current of $2,909,000.
On amalgamation with the Canberra Institute of the Arts $1,573,000 was incorporated with University 
cash balances in the Statement of Financial Position.
22.3 Reconciliation of Operating Result 
to Net Cash Flows from Operations
Operating result
Depreciation and amortisation of property
plant and equipment
Building maintenance
Provision for doubtful debts
Provision for land tax
Provision for employee entitlements
Provision for employee superannuation
Provision for purchase of technology licence
Net gain from the sale of non-current assets
Grants received from government
(Increase)/Dccrease in operating assets
Receivables
Inventories
Other
Assets (Revaluation)
Increased Decrease) in operating liabilities
Creditors
Other
Net cash flows from operating activities
10,225 9,171
16,814 16,574
685 685
91 91
(83) (83)
960 896
5,283 5,283
32,201
(2,161) (2,161)
(192,579) (192,574)
17,121 16,468
(3,161) (3,253)
(1,486)
11,892 11,892
(30,107) (28,638)
601 (85)
(133,704) (165,734)
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23. LAND
Australian Capital Territory
The major teaching and research facilities of the University are located on the Acton Campus site of 
141 hectares and the Mt Stromlo site of 81 hectares. These sites are provided free of charge and held 
on lease in perpetuity. The use of this land is restricted to University activities. The value has not 
been assessed nor been brought to account.
Negotiations have commenced since the amalgamation of the Canberra Institute of the Arts with the 
University on 1 January 1992 to transfer to the University on lease in perpetuity 4.443 hectares of 
land occupied by the Institute. The value has not been assessed nor brought to account.
The University occupies other sites of 224 hectares within the Australian Capital Territory on 
varying leasehold terms and conditions; likewise, these sites have not been brought to account.
New South Wales
The University owns 148.2 hectares of freehold land at Coonabarabran on which is located the 
Siding Spring Observatory' and a further 3 hectares is held by the University at Coonabarabran under 
permissive occupancy. The value has not been assessed nor been brought to account.
The University owns 349.3 hectares of freehold land at Kioloa and 41.3 hectares of freehold land at 
Mongarlowe given to the University by individual donors for teaching and research purposes. The 
value of this land has been assessed and brought to account.
Northern Territory
The University occupies 26,500 hectares near Tennant Creek held on lease in perpetuity on which is 
located the Warramunga Seismic Station. The value has not been assessed nor been brought to 
account.
The University occupies 3.9 hectares at Darwin held on lease in perpetuity on which is located field 
research headquarters. The value has not been assessed nor brought to account.
Fiji
The University occupies 1 hectare at Suva held on a 75 year lease from November 1965 which is 
used for field research purposes. The value of this site has not been assessed nor brought to account.
Papua-New Guinea
The University occupies 5.4 hectares within Papua-New Guinea held on varying leasehold 
arrangements for field research purposes. The value has not been assessed nor brought to account.
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Economic Entity University
24. COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE NOT 
BROUGHT TO ACCOUNT
1992
S'000
1991
S'000
1992
S’000
1991
S'000
Material capital expenditure contracted for and payable:
(a) not later than one year; 5,134 8.885 5,134 8.885
(b) later than one year but not later than two years; ;:: 1.306 1,306
(c) later than two years but not later than five years 
after the end of the financial year.
Total capital expenditure commitments $5,134 $10,191 $5,134 $10,191
Material lease and hire expenditure contracted for and payable:
(a) not later than one year; 45 25 25 15
(b) later than one year but not later than two years; 23 2 13 2
(c) later than two years but not later than five years 
after the end of the financial year.
21 21
Total lease and hire expenditure commitments $89 $27 $59 $17
25. REMUNERATION OF EXECUTIVES
Fees are not payable to members of Council. Employees of the University who are 
members of Council do not receive remuneration for Council service other than their 
salaries. Directors of ANUTECH Pty Ltd. other than the Managing Director and the 
Manager, Technological Marketing Life Sciences Division, do not receive remuneration for 
their services.
The number of staff of the University whose remuneration falls within 
the following bands in excess of $100,000 are
$100,000 - $109,999 82 26 82 26
$110,000 - $119,999 12 12 12 12
$120,000 - $129,999 8 4 8 4
$130,000 -$139,999 2 1 2 1
$140,000 - $149,999 
$150,000-$159,999 3 1 2 1
107 44 106 44
Aggregate remuneration: $11,589,398 (1991 $4,848,302).
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26. SUPERANNUATION COMMITMENTS
26.1 Commonwealth Superannuation Account
The University maintains an account, on conditions approved by the Treasurer of the 
Commonwealth, to meet the employer's liability to the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme.
Transfers are made to the account each fortnight in accordance with a predetermined formula 
approved by Council and based on advice from the Commonwealth Actuary. The University's 
contribution rate in 1992 was 14 per cent of eligible employee superannuate salaries. The 
University's 1992 contribution was $4,727,635. Pensions are met on an emerging cost basis and paid 
to the Retirement Benefits Office. Pension payments amounted to $10,934,842 for 1992.
The actuarial assessment undertaken as at 30 June 1990 indicated that sufficient funds were 
available to meet all benefits that would have been payable under the plan in the event of 
termination of the plan and voluntary or compulsory termination of the employment of each 
employee who contributes to the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme.
The financial transactions and balances of the Commonwealth Superannuation Account have 
been included with the accounts of the University .
26.2 Supplementary Superannuation Scheme
The University administers a Supplementary Superannuation Scheme for academic and general staff. 
The Scheme is being maintained only for retired members on benefits. The actuary has adv ised that 
the Fund was in a sound financial state as at 30 June 1990. The total accumulated funds of the 
scheme at 31 December 1992 were $20,998,023 comprising $21,021,026 in investments and other 
assets and $23,003 liabilities. No contributions were made bv the University to the scheme during 
1992.
26.3 Superannuation Scheme for Australian Universities
New continuing staff members employed by the University since 1 April 1983 have been 
required to join the Superannuation Scheme for Australian Universities, which is managed 
independently of the University. The Univ ersity contributes to the Scheme at the rate of 14 per cent 
of members' salaries. During 1992. the University's contributions were $11,515.249.
26.4 Employee Non Contributory Productivity Superannuation Schemes
The University pays contributions for eligible employees, other than employees who arc 
contributors to the Commonwealth Superannuation and Public Sector Superannuation Schemes, 
to the Tertiary Education Superannuation Scheme. The University's contributions for employees 
who are contributors to the Commonwealth Superannuation and Public Service Superannuation 
Schemes are paid to the Retirement Benefits Office.
The University's contributions to the Tertiary Education Superannuation Scheme in 1992 were 
$3,139,827 and the University's contributions to the Retirements Benefits Office during 1992 were 
$946,649.
26.5 Public Sector Superannuation Scheme
The University has a number of employees who are members of the Public Sector Superannuation 
Scheme to which the University contributes at the rate of 12.4 per cent of members salaries. During 
1992, the University's contributions amounted to $184,153.
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27. TRUST FUNDS
Endowments are received by the University to fund scholarships, prizes and lectures. The 
balance of the funds at 31 December 1992 was $56,505.
28. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Guarantees of $139,000 have been given to the University Co-operative Credit Society for loans 
made to needy students.
The University is a defendant in three legal actions. The aggregate value of two of these claims is 
$122,000. The value of a third claim involving a protracted breach of contract dispute has yet to be 
determined. The University is also a defendant in a breach of copyright action taken in the United 
States of America.
ANUTECH Pty Ltd has guaranteed $250,000 to an unrelated party in return for advance funding 
of a project based on the conditions of the agreement. No liability is expected to arise.
29. AUDITORS' REMUNERATION
Fees for audit services provided to the University by the Australian National Audit Office are 
estimated to be $204,550. An amount of $50,145 is due and payable for audit services to 31 
December 1992. Fees amounting to $41,000 were paid or are due and payable to Ernst and Young, 
Chartered Accountants, for audit and other services provided to ANUTech Pty Ltd.
30. COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTRES
The University is receiving Commonwealth Funding under the Cooperative Research Centres 
Program for the establishment of the following Cooperative Research Centres:
Plant Sciences Centre - a program for collaboration in research and development in the plant 
sciences with CSIRO and Biochem Pacific Pty Ltd to facilitate and undertake specific research and 
development and educational programs in plant biology. The University's contribution in the form of 
staff and equipment resources will have a total approximate value of $10,800,000 over seven years 
from 1991.
Robust and Adaptive Systems Centre - a joint venture between CSIRO and the Sciences and 
Technology Organisation of the Department of Defence. The activities of the Centre are to conduct 
scientific and engineering research into Robust and Adaptive Signal Processing and Control 
Systems, to conduct engineering research training at several levels to meet perceived national needs 
and to provide a basis for development, commercialisation and technology transfer of the research 
conducted at the Centre. The University's contribution in the form of staff and equipment resources 
will total $5,202,000 over six years from 1991.
Optical Fibre and Photonic Technology - cooperative research with five research organisations, seven 
business partners and two government instrumentalities on the development of optical waveguide 
devices and photonic networks and systems for communications, information processing, sensing 
and industrial applications. The University's contribution in the form of staff and equipment 
resources will total $3,066,000 over seven years from 1991.
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NOTES continued
It was announced in 1992 that the Australian National University will be party to three other 
Cooperative Research Centres in 1993: Vertebrate Population, Advanced Computational Systems 
and Research Data Network Centres.
It is not considered appropriate to apply the provisions of AAS19 Accounting for Interest in Joint 
Ventures in these instances as the Centres are not operated as businesses or with a profit motive.
31. SYNDICATED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
31.1 Syndicates 1 and 2
In December 1990 ANUTECH Ptv Ltd entered into agreements with two syndicated research and 
development partnerships worth a total of $50,000,000.
Under the terms of the agreements the partnerships agreed to:
provide funds for research for three years 1991-1993. The research funds for 1993 are disclosed in 
Notes 12,16.19 and 21;
acquire technology licences from ANUTECH Pty Ltd for $34,600,000.
The $34,600,000 received from the sale of the technology licences has been placed into a technology 
sinking fund (Note 16) along with accrued income earned (Note 16) and the profit component from 
the research and development for the duration of the agreements.
The agreements with each partnership contain a put option which gives each partnership the option 
of selling the technology licences back to ANUTECH Pty Ltd for a consideration equal to the 
accumulated balance of the technology sinking fund. A provision to purchase the technology 
licences has therefore been recorded (Note 21).
The partnerships are able to exercise their options during the period 31 January 1998 to 31 January 
2003. ANUTECH Pty Ltd has entered into agreements with two indemnifiers who have agreed to 
meet any shortfall on the put option payment should cither of the partnerships exercise their option.
31.2 Syndicate 3
In June 1992 ANUTECH Pty Ltd entered into agreements with a syndicated research and 
development partnership worth a total of $51,500,000.
Under the terms of the agreement the partnership agreed to:
provide funds for research for three years 1992-1994. The research funds for 1993 and 1994 are 
disclosed in Notes 12.16,19 and 21;
acquire technology licences from ANUTECH Pty Ltd for $33,800,000.
The $33,800,000 received from the sale of the technology licences has been placed into a technology 
sinking fund (Note 16) along with accnied income earned.
The agreement with the partnership contains a put option which gives the partnership the option of 
selling the technology licence back to ANUTECH Pty Ltd for a consideration equal to the 
accumulated balance of the technology sinking fund. A provision to purchase the technology 
licences has therefore been recorded (Note 21).
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NOTES continued
The partnership is able to exercise their option on 30 June 1997. ANUTECH Pty Ltd has entered 
into an agreement with an indemnifier who has agreed to meet any shortfall on the put option 
payment should the partnership exercise their option.
32. SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Economic Entity operates predominantly in the Australian Capital Territory for the purpose of 
teaching and research.
33. DIRECTORS INTERESTS IN CONTRACTS
There were no members of the Council in 1992 with interests in contracts with the University.
34. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER THE BALANCE DATE
There have been no significant after balance day events.
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ANUTECH PTY LIMITED 
DIRECTORS’ REPORT
The directors present their report on the results of Anutech Pty Limited for the financial year 
ended 31 December 1992, and the state of affairs of the company at that date.
DIRECTORS
The directors in office at the date of this report are:
Mr Ronald Bruce Töpfer (Chairman)
Professor Allan Douglas Barton 
Dr Penelope Louise Beardsell 
Mr John Wallace Morphett 
Mr James Fulton Muir 
Professor Graeme Max Neutze 
Professor Charles Barry Osmond 
Professor Ian Gordon Ross 
Mr Ian William Shedden 
Mr Norman Robert Tieck
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activities of the Company during the year were to undertake the marketing of 
the research and experimental work of The Australian National University, and there was 
no significant change in the nature of these activities during that period.
OPERATING RESULTS
The operating profit of Anutech Pty Limited for the year ended 31 December 1992 was 
$642,325 ($879,066 in 1991). Donations totalling $450,000 ($350,000 in 1991) were 
made to The Australian National University.
INCOME TAX
The Company is exempt from income tax under Section 23 of the Income Tax Assessment 
Act 1936.
DIVIDENDS
Under its Memorandum and Articles of Association the Company, while remaining a going 
concern, is precluded from paying a dividend to the members.
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DIRECTORS' REPORT (continued)
REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
ANUTECH's total revenue for the year was $38.5m, compared with $44.8m the previous 
year.
ANUTECH's profit, before gifts and donations to The Australian National University, was 
$642,325 compared to $879,066 in 1991.
In the difficult economic environment of 1992, ANUTECH has been able to maintain 
growth and profitability in us operating divisions highlighting ANUTECH's successful 
methods of operation in providing economical and efficient services to our customers.
A notable success for the year has been the winning of a third syndicated research 
program known as the Harry Triguboff A.M. Research Syndicate. ($51.5m); a major 
disappointment during the year was the cancellation by AIDAB of the China Eucalyptus 
Project ($11 m).
In summary 1992 has been another successful year for ANUTECH in achieving its goals 
and objectives, particularly in benefiting The Australian National University.
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE STATE OF AFFAIRS
Apart from Anutech's involvement in syndicated research and development agreements 
there were no significant changes in the state of affairs of the company.
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER BALANCE DATE
There are no matters or circumstances that have arisen since the end of the financial year 
that have significantly affected or which may significantly affect the Company.
LIKELY DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPECTED RESULTS
ANUTECH foresees 1993 as another difficult year and anticipates similar net results to 
those of 1992.
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PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS
Name of Director Qualifications, Experience Interest in Interest in
and Special Responsibilities Shares Contracts
Allan Douglas BARTON
Penelope Louise BEARDSELL
John Wallace MORPHETT
James Fulton MUIR A.O
Graeme Max NEUTZE
Charles Barry OSMOND
Ian Gordon ROSS
Ian William SHEDDEN
B.Com, PhD, FCPA Nil
Professor of Accounting
and Treasurer ANU 1984 - 92
Pro Vice-Chancellor (Finance and Fabric)
of the ANU 1992 - present
Director since 1984
BSc., PhD (ANU) Nil
Manager Tech Marketing Life Sciences 
Division.
Director since 1992
BE, CPEng, FIE, FAIM Nil
Company Secretary 1979-85 
Chief Executive 1982-87 
Managing Director since March 1987
Director, St George Building Society Nil
Past Chairman Canberra Development Board
Past Member ANU Council
Past Chief Manager for ACT Westpac
Banking Corporation
Director since October 1988
MAgrSc, DPhil, FASSA Nil
Deputy Vice-Chancellor ANU 1990-1991 
Director, Institute of Advanced Studies,
ANU from 1991
Director since August 1991
BSc., MSc (UNE), PhD (Adel.) Nil
Director of Research School of Biological Sciences (ANU) 
Director since 1992
MSc, PhD, FRACI, FAA Nil
Emeritus Professor 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the ANU 
1977-1989
Pro Vice-Chancellor of the ANU 
1989 -1990
Past Chairman Australian Research
Grants Committee
(Foundation) Director since 1979
BE, FTS, HonFlEAust, FIChemE, Nil
37 years commercial experience 
in engineering contracting and 
technology development 
Director since March 1987
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
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PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS (continued)
Name of Director Qualifications, Experience Interest in Interest in
and Special Responsibilities Shares Contracts
Norman Robert TIECK Investor, experienced in retailing, Nil Nil
property and finance
Past Member Canberra Development
Board and National Capital Planning
Committee
Director since March 1987
Ronald Bruce TÖPFER Barrister and Solicitor ACT, NSW and Victoria Nil Nil
Senior Partner, Mallesons Stephen Jaques 
1981-89
Past Chairman Valuation Review Board 
Past member ACT Law Reform Commission 
Grazier
Director since September 1990 
Chairman of Board since August 1991
SHARE OPTIONS
No options for shares in the company have been issued during the financial year and no 
options remain unexercised.
DIRECTOR'S BENEFITS
Since the end of the previous financial year no director of the company has received or 
become entitled to receive any benefit, other than a benefit included in the aggregate 
amount of emoluments received or due and receivable by the directors shown in the 
consolidated accounts, by reason of a contract entered into by the company or an entity 
that the company controlled or a body corporate that was related to the company when the 
contract was made or when the director received, or become entitled to receive the benefit, 
with:
a director; or
a firm of which a director is a member; or
an entity in which a director has a substantial financial interest
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ROUNDING
The amounts contained in this report have been rounded off under the option available to 
the company under S311 and regulation 3.6.05 of the Corporations Law and Regulations.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the directors.
Director
Canberra,
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54 Mircus Clarke Street 
Canberra, ACT 2b()l 
Australia
a  Phone: Ob 247 3888 
Fax: Ob 257 2b48
Ob 257 5425
Mail Address 
CPO Box 281 
Canberra, ACT 2b01
Independent Auditor's Report 
To the Members of Anutech Pty Limited
Scope
We have audited the financial statements of Anutech Pty Limited for the financial year ended 31 
December 1992, as set out on pages 8 to 22, including the Statement by Directors. The financial 
statements include the accounts of Anutech Pty Limited, and the consolidated accounts of the economic 
entity comprising Anutech Pty Limited and the entities it controlled from time to time during the financial 
year and at the year's end. The company's directors are responsible for the preparation and presentation 
of the financial statements and the information they contain. We have conducted an independent audit of 
these financial statements in order to express an opinion on them to the members of the company.
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide reasonable 
assurance as to whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. Our procedures 
included examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the 
financial statements, and the evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting estimates.
These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to whether, in all material respects, the 
financial statements are presented fairly in accordance with Australian accounting concepts and standards 
and statutory requirements, so as to present a view which is consistent with our understanding of the 
company's and the economic entity's financial position and the results of their operations.
The names of the entities controlled during all or part of, or at the end of, the financial year, but of which 
we have not acted as auditor are disclosed in Note 8. We have, however, received sufficient information 
and explanations concerning these controlled entities to enable us to form an opinion on the consolidated 
accounts.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.
Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements of Anutech Pty Limited are properly drawn up:
(a) so as to give a true and fair view of:
(i) the state of affairs of the company and of the economic entity as at 31 December 1992 and 
of the profit of the company and of the economic entity for the financial year ended on 
that date; and
(ii) the other matters required by Divisions 4, 4A and 4B of Part 3.6 of the Corporations Law 
to be dealt with in the financial statements;
(b) in accordance with the provisions of the Corporations Law; and
(c) in accordance with Statements of Accounting Concepts and applicable Accounting Standards. 
Ernst & Young
GF Welsh 
Partner
Canberra, 2S March, 1993
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STATEMENT BY DIRECTORS
In accordance with a resolution of directors of Anutech Pty Limited, we state that -
(1) In the opinion of the directors:
(a) the profit and loss account is drawn up so as to give a true and fair view of 
the profit of the Company for the financial year ended 31 December 1992; 
and
(b) the balance sheet is drawn up so as to give a true and fair view of the state 
of affairs of the Company as at 31 December 1992;
(c) at the date of this statement there are reasonable grounds to believe that 
the Company will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.
(2) In the opinion of the directors the accounts:
(a) give a true and fair view of:
(i) the profit of the economic entity for the financial year ended 31 
December 1992: and
(ii) the state of affairs of the economic entity as at 31 December 1992; and
(b) have been made out in accordance with Division 4A and 4B of Part 3.6 of the 
Corporations Law.
On behalf of the board
March 1993
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1992
Notes
CONSOLIDATED
1992 1991
$'000 $'000
ANUTECH
1992
$'000
1991
$'000
Operating revenue 2 38,502 44,957 38,502 44,804
Operating profit before abnormal items 2 553 572 537 588
Abnormal items 3 105 291 105 291
Operating profit 658 863 642 879
Retained profits at the beginning of the year 2,105 1,940 2,121 1,940
Aggregate of amounts transferred from 
reserves
17 88 143 88 143
Total available for appropriation 2,851 2,946 2,851 2,962
Donation provided for or paid to The 
Australian National University
1(j) 450 350 450 350
Aggregate of amounts transferred to 
re se rves
17 150 491 150 491
600 841 600 841
Retained profits at the end of the year 2,251 2,105 2,251 2,121
The profit and loss account should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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BALANCE SHEET 
AT 31 DECEMBER 1992
CONSOLIDATED ANUTECH
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes $'000 S'000 $'000 $'000
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash 5 5,623 5,446 5,623 5,397
Receivables 6 1,321 1,439 1,321 1,503
Inventories: Finished goods - at cost 1(9) 445 574 445 537
Other 7 10,537 1,953 10,537 2,095
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 17,926 9,412 17,926 9,532
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Investments 8 16 16 16 16
Property, plant and equipment 9 4,996 5,110 4,996 5,103
Other 10 92,335 46,500 92,335 46,500
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 97,347 51,626 97,347 51,619
TOTAL ASSETS 115,273 61,038 115,273 61,151
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors and borrowings 11 1,460 1,791 1,460 1,745
Provisions 12 712 565 712 565
Other 13 16,047 7,646 16,047 7,789
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 18,219 10,002 18,219 10,099
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Provisions 14 75 3 75 3
Other 15 91,916 46,178 91,916 46,178
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 91,991 46,181 91,991 46,181
TOTAL LIABILITIES 110,210 56,183 110,210 56,280
NET ASSETS 5,063 4.855 5,063 4,871
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Share capital 16 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
Reserves 17 812 750 812 750
Retained profits 2,251 2,105 2,251 2,121
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 5,063 4,855 5,063 4,871
The balance sheet should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
AT 31 DECEMBER 1992
CONSOLIDATED ANUTECH
1992 1992
Notes $'000 $'000
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Project and sales revenue 28,683 28,683
Other income and recoveries 2,231 2,231
Payments to suppliers and employees (31,236) (31,236)
Interest received 401 401
Rent received 99 99
Sales tax rebate received 105 105
Sale of technology licence 33,787 33,787
Management fee on technology licence sale (1,500) (1,500)
NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 18 32,569 32,569
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of equipment (248) (248)
Proceeds from sale of equipment 116 116
Cash outflow for term deposits (40,052) (40,052)
Interest on technology licence funds 8,136 8,136
NET CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES (32,048) (32,048)
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Donations to the ANU (295) (295)
NET CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES (295) (295)
NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH HELD 226 226
Cash held at 31 December 1991 5,397 5,397
CASH HELD AT 31 DECEMBER 1 992 18 5,623 5,623
No comparative has been supplied as it has been deemed impractical for the initial implementation of this Accounting Standard.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS 
31 DECEMBER 1992
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
(a) Basis of accounting
The financial statements have been prepared under the convention of historical cost 
accounting except for certain assets which are stated at valuation. Cost in relation to assets 
represents the cash amount paid or the fair value of the asset given in exchange.
The accounts have been made out in accordance with the requirements of the 
Corporations Law, which include disclosures by Schedule 5 and applicable accounting 
standards.
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous year unless 
otherwise specified.
(b) Principles of consolidation
The consolidated accounts are those of the economic entity, comprising Anutech Pty 
Limited (the chief entity) and the entity which Anutech Pty Limited controlled (being Total 
Quality Distributors Pty Limited) from time to time during the year.
The consolidated financial statements include the information contained in the financial 
statements of Anutech Pty Limited and each of its controlled entities as from the date the 
parent obtains control until such time as control ceases.
Where there is a loss of control of an entity, the consolidated accounts include the results 
for the part of the reporting period during which the parent entity had control.
The accounts of controlled entities are prepared for the same reporting period as the 
parent, using consistent accounting policies. Adjustments are made to bring into line any 
dissimilar accounting policies which may exist.
All intercompany balances and transactions, and unrealised profits arising from intra group 
transactions, have been eliminated in full.
(c) Property, plant and equipment 
Cost and valuation
Property, plant and equipment are carried at cost.
D eprecia tion
Depreciation is charged on the Company's non-current assets under the prime cost 
method so as to write off the cost of the assets over their estimated useful lives.
Major depreciation periods are:
Building 40 years
Plant and equipment 3 to 10 years
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS 
31 DECEMBER 1992
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
(d) Cash
For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash includes cash on hand and in the 
bank, cash management trusts, commercial bills and term deposits.
(e) Investments
All investments are valued at Directors' valuation based on estimated market value at 
balance date.
The Company's interest in associated companies which are not controlled entities have 
been valued at Directors' valuation and dividend income is only taken into profit as it is 
received.
Associated companies are companies in which the Company exercises significant influence 
by holding shares and participating in financial and operating policies. Generally, the 
shareholding in associated companies represents 20% to 50% of the voting power.
(f) Projects - project revenue and expenditure 
Long term projects
Projects which are expected to run for more than one year have been classified as long 
term projects..
The balance of funds available to meet expenditure in future years is carried forward as 
incomplete project revenues. Deficits are carried forward as incomplete project 
expenditure. Provision is made in the current year for any anticipated future losses on the 
projects.
Short term projects
Projects which are expected to run for less than one year have been classified as short term 
projects. The amount of revenue and expenditure on short term projects is recorded in the 
profit and loss account when the project is completed.
(g) Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Costs are assigned at 
purchase cost on a first in first out basis.
(h) Employee entitlements
Provision is made for long service leave, annual leave and other contractual entitlements, 
estimated to be payable to employees on the basis of statutory and contractual 
entitlements.
(i) Income tax
No provision for income tax has been made as the Company is exempt under Section 23 of 
the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS 
31 DECEMBER 1992
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
(j) Donations and Gifts to The Australian National University
Under the Company's Memorandum and Articles of Association the Company is precluded 
from the payment of dividends to its owner The Australian National University. The articles 
provide for donations and gifts and these are considered an appropriation of profits rather 
than an expense of the Company.
(k) Deferred income * Rental received in advance
Under the conditions of fhe lease agreement with the CSIRO dated 13 July 1990, rent will 
not be charged for the first two years of the twenty year term. As a result the rental income 
received in advance will be brought to account as income from 1 January 1993 on an annual 
straight line basis for the remaining 18 years.
(l) Deferred research and development costs
Research and development costs are expensed as incurred except where future benefits 
are expected, beyond any reasonable doubt, to exceed those costs. Where research and 
development costs are deferred such costs are amortised over future periods on a basis 
related to expected future benefits. Unamortised costs are reviewed at each balance date 
to determine the amount that is no longer recoverable and any amount so identified is 
written off.
(m) Research donations
Funds donated to Anutech have been recognised as income in determining the profit for 
the year.
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NOTES CONTINUED 
31 DECEMBER 1992
NOTE 2: REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Operating profit for the year has been arrived at after including
(i) Operating revenue before abnormal items
Revenue from completed projects 
Sales
Project management fees and recoveries
Other operating revenue:
Interest from unrelated corporations
Proceeds on sale of property, plant and equipment
Rental revenue
Abnormal items 
Total operating revenue
(ii) The following items of expenses:
Provision for employee entitlements 
Depreciation on building
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment 
Rental - operating lease
(iii) Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment
NOTE 3: Abnormal items
Included in the operating profit are the following items :
Items credited as revenue:
Research donations 
Sales tax rebate
Accrued income on technology licences investment 
Profit on syndicated research and development projects 
Long term projects revenue
Items debited as expenditure:
Long term project expenditure
Provision to purchase technology licences and royalties
CONSOLIDATED ANUTECH
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
11,374 17,711 11,374 17,711
7,573 6,525 7,573 6,372
2,231 1,908 2,231 1,908
21,178 26,144 21,178 25,991
357 359 357 359
116 25 116 25
99 82 99 82
572 466 572 466
3 16,752 18,347 16,752 18,347
38,502 44,957 38,502 44,804
186 123 186 123
108 108 108 108
132 59 132 59
40 40 40 40
. 2 . 2
1 (m)
105
291
105
291
4(a)&(b) 6,371 3,879 6,371 3,879
4(a) 1,679 2,882 1,679 2,882
1(f) 8,597 11,295 8,597 11,295
16,752 18,347 16,752 18,347
1(f) 8,597 11,295 8,597 11,295
4(a)&(b) 8,050 6,761 8,050 6,761
105 291 105 291
During the course of the year core technology was sold for $33.8m ($34.5m in 1991).
In view of the existence of a "put" option the sale proceeds have not been recognised 
in these accounts but will be recognised in whole or part at a future date when the technology 
itself is onsold or when it is clear that the "put" option will not be exercised.
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NOTES CONTINUED 
31 DECEMBER 1992
NOTE 4: SYNDICATED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
(a) Syndicates 1&2
In December 1990 Anutech Pty Limited entered into agreements with two syndicated research and development 
partnerships worth a total of $50m.
Under the terms of the agreements the partnerships agreed to:
(a) Provide funds for research for three years 1991-1993. The research funds for 1993 
are disclosed in Notes 7, 10, 13, and 15.
(b) Acquire technology licences from Anutech for $34.6m. Refer Note 3.
The $34.6m received from the sale of the technology licences has been placed into a technology sinking fund 
(Note 10) along with accrued income earned (Note 10) and the profit component from the 
research and development for the duration of the agreements.
The agreements with each partnership contain a "put option" which gives each partnership the option of 
selling the technology licences back to Anutech for a consideration equal to the accumulated balance of the 
"technology sinking fund". A provision to purchase the technology licences has therefore been 
recorded (Notel 5).
The partnerships are able to exercise their options during the period 31 January 1998 to 31 January 2003.
Anutech has entered into agreements with two indemnifiers who have agreed to meet any shortfall on the 
put option payment should either of the partnerships exercise their option.
(b) Syndicate 3
In June 1992 Anutech Pty Limited entered into agreements with a syndicated research and development 
partnership worth a total of $51,5m.
Under the terms of the agreement the partnership agreed to:
(a) Provide funds for research for three years 1992-1994. The research funds for 1993 and 1994 
are disclosed in Notes 7, 10, 13, and 15.
(b) Acquire technology licences from Anutech for $33.8m. Refer Note 3.
The $33.8m received from the sale of the technology licences has been placed into a technology sinking fund 
(Note 10) along with accrued income earned
The agreement with the partnership contains a "put option" which gives the partnership the option of 
selling the technology licence back to Anutech for a consideration equal to the accumulated balance of the 
"technology sinking fund". A provision to purchase the technology licences has therefore been 
recorded (Notel 5).
The partnership is able to exercise their option on 30 June 1997.
Anutech has entered into an agreement with an indemnifier who has agreed to meet any shortfall on the 
put option payment should the partnership exercise their option.
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NOTES CONTINUED 
31 DECEMBER 1992
NOTE 5: CASH
Cash at bank and on hand 
Deposit with cash management trusts 
Commercial bills and term deposits
NOTE 6: RECEIVABLES
Trade debtors 
Prepayment 
Accrued interest
Amounts receivable from other related 
corporations (non-trade)
NOTE 7: OTHER ASSETS (CURRENT)
Incomplete project expenditure
Research and Development Syndicate:
Research and development funding 1993
NOTE 8: INVESTMENTS (NON-CURRENT)
(a) Quoted on a prescribed stock exchange, at cost 
Options for shares in other corporations
(b) Not quoted on a prescribed stock exchange, at 
Directors' valuation
Shares in associated company (not controlled corporation) 
Represented by:
Shares in Virax Pty Limited
The principal activity of this associated company is the 
development of a new vaccine technology. The 
investment by Anutech represents 32.5% of the issued 
ordinary shares of Virax Pty Limited. The balance 
date of Virax Pty Limited is 30 June.
(c) Not quoted on a prescribed stock exchange, at 
Directors’ valuation
Shares in other company (not controlled)
(d) Not quoted on a prescribed stock exchange, at cost 
Share of Partnerships
(e) Not quoted on a prescribed stock exchange, at cost 
Share in controlled entity (partly owned)
Anutech Pty Ltd had one $1 ordinary share in 
Total Quality Distributors Pty ltd (TQD Pty Ltd)
The principal activities of this company were to distribute 
software products
This company was sold during the year.
CONSOLIDATED ANUTECH
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
278 440 278 391
1,784 1,976 1,784 1,976
3,561 3,030 3,561 3,030
5,623 5,446 5,623 5,397
1,059 1,116 1,059 1,060
57 30 57 30
205 249 205 249
- 44 . 164
1,321 1,439 1,321 1,503
Kf) 1,562 264 1,562 406
4(a)&(b) 8,975 1,689 8,975 1,689
10,537 1,953 10,537 2,095
1(e)
4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
10 10 10 10
16 16 16 16
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NOTE 9: PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Office furniture, fittings and equipment - at cost 
Accumulated depreciation
Motor vehicles - at cost 
Accumulated depreciation
Building - at cost 
Accumulated depreciation
NOTE 10: OTHER ASSETS (NON CURRENT)
Deferred research and development costs 
Research and Development Syndicate:
Research and Development funding 1993 
Technology licences fund - cash investment 
Technology licence fund accrued income
NOTE 11: CREDITORS AND BORROWINGS (CURRENT)
Trade creditors (unsecured)
Amounts payable to controlling entity
The Australian National University (unsecured)
NOTE 12: PROVISIONS (CURRENT)
Provision for employee entitlements
Provision for donation to The Australian National
University
CONSOLIDATED ANUTECH
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
(1c)
486 383 486 376
(207) 036) (207) 036)
279 247 279 240
285 328 285 328
(69) (50) (69) (50)
215 278 215 278
4,717 4,693 4,717 4,693
(216) (108) (216) (108)
4,501 4,585 4,501 4,585
4,996 5,110 4,996 5,103
1(1) 240 143 240 143
4(a)&(b) 7,381 1,694 7,381 1,694
4(a)&(b) 73,070 40,784 73,070 40,784
4(a)&(b) 11,644 3,879 11,644 3,879
92,335 46,500 92,335 46,500
1,207 1,254 1,207 1,208
253 537 253 537
1,460 1,791 1,460 1,745
1(h) 262 270 262 270
1(j) 450 295 450 295
712 565 712 565
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NOTE 13: OTHER LIABILITIES (CURRENT)
Incomplete project revenue
Research and development - compensation
Research and Development Syndicate:
Research and Development advance funding 1992
NOTE 14: PROVISIONS (NON-CURRENT)
Provision for employee entitlements
NOTE 15: OTHER LIABILITIES (NON-CURRENT)
Deferred income - rental received in advance 
Deferred income - prepaid interest 
Research and Development Syndicate:
Research and Development advance funding 1993 
Provision to purchase technology licences and royalties
NOTE 16: SHARE CAPITAL
Authorized capital
5.000. 000 ordinary shares of $1.00 each 
Issued
2.000. 000 ordinary shares of $1.00 each
NOTE 17: RESERVES
(a) Building fund reserve
Balance 1 January 1992 
Transfer (to) / from retained profits 
Balance 31 December 1992
(b) Project development fund reserve
Balance 1 January 1992 
Transfer (to) retained profits 
Transfer from retained profits 
Balance 31 December 1992
(c) Asset revaluation reserve
Balance 1 January 1992 
Surplus/(loss) on Directors' revaluation of 
non-current investments 
Balance 31 December 1991
(d) Research donations reserve
Balance 1 January 1992 
Transfer (to) / from retained profits 
Balance 31 December 1992
Total Reserves
CONSOLIDATED ANUTECH
1992 1991 1992 1991
Notes $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
1(f) 4,457 2,317 4,457 2,460
- 1,961 - 1,961
4(a)&(b) 11,590 3,368 11,590 3,368
16,047 7,646 16,047 7,789
1(h) 75 3 75 3
1 (k) 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
1,393 1,393
4(a)&(b) 7,381 3,373 7,381 3,373
4(a)&(b) 81,642 41,305 81,642 41,305
91,916 46,178 91,916 46,178
5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
200 200 200 200
200 200 200 200
257 200 257 200
(83) (143) (83) -143
150 200 150 200
324 257 324 257
2 7 2 7
. (5) . -5
2 2 2 2
291 291
(5 ) 291 (5 ) 291
286 291 286 291
812 750 812 750
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NOTE 18: STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Notes
CONSOLIDATED
1992
$’000
ANUTECH
1992
$'000
a) Reconciliation of cash
Cash balance comprises:
cash at bank and on hand 278 278
cash management trusts 1,784 1,784
commercial bills and term deposits 3,561 3,561
5,623 5,623
b) Reconciliation of the operating profit to
the net cash flows from operations
Operating profit 642 642
Depreciation 240 240
Provision for employee entitlements 64 64
Changes in assets and liabilities
Trade debtors 165 165
Prepayments (27) (27)
Accrued interest 44 44
Inventory 92 92
Incomplete project expenditure (1,156) (1,156)
Deferred expenditure (97) (97)
Trade creditors 50 50
ANU payments (335) (335)
Incomplete project revenue 1,997 1,997
R&D comepensation revenue (1,025) (1,025)
Deferred income 1,393 1,393
R&D advance funding (1,679) (1,679)
Provision for purchase of technology licence 32,201 32,201
Net cash flow from operating activities 32,569 32,569
No comparative has been supplied as it has been deemed impractical for the initial implementation of this Accounting Standard.
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NOTE 19: SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Company operates predominantly in the technical 
and research industry in Australia
NOTE 20: REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS
Amounts received, or due and receivable by directors 
(being full time employees of company)
CONSOLIDATED 
1992 1991
Notes $'000 $'000
165 95
Number of directors whose remuneration was within 
the following bands:
1992 1991
S70,000-$79,999 1
$90,000-$99,999 1
$100,000-$109,999 1
NOTE 21: RETIREMENT AND SUPERANNUATION
Superannuation contributions and amounts paid in 
connection with the eventual retirement from the office
of director 46 ______30
ANUTECH 
1992 1991
$'000 $'000
165 95
46 30
NOTE 22: REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS
Amounts received or due and receivable by the 
auditors for:
- auditing the accounts 22 16 22 16
- other services _______ 19_ ______13_ _______ 19_ __________ 1_3
41 29 41 29
NOTE 23: EXPENDITURE COMMITMENTS
Lease expenditure contracted for but not otherwise 
provided for in these accounts.
Payable not later than one year 60 50 60 50
Later than one year and not later than two years 50 40 50 40
Later than two years and not later than five years 40 120 40 120
Later than five years 800 760 800 760
950 970 950 970
The lease expenditure commitments are predominantly 
owed to The Australian National University for the building site. 
The annual lease payments are subject to CPI 
increases with a contract review in 1996.
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NOTE 24: CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Business undertaking
Anutech has guaranteed $250,000 to an unrelated party in return
for advance funding of a project based on the conditions of the agreement.
No liability is expected to arise.
NOTE 25: CONTROLLING ENTITY
The Australian National University is the beneficial shareholder of Anutech Ply Limited.
NOTE 26: RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES
The names of the Directors of the Company during the financial year were:
Mr Ronald Bruce Töpfer (Chairman)
Professor Allan Douglas Barton 
Mr John Wallace Morphett 
Mr James Fulton Muir 
Professor Graeme Max Neutze 
Professor Ian Gordon Ross 
Mr Ian William Shedden 
Mr Norman Robert Tieck
Professor Charles Barry Osmond (appointed January 1992)
Dr Penelope Louise Beardsell (appointed May 1992)
Mr J.W. Morphett is a Director of the associated companies Virax Pty Limited and Paterson Instruments Ply Limited.
No director other than the Managing Director, Mr J.W. Morphett and Dr P.L. Beardsell received remuneration for 
their services.
Anutech provides a range of services to its controlling entity The Australian National University. These transactions 
take place on normal commercial terms and conditions.
During the course of the year motor vehicles were sold to Dr P.L. Beardsell for $13,000 and to Mr J.W. Morphett's 
son-in-law for $16,000. These transactions were based on normal commercial conditions.
Miscellaneous items of computer hardware and software were sold to directors during the year. These 
Iransactions take place on normal terms and conditions.
Anutech received $3,706 as fees from Virax Pty Limited for project management services and it made contributions 
:hrough Virax to the Viral Vaccine Joint Venture. These transactions were based on normal commercial conditions.
Anutech provides project management services for Paterson Instruments Pty Limited. Anutech received $37,367 for 
reimbursement of project expenditure. These transactions were based on normal commercial conditions.
Anutech received $22,207 as rental income and cost recovery from Trippett Shedden Pty Limited of which Mr I.W. 
Shedden is a director. These transactions take place on normal terms and conditions.
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